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Blue Network SSM
NOTE:

For information regarding the Employee Assistance Program (EAP), Mental Health, and Substance Abuse treatment providers, please contact Optum Health Services at 1-855-437-3486.

For services in the following categories, reference the provider type shown:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impacted Teeth and Accidental Injury to Teeth</td>
<td>These are considered medical conditions. To receive in-network benefits, please search for a surgeon within the “Oral &amp; Maxillofacial Surgery” specialty category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear and Throat</td>
<td>See Otolaryngology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear, Nose and Throat</td>
<td>See Otorhinolaryngology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Physician</td>
<td>See General Practice, Family Practice, Internal Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Lab Supplies</td>
<td>See Acute Care Facilities and Durable Medical Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Surgery, Prosthetic and Orthotic Sleep Disorder</td>
<td>See Oral &amp; Maxillofacial Surgery, Durable Medical Equipment and Acute Care Facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Important Information

This book lists the providers who were in Blue Network S\textsuperscript{SM} at the time the book was printed.

A provider’s status may change at any time. This list is as correct as possible at the time of printing.

To make sure a doctor or facility is in Blue Network S:

• Call us at 1-800-558-6213.

• Go to bcbst.com/members/TN_state. Log in to BlueAccess\textsuperscript{SM} with your username and password. Select Find Care, then click Find a Doctor. Enter your starting location and then search for your provider by specialty, name or procedure through the search bar or browse through our explore options.

• Download the myBlue TN\textsuperscript{SM} app on your smartphone from the Apple\textsuperscript{®} App Store or Google Play\textsuperscript{®}, then enter the information from your BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Member ID card.
Facilities
(Listed alphabetically by county.)

What you’ll find in this section:
• Acute Care Hospital
• Ambulatory Surgical Facility
• Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF)
• Birthing Center

NOTE: Many acute care clinics offer:
• Independent laboratory
• Rehabilitation
• Sleep disorder services

An acute care clinic can be an emergency room, ambulatory care clinic or other short-term stay facility.

Remember
A provider’s status may change at any time. This list is as correct as possible at the time of printing.

To make sure a doctor or facility is in Blue Network S:
• Call us at 1-800-558-6213.

• Go to bcbst.com/members/TN_state. Log in to BlueAccess with your username and password. Select Find Care, then click Find a Doctor. Enter your starting location and then search for your provider by specialty, name or procedure through the search bar or browse through our explore options.

• Download the myBlue TN℠ app on your smartphone from the Apple® App Store or Google Play®, then enter the information from your BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Member ID card.
Acute Care Hospital

Anderson County
Methodist Medical Center of Oak Ridge

Bedford County
Tennova Healthcare Shelbyville

Benton County
Camden General Hospital

Bledsoe County
Erlanger Bledsoe

Blount County
Blount Memorial Hospital

Bradley County
Tennova Healthcare Cleveland

Campbell County
Jellico Community Hospital

Tennova Healthcare LaFollette Medical Center

Cannon County
Saint Thomas Stones River Hospital LLC

Carroll County
Baptist Memorial Hospital Huntingdon

McKenzie Regional Hospital

Carter County
Sycamore Shoals Hospital

Catawba County (GA)
Cornerstone Medical Center LLC

Claiborne County
Claiborne Medical Center

Clay County
Cumberland River Hospital

Cocke County
Tennova Healthcare Newport Medical Center

Coffee County
Tennova Healthcare Harton

Unity Medical Center

Cumberland County
Cumberland Medical Center

Davidson County
Metropolitan Nashville General Hospital

Select Specialty Hospital Nashville

St Thomas Hospital for Spinal Surgery

St Thomas Midtown Hospital Inc

St Thomas West Hospital

Vanderbilt Children's Hospital

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Decatur County
Decatur County General Hospital

DeKalb County
Saint Thomas DeKalb Hospital LLC

DeSoto County (MS)
Baptist Memorial Hospital Desoto

Dyer County
West Tennessee Healthcare Dyersburg Hospital

Fentress County
Tennova Healthcare Jamestown

Franklin County
Southern Tennessee Medical Center

Gibson County
Milan General Hospital

Giles County
Hillside Hospital

Greene County
Laughlin Memorial Hospital Inc

Takoma Regional Hospital

Hamblen County
Lakeway Regional Hospital

Morristown Hamblen Hosp Assoc Inc

Hamilton County
Erlanger East

Erlanger Medical Center

Erlanger North

Kindred Hospital Chattanooga Memorial Hospital

Memorial Hospital Hixson

Miller Eye Center

T C Thompson Childrens Hosp

Hancock County
Hancock County Hospital

Hardeman County
Bolivar General Hospital

Hardin County
Hardin Medical Center

Hawkins County
Hawkins County Memorial Hospital

Henderson County
Henderson County Community Hospital

Henry County
Henry County Medical Center

Hickman County
St Thomas Hickman Community Hospital

Houston County
Houston County Community Hospital

Humphreys County
Three Rivers Hospital

Jefferson County
Tennova Healthcare Jefferson Memorial Hospital

Johnson County
Johnson County Community Hospital

Knox County
East Tennessee Childrens Hospital

Fort Sanders Regional Medical Center

Parkwest Medical Center

Select Specialty Hospital Knoxville

Select Specialty Hospital North Knoxville

Tennova Healthcare North Knoxville Medical Center

Tennova Healthcare Physicians Reg Med Ctr

Tennova Healthcare Turkey Creek Medical Center

Lauderdale County
Lauderdale Community Hospital

Lauderdale County (AL)
Eliza Coffee Memorial Hospital

Lawrence County
Crockett Hospital

Lincoln County
Lincoln Medical Center

Loudon County
Fort Loudoun Medical Center

Macon County
Macon County General Hospital

Madison County
Jackson Madison County General Hospital

West Tennessee Healthcare North Hospital

Marshall County
Marshall Medical Center

Maury County
Maury Regional Hospital

McMinn County
Starr Regional Medical Center

Monroe County
Sweetwater Hospital Association

Montgomery County
Tennova Healthcare Clarksville

Nashville County
Curraheath Nashville

Obion County
Baptist Memorial Hospital Union City

Onslow County (NC)
Naval Hospital Camp Lejeune

Overton County
Livingston Regional Hospital

Perry County
Perry Community Hospital

Putnam County
 Cookeville Regional Medical Center

Rhea County
Rhea Medical Center

Roane County
Roane Medical Center

Robertson County
Northcrest Medical Center

Rutherford County
St Thomas Rutherford Hospital

TrustPoint Hospital

Scott County
Scott County Community Hospital Inc

Sevier County
LeConte Medical Center

Shelby County
Baptist Memorial Hospital Memphis

Baptist Memorial Restorative Care Hospital

Lebonheur Children's Hospital

Germantown

Lebonheur Childrens Medical Center

Saint Francis Hospital

Saint Francis Hospital Bartlett

Select Specialty Hospital Memphis

Spence and Beck Wilson Baptist Children Hospital

St Jude Childrens Research Hospital

Smith County
Riverview Regional Medical Center

Sullivan County
Bristol Regional Medical Center

Holston Valley Medical Center

Indian Path Medical Center

Select Specialty Hospital Tri Cities Inc

Sumner County
Sumner Regional Medical Center

Tipton County
Baptist Memorial Hospital Tipton

Trousdale County
Trousdale Medical Center

Unicoi County
Unicoi County Memorial Hospital Inc

Warren County
Saint Thomas River Park Hospital LLC

Washington County
Franklin Woods Community Hospital

Johnson City Medical Center Hospital

Wayne County
Wayne Medical Center

Weakley County
West Tennessee Healthcare Volunteer Hospital

White County
Saint Thomas Highlands Hospital LLC

Williamson County
Williamson Medical Center

Wilson County
Tennova Healthcare Lebanon

Ambulatory Surgical Facility

Anderson County
Advanced Family Surgery Center

The Eye Surgery Center of Oak Ridge LLC

Blount County
Tennessee Endoscopy Center

Bradley County
NovaMed Surgery Center of Cleveland

Coffee County
Center For Day Surgery Inc

Tullahoma Surgery Center

Cumberland County
Cataract and Laser Center

Plateau Surgery Center LLC

Davidson County
Baptist Plaza Surgicare

Davidson County
Associated Endoscopy

Baptist Ambulatory Surgery Center

Centennial Surgery Center

Digestive Disease Endoscopy Center Inc

Endoscopy Center of St Thomas

Eye Surgery Center of Middle Tennessee

Eye Surgery Center of Nashville

Gurley Surgery Center

Mid State Endoscopy Center

Naval Hospital Camp Lejeune

Nashville EndoSurgery Center

Nashville Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Center

Northridge Surgery Center

Oral Facial Surgery Center

Premier Orthopaedic Surgery Center

Premier Radiology Pain Management Center

Saint Thomas Campus SurgiCare LP

Southern Endoscopy Center

Southern Hills Surgery Center

St Thomas Outpatient Neurosurgical Center LLC

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Ambulatory Surgical Facility (Continued)

Davidson County (Continued)
Summit Surgery Center
The Nashville TN Ophthalmology ASC
Urology Surgery Center Inc
Wesley Ophthalmic Plastic Surgery
DeSoto County (MS)
Specialty Surgery Center LLC
Dyer County
Cape Surgery Center LLC
Hamilton County
Center For Oral and Facial Surgery of Chattanooga
Center For Sports Med & Orthopaedic Surgery
Chattanooga Endoscopy Center
Chattanooga Pain Surgery Center
Eye Surgery Center of Chattanooga LLC
Novamed Surgery Center of Chattanooga
Physicians Surgery Center of Chattanooga
Renaissance Surgery Center of Chattanooga LLC
Henry County
Van Dyck ASC LLC
Knox County
Childrens West Surgery Center
Eye Surgery Center of East Tennessee
Fort Sanders West OP Surgery Center
Knoxville Eye Surgery Center
Knoxville Orthopaedic Surgery Center LLC
Parkwest Surgery Center
PCET Surgery Center LLC
Physicians Surgery Center of Knoxville
Southeast Eye Surgery Center
The Endoscopy Center
The Endoscopy Center North
The Endoscopy Center West
Madison County
DDC Surgery Center
Physicians Surgery Center
Maury County
Columbia TN Endoscopy
Maury Regional Spring Hill Surgery Center
The Surgery Center of Middle Tennessee
McMinn County
Athens Surgery Center LLC
Montgomery County
Clarksville Surgicenter
GI Specialists of Clarksville PC
St Thomas Surgery Center Clarksville
Obion County
Union City Asc LLC
Union City Surgery Center
Putnam County
Perimeter Surgery Center
The Cookeville Surgery Center Inc
Upper Cumberland Physicians Surgery Center LLC
Rutherford County
Mid State Endoscopy Center LLC
Middle Tennessee Ambulatory Surgery Center
Physicians Pavilion Surgery Center
Surgical Center of Murfreesboro
Shelby County
Baptist Gastro Specialist Surgery Center

Birthing Center

Davidson County
Baby and Company Nashville 1 LLC
Knox County
Baby and Company Knoxville 1 LLC
Monroe County
Womens Wellness and Maternity Center

Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF)

Anderson County
Diversicare of Oak Ridge
NHC Healthcare Oak Ridge
Norris Health and Rehabilitation Center
Summit View of Rocky Top
The Waters of Clinton LLC
Bedford County
Glen Oaks Health and Rehabilitation
The Waters of Shelbyville LLC
Benton County
Caledon Healthcare and Rehab Center
Blount County
Asbury Place Maryville
Blount Memorial Transitional Care Unit
Kindred Nursing and Rehabilitation Fairpark
Kindred Transitional Care and Rehabilitation Maryville
Life Care Center of Blount County
Shannondale of Maryville Health Center
Bradley County
Bradley Healthcare Rehabilitation Ctr
Life Care Center of Cleveland
Signature Healthcare of Cleveland
Campbell County
Beech Tree Manor
Cumberland Village Care and Rehab Center
Tennova Lafollette Health and Rehab Center
Cannon County
Woodbury Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
Carroll County
Christian Care Center of McKenzie LLC
Huntington Health and Rehab Center
Life Care Center of Bruceton Hollow Rock McKenzie Healthcare and Rehab Center Inc
Carter County
Hermitage Health Center
Hillview Health Center
Ivy Hall Nursing Home
Life Care Center of Elizabethton
Signature Healthcare of Elizabethton
Rehab and Wellness
The Waters of Roan Highlands LLC
Catosa County (GA)
NHC Healthcare Fort Oglethorpe
Cheatham County
The Waters of Cheatham LLC
Chester County
Henderson Health and Rehab Center LLC
Claiborne County
Claiborne Health and Rehabilitation Center
Diversicare of Claiborne
Tri State Health and Rehab Center
Clay County
Integrity Healthcare of Celina
Cocke County
Newport Health and Rehabilitation
Coffee County
Horizon Health and Rehab Center
Life Care Center of Tullahoma
Manchester Health Care Center
NHC Healthcare Tullahoma
Crockett County
Alamo Nursing and Rehab Center
Bells Nursing and Rehab Center
Cumberland County
Good Samaritan Society Fairfield Glade
Life Care Center of Crossville
Uplands Village
Wyndridge Health and Rehabilitation Center
Davidson County
Bethany Health Care Center
Creekside Healthcare LLC
Cumberland Health Care and Rehabilitation Inc
Good Samaritan Health and Rehabilitation Center
Grace Healthcare of Whites Creek
Greenthills Health and Rehab Center
Life Care Center of Hickory Woods
Life Care Center of Older Hickory Village
McKendree Village
Nashville Center for Rehabilitation and Healing LLC
Nashville Community Care & Rehab at Bordeaux
NHC Place at The Trace LLC
Signature HC of Madison
The Health Center at Richland Place
Trevoecca Health Care Center
Vanco Manor Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
West Meade Place
Decatur County
Decatur County Health Care and Rehabilitation Inc
Westwood Health Care and Rehabilitation Center
DeKalb County
NHC Healthcare Smithville
Dickson County
Dickson Health and Rehab
NHC Healthcare Dickson
Dyer County
Dyersburg Nursing and Rehabilitation Inc
Highlands of Dyersburg
Fayette County
Gallaway Healthcare Center
NHC Healthcare Somerville
Fentress County
Signature Healthcare of Fentress County
Franklin County
Southern TN Skilled Facility
The Waters of Winchester LLC
Winchester Healthcare LLC
Gibson County
Douglas Nursing Home
Dyer Nursing and Rehab Center
Humboldt Healthcare and Rehab Center
Humboldt Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
NHC Healthcare Milan
Trenton Health and Rehabilitation Center
Giles County
Ardmore Healthcare LLC
Meadowbrook Health and Rehabilitation Center LLC
NHC Healthcare Pulaski
Grainger County
Ridgewood Terrace of Life Care
Greene County
Durham Hessley Health and Rehabilitation
Laughlin Healthcare Center
Life Care Center of Greenville
Signature Healthcare of Greenville
### Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Facilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grundy County</td>
<td>Signature Healthcare of Montagle Rehab and Wellness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamblen County</td>
<td>Heritage Center Life Care Center of Morristown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton County</td>
<td>Alexian Village of Tenn Inc Life Care of Collegedale Life Care of Hitsson Life Care of Ooltewah Life Care of Red Bank NHC Healthcare Chattanooga Soddy Daisy Health Care Center St Barnabas at Stiwin Hospital The Health Center at Standifer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hancock County</td>
<td>Hancock Manor Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardeman County</td>
<td>Pine Meadows Healthcare and Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardin County</td>
<td>Hardin County Nursing Home Savannah Health Care and Rehabilitation Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins County</td>
<td>Church Hill Health Care and Rehab Center Signature Healthcare of Rogersville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haywood County</td>
<td>Crestview Health Care and Rehabilitation Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson County</td>
<td>Lexington Health Care and Rehabilitation Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry County</td>
<td>Henry County Healthcare Center Paris Health Care Nursing and Rehab Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickman County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Centerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston County</td>
<td>Signature Healthcare of Erln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphreys County</td>
<td>Humphreys County Nursing Home Inc Waverly Health Care and Rehab Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson County</td>
<td>Mabry Health Care and Rehab Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>Jefferson City Health and Rehab Center Life Care Center of Jefferson City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson County</td>
<td>Mountain City Care and Rehabilitation Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Knox County        | Ben Atchley State Veterans Home Beverly Park Place Health and Rehab Concordia Nursing and Rehabilitation Northaven Fort Sanders Transitional Care Hillcrest Healthcare West Island Home Park Health and Rehab Kindred Nursing Centers and Rehabilitation Norththa NHC Healthcare Farragut NHC Healthcare Fort Sanders NHC Healthcare Holston NHC Healthcare Knoxville Shannondale Health Care Summit View of Farragut Tenova Healthcare Transitional Unit WellPark at Shannondale La Russa Care Center Lake County Reelfoot Manor Signature Healthcare of Ridgely Rehab and Wellness Lawrence County Ripley Healthcare and Rehabilitation Center Lawrence County Courtyard Health and Rehabilitation NH Healthcare Lawrenceburg NH Healthcare Scott Lewis County Lewis County Nursing and Rehabilitation Center Inc Lincoln County Fayetteville Healthcare LLC Lincoln and Donelson Care Center Loudon County Kindred Nursing and Rehabilitation Louden Macedo County Knollwood Manor Madison County Forest Cove Nursing and Rehab Center Laurelwood Health Care Maplewood Healthcare Center Mission Convalescent Home Northbrooke Health Care and Rehab Center Inc West Tennessee Transitional Care Inc Madison County (AL) Millennium Nursing and Rehabilitation Center Marion County Signature Healthcare of South Pittsburg Rehab and Marshall County Marshall Medical Center NHCH Healthcare Lewisburg NHCH Healthcare Oakwood Maury County Life Care Center of Columbia NHCH Healthcare Columbia NHCH Maury Regional Transitional Care Center LLC Signature Healthcare of Columbia McNairy County McNairy County Healthcare Center Inc McNairy County Healthcare Center Inc McGeis County Decatur Healthcare LLC Monroe County Madisonville Healthcare LLC Sweetwater Nursing Center Inc Wood Presbyterian Home Inc Montgomery County Clarksville Nursing and Rehabilitation Center Inc Grace Healthcare of Clarksville Palmyra Health Care Center Signature Healthcare of Clarksville Moore County Lynchburg Nursing Center Morgan County Life Care Center of Morgan County Obion County The Waters of Union City LLC Union City Nursing and Rehabilitation Center Inc Overton County Overton County Health and Rehab Center Perry County Perry County Nursing Home Pickett County Picket Care and Rehabilitation Center Polk County Life Care Center of Copper Basin Putnam County Bethesda Health Care Center Inc NH Healthcare of Cookeville Signature Healthcare of Putnam County Standing Stone Care and Rehabilitation Center Rhea County Life Care Center of Rhea County Spring City Care and Rehabilitation Center Roane County Harmin Care and Rehabilitation Center Signature Healthcare of Rockwood Rehab and Wellness Robertson County NHCH Healthcare Springfield The Waters of Robertson LLC The Waters of Springfield LLC White House Health Care Rutherford County Adams Place Boulevard Terrace Rehabilitation and Nursing Ctr Community Care of Rutherford County Inc Diversicare of Smyrna NHCH Healthcare Murfreesboro Northside Health Care Center The Waters of Smyrna LLC Scott County Huntsville Manor Oneida Nursing and Rehab Center Sequatchie County NHCH Healthcare Sequatchie Sequoia County Fort Sanders Sequoia Nursing Home Ocoee Sequoia Health and Rehabilitation Center Pigeon Forge Care and Rehabilitation Center Shelby County Applingwood Health Care Bright Glade Health and Rehabilitation Inc Christian Care Center of Memphis Grace Healthcare of Cordova GraceLand Nursing LLC Harbor View Nursing and Rehabilitation Inc Majestic Gardens at Memphis Rehabilitation Parkway Health and Rehabilitation Center Poplar Oaks Rehabilitation and Healthcare Center Quinque Nursing and Rehabilitation Center LLC Rainbow Rehabilitation and Healthcare Center LLC Regional One Health Skilled Nursing Facility Signature Healthcare at St Peter Villa Signature Healthcare Methodist Signature Healthcare of Memphis Signature Healthcare of Primm Spring Gate Rehab and Healthcare Center The Kings Daughters and Sons Home Smith County Kindred Nursing and Rehabilitation Smith County Stewart County Diversicare of Dover Sullivan County Christian Care Center of Bristol Franklin Cambridge Operations dba The Cambridge Ho Greystone Healthcare Center Holston Manor NHCH Healthcare Kingsport The Wexford House Sumner County NHCH Healthcare Hendersonville NH Healthcare Sumner LLC Signature Healthcare of Portland Rehab and Wellness The Waters of Gallatin LLC Westmoreland Care and Rehabilitation Center Tipton County Covington Care Nursing and Rehabilitation Ctr Inc River Terrace Health and Rehab Center Trousdale County Hartville Convalescent Center Unicoi County Center On Aging and Health Erwin Health Care Center Unicoi County Nursing Home Inc Union County Willow Ridge Center Van Buren County Generations Center of Spencer Walker County (GA) NHCH Healthcare Rossville Parkside Operations LLC Warren County NHCH Healthcare McMinnville Raintree Manor Washington County Agape Nursing & Rehabilitation Center Cornerstone Village Four Oaks Health Care Center Lakebridge A Waters Community LLC Life Care Center of Gray NHCH Healthcare Johnson City Princeton Transitional Care The Waters of Johnson City LLC Washington County (VA) NHCH Healthcare Bristol

---

Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Facilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weakley County</td>
<td>Diversicare of Martin, Van Ayer Healthcare and Rehab Inc, Weakley County Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Sparta, NHC Healthcare Sparta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson County</td>
<td>Claiborne and Hughes Nursing and Rehabilitation Ce, Grace Healthcare of Franklin, NHC Healthcare Franklin, NHC Place at Cool Springs, Somerfield at The Heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson County</td>
<td>Lebanon Health and Rehab Center, Mt Juliet Healthcare Center, Quality Center for Rehabilitation and Healing LLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rehabilitation
(Listed alphabetically by county.
Specialties are listed alphabetically under each county.)

Providers and services in this section:
• Inpatient Rehabilitation
• Outpatient Rehabilitation
• Occupational Therapy
• Audiology Physical Therapy
• Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
• Speech Pathology/Speech Therapy
Please look at the Facilities section of this handbook for more health care professionals who offer rehabilitation services.

Remember
A provider’s status may change at any time. This list is as correct as possible at the time of printing.

To make sure a doctor or facility is in Blue Network S:
• Call us at 1-800-558-6213.
• Go to bcbst.com/members/TN_state. Log in to BlueAccess with your username and password. Select Find Care, then click Find a Doctor. Enter your starting location and then search for your provider by specialty, name or procedure through the search bar or browse through our explore options.
• Download the myBlue TNSM app on your smartphone from the Apple® App Store or Google Play®, then enter the information from your BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Member ID card.
## Inpatient Rehabilitation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Facility Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davidson County</td>
<td>St Thomas Midtown Hospital Inpatient Rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton County</td>
<td>Healthsouth Chatt Rehab Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison County</td>
<td>Siskin Hospital For Physical Rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan County</td>
<td>Healthsouth Rehab Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County</td>
<td>Quilen Rehabilitation Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakley County</td>
<td>West Tennessee Rehabilitation Hospital LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson County</td>
<td>HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital of Franklin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Outpatient Rehabilitation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Facility Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedford County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blount County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell County</td>
<td>Grace Rehabilitation Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Brueton Hollow Rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter County</td>
<td>Hillview Health Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catoosa County (GA)</td>
<td>ATI Physical Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheatham County</td>
<td>The Waters of Cheatham LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester County</td>
<td>Sports Plus Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocke County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Tullahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson County</td>
<td>Bethany Center for Rehabilitation and Healing LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumberland County</td>
<td>Good Samaritan Society Fairfeld Glade Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crockett County</td>
<td>Lift Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Crossville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decatur County</td>
<td>Decatur County Health Care and Rehabilitation, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeKalb County</td>
<td>NHC Healthcare Smithville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickson County</td>
<td>NHC Healthcare Dickson Select Physical Therapy Holdings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyer County</td>
<td>Dyersburg Nursing and Rehabilitation Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayette County</td>
<td>NHC Somerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin County</td>
<td>Golden Living Center Mountain View Therapy Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson County</td>
<td>Humboldt Healthcare and Rehab Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giles County</td>
<td>Meadowbrook Health and Rehabilitation Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grainger County</td>
<td>Ridgeview Terrace of LifeCare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene County</td>
<td>Apple Rehab Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamblen County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Morristown The Heritage Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton County</td>
<td>Alexian Village of Tenn Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hancock County</td>
<td>Hancock Manor Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardin County</td>
<td>Savannah Health Care and Rehabilitation Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins County</td>
<td>Vanguard of Church Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haywood County</td>
<td>Sports Plus Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson County</td>
<td>Lexington Health Care and Rehabilitation Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickman County</td>
<td>Centerville Health Care Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphreys County</td>
<td>Waverly Health Care and Rehabilitation Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson County</td>
<td>Mabry Health Care and Rehab Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Jefferson City Optimus Health Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knox County</td>
<td>Associated Therapeutics Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence County</td>
<td>NHC Healthcare Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis County</td>
<td>Lewis County Nursing and Rehabilitation Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln County</td>
<td>Lincoln and Donaldson Care Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudon County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macon County</td>
<td>Comprehensive Rehabilitation of Lafayette Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison County</td>
<td>Forest Cove Nursing and Rehab Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maury County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomery County</td>
<td>Full Spectrum Pediatric Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overton County</td>
<td>Physical Medicine Center of the Cumberlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Copper Basin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putnam County</td>
<td>Bethesda Health Care Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putnam County</td>
<td>Cumberland Physical Therapy and Rehab Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putnam County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhea County</td>
<td>Independent Physical Therapy LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roane County</td>
<td>Life Care Center of Rhea County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robertson County</td>
<td>Golden Living Center Springfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott County (VA)</td>
<td>1st Step Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequatchie County</td>
<td>NHC Healthcare Sequatchie Omni Rehab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
## Audiology

**Rehabilitation**

### Whitley County (KY) (Continued)
- Edwards, Janet C. AuD CCC-A
- Wright, Eleya M. MA CCC-A

### Williamson County
- Barker, Alicia S. AuD CCC-A
- Campbell, Christi D. MA CCC-A
- Ellison, Cynthia L. AuD CCC-A
- Ford, Laura A. CGE
- Goddeeris, Julia A. AuD
- Gray, Rachel P. AuD
- Jackson, Kelsey E. AuD CCC-A
- Johnson, Megan L. MA CCC-A
- Kassinger, Jill C. AuD
- Kelley, Erin J. AuD
- Kennady, Mary H. MS CCC-A
- Kilgore, Jennifer A. AuD
- Lee, Bridget AuD CCC-A
- Maxwell, Shelby AuD CCC-A
- Rehrer, Kathleen R. AuD CCC-A
- Sacks, Jo Annie AuD CCC-A
- Thayer, Erica L. AuD CCC-A

### Wilson County
- Dooley, Heather L. AuD CCC-A
- Sownekow, David W. CCC
- Ramsey, Cheri R. MA CCC-A
- Sladey, Mitzi L. AuD CCC-A

### Audiology

#### Occupational Therapy

**Bedford County**
- Blakely, Carly E. OT
- Carpenter, Kasey OT
- Evans, Sandra J. OT
- Hinds, Hayley OT
- Jacobson, Sara A. OT
- Lindeman, Morgan L. OT
- Morse, Virginia A. OT
- Pevahouse, Shelby L. OT
- Salyards, Rachel OT
- Swihart, Cassie R. OT
- Treadway, Megan A. OT
- Wagner, Melissa H. OT

**Blount County**
- Brinkley, Shannon D. OT
- Dougherty, Colleen D. OT
- Lotivio, Edith C. OT
- Nolan, Karen L. OT
- Poole, Sharon L. OT
- Rinehart, Allie OT
- Roell, Andrea B. OT
- Scott, Melanie S. OT
- Simmons, Ruth OT

**Bradley County**
- Cobb, David S. OT
- DaVanzo, Teresa L. OT
- Ehlers, Jennifer OT
- Hughes, Kimberly D. OT
- Massey, Kenneth C. OT
- Otts, Cathy L. OT
- Phillips, Patricia I. OT
- Ray, Laura S. OT
- Swartout, Megan R. OT
- Whiteley, Meghan D. OT
- Williams, Amy C. OT
- Worde, Randall H. OTR

**Campbell County**
- Griffith, Sharon K. OT
- Kennedy, Dana M. OT
- Seilers, Jennifer R. OT
- Smith, Karen R. OT
- Yeary, Natasha R. OT

**Carter County**
- Blake, Jasmine D. OT
- Cates, Gianna OT
- Powers, Ashton OT
- Price, Jenna L. OT
- Quillen, Tonya A. OT
- Spangler, Sheila P. OT
- Taylor, Savannah OT
- Van Fleet, Sabrina L. OT
- Williams, Lindsay B. OT

**Cattoosa County (GA)**
- Lee, Nicole E. OTR

**Clairobne County**
- Mills, Jayme M. OT

**Cocke County**
- Miracle, Chyntia OT

**Cumberland County**
- Blakely, Carly E. OT
- Carpenter, Kasey OT
- Evans, Sandra J. OT
- Henderson, Karyn R. OT
- Hinds, Hayley OT
- Jacobson, Sara A. OT
- Lindeman, Morgan L. OT
- Morse, Virginia A. OT
- Pevahouse, Shelby L. OT
- Salyards, Rachel OT
- Swihart, Cassie R. OT
- Treadway, Megan A. OT
- Wagner, Melissa H. OT

**Davidson County**
- Apel, Mallory OT
- Bergner, Jamie L. OT
- Blakely, Carly E. OT
- Brook, Jamie H. OT
- Burns, Emily R. OT
- Carpenter, Kasey OT
- Champion, Monya H. OT
- Cook, Jennifer B. OT
- Cooper, Andrea G. OT
- Cornell, Erin R. OT
- Davis, Laura B. OT
- Deal, Jessica S. OT
- Dekuiper, Breeanna L. OT
- Denison, Kelly A. OT
- Evans, Sandra J. OT
- Farrar, Jennifer Q. OT
- Garvey, Tamara L. OT
- Grider, Daniel W. OT
- Haase, Peggy C. OT
- Harrell, Pamela P. OTR
- Harley, Patricia T. OT
- Hinds, Hayley OT
- Jacobson, Sara A. OT
- Kimbro D’Ippolito, Pauline R. OT
- King, Kimberly OT
- Levy, Tracy F. OT
- Lindeman, Morgan L. OT
- Marion, Jon D. OT
- Marple, Claire L. OT
- Mason, Karl OT
- Montgomery, Erica J. OT
- Morse, Virginia A. OT
- Nunning, Cheryl A. OT
- Perrone, Lisa B. OT
- Pevahouse, Shelby L. OT
- Phillips, Jacob L. OT
- Rittman, Brady K. OT
- Robertson, Nicholas A. OT
- Robinson, Gary E. OT
- Salyards, Rachel OT
- Schmichepapker, Angela M. OT
- Shea, Mary E. OT
- Swihart, Cassie R. OT
- Treadway, Megan A. OT

**DeSoto County (MS)**
- Brack, Megan R. OT
- Dikov, Natalie OT
- Gregory, David P. OT
- Howard, Melissa A. OT

**Dekalby County**
- Blakely, Carly E. OT
- Carpenter, Kasey OT
- Evans, Sandra J. OT
- Hinds, Hayley OT
- Jacobson, Sara A. OT
- Lindeman, Morgan L. OT
- Morse, Virginia A. OT
- Pevahouse, Shelby L. OT
- Salyards, Rachel OT
- Swihart, Cassie R. OT
- Treadway, Megan A. OT
- Wagner, Melissa H. OT

**Dyer County**
- Nolen, Kimberly N. OT
- Fentress County
- Henderson, Karyn R. OT

**Hamblen County**
- Bezo, Rebekah E. OT
- Knight, Caroline P. OT
- Lolivio, Edith C. OT
- Morelock, Jessica A. OT
- Yearly, Tammy R. OT

**Hamilton County**
- Bridges, Samantha E. OT
- Bryant, Kimberly R. OT
- Chapman, Kathleen K. OT
- Christopher, Melissa S. OT
- Ehlers, Jennifer OT
- Feldhacker, Hannah D. OT
- Gray, Michelle A. OT
- Greene, Jennifer L. OT
- Hanton, Krista N. OT
- Harper, Etta OT
- Treadway, Megan A. OT
- Swihart, Cassie R. OT

**Hampton County**
- Evins, April E. OT

**Hardeman County**
- Yielding, Jennifer E. OT

**Humphreys County**
- Offutt, Paula J. OT

**Jefferson County**
- Bolling, Katherine I. OT
- Kinney, Kimberly L. OT
- Carpenter, Kasey OT
- Cilek, Christina I. OTR/L
- Colletti, Megan OT
- Cooper, Robyn W. OT
- DaVanzo, Teresa L. OT
- Dougherty, Colleen D. OT
- Duck, Ashleigh E. OT
- Evans, Andrea J. OT
- Goldman, Rebecca L. OT
- Henley, Crystal D. OT
- Hinds, Hayley OT
- Jacobson, Sara A. OT
- Lindeman, Morgan L. OT
- Morse, Virginia A. OT
- Pevahouse, Shelby L. OT
- Salyards, Rachel OT
- Swihart, Cassie R. OT
- Treadway, Megan A. OT
- Wagner, Melissa H. OT

**Loudon County**
- Mankad, Sujata M. OT
- Whitley, Meghan D. OT

**Maury County**
- Anderson, Karin D. OT
- Bendar, Lindsey J. OT
- Davis, Elizabeth A. OT
- Hornbaker, Denice M. OT
- Jones, Cassie J. OT
- Nephew, Susan J. OT
- Rittman, Brady K. OT

**McMinn County**
- DaVanzo, Teresa L. OT
- Mankad, Sujata M. OT

**Montgomery County**
- Ballard, Emily OT
- Barrett, Kimberly A. OT
- Bennett, Sarah T. OT
- Binkley, Christopher A. OT
- Chapman, Amanda OT
- Childers, Samantha M. OT
- Desomma, Alison OT
- Elam, Elizabeth A. OT
- Hall, Elizabeth OT
- Knap, Denise A. OT
- Morris, Cara J. OT
- Stanfill, Linda M. OTR
- Strull, Brittany L. OT
- Sug, Yachtien P. OT
- Walker, Kristin D. OT
- Watson, Tara F. OT
- Zehr, Ashley E. OT

**Rehabilitation**

**Wilson County**
- Dooley, Heather L. AuD CCC-A
- Sownekow, David W. CCC
- Ramsey, Cheri R. MA CCC-A
- Sladey, Mitzi L. AuD CCC-A

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Physical Therapy

Blount County (Continued)

Hinkle, Jennifer L. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Jordan, Timothy R. PT
Kaufman, Douglas H. PT
Kramer, Dana N. PT
LaRocco, Marcia C. PT
Lodvio Jr, Benjamin B. PT
Luckenbaugh, Aubrie M. PT
Luke, Tyler M. PT
Marasing, Calvert S. PT
Markway, Kyle C. PT
McArdal, Jennifer PT
McBrayer, Karen R. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Parnell, Susan S. PT
Sia, Merazon A. PT
Smith, Amanda S. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Stampler, Tyler D. DPT
Tomberlin, Tony L. PT
Westbrook, Kathleen C. PT
White, Deena L. PT

Bradley County

Alvarez, Pablo A. PT
Bagel, Julie A. PT
Baldridge, Joseph C. PT
Beene, Zachary R. PT
Baldridge, Joseph C. PT
Bage, Julie A. PT
Alvarez, Pablo A. PT
McArdal, Jennifer PT
McDowell, Meagan C. PT
McDowell, Karen R. PT
McDowell, Rachel A. PT
McDowell, Cynthia S. PT
McDowell, Chad D. DPT
Miller, Kameron R. PT
Norton, Kevin L. PT
Ollis, Rachel S. PT
Padalino, Carolyn B. PT
Parker, Brandy D. PT
Parrenno, Larrie D. PT
Park, Jun E. PT
Patton, Monika PT
Peterson, Paula L. PT
Peterson, Rhyliss L. PT
Potterlak, Jeffrey C. PT
Pressley, Jennifer J. PT
Ramos, Alyson T. PT
Rawls, Roni A. PT
Rider, Kate A. PT
Roberts, Connie A. PT
Rulledge, Charles M. PT
Shah, Sonali Z. PT
Shaw, Jessica L. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Sloens, Jessica C. PT
Stone, Jill R. PT
Strader, Rachel E. PT
Tallent, Ann M. PT
Tate, Amanda R. PT
Thom, Jean M. PT
Valenzuela, Allan E. PT
Wall Jr, John W. PT
Wampler, Jeremy J. PT
Wright, Nolan E. PT
Yellott, Tara M. PT

Campbell County

Caudill, Jeffery PT
Grin, Elaine H. DPT
Gilliam, Lisa L. PT
Hoeekstra, Joseph R. PT
Hopstead, Brian S. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Johnson, Jacob H. PT
Lay, Morgan L. PT
Patiel, Hemal PT
Popovich, Julianne M. PT
Poppy, Gloria J. PT
Rupe, Kelly R. PT
Sadaputra, Jennifer E. PT
Stephens, Walter PT
Tidwell, Elton J. PT

Carroll County

Bell, Shanwil A. DPT
Camborn, Christina M. PT
Clark, Adam D. DPT
Clouse, Gary D. PT
Dickerson, Shaw S. PT
Dobner, Bradley J. PT
Gaylor, Edric D. PT
Goodwin, Jeremiah R. PT
Hawks, Tyler R. DPT
Heringstagh Grew, Alyssa M. DPT
Huffstetler, Russ A. PT
Ingalls, Kathleen A. PT
Jones, Brittany A. PT
King, Misty M. PT
Ladd, Michael H. PT
Mace, Jonathan R. PT
Matthews, Bradley D. PT
Northveld, Nicholas C. PT
Onell, Craig W. PT
Perry, Meredith D. PT
Pope, Ross E. PT
Roby, Laura B. MD
Swareingin, Jody L. PT
Tate, Trey A. PT
Tyler, Bianca PT
Washburn, Lawrence M. PT
Wilcox, Cory A. DPT
Wright, Melanie A. PT

Carter County

Barrett, Dustin R. PT
Bourasse, Michael D. PT
Kiser, Erin PT
Lowe, Christin PT
Minick, Amanda M. PT

Peters, III, Charles Y. PT
Raione, Elise G. PT
Smith, Danny D. PT
Smith, Justin C. PT
Whitt, Holly M. PT

Catoosa County (GA)

Carlson, Gary S. PT
Clement, Callie R. PT
Clements, Joy R. PT
Cowan, Chris M. PT
Dowdell, Katherine W. PT
Foy, Belinda D. RPT
Garnaway, Johnathan L. PT
Kelley, William E. PT
Lake, Stephen T. MD
Marini, Andrew L. PT
Maschhoff, Chris D. PT
McDaniel, Chad D. DPT
Miles, Robert K. PT
Morgan, Dawn M. PT
Mayers, Meagan C. PT
Murphy, Matthew T. PT
Phipps, Elizabeth E. PT
Smith, Michael PT
Stone, Jill R. PT
Tallent, Ann M. PT
Valenzuela, Allan E. PT
Wall Jr, John W. PT
Wampler, Jeremy J. PT
Waters, Jeremy M. PT

Cheatham County

Hill, Randy W. PT
Ishing, Kristin L. PT
McMahan, Kylin PT
Powell, Jordan PT
Saydan, Darin PT
White, Darin M. PT
Worthington, Anna K. PT

Chester County

Hylkema, Derek S. PT
Redden, Payton M. PT
Shermep, Sonia A. PT

Claiborne County

Corull II, Dale R. PT
Maiden, Samantha PT
Smith, Heather M. PT
Thompson, Whitney R. PT

Cocke County

Basso, Remi A. PT
Bolton, Kathy W. PT
Bond, James R. PT
Carpenter, Bethany N. PT
Caner Krawcizyk, Tamara L. PT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Collins, Caitlin M. PT
Dougherty, Colleen D. OT
Elliott, Daniel B. PT
Fleishman, Branden J. PT
Grzeszczak, Ashley M. PT
Haley, Farrah R. PT
Hmielewski, Danielle M. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
McDaniel, Chad D. DPT
McNamee, Tiffany M. PT
Michaelsen, Kimberly S. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Norris, Thomas J. PT
Patiel, Hemal PT
Pressley, Steven M. PT
ScoVille, Kelsey D. PT
Sherrod, Melanie B. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Taylor, Jacyln PT
Taylor, Kimberly A. PT
Thompson Jr, Aubrey G. PT
Wells, Hannah PT

Davidson County

Abell, George PT
Acker, Mickey T. PT
Adams, Cassee PT
Adams, Erin L. PT
Aher, Megan M. PT
Anderson, Rachel L. PT
Andry, Emily A. PT
Aston, Amy G. PT
Ayer, Kimberly PT
Bach, Alan C. PT
Baird, Charlotte H. PT
Baker, Brady DPT
Barad, Sonal C. PT
Bartham, Angela L. PT
Barrack, Leslie R. PT
Barrera III, Ediberto DPT
Batieman, Rachel A. PT
Beal, Anne L. PT
Beasley, Cameron K. PT
Benedict, Elissa B. PT
Benham, Alissa N. PT
Bergman, Brett C. PT
Berley, Jennifer M. PT
Bishop, Christopher B. PT
Blackburn, Dee A. PT
Bodine, LaShawnda D. PT

Daluga, Linsey DPT
Davidson, Sara Anne M. PT
Denefle, Andrew J. PT
Dobner, Bradley J. PT
Drees, Jacqueline M. PT
Edward, James A. PT
Elliott, Daniel B. PT
Evans, Taylor E. PT
Fleming, Lauren PT
Fults, Rada C. PT
Hakim, Amir M. DPT
Haley, Farrah R. PT
Henderson-Keck, Kathryn PT
Hengley, Clint A. PT
Higgins, James D. PT
Jones, Jordan E. PT
Lester, Abby PT
Lopardo, Kristofer C. PT
Matheny, Alyssa G. PT
Morris, Amy A. PT
Neuman, Elizabeth P. DPT
Onyere, Craig W. PT
Payton, Robert T. PT
Perry, Meredith S. PT
Sain, Lindsay M. PT
Todaro, Karen L. PT
Trussler, Leslie K. PT
Wevers, Britney S. PT
White, Robert L. PT
Wilder, Courtney L. PT

Cumberland County

Camara, Andrea L. PT
Cannon, Cayla E. PT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Dougherty, Colleen D. OT
Emond, Daniel S. PT
Hire, Alan C. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Kerley, Justin D. PT
McDaniel, Karen R. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Nosarzewski, Tomasz J. PT
Patiel, Hemal PT
Reagan, Steven M. PT
ScoVille, Kelsey D. PT
Sherrod, Melanie B. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Strah, Jaclyn PT
Taylor, Kimberly A. PT
Thompson Jr, Aubrey G. PT
Wells, Hannah PT

Dalugal, Linsey DPT
Davidson, Sara Anne M. PT
Denefle, Andrew J. PT
Dobner, Bradley J. PT
Drees, Jacqueline M. PT
Edward, James A. PT
Elliott, Daniel B. PT
Evans, Taylor E. PT
Fleming, Lauren PT
Fults, Rada C. PT
Hakim, Amir M. DPT
Haley, Farrah R. PT
Henderson-Keck, Kathryn PT
Hengley, Clint A. PT
Higgins, James D. PT
Jones, Jordan E. PT
Lester, Abby PT
Lopardo, Kristofer C. PT
Matheny, Alyssa G. PT
Morris, Amy A. PT
Neuman, Elizabeth P. DPT
Onyere, Craig W. PT
Payton, Robert T. PT
Perry, Meredith S. PT
Sain, Lindsay M. PT
Todaro, Karen L. PT
Trussler, Leslie K. PT
Wevers, Britney S. PT
White, Robert L. PT
Wilder, Courtney L. PT
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Dickson County (Continued)
Onell, Craig W. PT
Onion, Jeremy L. PT
Polyn, Lisa PT
Ratliffe, Donald S. PT
Reed, Chelsea PT
Rivas, Joseph D. PT
Shade, Megan PHYT
Simpson, Clinton J. PT
Siracusa, Nicola PT
Smith, Ryan W. PT
Strah, Jaclyn PT
Swearingen, Jody L. PT
Taylor, Kimberly A. PT
Vaughn, Joshua A. PT
Wakefield, Jeremiah J. PT
Weber, Christine L. PT
Wehausen, Morgan L. PT
Wells, Hannah PT
White, Darin M. PT
Williams, Christine M. PT
Williamson, Keith D. PT

Dyer County
Crocker, Eddie L. PT
Lemon, Merrill L. PT
Naidoo, Mahashini PT
Presley, Jerry E. PT
Welch, Gina R. PT

Fannin County (GA)
Darrell, Michael W. PT
Minter, Brett A. PT
Sampson, Katharine S. PT

Fayette County
Gersava, Maria D. PT
Gersava, Rolando G. PT

Fentress County
Galloway, Joseph S. PT
Sherrard, Melanie B. PT

Franklin County
Crabbeg, Megan P. PT
Cravens, James M. DPT
Daluga, Linsey DPT
Davidson, Sara Anne M. PT
Deneffe, Andrew J. PT
Dobner, Bradley J. PT
Dodson, Bobbi M. PT
Drees, Jacqueline M. PT
Edwards, James A. PT
Elliott, Daniel B. PT
Evans, Emily C. PT
Evans, Taylor E. PT
Filming, Lauren PT
Henderson-Keeley, Kathryn PT
Higgins, James D. PT
Jones, Jordan E. PT
Keck, Cody C. PT
Leslar, Abby PT
Lopardo, Kristofer C. PT
Matheny, Alyssa G. PT
Ondrey, Caroline PT
Onell, Craig W. PT
Parsons, Robert T. PT
Perry, Meredith S. PT
Spratz, Laura M. PT
Swearingen, Jody L. PT
Wallace II, William C. PT
Wewers, Britney S. PT
White, Robert L. PT

Gibson County
Clark, Adam D. PT DPT
Gaylor, Edric D. PT
Hawk, Tyler R. DPT
Howerton Bradley, Madonna N. PT
Huffstetler, Russ A. PT
Ingalls, Kathleen A. PT
Jones, Brittany A. PT

Ladd, Michael H. PT
Matthews, Bradley D. PT
Northcutt, Nicholas C. PT
Pope, Ross E. PT
Sorell, Christy A. PT
Tate, Trey A. PT
Washburn, Lawrence M. PT
Wilcox, Cory A. DPT

Giles County
Bishop, Christopher B. PT
Boatright Cole, Megan E. PT
Cavalar, Caitlin E. PT
Darnell, Jessica G. PT
Dougherty, Colleen D. PT
Graham, Emily A. PT
Hardy, Amber M. PT
Hodges, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Land, Lauren H. PT
Newton, Timothy S. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Spinks, Steven E. PT
Sudduth Byrd, Sarah D. PT
Whitten, Russell C. PT
Witt, Sarah L. PT

Granger County
Bond, James N. PT

Greene County
Blankenship, Morgan K. PT
Broadbent, Gabrielle A. DPT
Cavalar, Caitlin E. PT
Colley, Diane L. PT
Dougherty, Colleen D. PT
Hodges, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Lawson, Ryan S. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Tullock, Anthony C. PT

Hambal County
Barnes, Matthew J. PT
Baso, Remy A. PT
Black, Jordan C. PT
Blaisdell, Andrea PT
Blankenship, Morgan K. PT
Bond, James N. PT
Bubnick, Timothy B. PT
Carver Krawczyk, Tamara L. PT
Cavalar, Caitlin E. PT
Cole, Christopher S. PT
Dannan, Allan G. PT
Davenport, David N. PT
Delia Cruz, Jan Paul A. PT
Dougherty, Colleen D. PT
Edwards, Scott D. PT
Fleming, Patrick PT
Harris, John A. PT
Hart, Samantha M. PT
Henderson, Sandra C. PT
Hendricks, Emily K. PT
Henry, Sarah E. PT
Hodges, Eric D. PT
Humann, Timothy D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Kennedy, Jason A. PT
Lengraf, Whitney L. PT
Lotzio, Jr. Benjamin B. PT
Lynch, Zachary C. PT
Manallil, Cedrick E. PT
Maragis, Calvert S. PT
Martin, Carr B. PT
Newberry, Jr. Donnie E. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
O'Dell, Jacob W. PT
Pacila, Maria Irene S. PT
Price, Amanda G. PT
Quinn, Caitlin M. PT
Reyes, Madonna D. PT

Scruggs, Sarah PT
Shelton, Amber N. PT
Sia, Merazon A. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Wildor, Jason A. PT
Wittman, Benjamin J. PT
Wittman, Emily S. PT

Hamilton County
Abercrombie, Andrea L. PT
Allen, Blake W. DPT
Alvarez, Pablo A. PT
Aranda, Judith L. PT
Arnold, Kimberly S. PT
Asbury, Steven J. PT
Asquith, Steven M. PT
Atkins, Russell L. PT
Bachman, Ashlynn G. PT
Bachman, Samuel R. DPT
Bage, Julie A. PT
Baker, Brady DPT
Baldridge, Joseph C. PT
Barnes, Courtney A. PT
Beene, Zachary R. PT
Beise, Jena F. PT
Belt, Whitney L. PT
Bookout, Pamela W. PT
Brackett Jr, Ronald D. PT
Brady, Rhiano B. PT
Brigner, Jonathan L. PT
Brooks, Steven A. PT
Brown, Michael D. PT
Brownie, Katherine A. PT
Brownlow, Jessika L. PT
Burke, Erin PT
Burts, Evelyn V. PT
Butler, Erica J. PT
Calkins, Nicole A. PT
Carbone, Matthew J. PT
Carson, Gary S. PT
Carson, Glenn R. PT
Case, Johnny E. PT
Cavalar, Caitlin E. PT
Cathorn, Richard H. PT
Chadwick, Jordan D. PT
Chuba, Trinity S. PT
Clay, Bryan C. PT
Clements, Joy R. PT
Collins, David A. PT
Connell, Aaron L. PT
Comlissen, John S. PT
Cowan, Chris M. PT
Craig, Shawn E. PT
Davenport, David N. PT
Devining, Amy L. PT
Dillon, Michele D. PT
Discherll, Carl W. PT
Doerner, Bradley J. PT
Doleon, Timothy D. PT
Dougherty, Colleen D. PT
Douglas, Matthew T. PT
Downie, Katherine W. PT
Drew, James L. PT
Dullear, Meaghan C. PT
Emond, Daniel S. PT
English, Mary E. PT
Feira, Nicholas PT
Fields, Kaylea B. PT
Foy, Belinda D. RPT
Freeman, Johnathan A. PT
Gannaway, Johnathan L. PT
Gean, Robert A. PT
Glipin, John DPT
Greer D'Amico, Janet R. PT
Griffith, Holli H. PT
Grimm, John D. PT
Harkless, Margaret A. PT
Harrington, Mildred B. PT
Hammond, Mary L. PT
Hanna, Holly H. PT
Harding, Sarah K. PT
Hawkins, Kacey M. PT

Hawkins, Kifford P. DPT
Hire, Alan C. PT
Holekamp, Morgan A. PT
Hollum, Laura C. PT
Horn, Lindsey R. PT
Howell, Marie M. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
Humberger, Hans C. PT
Humberger, Nancy W. PT
Humphries, Kimberly A. PT
Igot, Lithness C. PT
Iverson, Paul N. PT
Jackson, Timothy L. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Johnson, Andrew K. PT
Jones, Jason PT
Jones, Tamara L. PT
Keach, Kenneth L. PT
Keams, Ian T. PT
Kent, Margaret L. PT
Kostka, Kevin PT
Lake, Stephen T. MD
Langan, Kelly M. PT
Lawson, Ryan S. PT
Linstedt, Matthew A. PT
Mabe, James C. PT
Maita, Cozy A. PT
Mansell, Andrew DPT
Marangella, Joseph M. PT
Marin, Andrew L. PT
Martin, Bryce A. PT
Martin, Corrie M. PT
Maschhoff, Chris D. PT
Mastalerz, William J. PT
McAteer, Sean M. PT
McChesney, Benjamin J. PT
McConnell, Ryan C. PT
McDaniel, Chad D. DPT
Meacham, Matthew C. PT
Medley, Katherine S. PT
Miles, Robert K. PT
Miller, Catherine M. PT
Morgan, Dawn M. PT
Moyers, Meagan C. PT
Mullinix, Jaclyn N. PT
Murray, Matthew T. PT
Myers, Emily E. PT
Myers, Zachary N. DPT
Nelms, Stacy N. PT
Nevi, Robert M. PT
Newsom, Brian C. PT
Nicholson, Victoria M. PT
Nier, Heath DPT
Norton, Hannah G. PT
O Roarke, Katelyn J. PT
Ooten, Joseph S. PT
Oxentenkon, Sharon E. PT
Patalano, Carolyn B. PT
Paredes, Katy PT
Parker, Brady N. PT
Parreno, Larrie D. PT
Passmore, Ryan PT
Pate, Monika PT
Petersen, Phyllis L. PT
Petron, Michael R. PT
Phillips, Jessica N. PT
Potatek, Jeffrey C. PT
Potatek, Tessa K. PT
Potolski, Jeffrey D. PT
Powers, Randall S. PT
Provenzano, Matthew V. PT
Ramos, Allyson T. PT
Reams, Kailee R. PT
Redfern, Keri L. PT
Rider, Katie N. PT
Robbins, Matthew J. PT
Roberts, Connie A. PT
Rodgers, Logan J. PT
Rudell, Gordon D. PT
Shah, Sonali Z. PT
Shaw, Jessica L. PT
Sherbondy, Tracy L. PT

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Physical Therapy

Madison County (MS)
Mace, Jonathan R. PT

Marion County
Elevins, Anne K. PT
Carter, Rachel F. PT
Henson, Katie E. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Kelly, Mary D. PT
Kennemore, Tracy D. PT

Marshall County
Beasley, Cameron K. PT
Bishop, Christopher B. PT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Dougerty, Colleen D. OT
Fowler, Joseph R. PT
Graves, Mark C. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Kaufman, Brian C. PT
Mappes, Kristine A. PT
Mastalerz, William J. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT

Maury County
Ammett, Morgan J. PT
Barad, Sonal C. PT
Bass, Jonathan K. PT
Beasley, Cameron K. PT
Botkin, Daniel W. PT
Boyd, Kristin D. PT
Carpenter, Kyleyn R. PT
Carwight, Kasey L. PT
Cook, Ryan G. DPT
Cox, David N. DPT
Craven, James M. DPT
Crouse, Amanda S. PT
Daluga, Linsey DPT
Davidson, Sara Anne M. PT
Dener, Andrew J. PT
Douglas, Bradley J. PT
Drees, Jacqueline M. PT
Edwards, James A. PT
Evans, Taylor E. PT
Gaines, Benjamin W. PT
Hendricks, Rushi D. PT
Jones, Jordan E. PT
Kaufman, Brian C. PT
Keeton, Kendall PT
Lester, Abby PT
Lepards, Kristopher C. PT
Mastalerz, William J. PT
Matheny, Alyssa G. PT
McKutt, Terri L. DPT
Miller, Ashley A. PT
Neuman, Elizabeth P. DPT
ONDREY, Caroline PT
Ondrey, Caroline PT
Pancer, Robert T. PT
Pelegrin, Dilesh J. PT
Perry, Meredith S. PT
Pierce, Andrea S. PT
Polich, Lisa PT
Rogers, Chad PT
Ross, Stacey A. PT
Ryan, Brittany A. PT
Rye, Kendle M. PT
Sears, James A. PT
Stults, Margaret S. PT
Swaminathan, Sowmya PT
Tomlinson, Spencer C. PT
Trivisono, Nicole PT
Turner, Lindsey B. PT
Vakula, Hiral S. PT
Wehausen, Morgan L. PT
White, Robert L. PT
Wilson, Ronald S. PT

McMinn County
Allen, Alicia B. PT
Allison, James L. DPT
Atchley, Beth E. DPT
Benson, Daniel A. PT
Blanton, Nicole C. PT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Cawthorn, Richard H. PT
Cresswell, Nicole M. PT
Curry, Logan W. PT
Dougerty, Colleen D. OT
Gerber, Zachary J. PT
Gibberson, Ashley M. DPT
Gordon, Jenna K. DPT
Gresham, James A. PT
Howe, Benjamin A. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Loveday, Lori B. PT
McConnell, Ryan C. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
O’Hannon, Eugene P. PT
Patek, Hemal PT
Patek, Rajesh D. PT
Reyes Perez, Shirley C. PT
Roberts, Sarah E. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Sohler, Kate K. PT
Svalina, Sunica C. PT
Walker, Jessica S. PT
Weadon, David A. PT

McNairy County
Coggins, Brian P. DPT
Davidson, Kristi L. PT
Sherempt, Sonia A. PT
Wright, Holly P. PT

Monroe County
Allen, Blake W. DPT
Benson, Daniel A. PT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Cresswell, Nicole M. PT
Dougerty, Colleen D. OT
Gerber, Zachary J. PT
Gordon, Jenna K. DPT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Long, Daniel E. PT
Loveday, Lori B. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Paeplow, Cheryl A. DPT
Scoggins, Shannon R. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Sponis, Steven E. PT
Taylor, Jason R. PT

Montgomery County
Agular, Ashley K. PT
Andry, Emily A. PT
Ango, Elizabeth E. PT
Bell, Melissa A. PT
Bohler, Kyle L. PT
Bossile, Jennie N. PT
Boyd, Kellie R. PT
Carter, Jennifer T. PT
Carter, Jessica A. PT
Cavender, Ashley PT
Dean, Kathryn F. PT
Dene, Andrew J. PT
Dougerty, Bradley J. PT
Dodd, Mitchell K. PT
Duncan, Tameka A. PT
Edwards, Ashley E. PT
Ellis, Margaret K. PT
Fallon, Erica M. PT
Gaines, Benjamin W. PT
Gibson, Tavis L. PT
Goulouze, Nicholas G. PT
Griesenauer, Ryan PT
Hackett, John E. PT
Hemmingsen, Megan L. PT
Herber, Katherine L. PT
Hogue, Hannah PT

Holder, Lindley L. PT
Huston, Andra J. PT
Janasek, Lee T. PT
Kimey, Courey A. PT
Krupp, Tia M. PT
LeGrand, Brianna L. PT
Loewen, Callie L. SLP
Long, Tara N. PT
Loos, Amanda C. DPT
Medien, Courtney PT
Midlick, Leslie B. PT
Miller, Kara B. PT
Montague, Lynne A. PT
Montague, Phillip P. PT
Moye, Casey N. PT
Murphy, David R. PT
Noble, Molly C. DPT
Normand, Danielle PT
Onell, Craig W. PT
Onion, Jeremy L. PT
Pearsall, Samantha U. PT
Pino, Tyler M. PT
Polyn, Lisa PT
Pugh, Tracee L. DPT
Riede, Chelsea PT
Ridenour, Benjamin D. PT
Rivas, Joseph D. PT
Rodriguez, Jessica R. PT
Scott, Jennifer L. PT
Simplot, Clinton J. PT
Saracina, Nicole PT
Smith, Ryan W. PT
Stover, Alexandra L. PT
Swearingen, Jody L. PT
Taylor, Erin R. PT
Tyczly, John PT
Weber, Christine L. PT
Wehausen, Morgan L. PT
Wilson, William S. DPT
Winters, Charity E. PT

Morgan County
Ebel, Jason H. PT
Galloway, Joseph S. PT
Robinson, Jon C. PT
Tanner, Isaiah PT

Obion County
Barclay, Cameron A. PT
Maldonado, Ross E. PT
Ray, Barbara L. PT
Springer, Kenneth W. PT
Swearingen, Jody L. PT
West, Jamie C. PT
Yates, Wesley R. DPT

Overton County
Hullt, Ron A. PT
Randolph, Drew K. PT

Perry County
Coggins, Brian P. PT

Pickett County
Reagan, Laura B. PT

Polk County
Darnell, Michael W. PT
Gager, Joseph M. PT
Minter, Brett A. PT
Sampson, Kathryn S. PT

Putnam County
Austin II, Tom S. PT
Burke, Erin PT
Burks, Larry H. PT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Craven, James M. DPT
Daluga, Linsey DPT
Dene, Andrew J. PT
Dougerty, Colleen D. OT

Randolph County (KY)
Minter, Brett A. PT
Gager, Joseph M. PT

Rhea County
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Dennis, Raymond L. PT
Dougerty, Colleen D. OT
Elmore, Christopher D. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
Jones, Amanda D. DPT
Kinzalow, Lori L. PT
Lindley, Greg P. PT
Moffett, Vada G. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Petron, Michael R. PT
Phillips, Jessica N. PT
Sweat, Ashley K. PT
Swafford, Elizabeth C. DPT

Roane County
Allison, James L. DPT
Amburn, Leah K. PT
Butcher, Timothy S. PT
Capes, Tyler DPT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Dougerty, Colleen D. OT
Ebel, Jason H. PT
Ellis, David L. PT
Gresham, James A. PT
Grzeszczak, Ashley M. PT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Jugan, Anna M. PT
Knies, Donald A. PT
Kolnick, Brett L. PT
Ladd, Lary D. PT
Lue, Tyler M. PT
Matijevich, Lindsay P. PT
Mckinrick, Shawn M. PT
Montillet, Andrew C. DPT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Ridenour, Benjamin D. PT
Robinson, Casey D. PT
Robinson, Jon C. PT
Sherrard, Melanie B. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Shelby County (Continued)
Mullvany, Ruth D. PT
Murphy, Teresa A. PT
Myers, Amy PT
Norton, Bonnie R. PT
Ogdon, Hazel L. PT
Omontunde, Victor D. PT
Oneil, Craig W. PT
Otten, Leighanne N. PT
Owens, Logan C. PT
Paczewski, Meaghan M. PT
Perry, Adam PT
Perry, Meredith S. PT
Pitman, Jeremy H. PT
Quartles, Anne DPT
Rhoades, Jessica W. PT
Roby, Laura B. MD
Ruch, Susan D. PT
Russell, Elizabeth D. PT
Salian, Swati P. PT
Sains, Julie L. PT
Santos, José P. PT
Sanchez, Valerie H. PT
Saunders, Robert M. PT
Scarpace, Julie L. PT
Sebold, Scott N. PT
Sharp, Dustin D. PT
Simpson, Patrick J. PT
Smith, Michael L. PT
Snider, Anna L. PT
Spalding, Amanda P. PT
Spiegel, Lara DPT
Stewart, Anne C. PT
Strong, Philinine Y. PT
Swearingen, Jody L. PT
Taylor Draper, Katherine PT
Tempe, Mark M. PT
Trott, Connor D. PT
Tyler, Bianca PT
Valles, Christopher M. PT
Vaughn, Laura A. PT
Ward, Jason D. PT
Waters Findley, Emily M. PT
Watson, Sandra M. PT
West, Carter W. PT
Williamson, James B. PT
Williamson, Lauren B. PT
Wilson, Leslie D. PT
Wilson, Natalie PT
Winslow, Sandra K. PT
Womanack, Lisa C. PT
Wright, Melanie A. PT
Yeager, Mary G. PT
Smith County
Carpenter, Bethany N. PT
Collins, Caitlin M. PT
Elliott, Daniel B. PT
Evans, Emily C. PT
Faiselman, Branden J. PT
Haley, Farrah R. PT
Hmilewski, Danielle M. PT
Kurth, Karyn R. PT
Magee, Julian L. PT
Sharpe, Leslie R. PT
Spradling, Laura M. PT
Slinson, Megan D. DPT
Voss, Kailyn J. PT
Wallace II, William C. PT
Stewart County
Abad, Richard M. PT
Garcia Jr, Faustino H. PT
Pasaol, Josefino A. PT
Sullivan County
Almon, Jack S. PT
Arwood, Abram S. PT
Beebe, Debra L. PT
Blaisdell, Andrea PT
Blackley, Tony C. PT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Clemson, Matthew W. PT
Clemson, Nathan A. PT

Coats, Jennifer PT
Covan, Ashley E. PT
Davenport, David O. PT
Dougherty, Colleen D. PT
Fabus, Melissa L. PT
French, Kelly L. PT
Friend, Corey J. PT
Giley, Vanessa M. PT
Graham, David H. PT
Hagemeyer, Molly A. PT
Harmon, Heather PT
Hendricks, Emily K. PT
Hobbs, Mary E. DPT
Hudspeth, Eric D. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Kennedy, Jessica L. PT
Keta, Meghan C. PT
Lamb, Michelle W. PT
Langfraz, Whitney L. PT
Lester, Heather DPT
Lilly, David R. PT
McCormick, Meggon N. PT
Meade, Alan V. PT
Musick, Jody E. PT
Nelson, Alexandra A. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Nier, Heath DPT
Pearson, Caleb P. PT
Peters, Rachel L. PT
Price, Amanda G. PT
Prumhus, Gilgia PT
Rochelle, William K. PT
Scruggs, Sarah A. PT
Shupe, Travis A. PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Smith, Jonathan L. PT
Stringer, Kristin B. PT
Whitt, Holly M. PT
Sumner County
Abel, George PT
Archer, Jenny PT
Ausland, Melissa A. PT
Bach, Matthew PT
Baechle, Susan T. PT
Blatt, Katherine E. PT
Bolinger, Kyle L. PT
Bonfiglio, Laura S. PT
Brums, Amy W. PT
Chapman, John B. PT
Clayton, Kacey B. PT
Collier, Linda PT
Coral, Branden A. PT
Daughtrey, Ida M. PT
DeYoe, Lauren PT
Dobner, Bradley J. PT
Dodson, Mitchel K. PT
Dooyen, Jaqueline C. PT
Dyer, Andrea M. PT
Edwards, Ashley C. PT
Ellison, Margaret K. PT
Fallon, Erica M. PT
Farrell, Philip PT
Fleksleiner, Sherry T. PT
Gant, Jason E. PT
Gibson, Cory W. PT
Goolooce, Nicholas G. PT
Griffin, Jesse E. PT
Hall, Timothy L. PT
Hatay, Carol D. PT
Hill, Kaska R. PT
Hill, Randy W. PT
Hodge, Emily J. PT
Hogue, Hannah PT
Holman, Elizabeth R. PT
Hood, Nathan P. PT
Huffman, Nicole R. PT
Hunter, Stacey R. PT
Huston, Andria R. PT
Janasek, Lee T. PT
Lang, Anna L. PT
Lankford, Amanda K. PT
Lay, Nathaniel W. PT
Lee, Harvey M. PT
Lindsay, Sara M. PT
Loos, Amanda C. DPT
Marquardt, Chelsea L. PT
McDonald, Brian K. PT
McLaurin, Amy F. PT
Medlen, Courtney PT
Mehta, Prisit P. PT
Miller, Hannah E. PT
Miller, Kara B. PT
Millington, Quinn PT
Morris, Robert B. PT
Moye, Casey N. PT
Murphy, David R. PT
Nelson, Leslie H. PT
Noble, Molly C. DPT
Normand, Danielle PT
Onion, Jeremy L. PT
Parsons, Robert T. PT
Perry, Douglas S. PT
Prather, Ruth E. PT
Reed, Chelsea PT
Rivas, Joseph D. PT
Robinson, Susette E. PT
Simmons, Mark A. PT
Simplot, Clinton J. PT
Siuru, Karen L. PT
Sippas, Nicole PT
Smith, Connor O. PT
Smith, Laura R. PT
Smith, Ryan W. PT
Southard, Kelly B. PT
Stefanov, Gina M. PT
Stiennon, Kimberly L. PT
Swanson, Linda M. PT
Tapp, Annie Q. PT
Turner, Lindsey B. PT
Waldrum, Cornelius C. PT
Walker, Kathleen M. PT
Weber, Christine L. PT
Wenzel, Amy E. PT
Wewers, Brienne S. PT
White, Darin M. PT
White, Robert L. PT
Wiegand, Joshua R. PT
Wilson, Allison S. PT
Wilson, Natalie PT
Young, Jacob A. PT
Yusko, Lauren R. PT
Tipton County
Boddye, LaShawnda D. PT
Chalona, Andrew S. PT
Duncan, Michelle L. PT
Fariscale, Eleazar D. PT
Finnern, Laura L. PT
Halbrook, Laura A. PT
Jacob, Jiby PT
Majestic, Michael J. PT
McAdams, Patrick R. PT
McDaniel, Teresa M. PT
Sanchez, Valerie H. PT
Vaughn, Laura A. PT
Wright, Melanie A. PT
Unicoi County
Bordea, Francesco E. PT
Union County
Abella, Agnes R. PT
Corum II, Dale R. PT
Lineberry, Michelle J. PT
Warren County
Dent, Taleza L. PT
Feno, Kimberly T. PT
Gilliam, Christi H. PT
Harvey, Deborah A. PT
McDowell II, John C. PT
Payne, Darin PT
Sissom, Scottie R. PT
Sutton, Zachary L. PT

Wallace II, William C. PT
Washington County
Abbott, Melanie A. PT
Baker, Jonathan D. PT
Beebe, Debra L. PT
Bell, Whitney L. PT
Blaissdell, Andrea PT
Borquez, Francisco E. PT
Boynewicz, Kara L. PT
Brown, Noelle M. PT
Bunger, Alan C. PT
Carter, Robin L. PT
Castle, Whitney L. PT
Cavara, Caitlin E. PT
Clemson, Matthew W. PT
Clemson, Nathan A. PT
Coats, Jennifer PT
Conryman, Kimberly A. PT
Cowan, Joel K. PT
Covar, Ashley E. PT
Dougherty, Colleen D. OT
Finch, David C. PT
French, Kelly L. PT
Giley, Vanessa M. PT
Graham, David H. PT
Gross, William T. PT
Hagemeyer, Molly A. PT
Hammit, Jennifer N. PT
Harding, Sarah K. PT
Hawkins, Kacey M. PT
Hendricks, Emily K. PT
Hostnik, Lisa M. PT
Howell, Bruce M. DPT
Hudgins, Eric D. PT
Ilchuk, Lori L. PT
James, Charles S. PT
Kauf mann, Douglas H. PT
Lamb, Michelle W. PT
Langfraz, Whitney L. PT
Lester, Heather DPT
Lilly, David R. PT
Musick, Jody E. PT
Nelson, Alexandra A. PT
Nicholson, Erica M. PT
Nuessen-Landry, Sarah M. PT
Pickle, Courtney E. PT
Price, Amanda G. PT
Quishpi, Julissa C. PT
Rochelle, William K. PT
Scruggs, Sarah PT
Smith, Hannah M. PT
Stamper, Tyler D. DPT
Svaldo, Stella PT
Villanueva, Jose A. PT
West, Susan S. PT
Wright, Jacob PT

Washington County (VA)
Blevins, Barret E. PT
Buck, Jonathan D. PT
McReynolds, Kendra E. PT
Ragan, Michael R. PT
Williams Jr, Charles E. PT

Wayne County
Bedwell, Adam E. PT
Coggin, Brian P. PT

Weakley County
Abad, Richard M. PT
Clark, Adam D. PT
Dunbar, Michael B. PT
Dunbar, Michael B. PT
Gaynor, Edric D. PT
Hawk, Tyler D. DPT
Huffstetler, Russ A. PT
Ingalls, Kathleen A. PT
Jones, Brittany A. PT
Ladd, Michael H. PT
Lattus, Virginia L. PT
Lindsey, Andrew D. PT
McCabe, Susan A. PT

Rehabilitation
20 Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
Davidson County (Continued)
Branch Haynes, Kimberly R. MD
Bryant, Damita L. MD
Cho, Sooja MD
Gleneden III, Robert E. MD
Dandamudi, Anita MD
Eby, James W. MD
Grooms, Thomas E. MD
Huddleston, Barton W. MD
Isaac, Victor W. MD
Jain, Nilin MD
Johns, Jeffery S. MD
Kennedy, David J. MD
Le, Son D. MD
Mandell, Scott A. DO
Mansourian, Vartgez K. MD
McDuffey, Daymond J. MD
Mehta, Srivani V. MD
Miljkovic, Natasa MD
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Mukherji, Bhaskar A. MD
Parker, Andrew L. MD
Prieto, Rafael L. MD
Schneider, Byron J. MD
Sorrell, Robert J. MD
Stalworth, Catherine R. MD
Stark, Stacy M. MD
Stone, Jonathan D. MD
Tangco-Evans, Rebecca A. MD
Wilson, Brad P. DO
Yang, Aaron J. MD
Decatur County
Molette, Sekou F. MD
DeSoto County (MS)
Bingham, Ronald C. MD
Cannon, Douglas T. MD
Cunningham, Mark L. MD
Dockery, John D. MD
Dowling, David J. MD
Johns, Miles M. MD
Martinez, Santos F. MD
Park, Ashley L. MD
Rivera Tavarez, Carlos E. MD
Sorensen, Michael J. MD
Dyer County
Bingham, Ronald C. MD
Johnson, Miles M. MD
Fannin County (GA)
Mills, Philip R. MD
Floyd County (GA)
Mills, Philip R. MD
Franklin County
Newton, William J. DO
Gibson County
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Gordon County (GA)
Mills, Philip R. MD
Hablen County
Wetmore, Jeremy C. DO
Hamilton County
Benson, Suzanne E. MD
Bowers, David N. MD
Council, Susan S. MD
Eisegroth, Stephan F. MD
Hoffman, Paul E. MD
Lowry Jr, David M. DO
Munir, Muhammad A. MD
Musick, Steven G. DO
Rider, Matthew A. MD
Rivas II, Homero MD
Roberts, Alexander G. MD
Smith, Jerry L. MD
Stewart, Paula J. MD
White, Gregory P. MD
Hawkins County
Frye II, Joseph W. DO
Jett, Paul L. MD
Henderson County
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Henry County
Bingham, Ronald C. DO
Johnson, Miles M. MD
Valdivia, Remy A. MD
Humphreys County
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Knox County
Bailey, William K. MD
Belliner, Lisa A. MD
Blackwell Jr, Robert J. MD
Bunker, Timothy R. MD
Glass, Sharon E. MD
Hecht, Jeffrey S. MD
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Pinzon, Elmer G. MD
Roque, Joey E. MD
Trainer, Nadine M. MD
Trout, Terry L. MD
Weinstein, Miniam L. MD
Yonter, Simge J. MD
Lewis County
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Lincoln County
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Madison County
Bingham, Ronald C. DO
Curwen, Davidson C. DO
Johnson, Miles M. MD
Valdivia, Remy A. MD
Marshall County
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Maury County
Stone, Jonathan D. MD
Sullivan, Donald J. MD
Tangco-Evans, Rebecca A. MD
McNairy County
Bingham, Ronald C. DO
Johnson, Miles M. MD
Valdivia, Remy A. MD
Montgomery County
Ashley, Christopher P. MD
Cabrera, Juan A. MD
Morgan County
Blackwell Jr, Robert J. MD
Bunker, Timothy R. MD
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Scott County
Blackwell Jr, Robert J. MD
Bunker, Timothy R. MD
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Shelby County
Bingham, Ronald C. MD
Cannon, Douglas T. MD
Caro, Manuel F. MD
Covington, Chris A. DO
Cruz, Eduardo V. MD
Dockery, John D. MD
Dowling, David J. MD
Graham, Amber L. MD
Greene Jr, Robert W. MD
Jain, Sunita K. MD
Johnson, Miles M. MD
Lee Sigler, Judith R. MD
Leicht, Leslie B. MD
Martinez, Santos F. MD
Park, Ashley L. MD
Polk, Samuel C. MD
Rivera Tavarez, Carlos E. MD
Sorensen, Michael J. MD
Sullivan, Donald J. MD
Smith County
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Sullivan County
Cho, Sung Joong MD
Cunneen, John W. MD
Frye II, Joseph W. DO
Jett, Paul L. MD
McQuain, Mark T. MD
Morgan, George T. MD
Platt, William M. MD
Terry, Frederick W. DO
Woodbury, Wayne M. DO
Sumner County
Ashley, Christopher P. MD
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Pietro, Rafael L. MD
Wilson, Brad P. DO
Warren County
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Nuthalapaty, Sunetha S. MD
Washington County
Devos, Elaine L. MD
McQuain, Mark T. MD
Morgan, George T. MD
Spady, Michael MD
Woodbury, Wayne M. MD
Weakley County
Merritt, Belinda A. MD
White County
Molette, Sekou F. MD
Whittfield County (GA)
Mills, Philip R. MD
Williamson County
Craig, Scott A. MD
Hunttoon, Elizabeth A. MD
Le, Son D. MD
McDuffey, Daymond J. MD
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Nicholls, John K. MD
Rutherford County
Ashley, Christopher P. MD
Gleneden III, Robert E. MD
Green, Brenna R. DO
Le, Son D. MD
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Newton, William J. DO
Nuthalapaty, Sunetha S. MD
Tangco-Evans, Rebecca A. MD
Wilson County
Baker, Thomas S. MD
Eby, James W. MD
Hazlewood, Jeffrey E. MD
Mehta, Hemal V. MD
Stone, Jonathan D. MD
Trangco-Evans, Rebecca A. MD
Bedford County
Atkins, Michelle B. SLP
Backus, Lindsay W. MS CCC SLP
Battles, Cornelia SLP
Campbell, Wendy W. MA CCC SLP
Ferguson, Jan E. SLP
Griffin, Bridget SLP
Hinson, Rachel D. MS
Horton, Susan B. MS CCC SLP
Hyman, Emily SLP
Johns, Shannon L. MS CCC SLP
Jones, Ginger G. MA CCC SLP
Lucas, Deanne R. MA CCC SLP
Ritz, Chelsea E. MS CCC SLP
Shea, Lori A. SLP
Smith, Tara E. SLP
Womack, Margaux SLP
Wood, Kendra O. MS CCC SLP
Blount County
Almand, Kimberly B. MA CCC SLP
Beckmann, Bobbie W. MA CCC SLP
Bennett, Kathy L. MA CCC SLP
Bird, Ann T. MS CCC SLP
Bradley, Anna M. MS CCC SLP
Brewer, Sharon E. MA CCC SLP
Buttry, Britney V. MS CCC SLP
Copeland, Katherine T. MA CCC SLP
Cottrell, Candace SLP
Ding, Lauren P. SLP
Graves, Sherryn R. MS CCC SLP
Hazebaker, Jillian SLP
Helton, Karen R. SLP
Hill, Elizabeth A. MS CCC SLP
Hoff, Debra A. EdDCCC SLP
Jamagin, Dawn D. MA CCC SLP
Martin, Rebecca P. SLP
Moss, Lisa G. SLP
Mumane, Kaelin SLP
Rath, Regina R. SLP
Rose, Sarah SLP
Rowland, Rebekah J. MS CCC SLP
Werner, Janna G. MA CCC SLP
Bradley County
Higgs, Chad L. SLP
Johnson, Ashley E. MS CCC SLP
Knowles, Kara L. MS CCC SLP
Love, Amanda K. MS CCC SLP
Potts, Jackie K. MA CCC SLP
Purseil, Susan L. CCC SP
Thomas, Nicolee K. MS CCC SLP
Campbell County
Gossett, Jamie J. MA CCC SLP
McDonough Pyle, Regina M. MA CCC SLP
Morrow, Jodi K. SLP
Carroll County
Moore, Kimberly K. MS CCC SLP
Carter County
Boggs, Teresa L. MS CCC SLP
Eisenzopf, Kristy S. MA CCC SLP
Greer, Lindsay P. MS CCC SLP
Johnson, Marie A. MS CCC SLP
Proctor Williams, Kerry E. PHD CCC SLP
Coffee County
Campbell, Wendy W. MA CCC SLP
Cumberland County
Atkins, Michelle B. SLP
Backus, Lindsay W. MS CCC SLP
Battles, Cornelia SLP
Ferguson, Jan E. SLP
Griffin, Bridget SLP

Rehabilitation

Speech Pathology / Speech Therapy

Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
Urgent Care Centers
(Listed alphabetically by county.
Specialties are listed alphabetically under each county.)

At times you may need health care at night or on weekends. You might need to go to an Urgent Care Center. Urgent care is care that is important, but not life-threatening. Urgent care health problems are usually marked by rapid start of constant or unusual pain linked to an illness. If you need urgent care, call your doctor or specialist. Many doctors’ offices use an answering service after hours. When you call after normal office hours, be ready to explain your symptoms. Leave a number where the doctor can call you back.

**Urgent care situations include:**
- Hard time breathing
- Nose bleed that lasts for a long time
- Short-term high fever
- Cuts needing stitches

**Remember**
A provider’s status may change at any time. This list is as correct as possible at the time of printing.

**To make sure a doctor or facility is in Blue Network S:**
- Call us at **1-800-558-6213**.
- Go to [bcbst.com/members/TN_state](http://bcbst.com/members/TN_state). Log in to BlueAccess with your username and password. Select Find Care, then click Find a Doctor. Enter your starting location and then search for your provider by specialty, name or procedure through the search bar or browse through our explore options.
- Download the myBlue TN℠ app on your smartphone from the Apple® App Store or Google Play®, then enter the information from your BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Member ID card.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Provider Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blount County</td>
<td>Well Key Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell County</td>
<td>Eastlake Medical LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll County</td>
<td>MMC Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson County</td>
<td>CareNow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeSoto County (MS)</td>
<td>Baptist Minor Medical Centers Inc of TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MedPost Urgent Care-Collerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MedPost Urgent Care-Olive Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamblen County</td>
<td>MD Express Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton County</td>
<td>PM Pediatric Holdings LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knox County</td>
<td>Childrens Hospital Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well Key Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherford County</td>
<td>Blackman Family Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CareNow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E&amp;R Urgent Care PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevier County</td>
<td>MD Express Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urgent Care of the Smokies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well Key Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby County</td>
<td>Baptist Minor Medical Centers Inc of TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Care Spot Professional Services of West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LeBonheur Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MedPost Urgent Care-Collerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MedPost Urgent Care-Cordova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MedPost Urgent Care-Germantown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan County</td>
<td>First Assist Urgent Care - Kingsport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMG Urgent Care at Medical Plaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMG Urgent Care at Sapling Grove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Piney Flats Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumner County</td>
<td>CareNow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moore Life Urgent Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County</td>
<td>First Assist Urgent Care - Johnson City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson County</td>
<td>CareNow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physicians Urgent Care PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson County</td>
<td>CareNow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Retail Convenient Care Clinics

There are health clinics located in some pharmacies in Blue Network S. These clinics are quick and conveniently located, and they’re less expensive than a hospital ER.

These clinics are usually staffed by nurse practitioners and physicians’ assistants. They give fast care for common conditions like sinus infections, or minor illnesses or injuries.

Remember

A provider’s status may change at any time. This list is as correct as possible at the time of printing.

To make sure a doctor or facility is in Blue Network S:

• Call us at 1-800-558-6213.

• Go to bcbst.com/members/TN_state. Log in to BlueAccess with your username and password. Select Find Care, then click Find a Doctor. Enter your starting location and then search for your provider by specialty, name or procedure through the search bar or browse through our explore options.

• Download the myBlue TN℠ app on your smartphone from the Apple® App Store or Google Play®, then enter the information from your BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Member ID card.
Anderson County

**Take Care Health Tennessee** 1299 Oak Ridge Tpke Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(855) 925-4733

**The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC** 1550 Oak Ridge Tpke Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(866) 294-0221

Blount County

**MinuteClinic Diagnostic of Tennessee PC**
103 Foothills Mall Dr Maryville, TN 37801
(866) 389-2727

**The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC**
507 N Foothills Plaza Maryville, TN 37801
(865) 238-7450

Bradley County

**MinuteClinic Diagnostic of Tennessee PC**
2424 N Ocoee St Cleveland, TN 37311
(866) 389-2727

Cocke County

**Express Health Clinic Corporation**
108 Highway 25 E Newport, TN 37821
(423) 532-6200

Davidson County

**MinuteClinic Diagnostic of Tennessee PC**
1200 Gallatin Pike S Madison, TN 37115
(866) 389-2727
2788 Murfreesboro Pike Antioch, TN 37013
(866) 389-2727
3801 Hillsboro Pike Nashville, TN 37215
(866) 389-2727
42 21st Ave S Nashville, TN 37203
(866) 389-2727
426 21st Ave S Nashville, TN 37203
(866) 389-2727
4402 Lebanon Pike Hermitage, TN 37076
(866) 389-2727
7112 Highway 70 S Nashville, TN 37221
(866) 389-2727
735 Harding Pl Nashville, TN 37211
(866) 389-2727

DeSoto County (MS)

**Take Care Health Mississippi PC**
1501 Goodman Rd W Horn Lake, MS 38637
(855) 925-4733
6598 Goodman Rd Olive Branch, MS 38654
(855) 925-4733

Dickson County

**The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC**
143 Henstree Dr Dickson, TN 37055
(615) 441-5580

Hamblen County

**Express Health Clinic Corporation**
228 N Fairmont Ave Ste 4 Morristown, TN 37814
(865) 475-9669

Hampton County

**MinuteClinic Diagnostic of Tennessee PC**
1150A Hixson Pike Chattanooga, TN 37405
(866) 389-2727
1301 Dorchester Rd Ste 117 Chattanooga, TN 37405
(866) 389-2727
5120 Highway 153 Hixson, TN 37434
(866) 389-2727
6802 Lee Hwy Chattanooga, TN 37421
(866) 389-2727
796 Ridgeway Ave Signal Mountain, TN 37377
(866) 389-2727
8034 E Brainerd Rd Chattanooga, TN 37421
(866) 389-2727
8530 Hixson Pike Hixson, TN 37343
(866) 389-2727
9389 Dayton Pike Soddy Daisy, TN 37379
(866) 389-2727

Jefferson County

**Express Health Clinic Corporation**
153 E Broadway Blvd Jefferson City, TN 37760
(865) 475-9669

Knox County

**Express Health Clinic Corporation**
7544 Oak Ridge Hwy Ste 5 Knoxville, TN 37931
(865) 471-5110

Loudon County

**MinuteClinic Diagnostic of Tennessee PC**
570 Hwy 321 N Lenior City, TN 37771
(866) 389-2727

Madison County

**The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC**
35 W University Pkwy Jackson, TN 38305
(731) 984-9790

Montgomery County

**Take Care Health Tennessee**
121 N Northshore Dr Knoxville, TN 37919
(855) 925-4733
2400 N Broadway St Knoxville, TN 37917
(855) 925-4733
4001 Chapman Hwy Knoxville, TN 37920
(855) 925-4733
5006 N Broadway St Knoxville, TN 37918
(855) 925-4733
9200 Middlebrook Pike Knoxville, TN 37931
(855) 925-4733

Roane County

**The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC**
189 Brooklawn St Farragut, TN 37934
(865) 392-9136
234 E Emory Road Powell, TN 37849
(865) 761-7125
6702 Clinton Hwy Knoxville, TN 37912
(865) 293-4269
9161 Middlebrook Pike Knoxville, TN 37923
(865) 670-5881

Retail Convenient Care Clinics

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Address details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robertson</td>
<td>The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC&lt;br&gt;2600 Memorial Blvd&lt;br&gt;Springfield, TN 37172&lt;br&gt;(615) 425-4200&lt;br&gt;510 Highway 76&lt;br&gt;White House, TN 37188&lt;br&gt;(615) 581-5089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevier</td>
<td>Express Health Clinic Corporation&lt;br&gt;11518 Chapman Hwy&lt;br&gt;Seymour, TN 37865&lt;br&gt;(865) 773-0388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby</td>
<td>Methodist Healthcare Community Care Associates&lt;br&gt;1803 Union Ave Ste 2&lt;br&gt;Memphis, TN 38104&lt;br&gt;(901) 722-3136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherford</td>
<td>MinuteClinic Diagnostic of Tennessee PC&lt;br&gt;14299 Old Nashville Hwy&lt;br&gt;Smyrna, TN 37167&lt;br&gt;(866) 389-2727&lt;br&gt;405 Franklin Rd&lt;br&gt;Murfreesboro, TN 37128&lt;br&gt;(866) 389-2727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumner</td>
<td>Take Care Health Tennessee&lt;br&gt;198 E Main St&lt;br&gt;Hendersonville, TN 37075&lt;br&gt;(855) 925-4733&lt;br&gt;585 Nashville Pike&lt;br&gt;Gallatin, TN 37066&lt;br&gt;(865) 925-4733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tipton</td>
<td>Take Care Health Tennessee&lt;br&gt;43 Tabb Dr&lt;br&gt;Murfунд, TN 38058&lt;br&gt;(855) 925-4733&lt;br&gt;The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC&lt;br&gt;11630 Hwy 51 S&lt;br&gt;Atoka, TN 38004&lt;br&gt;(901) 837-5020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson</td>
<td>MinuteClinic Diagnostic of Tennessee PC&lt;br&gt;101 Farrier Ln&lt;br&gt;Franklin, TN 37064&lt;br&gt;(866) 389-2727&lt;br&gt;1154 Liberty Pike&lt;br&gt;Franklin, TN 37067&lt;br&gt;(866) 389-2727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>Take Care Health Tennessee&lt;br&gt;1303 W Main St&lt;br&gt;Lefabon, TN 37087&lt;br&gt;(855) 925-4733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson County</td>
<td>The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC&lt;br&gt;1418 West Main St Ste A&lt;br&gt;Lefabon, TN 37087&lt;br&gt;(615) 453-7720&lt;br&gt;4120 N Mount Juliet Rd&lt;br&gt;Mount Juliet, TN 37122&lt;br&gt;(615) 553-5017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson County</td>
<td>The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC&lt;br&gt;1203 Murfreesboro Rd&lt;br&gt;Franklin, TN 37064&lt;br&gt;(615) 465-4800&lt;br&gt;210 Franklin Rd Ste 100&lt;br&gt;Brentwood, TN 37027&lt;br&gt;(615) 393-6550&lt;br&gt;250 Williamson Sq&lt;br&gt;Franklin, TN 37064&lt;br&gt;(615) 550-1584&lt;br&gt;3054 Columbia Ave&lt;br&gt;Franklin, TN 37064&lt;br&gt;(615) 550-0091&lt;br&gt;4726 Traders Way&lt;br&gt;Thompsons Station, TN 37179&lt;br&gt;(615) 550-2955&lt;br&gt;528 Williamson Sq&lt;br&gt;Franklin, TN 37064&lt;br&gt;(615) 550-1584&lt;br&gt;6690 Nolensville Rd Ste 3&lt;br&gt;Brentwood, TN 37027&lt;br&gt;(615) 425-4287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson County</td>
<td>The Little Clinic of Tennessee LLC&lt;br&gt;9025 Highway 64&lt;br&gt;Lakeland, TN 38002&lt;br&gt;(901) 387-2998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Physicians and Health Professionals

(Listed alphabetically by county.
Specialties are listed alphabetically under each county.)

For ear and throat care, see Otolaryngology. For family doctor services, see General Practice, Family Practice and Internal Medicine.

In the directory, the doctor’s area of specialty helps you pick the right doctor for you. However, we don’t endorse a doctor’s education, skill or experience in a special area of medical practice.

Network doctors have agreed to give their patients services 24 hours a day, seven days a week. If you call the office and your doctor is out, he or she will have another doctor available to care for you.

Some doctors will have “extended hours available” listed after their names. This shows whose offices are open past normal business hours. Please check with the doctor’s office for details.

Remember

A provider’s status may change at any time. This list is as correct as possible at the time of printing.

To make sure a doctor or facility is in Blue Network S:

• Call us at 1-800-558-6213.

• Go to bcbst.com/members/TN_state. Log in to BlueAccess with your username and password. Select Find Care, then click Find a Doctor. Enter your starting location and then search for your provider by specialty, name or procedure through the search bar or browse through our explore options.

• Download the myBlue TNSM app on your smartphone from the Apple® App Store or Google Play®, then enter the information from your BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Member ID card.

Doctors join and leave the network from time to time. Also, hospital-based doctors aren’t in this directory because of their internal non-credentialed status. Credentialing of hospital-based doctors is the duty of the facility where they practice. Be sure to check to see if the doctors and facilities are still in the network when you call the office to get care.
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<td>Physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bedford County</strong> (Continued)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncology / Hematology</td>
<td>Mainwaring, Mark G, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td>Collier, Robert Craig, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedic Surgery</td>
<td>Petersen, Brian Walter, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otolaryngology</td>
<td>Ramprasad, Mittur N, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Canonic, Domenic M, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians Assistant</td>
<td>Mansfield, Emily R, PA-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podiatry (DPM)</td>
<td>Groth, Richard H, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary Disease</td>
<td>Patel, Prakashachandara B, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>Monajem, Navid, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic Optometry</td>
<td>Bell, Angela S, OD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular Surgery</td>
<td>Fleser, Paul S, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell County (KY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
<td>Bailey, Marciina M, APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>Hayless, Samuel Bruce Wayne, FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Medicine</td>
<td>Gibson, Nicole R, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroenterology</td>
<td>Johnson, Christy S, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Practice</td>
<td>Turner, David Mitchell, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Richardson, Robert Lee, III, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice</td>
<td>Bailey, Marciina M, APRN, Hayless, Samuel Bruce Wayne, FNP BC, Gibson, Nicole R, NP, Johnson, Christy S, FNP, Langub, Kimberly A, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care</td>
<td>Smith, Tony L, ACNP BC, Lowe, Janet P, ANP, Owens, Gianna Laura, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician Assistant - PCC</td>
<td>Nejad, Agrin, PA C, Nejad, Michael Joe, PA C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Physicians**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Benton County

Physician Assistant - PCP (Continued)

Sems, Allison Jessica, PA Sherrard, Hannah M, PA Thompson, Lacey K, PA Wallace, William J, PA Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C Young, Matthew, PA C Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Pulmonary Disease
Al Soub, Mohammad Abdalrahman, MD

Radiology
Perchik, Joel E, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Harrison, Michelle M, OD Reynolds, Tonya M, OD

Bibb County (GA)

Neurology with Special Qualifications in Child Neurology
Cruz, Marcos Javier, MD

Bledsoe County

Cardiovascular Disease
Campbell, Charles L, MD Huang, Robert Long, MD Puri, Poonam, MD

Emergency Medicine
Dale, Allan Walter, MD Devane, Jerry Allan, MD

Family Medicine
Smith, Andrew W, MD

Internal Medicine
Cranwell, John Dakin, MD Malakhov, Aleksander I, MD Sapp, Robert D, MD Sinha, Manvesh N, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Brook, Desiree C, MD Martens, Rebecca A, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Patterson, Jennifer L, ACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Angel Pompi, Debra J, APRN BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
James, Alma S, FNP Keith, Andrea M, NP C Perry, Kayla T, NP Reece, Amie Sims, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Boynton, Ruth Ellen, APRN BC

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Akinlaja, Olukayode A, MD Branch, Mark A, DO Cassow, Jeannie Dougherty, MD Gist, William Edward, MD Lam, Garrett Ka Keung, MD Mohling, Shantl I, MD Reeves, Emily J, MD Tsafats, Theodore Theodosios, MD

Otolaryngology
Freeman, William James, MD

Pediatrics
Alvarez, Jennifer Suzanne, MD Dibrell, Fredrick Scott, MD

Physician Assistant
Chandler, William Allen, Jr, PA Ray, Julianne C, PA C

Physician Assistant - PCP
LatBreque, Alexandra M, PA

Blount County

Allergy and Immunology
Prince, Tidence L, MD Springer, Michael A, MD

Anesthesiology
Coleman, Cheryl, MD Proftitt, Wilma C, MD Ragsdale, Anthony G, MD Shivers, Selfy B, MD

Cardiology
Patel, Bhavin C, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
De Nazareth, Andrew G, MD Osoor, Moses O, MD Scott, Peter R, MD Smurick, Alan L, MD Souther, Susan Jane, MD Sundaram, Aswarya, MD Weatherbee, Taylor C, MD

Cardiovascular Disease - Diag Test Interpretations
Gallagher, Michael P, MD Souther, Susan Jane, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Hudson, Janet, CRNA Klappholz, David L, CRNA Watson, Jennifer D, CRNA

Chiropractor
Anderson, Eric A, DC Birdwell, Kara L, DC Estep, Nicholas A, DC Gwinn, Woodward W, Jr, DC Johns, Brent A, DC Marsh, Joseph Scott, DC Rasnick, Benjamin Harman, DC Runne, Eugene P, DC Sunshine, Barry W, DC Sunshine, Brian W, DC Tallent, Major Lawrence, DC Wilhoit, Jeffrey L, DC Williams, Charles R, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Lindsay, William C, MD

Critical Care Medicine
Dabbagh, Ousama, MD Ramos, Michael P, MD

Dermatology
Burkhart, Patrick H, MD Mokaya, Kemunto, MD Skinner, David R, DO Slawsky, Lewis D, MD Soto, Nicole M, MD Uniker, Robert Paul, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Alderman, Daniel F, MD Bradley, Yong Chol, MD Brown, Stephen John, MD Fethy, Dana Birkley, MD Ferrell, Andrew Stephen, MD Gash, Judson Roy, MD Laing, Geoffrey Gunn, MD Morin Ducote, Garnetta Ioana, MD Peeke, Jeffrey Wilson, MD Peluzio, Peter Tobias, Jr, MD Stephens, Christopher D, MD

Emergency Medicine
Bardwell, Steven John, DO Martin, Jeffrey W, MD Obrien, Kent P, MD Warner, Douglas K, MD

Endocrinology
Smith, Sarah E, MD

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism
Bussey, Aaron D, MD

Family Medicine
Allsop, Bruce N, MD Alsheby, Neal W, MD Barber, Christopher Scott, DO Bell, Timothy E, DO Bennett, Justin A, MD Bishop, Britton K, MD Bonnymian, Brian Andrew, MD Calvert, David Keith, MD Campbell, Keith E, MD Dar, Sadia Majid, MD Dimmeyer, Andrew C, MD Easterly, Jeffery Lee, MD Ferguson, Rodney, MD Foshee, Fred C, DO Gaddis, Roger D, DO Gardner, Michael Scott, DO Ghampasar, Farokh, MD Gibson, Ernest R, MD Goodemote, Kimberly Ann, MD Greene, Jonathan Fraser, DO Groth, Travis John, DO Haskins, Kylene N, DO Heinly, Jerome J, MD Huskey, Robin A, MD Kuhl, Roy E, Jr, MD Lockridge, LeAndrea Cristis, MD Luck, David Wayne, MD Malhot, Robin Foutch, MD Mandrell, J Thomas, MD Mays, Elizabeth D, MD Mays, William Kendal K, MD Mira, Amareesh, MD Nash, Barrington Nelson, MD Novikoff, Walter M, DO

Infectious Disease
Tian, Hiedizla Y, MD

Internal Medicine
Best, Jennifer L, MD Breillting, Melissa Amelia, MD Bremer, Jonathan S, MD Chowdhry, Vandana P, MD Cline, Kim Hawkins, MD Cox, David A, MD Floyd, Michael D, MD Gaddis, Nils Peter, DO Gaddis, Richard Maxwell, III, DO Green, Mark Ellison, MD Green, Ralph Michael, MD Hunt, Karen Lynnette, MD Hyatt, Renee J, MD Ingram, John J, III, MD Jhalia, Jayraj F, MD Kripke, Komal H, MD Knoll, David Andrew, MD Lutton, Kayleigh M, DO Long, Carole L, MD Mitholin, James L, Jr, MD Nelson, Michael Percy, MD Patel, Karmi Dipakkumar, MD Payne, Joseph Duane, MD Proftitt, James D, Jr, DO Reyes, Susan Anette, MD Savell, Richard A, MD Shahid, Saleh Rashid, MD Shalaby, Ibrahim Fouad, MD Shattuck, Deaver Timothy, MD Werner, Wally M, MD

Internal Medicine - Diag Test Interpretation
Roberts, Jack Thomas, Jr, MD Werner, Wally M, MD

Medical Oncology
Kubota, Thomas T, MD McCracken, S, MD

Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine
Nalle, Louden, MD

Nephrology
Nebit, Ross M, MD Shafl, Mohammad J, MD

Neurological Surgery
Akeyson, Edward W, MD Brown, Barrett W, MD

Physicians

General Practice
Kromer, Christopher Lee, MD

Geriatric Medicine
James, Kevin McCoy, MD Salazar Catron, Teresa Maria, MD

Gynecological Oncology
Cofer, Kenneth F, MD

Gynecology
Eaton, Allison Michelle, MD Mason, Gary M, MD

Hematology / Oncology
Ribakove, Everett C, MD Spranklin, Laura J, DO

Hospital Medicine
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD Breier, Jonathan S, MD Chow, Harry, MD DeSilva, Michael P, MD Cline, Kim Hawkins, MD Cox, David A, MD Floyd, Michael C, MD Gaddis, Nils Peter, DO Gaddis, Richard, MD Green, Mark Ellison, MD Green, Ralph Michael, MD Hunt, Karen Lynnette, MD Hyatt, Renee J, MD Ingram, John J, III, MD Jhalia, Jayraj F, MD Kripke, Komal H, MD Knoll, David Andrew, MD Lutton, Kayleigh M, DO Long, Carole L, MD Mitholin, James L, Jr, MD Nelson, Michael Percy, MD Patel, Karmi Dipakkumar, MD Payne, Joseph Duane, MD Proftitt, James D, Jr, DO Reyes, Susan Anette, MD Savell, Richard A, MD Shahid, Saleh Rashid, MD Shalaby, Ibrahim Fouad, MD Shattuck, Deaver Timothy, MD Werner, Wally M, MD

Infectious Disease
Tian, Hiedizla Y, MD

Internal Medicine
Best, Jennifer L, MD Breillting, Melissa Amelia, MD Bremer, Jonathan S, MD Chowdhry, Vandana P, MD Cline, Kim Hawkins, MD Cox, David A, MD Floyd, Michael D, MD Gaddis, Nils Peter, DO Gaddis, Richard Maxwell, III, DO Green, Mark Ellison, MD Green, Ralph Michael, MD Hunt, Karen Lynnette, MD Hyatt, Renee J, MD Ingram, John J, III, MD Jhalia, Jayraj F, MD Kripke, Komal H, MD Knoll, David Andrew, MD Lutton, Kayleigh M, DO Long, Carole L, MD Mitholin, James L, Jr, MD Nelson, Michael Percy, MD Patel, Karmi Dipakkumar, MD Payne, Joseph Duane, MD Proftitt, James D, Jr, DO Reyes, Susan Anette, MD Savell, Richard A, MD Shahid, Saleh Rashid, MD Shalaby, Ibrahim Fouad, MD Shattuck, Deaver Timothy, MD Werner, Wally M, MD

Internal Medicine - Diag Test Interpretation
Roberts, Jack Thomas, Jr, MD Werner, Wally M, MD

Medical Oncology
Kubota, Thomas T, MD McCracken, S, MD

Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine
Nalle, Louden, MD

Nephrology
Nebit, Ross M, MD Shafl, Mohammad J, MD

Neurological Surgery
Akeyson, Edward W, MD Brown, Barrett W, MD

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Physicians

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blount County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thoracic Surgery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budde, Jason Macrae, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urgent Care Physicians</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Robert H, Jr, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty, David Gordon, Jr, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, Amy S, FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothwell, Joseph Michael, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Whitaker Michael, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briggs, James D, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickinger, Jeff E, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport, John Paul Lamar, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Wyk, Rustan Joel, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vascular Surgery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Daniel, MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bolivar County (MS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Radiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan, Joseph C, III, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anesthesiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinson, Paul Eric, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart, Daniel P, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiovascular Disease</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atchley, Allen E, Jr, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carkner, Lisa Gail, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemphill, John Carter, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ledford, C Samuel, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehman, Elmer P, IV, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lys, Ondrej Joseph, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcum, James Lewis, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mills, Robert Joseph, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell, Brian C, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negus, Brian H, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oellerich, William F, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers, Joseph Keenan, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramjee, Vimal, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Theodore David, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theil, Mark C, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tombul, Selcuk Ahmet, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, William P, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Candice Frick, CRNA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bradley County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allergy and Immunology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaffin, David C, Jr, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce, Gregory Keith, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Samuel O, IV, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shander, Greg S, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendt, David J, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Genetics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens, Cathy A, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dermatology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks, Samuel L, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung, John Yohan, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, Maren G, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tusa, Mark G, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnosis and Intervention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabourin, Stephen Milliman, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sud, Avinash Mohinder, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emergency Medicine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendiadre, Sudave D, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan, Ann Marie, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niner, Paul J, III, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnars, Beth A, II, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeley, Robert Craig, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan, Ashley D, FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family Medicine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bates, William Thurman, III, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bematoowicz, Nicole L, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhatt, Vivik V, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boerema, Paul Daniel, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyanton, Walter J, III, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breztime, Cedric Brian, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byrd, David L, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash, Cortney, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Daniel J, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Tony, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folsom Kinsney, Vicki Lynn, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomez Vaca, Luis A, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonzo, Joel Dwight, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays, William A, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Sonya L, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, El Y, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kowalski, Magdalena U, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Catherine S, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazzola, Gerard K, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazzolino, Joe Michael, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClanahan, Matthew William, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCurry, Tyler, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell, Bradford L, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owensby, Susan E, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patric, Kenneth Ward, Jr, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson, Anders Eugene, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Barnes, Shirley R, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risley, Jon Holland, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rucker, Walter Winfield, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolph, Charles Todd, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddiqui, Farrukh Abdussalam, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sims, Garrison H, III, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Paul Garyson, III, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanbery, William Cecil II, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan, Lawrence Carl, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapley, Charles L, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Dennis Arthur, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomczyk, Marija J, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Gremp, Alan C, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gastroenterology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosshardt, Charles Robert, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brundage, Paul A, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buchner, William F, Jr, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel, George Alexander, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuster, Larry D, MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **General Practice** |
| Black, William J, MD |
| Chastain, Allan C, MD |
| Congress, Brittany Kimberlin, MD |
| Gschling, Justin, DO |
| Meadows, William E, III, MD |
| Romanik, Alex G, MD |
| Satterfield, Eric Lee, DO |
| Sweats, Thomas Martin, MD |
| **Hand Surgery** |
| Masterby, Robert D, MD |
| **Hematology / Oncology** |
| Tran, An Long, MD |
| **Hospital Medicine** |
| Aird, Anthony Lorenzo, MD |
| Banez, Monica P, MD |
| Bates, William Thurman, III, DO |
| Chastain, Omar Ricardo, MD |
| Cooper, Christopher Fletcher, MD |
| Cox, Tony Mitchell, MD |
| Ekong, John Jerome, MD |
| Finch, Maximillian Coraz, Jr, MD |
| Hasan, Naushaba, MD |
| Kunda, Prabha Annaqupa, MD |
| Olayewo, Iyewemi O, MD |
| Patly, Sumit, MD |
| Pulido Soriano, Gina M, MD |
| Randolph, Fielding Arthur Minte, MD |
| Sorrell, Kellie Taylor, MD |
| Tin, Than Zaw Win, MD |
| Usifo, Katrin, MD |
| **Infectious Disease** |
| Khatri, Asma N, MD |
| **Internal Medicine** |
| Acchebe, Lorraine O, MD |
| Akbar, Hina, MD |
| Anasah, Martinson Asledu, MD |
| Balvich, James C, MD |
| Boggess, Judith Joy, MD |
| Bowers, Andrea Joy, MD |
| Caslans, Cassandra L, MD |
| Chastain, Ganvent Kent, MD |
| Chavez, Omar Ricardo, MD |
| Farukh, Kamran, MD |
| Fisher, Susan Gail, MD |
| Fisher, Susan Goodman, MD |
| Flores, Pedro Pablo, MD |
| Horton, William Leon, DO |
| Huebschman, Jon C, MD |
| Jones, Frolain Borja, MD |
| Karolczak, Pawel Gregory, MD |
| Kemkar, Aljikumar G, MD |
| Kerley, Jonathan M, DO |
| Lawrence, Karl Everette, Sr, MD |
| Love, Tiandra Leshaun, DO |
| Malakhow, Aleksander I, MD |
| Marquez, Obidias, MD |
| Myers, Christine Beville, MD |
| Perkins, Keith Lou Anthony, Jr, MD |
| Rahbe, Samir, MD |
| Rizvi, Syed Farhan, MD |
| Robinson, Don E, MD |
| Rodela, Eliza, MD |
| Simha, Manivesh N, MD |
| Siddiqui, Mahmoon A, MD |
| Stansell, Kayce Branson, MD |
| Tusa, Mark G, MD |
| Usifo, Jane Soyoung, MD |

| **Maternal - Fetal Medicine** |
| Hawk, Angela F, MD |
| Tasselli, M, Mark, MD |

| **Medical Oncology** |
| Krueger, Sylvia Lynne, MD |

| **Midwife** |
| Lippins, Jennifer A, CNM |
| Slabter, Lee Ann A, CNM |

| **Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine** |
| Afaanor, Maria D, MD |
| Bass, James Kirk, MD |
| Bell, Gary L, MD |
| Blake, William W, MD |
| Collins, Sonya R, MD |
| Del R, Madeleine, MD |
| Huddleston, Kathryn W, MD |
| Lowery Smith, Lisa A, MD |
| Sherron, Nicholas Charles, MD |
| Wesołowski, Agnieszka A, MD |

| **Neonatology** |
| Sorrow Turner, Kristen M, MD |

| **Nephrology** |
| Chughtai, Babar L, DO |
| Ginther, Stuart Gordon, MD |
| Kokko, Kenneth E, MD |
| Patel, Nilesh Chiman, MD |

| **Neurology** |
| Bear, Taylor C, MD |
| Kundu, Subroto, MD |

| **Neurology / Psychiatry** |
| Spalding, Stephen D, MD |

| **Neurophysiology (PHD)** |
| Catanese, Robert Anthony, PhD |
| Lauterbach, Mary Dale, PhD |

| **Nurse Practitioner** |
| Black, Joshua P, APRN |
| Bowman, Amber, NP |
| Carden, Anna K, NP C |
| Cook, margie A, NP |
| Cross, Cindy L, APN |
| Ellis, Ashley A, FNP BC |
| Endo, Holly, FNP BC |
| Erhard, Darla R, NP C |
| Grisham, Jennifer K, APRN |
| Harbarger, Rachel, NP |
| Jenkins, Tracy J, NP |
| Lorge, Jill Dyon, WHNP |
| Main, Cathy J, APRN |
| Mathis, Laura A, FNP BC |
| Mendoza, Josue B, NP |
| Michelf, James N, NP |
| Mills, Kristen C, FNP |
| Nelson, Stacie M, ANP BC |
| North, Linda M, NP C |
| Patterson, Jennifer L, ACNP BC |
| Pickel, Marjorie Caroline, APRN BC |
| Prousalis, Tina A, NP |
| Schmidt, Cassandra D, NP |
| Shumway, Gina H, AGACNP BC |
| Stone, Hadleigh N, NP |
| Swiatek, Yasmine M, NP |
| Trew, Shelia A, FNP BC |
| Watts, Mary A, FNP |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Physicians</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Physicians
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Bradley County (Continued)

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health (Continued)

Hall, Vickie R, ANP BC
Jaggers, Sheryl Briggs Wilson, NP C
Simmons, Rhonda J, NP
Thomas, Deborah Brown, ANP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Allen, David W, FNP
Anderson, Sharon Gail, NP
Andrews, Philip J, NP
Archer, Tyler R, NP C
Bearden, Donna Kaye, FNP BC
Bird, Jamie E, NP
Blackburn, Jateum M, FNP
Bossert, Brittany B, NP
Brown, Sharon A, NP
Burnett, Shandra B, NP C
Carden, Anna K, NP C
Clark, Emily Anne, APRN BC
Coates, Angela M, NP C
Coff, David Stephen, NP C
Coffman, Tiffany Stephanie, FNP
Coggins, Amy L, FNP
Compton, Charles Darrin, NP C
Compton, Jocelyn R, NP
Craven, Candace Michelle, NP C
Czarski, Victor, NP
Dedmon, Shannon B, APN
Drumm, Jonathan A, FNP
Edwards, Anthony Craig, NP C
England, Megan D, FNP
Estella Walter, Kate Emma, FNP
Ford, Sarah E, NP
Garvin, Tracy G, FNP
Gates, Caroline Elisabeth, NP C
Geren, Alice McTall, NP C
Gilbert, Brenda Lee, NP C
Goodman, Laina B, NP
Greenwood, Austin T, APN
Haire, Terriest V, NP
Hamby, Brittany T, NP
Hamlen, Brandie S, FNP
Harris, Cynthia M, MD
Gonzales, Stephen K, DO
Hayes, Teri Shannon, NP C
Herman, Lynne D, NP
Hill, Adam J, NP
Hornouchi, Serena, NP
Howard, Patricia L, NP
Huyle, James Kent, NP
Hunter, Ashley S, FNP
Jackson, Norman J, FNP
Jones, Melissa McLeary, FNP BC
Jorge, Emily Alexandra, FNP BC
Keith, Andrea M, NP C
Kepner, Casey Renee, NP C
Kidder, Keith L, FNP BC
Kilty, Jennifer A, NP
Kinsey, Christy T, NP C
Ladd, Christa Donna, NP C
Licht, Kelly L, NP C
Linden, Amanda S, FNP
Lingerfelt, Kimbra Leigh, FNP
Love, Leann M, NP
Mahlo, Ronald Charles, NP C
Maloney, Elizabeth M, NP C
Marrs, Carol B, NP
McDaniel, Mary Frances, NP C
Melendez, Jesus Miguel, NP C
Melton, Linda B, NP
Micheff, Natasha N, NP
Miller, Paula Joyce, NP
Milligan, Penny Jeanay, NP
Moore, Megan E, FNP BC
Moro, Leslie, NP

Morris, Brittany L, NP
Moser, Melissa Anne Ainslie, NP
Nakdumen, Barton L, APRN BC
Noble, Kelli L, NP C
Payne, Andrea L, NP
Payne, Cameron A, FNP
Perry, Mitzie Dawn, APRN BC
Phillips, Kelly Leigh, APRN BC
Pierce, Connie Michele, FNP
Pollard, Natalie J, FNP
Potter, Tiffany, NP C
Provenzano, Amber N, MD
Randall, Sally W, APN
Rapold, Lyndsey Renee, FNP
Redmond, Autumn D, FNP
Renfro, Rhonda L, APN
Rivers, Johnny R, FNP
Robinson, Donna Michelle, NP
Rogers, Perry L, NP C
Rose, Amy S, FNP BC
Ryder, Brittany Lee, FNP
Satterfield, Lena M, NP
Schoennann, Chad J, NP C
Schuman, Tonia M, NP
Sloan, Ashley D, FNP BC
Smith, Greg W, APRN BC
Smith, Lauren T, NP
Spreco, Eneka K, NP
Steve, Jesi Marri, NP C
Suits, Dieter Fry, NP C
Terrell, Connie J, NP
Tessmann, Ellen H, NP
Thomson, Thera S, NP
Thompson, Amanda L, NP C
Thurman, Ashley Phillips, NP
VanFossen, Gregory G, FNP
Walker, Michelle N, FNP BC
Watson, Jodi L, NP C
Wenger, Mindy E, NP
White, Ashley Leigh D, NP
Wingo-Salmond, Tammy J, NP C
Yin, Tiffany L, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Lipscomb, Mary C, NP
Mcdaniel, Mary Frances, NP C
Rogers, Holly C, APN
Spinks, Samantha L, AGACNP

Nurse Practitioner, Neonatal

Bammers, Kimberly Dodd, NNP BC
Bodine, Melanie Joy, NNP BC
Bower, Victoria Anna, NNP BC
Dietz, Amy M, NNP BC
Dyer, Julie Jennings, NNP BC
Eller, Barbara Aileen, NNP BC
Elisea, Judy K, NP
Limerick, Rebecca Suzanne, NNP BC
Myers, Sarah B, NNP BC
Oliver, Carol Jayne, NNP BC
Phillips, Christy Elizabeth, NNP BC
Pope, Deborah Kay, NNP BC
Willet, Browyn, NNP BC
Winters, Lisa S, NNP BC

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Ashcraft, Delemon E, Jr, MD
Buchwalter, Cheryl Lynn, MD
Gonzales, Stephen K, DO
Harris, Cynthia M, MD
Mullin, Christopher N, MD
Nelson, Cecil H, MD
Snowman, Brenda A, NP
Windham, Lacy Marie, MD
Wolf, Steven D, DO

Ophthalmology

Bierly, John Robert, MD
Blank, Nancy M, MD
DeCross, Francis C, MD
Distefano, Deborah R, MD
Faerer, Bruce W, MD

Ford, Gregory Seth, MD
Funderburk, Randall L, MD
Ghodasra, Devon H, MD
Kim, John S, MD
Lindquist, Thomas P, MD
McGuire, Thomas W, MD
Ridner, Courtney Webb, MD
Shah, Rohan J, MD
Stone, John L, MD
Yannis, Rex Anthony, MD

Orthopedic Surgery

Arnold, Justin McHenry, MD
Ballard, William T, MD
Bell, Todd D, MD
Bernard, Matthew Stephen, MD
Cason, Garrick Wayne, MD
Greiner, Todd Richard, DO
Hodges, Scott D, DO
Hutcheson, Rickey L, DO
Martz, Jack Paul, DO
Nash, John P, MD
Osborn, James M, MD
Radford, Lee M, MD
Rogers, Jason Michael, MD
Sanders, Brett Stanford, MD
Smith, Brian S, MD
Spangler, Jason R, DO
Veale, Michael R, MD
Voytik, Gary, DO

Otolaryngology

Byrd, Jack P, MD
Claimont, Albert A, Jr, MD
Peakeypsum, Lindsay, DO
Viser, Timothy A, MD

Otolaryngology and Facial Plastic Surgery

Little, Stewart C, MD

Pain Medicine

Dreskin, Stephen V, MD
Ford, Dennis C, MD
Niendorf, Cynthia Marie, MD
Ussery, Todd W, MD

Pediatric Cardiology

Davis, Wesley L, MD
Sharma, Sumeet Kumar, MD

Pediatric Endocrinology

Clark, Pamela A, MD

Pediatric Gastroenterology

Laman, Douglas Lewis, MD

Pediatric Hematology / Oncology

Bhatia, Manoo G, MD

Pediatric Surgery

Smith, Lisa A, MD

Pediatrics

Betts, Dennis Allen, MD
Boswell, Jennifer L, MD
Clifford, Jessica Leigh, MD
Coyle, Brian Eugene, MD
Crabtree, Barry Dewanye, MD
Damshala, Nalini K, MD
Ermer, Susan A, MD
Fernando, Felicito E, MD
Kelly, Wayne Scott, MD
Martin, Alexandra, MD
Murphy, Bill H, MD
Rhein, Russell W, III, MD
Sanderson, Stephanie M, MD

Physician Assistant

Anderson, Barbara H, PA
Ballard, Joseph D, PA
Bryan, James Robert, PA
Dahlin, Cassie L, PA C
Davis, Michelle G, PA C

Denthee, Katherine M, PA
Finley, Mark Alan, Jr, PA C
Freeman, Caroline R, PA
Gallagher, Jacqueline A, PA
Gilliand, Ryan Scott, PA
Harner, Brian L, PA C
Lindquist, Amy Rachelle, PA C
Martin, Marlene A, PA
Mathi, Anisha E, PA
Michell, Kenneth J, PA
Miller, Ashley Marie, PA
Obranovich, Kristie C, PA
Owens, Christi Sheree, PA
Pearson, Donna W, PA
Pearson, Rachel M, PA
Peltom, Daniele Elizabeth, PA C
Ricks, Natalie P, PA
Rigby, Derek R, PA
Scarpelli, Peter A, PA
Shuleva, Melissa Pecko, PA
Stein, Katherine Lynn, PA
Tawzer, Kevin, PA
Viar, Britney C, PA
Yegar, Jillian C, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP

Barrett, Cara M, PA
Bartal, David W, PA
Blasick, Patricia Diane, PA
Butler, Alyson L, PA
Chapman, Sarah E, PA
Farrell, James Ian, PA
Frye, Vicky R, PA
Hartsell, Colleen Licia, PA
Johnson, Roger Alan, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
LaBonne, Avilda M, PA
McNabb, Ryan Graham, PA
Shevlin, Sally A, PA C
Ward, Brooke E, PA C
Withmaier, Debra A, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery

Pearson, Donna W, PA

Plastic Surgery

Hoops, Michael Lee, MD

Podiatry (DPM)

Baker, Richard L, DPM
Bello, Clair L, III, DPM
Brown, Damien Gerard, DPM
Gernert, John Norman, DPM
Schulman, Barry M, DPM
Strickler, Jonathon, DPM
Warnack, Claude Jason, DPM

Pulmonary Disease

Ibrahimbacha, Ahmad M, MD
Jaggers, John S, MD
Marcum, Robert F, MD
Nutledge, Ethan B, MD

Radiation Oncology

Virostek, Lisa J, MD

Sleep Medicine

Chandra, Anuj, MD
Pandit, Lotika, MD

Sports Medicine

Richardson, Larry Shay, MD
Roberston, Jason Andrew, MD
Smalley, Chad Carlton, MD

Surgery

Coombs, Janan D, MD
Dunn, Jason Lamar, MD
Fisher, Daniel F, Jr, MD
Knabb, James L, MD
Rowe, William Edward, Sr, MD
Wenger, Eston Keith, MD
Worthington, Joshua M, MD
Physicians

Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.

Carroll County

Carroll County (Continued)

Chiropractor
Martin, Krista N, DC
Martin, William Brock, DC
Patrick, Duane Llewellyn, IV, DC
Roberts, Michael C, DC
Tesler, Ashley A, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Okeowole, Simon O, DO

Emergency Medicine
Blackstock, Drew S, MD
Foston, Will D, MD
Goldberg, David S, MD
Knight, Christopher M, MD
Marshall, Christopher Dean, MD
McGuire, William L, MD
Ort, Michael Edward, MD
Truett, James Winston, Jr, MD

Family Medicine
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Bryant, Michael Lee, MD
Carpenter, Julie J, MD
Carter, Lee Marvin, MD
Colotta, Terry A, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Frazier, Ruth Ann, MD
Hames, Joseph Robert, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Patel, Kaushal I, MD
Reno, Justin E, MD
Sunrok, Daniel D, Jr, MD
Vernon, Farrah R, DO
Williamson, James S, MD

General Practice
Turner, David Mitchell, MD

Hospital Medicine
Carter, Lee Marvin, MD
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Evans, Thomas Paul, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Toutoucheva, Dimka M, MD
Jard, Maram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Teller, Eric R, MD
Theatherath, Pitchar, MD
Thompson, Stanley Craig, MD

Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Evans, Thomas Paul, MD
Flatt, David M, MD
Mckee, Heather M, MD
Merrick, Bryan Hale, MD
Ranny, Kevin M, MD
Smith, Tony L, ACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Smith, Tony L, ACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Cannady, Penni Carol, ANP BC
Crews, Holly Bennett, NP
Lowe, Janet F, ANP
Owens, Gianna Laura, NP
Ramos, Tiffany A, ANP BC
Wilkes, Shanna Lynn, APRN

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Adams, Christina I, NP C
Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
Argo, Cynthia Lynn, FNP BC
Arnold, Tanya Lynn, FNP BC
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Bennett, Jill S, FNP
Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Blount, Christy Anne, FNP BC
Bolin, Judith Mariath, FNP BC
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A, NP
Bryant, Samantha J, NP
Bullock, Emily Katharine, FNP BC
Burls, Cassandra, NP
Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, L RN
Carter, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carter, Tracy L, NP
Coffey, Scott B, NP
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
Cunningham, Jason L, RN
Daingerfield, Karen D, NP C
Dauwalder, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
Davies, Joni G, NP
Davies, Kristin L, FNP BC
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dilehay, Diana M, NP
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Durante, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
Elliott, Kristian M, NP
England, Tyler L, NP C
Flowers, William T, NP C
Frei, Chelsea Jade, NP
Garrett, Maria P, NP C
Graham Doakes, Ysmae De acheris, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Greaves, Beth M, RN
Hamilton, Elsa M, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hare, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Christy S, NP C
Hart, Brittny D, FNP
Hart, Meaghan, NP
Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Holladay, Lorri S, FNP BC
Huggins, Candice C, FNP BC
Huff, Mary H, FNP
Jackson, Kenneth S, NP C
Jennings, Jennifer R, FNP
Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
Jones, William B, FNP BC
Judkins, Lauren A, NP C
Kee, Kathy G, NP
Kelley, Misty M, NP C
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Koon, Rita Carol, FNP BC
Lacy, Melissa B, FNP BC
Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Legens, Erin, FNP
Leggett, Deborah K, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Loftin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lori E, FNP BC
Lovinggood, Kerrie R, FNP BC
Lueke, Stephanie A, FNP BC
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Majors, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McClaran, Karen D, FNP BC
McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
McDaniel, Crystal Gall, NP C
McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
Millarney, Jessica, FNP
Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Netbely, Shelly L, APRN BC
O'Connor Wray, Kathy, NP
Pallas, Lee Jan, NP C
Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
Redfeed, Kimberly G, FNP BC
Rediker, James Christopher, FNP BC
Reeves, Robert Carl, NP C
Riddle, Elizabeth A, FNP
Riley, Jennifer Wainright, FNP
Robinette, Emily C, NP C
Ross, Dana L, NP
Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
Scheuch, Lisa C, FNP BC
Scuffler, Janelle M, NP
Sea Grove, Joni C, NP C
Sexton, Jessica L, NP C
Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
Sprague, Johnna M, FNP
Stallings, Crysty A, NP C
Steinley, Courtney N, FNP BC
Stephens, Nicolete, FNP BC
Story, Janis Lynn, APRN BC
Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
Thayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
Thapar, Kimberly Kaye, NP
Thome, Lisa Dawn, FNP
Tiptit, Angela R, NP
Tran, Carla J, NP C
Tucker, Deandra Renea, NP
Vaughn, Donald Davis, NP C
Waddell, Donna Perry, NP C
Wade, Jessica, APRN BC
Wamack, Gregory S, NP C
Ward, Kenzie, FNP BC
Weaver, Sarah L, FNP BC
Wells, Charlene, FNP BC
Wexler, Amy, FNP BC
Wheeler, Ashley, FNP BC
Wheeler, Beckie, FNP
White, Danna A, FNP BC
Whitlow, Tyra, NP
Wiegand, Kim, FNP
Windsor, Brett, FNP BC
Wrobleski, Sarah, FNP
Wood, Ryan, FNP BC
Wright, Matthew, FNP
Yates, Shari, FNP
Zimmerman, Mark, FNP
Zimmerman, Sonya, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Colotta, Terry A, MD
Evans, Pamela Ruth, MD
Moore, Donwin T, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Gulisich, Eugene E, MD
Moede, Allan J, MD

Pediatrics
Williams, Tavares Kinte, MD

Physician Assistant
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Brinkman, Paul Everett, PA
Brown, Michael A, PA
Comer, Steven M, PA
Gibson, Alycia D, PA
Harper, Kathryn Anne, PA
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C

Physician Assistant - PCP
Arnold, Holly Anne, PA C
Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Blount, Gary C, PA
Brinkman, Paul Everett, PA
Brown, Michael A, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantrill, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Carter, Mickie, PA
Castleman, Dannah S, PA C
Caterina, Nancy Cavanah, PA
Clayton, Aisha M, PA C
Cook, Desiree, PA C
Davidson, Samantha L, PA
Fridy, Kristin G, PA
Harrison, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Stephen, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
Inman, Keri Lynn, PA
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Lute, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Maddox, Meagen Sturdivant, PA C
Moulding, Lana, PA C
Nejad, Amin, PA
Robles, Bertha Izaura, PA
Sass, Kirsten I, PA
Sems, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrard, Hannah M, PA
Smith, Amy Shannon, PA C
Stoddard, April Marie, PA
Taylor, Kyle E, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Winstead, Kelela A, PA
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Arnold, Holly Anne, PA C

Podiatry (DPM)
Khumalo, Bhekumuzi M, DPM

Radiology
Sullivan, Joseph C, III, MD

Surgery
Caruth, Calphor Stanford, MD
Chukwukwo, Nonyelu Arize, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Anderson, Edwin Gwin, OD
Nicholson, Larry L, OD
Nordveld, Elizabeth Gay, OD
Smith, Mark Thomas, OD
Smith, Thomas K, OD
Spivey, Aaron L, OD
Spivey, Scott L, OD
Thomason, Charles A, OD

Urgent Care Physicians
Argo, Cynthia Lynn, FNP BC
Carroll County (Continued)

Urgent Care Physicians (Continued)

Arnold, Holly Anne, PA C
Arnold, Tanvi, FNP BC
Baker Ross, Anita L, CNM
Bridgeman, Meike A, FNP BC
Bryant, Michael Lee, MD
Chukwugwo, Nonyelu Arize, MD
Colotta, Terry A, MD
Dougerty, Christy, FNP
Graves, Beth M, NP
Gulis, Eugene F, MD
Holladay, Lori B, FNP BC
Jackson, Kenneth S, NP C
Jennings, Jennifer R, FNP
Merrick, Bryan Hale, MD
Moed, Allan J, MD
Moore, Dorwin T, MD
Papszycki, Amy H, CNM
Reno, Justin E, MD
Riddle, Elizabeth A, FNP
Robles, Bertha Izaara, PA
Saa, Kirsten I, PA
Steinly, Courtney N, FNP BC
Stodboard, April Marie, PA
Taylor, Kelly E, PA
Tharpe, Kimberly Kaye, NP C
Vought, Donald Davis, NP C
Waddell, Donna Perry, NP C
Williams, Tavares Kinte, MD

Vascular Surgery
Saaka, Michael B, MD

Carroll County

Allergy and Immunology
Jones, Phillip Wayne, MD
Keetlon, Robert Wayne, Jr, MD

Cardiology
Counts, Marc D, MD
Kyker, Keith A, MD
O’Roark, Daniel Michael, DO

Cardiovascular Disease
Brahmbhatt, Vipulkumar Rameshchandra, MD
Coly, Erasme, MD
Colp, Benjamin C, MD
Foley, Joseph D, III, MD
Garcia, Israel D, MD
Hiremagalur, Shobha R, MD
Jordan, Louis Collier, MD
Ladley, Herbert D, MD
McQueen, Robert Hughes, MD
Ponder, Michael A, MD
Schoondyk, Jeffrey Wayne, MD

Chiropractor
Dennis, Howard W, DC
Donnelly, Molly F, DC
Wartick, James L, Jr, DC
Wheeler, Stephen E, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Lakshmananand, Umapishankar, MD
Shafiei, Fereidoun, MD

Emergency Medicine
Burston, James H, MD
Deewes, Steven Philip, MD
Diaz-Miranda, Constantino, MD
Gore, Stephen T, MD
Jackson, Amanda K, MD
Miller, Albert S, MD
Radawi, Joseph S, MD
Sluder, Raina Leigh, MD

Williams, Gordon Frank, MD
Yost, Tony Edward, MD

Family Medicine
Brown, Anastasia Craft, MD
Brown, Andrew Nathan, MD
Church, Lori Ann, MD
Clayton, Buddy J, MD
Davenport, James L, MD
David, Daniel J, MD
Fowler, Todd A, MD
Garrett, William Allan, Jr, MD
Hackett, Ryan A, MD
Hanson, Wesley R, MD
Hopland, Jeffrey A, MD
Hopland, Kenneth M, MD
Hoppe, Gordon P, MD
Jastian, Rasmiyah Maday, MD
Johnson, Megan D, MD
Logan, Cynthia Ann, MD
May, A, Stephen
McQueen, Kelly Gray, DO
Miller, Jerr R, MD
Norman, Steve Ennis, MD
Pack, Sheryl D, MD
Paul, Daniel J, MD
Rajoo, Shari Kistan, MD
Schwob, Timothy Edward, MD
Sharish, Rebecca S, MD
Shehzad, Nazia I, MD
Shipley, James M, MD
Smith, Nicholas Brett, MD
Suzuki, Kelko, MD
Swink, Rebekah Livington, MD
Vines, Gregory Franklin, MD

Gastroenterology
Fenyes, Jeffrey P, MD
Fry, Stephen W, MD

General Practice
Bassal, Aly A, MD
Haire, Craig M, MD
Hopland, Arnold O, MD
May, Scott E, MD

Hospital Medicine
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
McBride, Timothy O, MD
Draper, Dianne C, DO
Jurdi, Makram Adel, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jastan, Rasmiyah Majdy, MD
Johnson, Megan D, MD
Logan, Cynthia Ann, MD
May, A, Stephen
McQueen, Kelly Gray, DO
Miller, Jerr R, MD
Norman, Steve Ennis, MD
Pack, Sheryl D, MD
Paul, Daniel J, MD
Rajoo, Shari Kistan, MD
Schwob, Timothy Edward, MD
Sharish, Rebecca S, MD
Shehzad, Nazia I, MD
Shipley, James M, MD
Smith, Nicholas Brett, MD
Suzuki, Kelko, MD
Swink, Rebekah Livington, MD
Vines, Gregory Franklin, MD

Internal Medicine
Bremner, Jonathan S, MD
Clark, Vivian Mercado, MD
Davenport, Michelle L, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Draper, Dianne C, DO
McBride, Timothy O, MD
Seng, Louis L, MD
Waller, Robert E, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Gasso, Julius A, MD
Salamat, Judd T, DO

Nurse Practitioner
Clark, Amy S, NP
Cox, Traci M, NP
Dugger, Kermit L, APRN
Maine, Cathy J, APRN
Montgomery, Callie Darlene, FNP BC
Neelums, Shannnon M, FNP
Stuart, Megan K, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Jones, Shannon Leigh, ACNP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Anderson, Ashley Laine, APRN
Anderson, Rachel A, FNP
Bailey, Charisma K, NP C
Benfield, Emily F, FNP
Bentley, Julie Elizabeth, FNP
Crandel, Janet E, APRN
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Doran, Lisa R, FNP
Edwards, Katrina, FNP
Emmett, Shannon Nicole, NP C
Erwin, April N, FNP
Flynn, Margaret Elaine, FNP
Garnand, Robin D, NP C
Glass, James Christopher, FNP
Gray, Lindsey R, APRN
Hale, Myra D, APRN BC
Harris, Abbie S, NP
Harris, Jamesiah H, FNP
Hensley, Deanna K, FNP
Holbrook, Helena Marie, NP
Huntoon, Joey Hayes, APRN BC
Irck, Genesia D, FNP
Jackson, Amanda R, NP
Johnson, Christian Leighann, NP C
Jones, Michelle L, NP
Kirk, Celesta C, FNP
Kyker, Miranda R, NP C
Lane, Audrey E, FNP BC
Love, Sherryl N, NP
McClain, Mary G, FNP
Myers, Alice J, APRN BC
Nave, Christy Smith, NP C
Nielsen, Kimberly Annette, FNP
Odell, Jessica R, NP
Pattion, Ashley Ann, NP C
Per, Deretessa A, NP
Pyles, Whitney D, NP
Ramsey, Amber, NP
Reynolds, Bobby Dean, II, FNP BC
Schultz, James M, FNP BC
Shahbazi, Kimberly A, NP
Smith, Ashley A, FNP
Smith, Sharon W, NP
Snyder, Angela M, APRN
Tarnton, Nina Haynes, FNP BC
Thurston, Virginia, FNP
Veech, SaraLyn J, NP C
Weaver, Trevor, APN
Wells Good, Debbie A, FNP BC
Wilkins, Rebecca Proffitt, FNP BC
Williams-Gunter, Lisa M, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Beaure, Brooklyn M, APRN
Hughes, David B, FNP

Pulmonary Disease
Digby, Justin David, MD
Keelker, Matthew Thomas, DO

Pulmonary Disease
Amir, Ari, MD
Billick, Arthur S, MD
Billick, Bruce, MD
Billick, Larry, MD
Billick, Peter, MD
Billick, Robert, MD

Pulmonary Disease
Lee, Andrew, MD
McEvoy, Michael, MD
Nicholas, Robert, DO
Parker, William, MD
Sander, Daniel, MD

Surgery
Bolling, Thomas Vance, MD
Caudle, Scott O, MD
DeFluiter, Elizabeth Anne, MD
Digby, Justin David, MD
Keelker, Matthew Thomas, DO

Surgery
Aske, Robert R, MD
Balow, Brian, MD
Barrera, Leana, MD
Bender, Daniel, MD
Bender, Stephen, MD
Bender, William, MD
Bentley, Stephen, MD
Bhargava, Vidya, MD
Billick, Arthur, MD
Billick, Bruce, MD
Billick, Larry, MD
Billick, Peter, MD
Billick, Robert, MD

Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery
Carter, Richard N, DO

Therapeutic Optometry
Annette, Sarah C, OD
Baker, Ashley C, OD
Gilham, Phillip Lee, OD
Holland, John F, OD
Holoscow Jones, Tammy L, OD
Mills, David H, OD
Pumphrey, Zachary Teall, OD
Sams, Robert O, MD

Urgent Care Physicians
Balley, John C, NP
Litchfield, Peter Michael, MD
Matteson, Kathleen R, PA
Puckett, Terry Lee, MD

Catoosa County (GA)

Allergy and Immunology
Chaffin, David C, Jr, MD
Crome, Marc W, MD
Holle, Michael G, MD
Kim, Linda J, MD
Levin, Todd A, MD
Patel, Jennifer K, MD
Perry, Lee Michael, MD
Walker, Russell L, MD
Younger, Robert E, III, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Hempfill, John Carter, MD
Hood, Dennis Edward, Jr, MD
Ledford, C Samuel, MD
Madan, Vinay D, MD
Mills, Leo R, MD
Wright, Kinsman Edward, Jr, MD

Cardiovascular Disease -Diag Test Interpretations
Colvard, Merriman Clark, Jr, MD

Physicians

Physician Assistant
Bateson, Natalie C, PA
Borgrazier, Gordon Scott, PA C
Burke, Jordan W, PA
Coburn, Heather Lee, PA C
Darrell, Derek R, PA C
Johnson, Michael Darrell, PAC
Lee, Paul Andrew, PA C
Little, Harold C, PA C
Millosa, Samantha Lee, PA
Plant, Brian H, PA C
Rhoton, Derek Charles, PA C
Strawn, Chris Frederick, PA C

Physician Assistant - PCP
Meyer, Melinda R, PA C

Preventive Medicine
Sybert, Troy E, MD

Pulmonary Disease
Ebel, Colso Tabburn, MD
Girish, Miri Rama Raju, MD
Lambert Drwicke, April Michelle, DO
Mcneil, Richard A, DO
Warsy, Adil Kabir, MD

Surgery
Bolling, Thomas Vance, MD
Caudle, Scott O, MD
DeFluiter, Elizabeth Anne, MD
Digby, Justin David, MD
Keelker, Matthew Thomas, DO

Therapeutic Optometry
Arnette, Sarah C, OD
Baker, Ashley C, OD
Gilham, Phillip Lee, OD
Holland, John F, OD
Holoscow Jones, Tammy L, OD
Mills, David H, OD
Pumphrey, Zachary Teall, OD
Sams, Robert O, MD

Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery
Carter, Richard N, DO

Urgent Care Physicians
Balley, John C, NP
Litchfield, Peter Michael, MD
Matteson, Kathleen R, PA
Puckett, Terry Lee, MD

Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
Physicians
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Cheatham County

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)

Juddtins, Lauren B, NP C
Kimbley, Misty M, NP C
Kimbrel, Courtney B, FNP
Koon, Rila Carol, FNP BC
Lacy, Melissa B, FNP
Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Legens, Erin, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Litle, Natalie, NP
Loftin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lori E, FNP BC
Lovingood, Kenzie R, FNP BC
Luke, Stephanie A, FNP
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Majors, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McCleman, Karen D, FNP
McCurdy, Ashley M, FNP
McDaniel, Sunni L, FNP
McDall, Johnna M, FNP
McGinn, Morgan Craft, FNP
Mills, Morgan Craft, FNP
Mitchell, Brandy E, FNP
Moore, Robert Carl, NP C
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Nebbie, Shelley L, APRN
Niznik Morehead, Angela, NP
Pallas, Lea Jan, NP C
Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Pittman, Austin K, FNP
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
Redfeam, Kimberly G, FNP BC
Rediker, James, FNP BC
Rewes, Robert Carl, NP
Riley, Jennifer Wainright, FNP
Reeves, Robert Carl, NP
Redfearn, Kimberly G, FNP BC
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
Rinehart, Wanda G, APRN
Robinson, Emily C, NP C
Ross, Dana L, NP
Sands, Kimberly D, NP C
Scheufl, Lisa C, FNP BC
Scullark, Janelle M, NP
Seagrove, Joni C, NP
Severson, Jessica Lee, NP C
Shefflde, Anna Armour, FNP
Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Cran, FNP
Sprague, Johanna M, FNP
Stallings, Cristy A, NP C
Stedman, Nicolette, FNP BC
Stewart, Brandy A, FNP
Story, Jamel L, APRN BC
Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP NC
Tayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
Trail, Carla J, NP C
Tucker, Deandra Rena, NP
Vastola, Joni L, FNP
Wade, Jessica, APRN
Wamack, Gregory S, NP C
Warren, Angela Dawn, FNP BC
Wason-Fawwer, Stacy A, FNP BC
Whitwell, Samantha Ann, FNP BC
Williams, Mamie G, NP C
Wilson, Lindsey Shay, FNP
Wix, Johna, NP
Womac Bologne, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
Womble, Deanna Blackburn, NP
Wong, Melinda M, FNP
Wood, Lisa Carney, FNP
Zepa, Michelle M, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Alexander, Raine-Lynne B, NP
Hart, Laura A, NP
Harvison, Emily Maher, CPNP PC
Knight, Rebecca Anne, CPNP
Morris, Ellen M, NP

Webb, Alicia R, FNP BC
Vascular Surgery
Allen, Robert C, MD
Ryan, Patrick C, MD

Ophthalmology
Newsom, David L, MD
Extended Hours Available

Orthopedic Surgery
Beauchamp, William Francis, DO
Downs, Brandon Howard, MD

Pediatric Cardiology
Tong, Alan D, MD

Pediatrics
Ashworth, Jennifer Singleton, MD
Butler, Miranda R, MD
Crawford, Erika L, PA-C
Glover, Suzanne Elizabeth, MD
Hughes, Mark David, MD
Ketchum, Jennifer Michelle, MD
McElroy, Julie Anne, MD
Schachter, Abigail E, MD
Schofield, Mary Walker, MD
Shell, Marlon Lavel, MD
Stimpson, Sarah-Jo, MD
Wilson, Anjeli Kumari, MD
Woodward, Megan K, MD

Physician Assistant
Comer, Steven M, PA
Cressman, Andrew C, PA
Mansfield, Emily R, PA-C
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C

Physician Assistant - PNP
Bennett, Sarah E, PA-C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA-C
Cantrelle, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Alesha M, PA C
Cook, Deserie, PA C
Frady, Kristen G, PA
Hamlet, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA-C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA-C
Inman, Kent Lenn, PA-C
Kems, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Moulding, Lani C, PA
Nejad, Aghin, PA
Sams, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrard, Hannah M, PA
Smith, Jill P, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Ericisa, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Mansfield, Emily R, PA-C

Podiatry (DPM)
Smith, David E, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Hagaman, Martha Hines, MD

Radiology
Massie, James D, Jr, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Hyatt, Chalmers Wade, III, OD
Martin, Jacal D, Jr, OD
Weatherford, Joseph D, OD

Urology
Duffin, Timothy K, MD

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.

Chester County

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Duffin, Timothy K, MD
Urology

Family Practice
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Blankenship, John Lee, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Eason, William A, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Frix, Carey W, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Jones, Candice J, DO
Kartofsky, Loran Edward, MD
King, James D, MD
Linder, Timothy F, MD
McCarver, Brian M, MD
Powell, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
Schwartz, Paul Edward, MD
Vinson, John W, MD

General Practice
Bartz, William R, DO
Turner, David Mitchell, MD

Internal Medicine
Jennings, Nicole M, MD
Smelser, Michael H, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Alhadh, Mohsin Taha, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Burgess, Melissa D, NP
Havelin, Paula C, FNP BC
Hill, Traci K, FNP BC
Kilbarry, Amy K, NP
LaHatte, Tonya S, NP
Mashburn, Steven Neal, APRN BC
Micheaux, Nakeisha L, NP
Ring, Katherine E, FNP
Taylor, Halley R, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Smith, Tony L, ACPN BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Lowe, Janet P, ANP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Adams, Allison L, APRN
Adams, Christine I, NP C
Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Bolin, Judith Mariah, FNP BC
Boiling, Stephanie T, NP C
Bosrajah, Khawghoob A, NP
Brasher, Laura Beth, NP
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A B, NP C
Bryant, Amy M, NP
Bryant, Samantha J, NP
Byard, Samantha J, NP
Byler, Katherine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Carver, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carver, Tracy L, NP
Coiff, Scott B, NP
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC

Vascular Surgery
Allen, Robert C, MD
Ryan, Patrick C, MD

Cooper, Emily King, NP C
Cunningham, Jason L, NP
Daingerfield, Karen D, NP C
Daunderl, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
Davis, Joni G, NP
Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dillard, Deborah D, FNP
Dillehay, Diana M, NP
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
England, Tyler, NP C
Ferguson, Tambi M, FNP BC
Ferri, Jeanie A, FNP BC
Flowers, William T, NP C
Frey, Chelsea Jade, NP
Garrett, Marie A, NP C
Godwin, Susan K, FNP
Graham Doaks, Tasima De acheris, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Gray, Tiffany Brooke, FNP BC
Hamilton, Elisia M, NP-C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hara, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Chrisly S, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hawkins, Trevor M, NP C
Hearn, Amanda L, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Johnson, Charlynn Flowers, FNP BC
Johns, Nathan J, NP C
Jones, Cindy K, FNP
Jones, Judy L, FNP
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
Jones, William B, FNP BC
Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
Kiley, Melissi M, NP C
Kimber, Ashley, FNP BC
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Koon, Rila Carol, FNP BC
Lacy, Melissa B, FNP BC
Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Legens, Erin, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Loflin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lori E, FNP BC
Long, Rebecca L, NP
Lovegoding, Kenzie R, FNP BC
Lute, Stephanie A, FNP
Luttrel, Natalie Evans, NP C
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Majors, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McCulloch, Tina Lee, FNP
McClenan, Karen D, FNP
McCurdy, Ashley M, FNP
McDaniel, Sunni L, FNP BC
McDonald, Stephen A, FNP BC
McDonald, Aspyn A, FNP BC
Meekins, Joe, FNP BC
Middleton, Cheryl L, FNP
Milraney, Jessica, FNP
Miskelly, Randell Scott, APRN BC
Moore, Allison Montgomery, FNP BC
Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
Moore, Sherry M, FNP
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Nebble, Shelley L, APRN
Pallas, Lea Jan, NP C
Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Pittman, Austin K, FNP
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
Rapp, Tracy W, NP C
Chester County (Continued)

Physician Assistant - PCP

Aldrich, Charles Michael, Jr, PA
Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantrell, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Aiasha M, PA C
Cook, Deserie, PA C
Crow, Brandi K, PA
Fridly, Kristen G, PA
Harelson, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Wayne, PA C
Inman, Keri Lynn, PA C
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Lax, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Mcloud, Lana, PA C
Nejad, Agrin, PA
Reese, Benjamin M, PA C
Simms, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrod, Hannah M, PA
Shirley, Mary Beth, PA

Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Therapeutic Optometry

Bloomington, Larry Wayne, OD
Johnson, Karen Nicole, OD
Mitchell, Andrea Jo, OD
Rogers, Stuart D, OD

Christian County (KY)

Allergy and Immunology

Bressler, Robert B, MD

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology

Bashian, Gregory Garo, MD

Nephrology

Karaghandi, Vina K, MD
Mourd, Mohammad B, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Furmanksi, Katherine K, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics

Murray, Morgan, APRN

Ophthalmology

Calvert, Harold M, MD

Pediatrics

Campbell, Duncan R, MD

Clay County

Cardiovascular Disease

Cox, David Allan, MD
Hookman, Lawrence David, MD
McCoy, Kyle W, MD
Rotondo, Russell Elias, MD
Tennay, John A, MD
Tressaugerre, Charles B, II, MD
Trotter, Christopher C, MD
Yates, Ronald F, MD

Chiropractor

Diamond, Rosemary K, DC
Foster, Stephen R, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology

Mehta, Hitesh J, MD

Emergency Medicine

Dukes, Robert Allen, MD

Family Medicine

DeFranco, Gina Marie, DO
Killian, James Wendell, MD
King, Natalie Marie, MD
Livesay, Tommy D, MD
Pannocchia, Luis Carlos, MD
Pearman, Suzanne M, DO
Roberson, John Michael, MD
Shields, Nicole P, MD
Thomas, Geogy, MD
Yoder, Daniel Eugene, Jr, MD
Yorts, Roy Christopher, DO
Zieren, Jan Day, DO

General Practice

Day, George L, MD
Rose, Carroll E, MD
Wieling, Jerry Michael, DO

Hematology

Eapen, Saj, MD

Hematology / Oncology

Doddabele, Sudarshan R, MD

Hospital Medicine

DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdez, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jardi, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD

Internal Medicine

Anderson, Daniel M, DO
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Debusk, Charles H, MD
Elobi, Anthony Ukoduke, MD
Grenstein, Allison B, DO
Guyassa, Tesfaye R, MD
Neal, Brent S, MD
Patek, Jaykrishna S, MD

Medical Oncology

Devore, Russell F, III, MD
Dobbs, Tracy W, MD
Lee, Richard T, MD
Schumaker, Robert D, MD

Neuromusculoskeletal Medicine

Brown, Juanita M, MD

Nurse Practitioner

Fultz, Ashley N, FNP BC
Pressnell, Jill N, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Atkinson, Ashley S, NP
Brown, Amanda G, FNP BC
Brown, Gary Wayne, Jr, NP C
Brown, Samuel R, NP C
Clayton, Kellie E, FNP BC
Cole, Jennifer N, NP C
Collins, Amanda S, NP C
Dea, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Ely, Beverly A, NP
Fialdor, Brianna N, NP-C
Freese, Sheryl T, NP
Gibson, Molly R, FNP
Goodin, Amy J, FNP
Hendrickson, Monica Yvonne, NP C
Hill, Megan R, ARNP
Jenkins, Belinda K, NP
Kyle, Patricia A, FNP
Langub, Kimberly A, FNP
Larew, Elizabeth Anne, NP C
Martin, Amanda S, FNP
Money, Max L, FNP
Purnell, Samantha H, FNP BC
Roberts, Susan O, NP
Rowe, Adam J, FNP
Siper, Tiffany Jones, FNP BC
Thombsbury, Angelia D, NP
Wolfenbarger, James Patrick, FNP
Young, Jim Brian, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Hughes, David B, GNPD

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Suto, Cathleen Connie, MD

Pediatrics

Fejeran, Ronald JC, DO
Stallworth, Lovie Ann, MD

Physician Assistant

McKnight, Michelle P, PA C
Swann, Caroline B, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP

Anderson, Lauren B, PA
Barnard, Sarah Lee, PA C

Debusk, Haley H, PA
Harmon, Spencer T, PA
McQueen, Sarah Beth, PA
Moran, Mark E, PA
Nee, Stephen B, PA C
Smith, Allison Jill, PA
Stephens, Michael A, PA
Wilbanks, Natalie Ruth, PA C

Pulmonary Disease

Tanjore Venkoba Rao, Vijoydeep, MD

Radiation Oncology

Boppanga, Srinivas, MD
Patel, Nilesh Shantilal, MD

Surgery

Rose, Carroll E, MD
Wilmoth, Robert J, MD

Therapeutic Optometry

Crutchfield, James P, OD
Malone, George Steve, OD

Urology

Serbin, Philip A, MD
White, Wesley Matthew, MD

Vascular Surgery

Assadnia, Shahnin, MD

Clay County

Cardiology

Churchwell, Andre L, MD
Glazer, Mark D, MD
Hood, Rob R, MD

Cardiovascular Disease

Battaglia, Mariano Ferdinando, MD
Case, Robert Alexander, MD
Clair, Walter K, MD
Crenshaw, Marshall H, MD
Fourtet, Timothy S, MD
Friesinger, Gottlieb Christian, III, MD
Lenhart, Michael Blaine, MD
Prudoff, Adam James, MD
Reising, Scott Francis, MD
Richards, Thomas Ramsey, MD
Walshen, Mark S, MD

Diagnostic Radiology

Fathy, Dana Birkley, MD
Peake, Jeffrey Wilson, MD

Emergency Medicine

Ghearing, Gilbert R, MD
Samuel, Brian, MD
Wagner, Barry Smoot, DO

Family Medicine

Ghearing, Gilbert R, MD
Scott, Joyce Elaine, DO

Internal Medicine

Copeland, Jessie Lee, Jr, MD

Interventional Cardiology

Brewington, Stacy David, MD
Dockery, Brian Keith, MD
Little, Thomas, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Boles, Micheal E, APRN BC
Cherry, Greta A, NP
Hayes, Mandy Nicole, NP C
Ross, Melissa C, NP C

Radiology

Bradley, Yong Chol, MD
Physicians

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.

Coffee County

Anesthesiology
Clinton, Gilbert N, MD
Douglas McVay, Amy Louise, MD
Lineberry, Paula J, MD
Myles, Clifford M, MD
Owens, Susan J, MD
Roth, James Edwards, MD

Cardiology
Churchwell, Andre L, MD
Hood, Rob R, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Clair, Walter K, MD
Crenshaw, Marshall H, MD
Friesinger, Gottlieb Christian, III, MD
George, William E, Jr, MD
Gupta, Dinesh Kumar
Malak, M F, MD
Okusanya, Ifeoluwa Oluwaseun, MD
Prudoff, Adam James, MD
Richardson, Thomas Ramsey, MD
Suryadevara, Ramya, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Arant, Michelle Y, CRNA
Bennett, Jonathan Lee, CRNA
Dimwiddie, Charles W, CRNA

Chiropractor
Brown, Susan K, DC
Carson, Marvin, DC
Cook, Lana B, DC
Everett, Marilyn R, DC
Gingras, Kara, DC
Kieser, Terry, DC
Prestwich, Sherri Verrier, DC
Schnarr, Chad A, DC

Dermatology
Bell, Michael W, MD
Lee, Carla Tucker, MD
Takagami, Ken T, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Huggett, Jeffrey M, MD

Emergency Medicine
Carlton, Stacey Bowman, MD
Conner, Gregory Laurent, Jr, DO

Endocrinology
Bennett, Jonathan Lee, CRNA

Family Medicine
Anderson, John A, III, MD
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Bonnaire, Harry J, MD
Brandon, Albert R, DO
Breuer, Ashley Scott, MD
Cole, Richard C, MD
Cortis, Barry Albert, DO
Daniel, William Dennis, DO
Davis, Glenn A, MD
Ferrall, Brett Layne, MD
Foster, Christie M, DO
Gill, Yogeshwar Singh, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Lee, Marcus William, MD
Palsimas, John D, MD
Powers, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
Tessier, Charles R, IV, DO
Trussler, Jay M, DO

Gastroenterology
Collier, Suzanne Chamblee, MD

General Practice
Davies, Arthur W, MD
Glynn, Martin A, MD
Schmitz, Mark A, DO
Tumer, David Mitchell, MD

Hand Surgery
Brown, Shervonaldon Rashonna, MD

Hematology
Cooper, R Seth, MD

Hematology / Oncology
Ahmed, Manuuldrin, MD
Eze, Nnamdi I, MD
Waynick, Christopher A, MD

Hospital Medicine
Alberta, James David, MD
Bailey, Iris Williams, MD
Cracian, Raymond Alexander, MD
Kemp, Olsen Baxter, MD
Rampp, Randal Don, MD
Robinson, Byron Keith, MD

Internal Medicine
Bills, Stephen Hunter, MD
Duclos, Martin A, MD
Faur, Muhammed Salem, MD
Gupta, Rima Nmn, MD
Narasimhan, Anjaiile Julie, MD
Nichols, Robert Hiram, Jr, MD
Robinson, Byron Keith, MD
Sanders, William Josiah, IV, MD
Tucker, Donald Verlon, Jr, MD
Yung, Harrison Y, MD

Maternal - Fetal Medicine
Adair, Charles David, MD
Hawk, Angela F, MD
Kipkasa, Joseph H, MD
Lam, Garrett Ka Keung, MD
Lombardi, Salvatore J, MD
Mayor Lynn, Kathleen Ann
Sadanasadan, Sunanda Nadipuram, DO
Taslami, M, MD
Torres, Carlos, MD

Medical Oncology
Barton, John H, Jr, MD
Blakely, Laura Johnetta, MD

Neurology
Nayeeve, Anitha Iona, MD
Omitowoju, Oladapo O, MD
Patterson, Teresa M, MD

Neurological Surgery
Errard, Seyed M, MD

Nephrology
Narvekar, S, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Adams, Christina I, NP C
Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
Allen, Mark Daniel, FNP BC
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Barron, Cassandra Adams, NP C
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Bolin, Judith Maniah, FNP BC
Boling, Stephanie T, NP C
Boukas, Kwag deployed A, NP
Boukari, Tameka L, NP
Brigida, Jessica P, NP C
Brinkley, Nicole Lynn, APRN
Bristol, Connie Lou, NP
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A B, NP C
Byer, Samantha J, NP
Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Carson, John Glen, C NP
Carter, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carter, Tracy L, APRN
Chadwell, Cynthia Renee, APRN
Coffey, Scott B, NP
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
Compton, Jocelyn R, NP
Cunningham, Jana L, NP
Daingerfield, Karen D, NP C
Dawudawal, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
Davenport, Marguerite D, FNP BC
Davis, Jodi G, NP
Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dillehay, Diana M, NP
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker, Davis Donna Kay, FNP
Elam, Carrie A, FNP
Elridge, James C, FNP
Elridge, Raina, NP
England, Tyler, NP C
Fitzpatrick, Angela M, NP
Flowers, William T, NP C
Fraser, Natali A, FNP
Freeman, Kathryn Lynn, NP C
Frey, Chelsa Jade, NP
Garland, Holly Nachole, NP
Garrett, Maria P, NP C
George, Bridget O, FNP
Gooden, Katie L, APN
Goodwin, Jennifer Michelle, NP C
Gore, Andrea K, FNP BC
Graham Doaks, Tasna Da acheris, NP C
Gramm, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Hale, Rachel L, FNP
Hamilton, Elisa M, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yal, NP
Harms, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Chris S, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Highland, Kathy A, FNP
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hopeau, Ashley Barker, FNP
Hoorocks, Katherine Marie, NP
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Huskey, Margaret Yvonne, NP
Illenberg, Elizabeth, APN
Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
Jones, William B, FNP BC
Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
Kelley, Misty M, NP C
Kimbrough, Catherine B, FNP
Kinney, Candice, FNP
Koon, Rita Carol, FNP BC
Lacy, Melissa B, FNP BC
Lamere, Tonya L, FNP BC
Landerman, Carol R, NP C
Larks, Heathen, FNP
Ledford, LaDonna Marie, APRN BC
Legens, Erin, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Loftin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lon E, FNP BC
Lovingood, Kenzie R, FNP BC
Luke, Stephanie A, FNP
Lynn, Janice Marie, FNP BC
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Majors, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McClain, Mary E, FNP
McElhaney, Karen D, FNP BC
McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
McDonald, Crystal Gail, NP C
McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
McNeese, Jessica L, FNP
Mullaney, Jessica, FNP
Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Myers, Leslie R, NP
Neblett, Shelley L, APRN
Pallas, Lee Jan, NP C
Parlsey, Yvette Lynn, FNP BC
Parton, Megan E, NP
Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Pierce, Emma S, NP

Physicians

Coffee County (Continued)

Radiology
Rosenblum, Scott A, MD

Sleep Medicine
McWhirter, Dewey Young, III, MD

Surgery
Ampudia, Robert Joseph, MD
Brown, Rachel L, MD
Eisenhower, Emily K, OD
Foster, Charles J, OD
Perry, Reed B, OD
Previ, Lukison, OD
Smoak, Sonya M, OD
Steele, Kurt Thomas, OD
Tarr, Blane Lewallen, OD
Yandell, James Allen, OD

Urology
Chiles, Walter W, III, MD
Harris, Christopher D, MD
Leroy, Timothy James, MD
Lischer, Garrett H, MD
Shepherd, Terry Preston, MD
Coffee County

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)
- Ping, Tina A, NP
- Pitman, Austin K, FNP
- Prager, Jennifer Michelle, NP C
- Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
- Pruett, Michelle L, NP C
- Rawl, Jody L, NP
- Redd, Kimberly G, FNP BC
- Rediker, James Christopher, FNP BC
- Reeves, Robert Carl, NP C
- Richardson, Sue A, FNP
- Riley, Jennifer Wainright, FNP
- Robinette, Emily C, NP C
- Rollins, Rachel, APN
- Ross, Dana L, NP
- Sanders, Deborah S, NP
- Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
- Schrewe, Lisa C, FNP BC
- Scullark, Janelle M, NP
- Seagrove, Joni C, NP C
- Sears, Jennifer K, NP
- Sexton, Jessica Lee, NP C
- Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
- Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
- Sherman, Kristine L, NP
- Smith, Diane L, FNP
- Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
- Smith, Sheree L, FNP
- Sprague, Johannna, FNP
- Slatkings, Cristy A, NP C
- Stephens, Nicolette, FNP BC
- Story, Janis Lynn, APRN BC
- Stotts, Patricia Ann, NP
- Stovall, Jana M, FNP
- Tallman, Jennifer L, NP
- Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
- Tayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
- Tipton, Toni, FNP
- Trail, Carla J, NP
- Tucker, Deandra Renea, NP
- Tudor, Donna Elaine, APRN BC
- Vann, Mark A, FNP BC
- Wade, Jessica, APRN
- Waller, Kathryn Elizabeth, FNP BC
- Warnack, Gregory S, NP C
- Warren, Angela Dawn, FNP
- Watson-Fawner, Stacy A, FNP BC
- Whittle, Samantha Ann, FNP BC
- Williams, Mamie G, NP
- Tipton, Ronald Dale, Jr, NP C
- Womac Boiling, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
- Womble, Deanna Blackburn, NP
- Wong, Melinda M, FNP
- Woodall, Helen, NP
- Zerpa, Michelle M, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
- Nowlin, Krista D, AGACNP
- Patterson, Natalie, ANP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Neonatal
- Mason, Lorrie Alice, NNP

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
- Cowan, Marcia Kaplan, CPNP PC
- Pitcho, Karl S, CPNP PC
- Stone, Arianna L, CPNP PC

Nurse Practitioner, Women's Health
- Mukhejdi, Catherine J, ANP

Obstetrics & Gynecology
- Barton, Ginny Elisabeth, MD
- Crean, Jan J, MD
- Gonzales, Stephen K, DO
- Hays, Christopher S, DO
- Myers, Bryan C, MD

Nelson, Cecil H, MD
- Nobles, Michael Allen, MD

Occupational Medicine
- Tinch, Jennifer L, MD

Oncology
- Waynick, Christopher A, MD

Ophthalmology
- Bierly, John Robert, MD
- Brantley, Millam Allison, MD
- Cherney, Edward F, MD
- Coller, Robert Craig, MD
- Everman, Kelly Reid, MD
- Goodman, William M, MD
- Kim, John S, MD
- Kippelensta, Kim A, MD
- Law, Janice C, MD
- Lindquist, Thomas P, MD
- Mahan, Ben B, MD
- Norris, Hunter Willingham, MD
- Wesley, Ralph E, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
- Beasley, Robert A, MD
- Bills, Collin C, MD
- Fiara, Martin J, MD
- Greenberg, Robert C, MD
- Jones, Jason A, MD
- Joyner, Kyle S, MD
- Peterson, Jeffrey Scott, DO
- Remprasad, Mitru N, MD
- Steinagle, Timothy J, DO

Otolaryngology
- Canonicco, Domenic M, MD
- Freeman, William James, MD
- Marvel, Jeffrey B, MD
- Rao, Frank G, MD

Pediatric Ophthalmology
- Morrison, David G, MD
- Peterson, Edward Andrew, MD

Pediatrics
- Aiken, Meagan M, MD
- Byrom, Abbie R, MD
- Campbell, Matthew L, MD
- Espinoza, Rocco E, MD
- Seyer, Clifford A, MD
- Vaughn, Richard M, MD

Physician Assistant
- Bell, Michael B, PA
- Bucher, Kristie Robinson, PA
- Clemmer, Caitlin Emmitt, PA
- Comer, Steven M, PA
- Dixon, Myriande J, PA
- Dyer, Evan P, PA C
- Fowler, Scott D, PA
- Gonzalez, Jamie E, PA C
- Hensley, Erica Leann, PA C
- Jones, Stuart S, PA
- Kent, Emily E, PA
- Layton, Rebecca Sams, PA C
- Messick, Ashley Claire, PA
- Otter, Elizabeth A, PAC
- Roccino, Nicole T, PA
- Riddle, Danielle J, PA C
- Shukla, Minity, PA
- Stansbury, Patrick Alan, PA
- Tate, Allen E, PA C
- Withers, Anna T, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
- Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
- Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
- Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
- Cantirell, Julie D, PA
- Carr, Scott H, PA C
- Clayton, Aiesha M, PA C
- Cook, Deserite, PA C
- Fridy, Kristen G, PA

Harelson, William Wayne, PA
- Hart, James Steven, PA C
- Hawkenson, Paul J, PA C
- Henderson, Christina N, PA C
- Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
- Holmgren, Sarah L, PAC
- Inman, Keri Lynn, PA C
- Johnson, Michael Frederick, PA C
- Kerns, Kayla M, PA
- Kirk, Larry C, PA
- Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
- Little, Stephanie R, PA
- Locke, Caitlin M, PA
- Martin, Lauren Elizabeth, PA C
- Moulding, Lani, PA C
- Nejad, Afrin, PA
- Russell, Lori Ann, PA C
- Sherrod, Hannah M, PA
- Stauffer, Tiffani R, PA
- Tubb, Tracie L, PA
- Wallace, William J, PA
- Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
- Young, Matthew, PA
- Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Plastic Surgery
- Hadak, Paul Michael, MD

Podiatry (DPM)
- Bell, Robert M, DPM
- Boudin, Eric B, DPM
- Murphey, Matthew Daniel, DPM
- Superstein, Mark, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
- Jarvis, David A, MD
- Lang, Eric A, MD
- Patel, Prakashchandra B, MD

Radiation Oncology
- Bradford, William Butler, MD

Sleep Medicine
- Phelps, Thomas F, MD

Surgery
- Blair, Mark, MD
- Crabtree, John Denny, Jr, MD
- Kennedy, Jerry L, MD
- Khan, Adil, MD
- Knopf, Joseph C, MD
- Thomasson, Joseph R, III, MD
- VanWinkle, James Darrell, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
- Anderson, Jeremy Wade, OD
- Anderson, Summer Truesdale, OD
- Bell, Angela S, OD
- Blanks, James H, OD
- Brady, Robin Michael, OD
- Brown, Rachel L, OD
- Chamberland, Scott Phillip, OD
- Duckworth, Sandra Tucker, OD
- Littell, Randall A, OD
- McBride, James Shawn, OD
- Magee, Gregory L, OD
- Palmer, Brady Mark, OD
- Previl, Luckson, OD
- Schrabi, Heather R, OD
- Womack, Larry W, OD

Thoracic Surgery
- Baxter, Tammy M, MD
- Drummond, Charles Stitt, III, MD

Urology
- Perkins, Thomas Franklin, MD
- Tepedino, Michael J, MD

Colbert County (AL)

Orthopedic Surgery
- Nichols Jr, Raymond L, MD

Columbia County

Physician Assistant
- Sitter, Hannah F, PA C

Crittenden County (AR)

Anesthesiology
- Bicknell, Bennett W, MD
- Burch, James R, III, MD
- Crane, Robert Andrew, MD
- Cunningham, Edwin D, Jr, MD
- Guyton, Thomas S, MD
- Hazlehurst, Waring M, Jr, MD
- Kasper, Kenneth C, Jr, MD
- Kent, R Morris, MD
- Kesterson, Georgiona O, MD
- Leggett, David C, MD
- Lepptor, W Michael, MD
- Reed, David H, MD
- Rojjar, Philip A, MD
- Shapiro, Marvin L, MD
- West, James M, MD
- Wilson, Raymond E, MD
- Zafar, Ghany, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
- Rudorfer, Bennett L, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
- Bean, Casey L, CRNA
- Cody, Shenita H, CRNA
- Curtis, Mary E, CRNA
- Davison, Sharon L, CRNA
- Dunavan, Mark W, CRNA
- Fifer, Michelle R, CRNA
- Fisher, Shelly D, CRNA
- Hines, Leslie H, CRNA
- Ince, Pamela M, CRNA
- Massey, Sandra K, CRNA
- McClain, Sara L, CRNA
- Nelson, John W, III, CRNA
- Strong, Paula P, CRNA
- Surowka, Stasha S, CRNA
- Tutor, Dennis W, CRNA

Dermatology
- Kaplan, Bertram D, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
- Ferguson, Edgar Scott, Sr, MD

Family Medicine
- Pierce, Trent P, MD

Extended Hours Available

Gastroenterology
- Smith, Randelson Donindrie, MD

Gynecological Oncology
- Elnaggar, Adam C, MD
- Reed, Mark E, MD
- Smiley, Linda M, MD
- Tillmanns, Todd D, MD

Hand Surgery
- Fletcher, Daniel Truman, Jr, MD

Hematology
- Bateni, Ramakrishna, MD
- Somer, Bradley G, MD
- Tian, G Gary, MD

Hematology / Oncology
- Benn, Sonia M, MD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harding, Japheth F</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Ginger D</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grantham, Stacie Kirk</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett, Maria P</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers, William T</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flora, Chelsa Jade</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett, Maria P</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham Doaks, Tasma De acheurs</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grantham, Stacie Kirk</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Elisa M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Ginger D</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Rebecca Ann</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haji, Yall</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harding, Japheth F</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hare, Carolyn</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Christy S</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart, Brittany D</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart, Meghan</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins, Trever M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, West struggling</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibs, Frances Elaine</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hicks, Christopher L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hicks, Kenny L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, Adam J</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, Kaitlin R</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, Rebecca Suzanne</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoadley, Ashley Barker</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hohimer, Yolanda S</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huggins, Sandra C</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull, Mary H</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Nathan J</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Judy L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Laura Beth</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Sandra Sue</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, William B</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jubkins, Lauren B</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley, Misty M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberth, Courtney B</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koon, Ria Carol</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady, Melissa B</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert, Tonya L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkins, Heather F</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legen, Erin</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, Patricia Ann</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livesay, Julie L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loffin, Natasha Mae</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long, Lori E</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovingood, Kenzie R</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke, Stephanie A</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabry, Jennifer L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majors, Kevin M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Dana Kay</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClellan, Karen D</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCurdy, Ashley V</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDaniel, Crystal Gail</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald, Aspen A</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millan, Michelle J</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Cara E</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Wanda G</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss, Dustin</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebbett, Shelley L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, Kendra D</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallas, Lea Jan</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrell, Jerry W</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrell, Paige E</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry-Craig, Diane C</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitman, Austin K</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, Wanda J</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prichett, Molly E</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propit, Amandi N</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redfire, Leland</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rediker, James Christopher</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reeves, Robert Carl</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley, Jennifer Wainright</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbins, Shannon</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinette, Emily C</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross, Dana L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salsbury, Autum M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanders, Kimberly M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schweich, Lisa C</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scullark, Janelle M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seagrove, Joni C</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexton, Jessica Lee</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaver, Martin</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellock, Anna Armour</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelton, Timothy W</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherman, Kristine L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Evelyn Faye</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Morgan Draft</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprague, Johnna M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stallings, Crissy A</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Nicolette</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Celeste Hope</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story, Janis Lynn</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tankersley, Mark Allen</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayman, Amber Miner</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson, April L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlin, Jody L</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker, Deandra Renea</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood, Amanda D</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wade, Jessica P</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wamack, Gregory S</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Angela Dawn</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wason-Fawner, Slacy A</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitwell, Samantha Ann</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Mamie G</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiyathunge, Gamini Hernasari</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Womac Boling, Amanda Lee</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Womble, Deanna Blackburn</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Melinda M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zepa, Michelle M</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinck, Joseph P</td>
<td>Family Practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health**

- Hughes, David B, GNP
- May, Karen, FNP
- McMillan, Karly, FNP
- McDonald, Dana C, FNP
- Morgan, Sarah, FNP
- Morris, Megan, FNP
- Nolan, Amanda, FNP
- O'Reilly, Rebecca, FNP
- Pender, Jennifer, FNP
- Pierce, Delores, FNP
- Robinson, Jennifer, FNP
- Smith, Elizabeth, FNP
- Shearer, Amanda, FNP
- Starnes, Katherine, FNP
- Thompson, Lora, FNP
- Turner, Tamra, FNP
- White, Jennifer, FNP
- Wilson, Kelly, FNP
- Wood, Amanda, FNP
- Young, Sarah, FNP

**Physicians**

- Bennett, Sarah E, PA
- Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
- Boston, Lawanda R, PT
- Burgess, Jodi A, PA
- Carroll, Julie D, PA
- Carr, Scott H, PA
- Clayton, Aiesha M, PA
- Cook, Deserai, PA
- Denney, Jeanne K, PA
- Frady, Kristin, PA
- Gardner, Beverly Joan, PA
- Hare, William, PA
- Lau, Cynthia H, PA
- Little, Stephanie R, PA
- Locke, Caitlin M, PA
- Miko, Matthew, PA
- Monday, Sandra J, PA
- Nejad, Amin, PA
- Presley, Johnny W, PA
- Seals, Allison, PA
- Sherdor, Hannah M, PA
- Tackett, Mary Brooke, PA
- Wallace, William, PA
- Weeks, Robert, PA
- Young, Matthew, PA
- Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

- Diaz, Mary, PA
- F placed, Ryan, PA

**Physician Assistant at Surgery**

- Dillow, Lacle D, PA
- Goss, Danielle L, PA
- Reagan, Ashery R, PA
- Tillman, Anthony Lynn, PA

**Plastic Surgery**

- Girard, John, MD
- Mcdonald, Michael, MD

**Podiatry (DPM)**

- Haverly, David E, MD
- Lipsbury, Summer Rose, DPM

- Wilkins, Kimberly M, DPM

**Radiation Oncology**

- Clark, Grant, MD
- Fowler, Brian, MD
- Saperoth, Daniel D, MD
- Townsend, Natasia C, MD

**Radiology**

- Barron, David M, MD
- Bonetti, Renee W, MD
- Thompson, Bill, MD

**Rheumatology**

- Kanagasagar, Sivalingam, MD
- Kouser, Aqueel M, MD

**Surgery**

- Bell, Christopher M, MD
- Fox, Mark Alan, MD

**Therapeutic Optometry**

- Boyd, Lori, OD
- Boyd, Zachary T, OD
Cumberland County (Continued)

Physicians

Therapeutic Optometry (Continued)

Page, Matthew R, OD
Peek, Jennifer Ann, OD
Phelps, Samuel Adam, OD

Urology

Bowles, Mark G, MD
Chasan, Stuart A, MD
Cottrell, Brandon Scott, MD
Dutton, William P, MD
Lacy, John M, MD
Mansur, Izzuddin A, MD
Pearson, Randall E, MD
Shrewsberry, Adam B, MD

Vascular Surgery

Fugate, Mark Wesley, MD

Cumberland County (KY)

Family Medicine

Loy, Eric E, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Brown, Chastity, NP
Lora, Rona R, NP C

Physician Assistant - PCP

Crabtree, Mary B, PA

Dade County (GA)

Family Medicine

Adeshina, Tawanda Gale, MD
Daily, Brian Christopher, MD
Justintiano Ayala, Jose Ramon, MD
Scoggins, Ted Allan, MD
Storey, Suzanne, MD

Internal Medicine

Chandra, Anuj, MD
Liu, Alfred D, MD
McCoy, Michael R, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Hancock, Crystal L, NP C
Thomason, Thera S, NP
Webb, Emily T, NP

Pediatrics

Arnold, Lemuel M, MD

Physician Assistant - PCP

Balwin, Max Russell, Jr, PA C
Ballinger, Paul Eugene, PA C
Owens, Christi Sheree, PA
Simmons, Cindy Marie, PA

Sleep Medicine

Parodi, Lolita, MD

Therapeutic Optometry

Graham, Alvan Leon, Jr, OD

Davidson County

Addiction Medicine

Arnett, Darrell Gene, MD

Adolescent Medicine

Braun Couvile, Debra K, MD
Desai, Neerav A, MD
Rager, Kristin Michele, MD
Romano, Mary E, MD

Allergy and Immunology

Babe, Kenneth S, Jr, MD
Brothers, Donald T, Jr, MD
Cain, William Travis, MD
Dvorshki, Ryszard T, MD
Fahrenholz, John M, II, MD
Kendall, Peggy L, MD
Ker, Jennifer Patton, MD
Murray, John J, MD
Norvell, John Michael, MD
Overtolt, Robert M, MD
Prince, Tidence L, MD
Ralph, William B, Jr, MD
Serafin, William E, MD
Smith, Keegan Marcus, MD
Staufler, Megan Elizabeth, MD
Thomas, James W, II, MD
Valet, Robert Scott, MD

Anatomical Pathology

Busler, Jacob Forrest, MD
Douds, Jonathan, MD
Eisenberg, Rosana, MD
Fasiq, Kristina Jo, MD
Germes, Ariana Beck, MD
Mason, Emily F, MD
Sowder, Aleksandra Melnyk, MD
Velasco, Claude Rene, MD
Waterman, Allison M, MD
Welch, Derek C, MD

Anesthesiology

Coads, Justin M, Jr, MD
Coogan, Alice Clark, MD
Harris, Elizabeth I, MD
Hoffman, Robert Dickson, MD
Huh, Woon Jae, MD
Laposaota, Michael, MD
Liang, Jiancong, MD
Mobley, Brett Christopher, MD
Podoli, Mirna Bajramovic, MD
Pua, Heather Hart, MD
Weiss, Vivian Lee, MD

Anesthesiology

Adams, Timothy K, MD
Allen, Brian Frazer Scott, MD
Babenco, Henry Daniel, MD
Bauchat, Jeanette Renee, MD
Bernell, Michael J, MD
Boney, Christina, MD
Brookway, Erin Marie, MD
Caldenwood, Susan A, MD
Chandrasekhar, Meera, MD
Chi, Michael Heig Jah, MD
Clemmons, Jeffery Deonta, MD
Costello, William Timothy, MD
Crawford, Lane C, MD
Crospey, Christopher L, MD
Deegan, Robert J, MD
Dumas, Susan Dieten, MD
Easdown, Letitia J, MD
Ende, Holly B, MD
Francis, Rudolph Nathaniel, MD
Freundlich, Robert E, MD
Fry, Bradley C, MD
Gelfand, Brian, MD
Head, Hugh L, III, MD
Heater, Douglas L, MD
Joyce, Kendrick Ray, MD
Kertai, Miklos David, MD
Kinger, Meredith Ann, MD
Kohorst, Kelly Louise, MD
Liberman, Justin S, MD
Lombard, Frederick W, MD
Lopez, Marcoe G, MD
Malchow, Randall J, MD
Marcum, Steven Ronald, MD
Mathews, Letha, MD
Mueller, Dorothee Alexandra, MD
Obermeier, Stephen J, MD

Cardiovascular Disease

Arason, Mark Freeman, MD
Adkisson, Douglas Wayne, MD
Ali, Fathi Idris, MD
Babu, Narayanareddy Sudarshan, MD
Bachmann, Justin M, MD
Bagai, Jayant, MD
Baker, James Haywood, II, MD
Baker, Michael Thomas, MD
Bartlett, Thomas Glenn, MD
Basher, Shamin, MD
Bell, Susan Potter, MD
Bennett, Rick Lee, MD
Boyd, Joseph James, Jr, MD
Brittain, Evan Luke, MD

Cardiology

Abraham, Robert Lucien, MD
Abu Halimah, Ahmad Jaber, MD
Anderson, Brent Carroll, MD
Becker, Jason R, MD
Beckman, Joshua A, MD
Bratham, William S, Jr, MD
Brinkley, Douglas M, Jr, MD
Campbell, Warren B, MD
Churchwell, Andre L, MD
Cheator, John H, MD
Damp, Julie Boyd, MD
Dinarn, Temujin, MD
Ellis, Christopher Randall, MD
Glazer, Mark D, MD
Gupta, Deepak K, MD
Haddad, Elias Victor, MD
Hoel, Rob R, MD
John, Roy Mattathu, MD
Kim, Soo Hyun, MD
Lindman, Brian Richard, MD
Linton, Macae F, MD
Madhur, Meenakshi S, MD
Manda, Ravinder Reddy, MD
Maquilting, Kevin Michael, MD
Meoli, David Frank, MD
Michael, Gregory F, MD
Monahan, Kenneth Joseph, MD
Montgomery, Jay A, MD
Munoz, Daniel, MD
Murray, Katherine T, MD
Ooi, Henry Lee, MD
Pandy, Arvind, MD
Salloum, Joseph G, MD
See, Rachael, MD
Stankiewicz, Mark Anthony, MD
Stevenson, Lynne Warner, MD
Stevenson, William Gregory, MD
Wasserman, Brian S, MD
Zalawadiya, Sandip K, MD

Cervical Cancer

Cowan, Jonathan D, MD
Byrd, Benjamin F, III, MD
Cable, Thomas Hargrave, Jr, MD
Cage, John B, MD
Chandler, Gina G, MD
Chidsey, Geoffrey, MD
Chornsky, Don B, MD
Christensen, Robert H, MD
Clair, Walter K, MD
Constantine, Arthur E, MD
Crenshaw, Marshall H, MD
Crosley, George H, III, MD
Dantzler, David Mitchell, Jr, MD
Davis, Stacy D, MD
DeShazo, Matthew D, MD
Dickerson, Reginald Peeler, MD
Dorfman, Todd Andrew, MD
Eluhu, Marcel Yemba, MD
English, Christopher S, MD
Estrada, Juan Carlos, MD
Fong, Pete P, MD
Force, Thomas L, MD
Franklin, Jerry M, MD
Fredi, Joseph L, MD
Friesinger, Gottlieb Christian, Ill, MD
Gaffney, Francis A, MD
Gibson, David W, MD
Goldfarb, Mark S, MD
Graves, Dante J, MD
Gregory, Shawn A, MD
Hansen, David E, MD
Harrison, David G, MD
Hartguy, Wren O, MD
Hughes, Sean G, MD
Huneycutt, David Carl, Jr, MD
Hung, Rebecca Rae, MD
Irani, Waiede N, MD
Jackson, Amy, MD
Jefferson, Brian Keith, MD
Jennings, Henry S, IL, MD
Johnston, Thomas S, MD
Kanagasundram, Arvindh N, MD
Kaza, Sunil Choudary, MD
Keaney, Gray, Kathleen Rebecca, MD
Keebler, Mary E, MD
Kelley, Michael B, MD
Kemp, Wilson E, Jr, MD
Ketch, Terry Robert, MD
Koenig, Mark, MD
Koli, Murli Krisha, MD
Kreith, Timothy Kerwin, MD
Kronberg, Marvin W, MD
Lindenberg, Joann, MD
Long, Brian Robert, MD
Madaeil, Philip Thomas, MD
Malik, Furrush K, MD
Mangione, Nelson J, MD
Mansouri, VaFa Cyrus, DO
McClure, Christopher C, III, MD
McMallan, Paul Wilson, Jr, MD
McPherson, John Addison, MD
McRae, Andrew Thomas, Ill, MD
Menachem, Jonathan Nathan, MD
Mendes, Lisa A, MD
Mioton, Guy Britton, Jr, MD
Mosheii, David J, MD
Muldowney, James A, S, MD
Myers, Paul R, MD
Naftlian, Allen J, MD
Nam, Young Jae, MD
Odom, Harrel, II, MD
Okafor, Henry Ewelike, MD
Olafofan, Bjarki J, MD
Oliver, Andre Costa, MD
Opat, Parag R, MD
Patal, Tarav Namdevandra, MD
Pearce, Douglas J, MD
Phares, Joel Michael, MD
Piana, Robert Noel, MD
Prudoff, Adam James, MD
Ramanna, Nagendra Leigh, MD
Rankin, Kevin M, MD

Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
Cardiovascular Disease

Rhim, Edward D, MD
Richardson, Thomas Ramsey, MD
Riddick, John Alston, MD
Ripley, Robert C, MD
Robbins, Mark Antony, MD
Rodien, Dan M, MD
Roseman, Hal M, MD
Sawevedra, Pablo J, MD
Sacks, Suzanne B, MD
Sager, Andrew R, MD
Schlendorf, Kelly H, MD
Scoville, George S, Jr, MD
Shen, Sharon T, MD
Shoemaker, Moore B, MD
Sikes, James Greg, MD
Skarzynski, Daniel J, MD
Stosky, David Alan, MD
Stibilng, Warren Kyle, MD
Thompson, Thomas Allan, MD
Thompson, William D, MD
Toft, Todd G, MD
Vinson, Janice Marie, MD
Wang, Thomas J, MD
Webber, Jeffrey C, MD
Wells, Quin Stantont, MD
Wheatley, Robert J, MD
Wykes, Philip A, MD
Young, Robert Cameron, MD
Young, Kevin Michael, MD
Zemler, Mark A, MD
Zurick, Andrew Oliver, III, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)

Am司, Warren M, CRNA
Arant, Matthew Scott, CRNA
Alwood, Robert W, CRNA
Balthazar, Casey, CRNA
Barker, Beverly J, CRNA
Benson, Jodi Marie, CRNA
Blanks, Stephen T, CRNA
Bonner, Paul J, CRNA
Bonner, Theresa Chavis, CRNA
Bottoen, John Michael, CRNA
Brotcher, John W, CRNA
Bridges, Natalie K, CRNA
Burdette, Ashley N, CRNA
Butorac, John Louis, Jr, CRNA
Campbell, Joshua Dillon, CRNA
Dahl, Meghan Lowe, CRNA
Demaree, Edward Matthew, CRNA
Donegan, Emily H, CRNA
Doring, Barbara J, CRNA
Dutschsprung, Patricia R, CRNA
Ford, Jeffrey M, CRNA
Forsyth, Samantha M, CRNA
Foster, William H, CRNA
Freelings, Tammy S, CRNA
Gentry, Russell Wade, CRNA
Griffin, Eileen, CRNA
Grimm, Erin, CRNA
Hammond, Lisa, CRNA
Harmison, Janet L, CRNA
Heath, Dillon Ross, CRNA
Hendron, Alan Daniel, CRNA
Hillis, Randy Alan, CRNA OD
Horrotn, Lindsey B, CRNA
Irby, Brad F, CRNA
Ishie, Jerry E, CRNA
Jayaraj, Brooke Kathryn, CRNA
Koss, Thomas B, CRNA
Leatherwood, Erin Kate, CRNA
Maddock, James H, CRNA
McCarver, Lewis N, CRNA
Mckinnon, Jananne Horchi, CRNA
McMaster, Emily, CRNA
Monroe, John Anthony, CRNA
Morris, John D, CRNA
Murphy, Brooke A, CRNA
Murphy, Julie Wyn, CRNA
Myers, Lissa L, CRNA
Newberry, Edith Anne, CRNA
Palmer, Jordan Douglas, CRNA
Peek, Hunter, CRNA
Peek, Krystel R, CRNA
Phillips, Donald L, CRNA
Price, Derek L, CRNA
Ramsay, Kenneth R, CRNA
Rowe, Gale J, CRNA
Salvador, Katherine, CRNA
Scheitel, Jenny R, DC
Selby, Andrea L, DC
Stiehm, Lauren E, DC
Stohr, Kenneth Ray, DC
Sweeney, Jim A, DC
Thomas, Mark A, DC
Thompson, Todd D, DC
Tooby, Derek Craig, DC
Totty, Elizabeth Shamannah, DC
Totty, Mark S, DC
Walk, Angela G, DC
Walker, Steven L, DC
Webb, Kyle W, DC
Wooley, Charles A, DC

Clinic Nurse, Adult Health CNS
Rushing, Lori Lynn, ACNS BC

Clinic Nurse, Gerontological CNS
Ray, Tina, CNS

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Bashian, Gregory Garo, MD
Boister, Przemyslaw P, MD
Conley, Christopher N, MD
Espinosia Ginic, Martin A, MD
Fahrig, Stephen A, MD
Jones, Robert C, MD
Pickett, Robert Andrew, MD
Robertson, Peter Gordon, MD
Williams, Thomas Ashurst, Jr, MD

Clinical Genetics
Bircher, Ana Maria, MD
Morgan, Thomas Matthew, MD
Pal, Tuya, MD
Wiesner, Georgia L, MD

Clinical Pathology
Ollapally, Elise P, MD
Prasad, Vinay, MD

Colon and Rectal Surgery
Aston, David J, MD
Briley, Susan C, MD
Ford, Molly May, MD
Geiger, Timothy Michael, MD
Harb, William Joseph, MD
Hawkins, Alexander T, MD
Hollier, Stephen K, MD
Hopkins, Benjamin Michael, MD
Muldor, Robert L, MD
Suryadevara, Sree K, MD

Critical Care Medicine
Ashby, Nathan Edward, MD
Banerjee, Arpa, MD
Barwise, John A, MD
Bellister, Seth Albert, MD
Betzold, Richard David, MD
Billings, Frederic T, IV, MD
Clayton, Frederick P, III, MD
Ely, E Wesley, MD
Friedlander, Adam L, MD
Grodgame, Ben R, MD
Hernandez, Antonio, MD
Heyman, Stephen J, MD
Kingler, Adam J, MD
Knochelkin, Alexandro, MD
Kumar, Avinash Bhargava, MD
McGrane, Stuart, MD
Miles, Merrick E, MD
Nottigle, Michael E, MD
Pandurangadi, Pratik, MD
Parmley, Clifford L, MD
Qutb, Hisham F, MD
Rice, Todd W, MD
Ray, Tyson, MD
Weavind, Liza M, CRNA
Williams, Elisabeth D, MD

Dermatology
Albers, Sharon Elizabeth, MD
Alban, Adam S, DO
Boyd, Alan Stuart, MD
Byers, Jeffrey D, MD
Byrd, Rachel Chilkowski, MD
Champion, Rachel W, MD
Cheng, Shi Fay, MD
Chen, Mary Margaret, MD
Claudel, Christopher D, MD
Clayton, Anna Sancho, MD
Coutell, Julie Michele, MD
Cucylo, Natalie M, MD
Danay, Jane F, MD
Day, Thomas Wayne, MD
Dewann, Anna Kristine, MD
Divine, Jennifer M, MD
Eastham, Alyson B, MD
Ellis, Darrel L, MD
Evers, Elizabeth A, MD
Feser, Christina L, DO
Fine, Jo David, MD
Gold, Michael H, MD
Hanlon, Allison M, MD
Hardin, John M, MD
Henderson, David H, MD
Jacobson, Ellen R, MD
Keys, Barbara T, MD
King, Lloyd E, Jr, MD
Lee, Carla Tucker, MD
Loven, Keith H, MD
Martin, Jennifer Dempsey, MD
McDonald, Michel A, MD
Miller, Jann L, MD
Moody, Brent Robert, MD
Pardue, Chris C, MD
Pres, Julie M, MD
Extended Hours Available
Pennington, Brent E, MD
Price, Joe Stone, MD
Rand, Heidi Katherine, MD
Redding, Katherine S, MD
Retief, Carla R, MD
Rodriguez, Adrian Olif, MD
Siles, Lorien Young, MD
Smith, Jerry M, Jr, MD
Stebbins, William Gleason, MD
Tkaczyk, Eric R, MD
Vale, Amy Susannah, MD
Vincent, Kimberly D, MD
Zak, Beverly Marie, MD
Zanoll, Michael Dominick, MD
Zic, John A, MD
Zwender, Jeffrey Paul, MD

Dermatopathology
Chen, Robert Lisen, MD
Kantrow, Sarah Marshall, MD
Robbins, Jason B, MD
Shaba, Casey Elizabeth, MD

Developmental - Behavioral Pediatrics
Dressler, Paul M, MD
Grieffith, Gary G, MD
Lawrence, Alice P, MD
Maxwell-Horn, Angela C, MD
Pinocchio, Theodora Pea, MD
Reimschisel, Tyler Egan, MD
Rimont Frierson, Sheryl Lynn, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Ahmad, Asma, MD
Allarcon, John Joseph, MD
Ahn, Matthias M, MD
Andreetti, Rochelle F, MD
Arildson, Ronald C, MD
Aulino, Joseph Michael, MD
Aw, Chuan Yu, MD
Baron, William Russell, MD
Benveniste, Joel S, MD
Bernhard, Matthew R, MD
Blount, Steven Michael, MD
Bodor, Daniel, MD
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Bonaminio, Dana N, MD
Bradshaw, Marques Levar, MD
Braff, Steven P, MD
Brennan, Kimberly Collins, MD
Brittain, Andrew Mains, MD
Burcham, Robert S, MD
Carroll, Colin Michael, MD
Coehran, Edward Robberdeau, MD
Cunneely, Kevin Patrick, MD
Decktor, David B, MD
Disher, Anthony C, MD
Dunnivant, Floyd D, MD
Fisher, Stephen, MD
Fleischer, Arthur Carroll, MD
Fleming, Richard Michael, MD
Fonseca, Ricardo Borges, MD
Friday, Jack Michael, MD
Gokhale, Hemalatha Sanjiv, MD
Gray, Scott David, MD
Hall, Gregory, MD
Hawkins, Kenneth Ernest, MD
Hinton, Alice A, MD
Hogan, Michael Emerson, MD
Huggett, Jeffrey, MD
Hurt, Christopher Jason, MD
Jones, Christopher S, MD
Kennedy, Keiron T, MD
King, James Centineo, MD
Klein, William J, MD
Klimkowski, Sergio, MD
Leverett, Reagan Rochelle, MD
Levitt, Michael Joel, MD
MacCurdy, Joe Milton, Jr, MD
Massey, James M, MD
Mayo, Jackrel R, MD
McKay, John Wesley, MD
Metzman, Michael Scott, MD
Millare, Giovanni G, MD
Nau, Paul Christopher, MD
Parker, Keith Randall, MD
Patel Lippmann, Krupa K, MD
Pierce, Kelsia Bersey, MD
Poe, Larry Bernard, MD
Powers, Thomas A, MD
Prater, Matthew Ryan, MD
Priest, Edward McCall, II, MD
Roach, Brent Allen, MD
Sacks, Glynnis A, MD
Sava, Melinda Rixey, MD
Savio, Brent V, MD
Shipman, Jason Lee, MD
Smith, Gregory D, MD
Solie, Marc G, MD
Stadnick, Michael Edward, MD
Stafford, James Marshall, MD
Stallworth, Robert Jackson, MD
Starace, Gabriel E, MD
Stardor, Brett Lee, MD
Tisler, Steven D, MD
Tyler, Ira M, MD
Walton, William Jamison, MD
Wille, Geoffrey Eugene, MD
Yi, Edward K, MD

Emergency Medicine
Andershock, Christopher John, MD
Bellew, Shawn Andrew, MD
Bourke, Patrick Joseph, MD
Brennard, Megan G, MD
Breley, Jared, MD
Brunfield, Emilie Kate, MD
Butts, Paul E, MD
Cirbus, Jamie R, MD
Dingle, Henry E, MD
Fritz, Ryan A, MD
Glover, William Bryan, MD
Hailey, Claire Underwood, MD
Heinmiller, Jeffrey Norton, MD
Jenkins, Mark Adam, MD
Johnson, Meri Matakeena, MD
Jordan, Mary Kate, MD
Lowe, Janet P, MD
Miller, Nathaniel Moore, MD
Moskowitz, Robert M, MD
Parekh, Kendra Papson, MD
Proctor, John H, MD
Reardon, Joseph M, MD
Roberts, Devin Mark, MD
Roque, Pedro J, MD
Shah, Karian Samir, MD
Shields, John Douglas, MD
Smith, Austin Taylor, MD
Steelman, Malcolm Aubrey, MD
Swann, Matthew J, MD
Van Nostrand, Ryan John, MD
Walsh, Ryan Michael, MD
White, Britanny D, MD

Endocrinology
Bartakke, Swaroopa Vital Murth, MD
Daniel, Amanda Lea, MD
Devin, Jessica Koch, MD
Neely, Emily Peoples, MD
Ramirez, Andrea Havens, MD
Snow, Rodney English, MD

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism
Agrell, Brian S, MD
Bachmann, Katherine N, MD
Bao, Shichun, MD
Baum, Howard Bruce Allington, MD
Bischoff, Lindsay A, MD
Bowman, Christopher R, MD
Carlson, Michael G, MD
Dahir, Kathryn M, MD
Eckerle Mize, Dara L, MD
Epstein, Paul A, MD
Fissler, Cheryl Ann, MD
Fox, Michael J, MD
Gaume, James A, MD
Griffith, Michelle L, MD
Hayes, Andrea L, MD
Hendrickson, Chase D, MD
Interlandi, John W, MD
Jagasia, Shubhada M, MD
Jenkins, Tern W, MD
Lakhani, Vyup Tula, MD
Levine, Jon H, MD
Maney, Annis M, MD
Matheny, Leslie N, MD
May, James M, MD
May, Michael E, MD
McD, Mike R, MD
Nawender, Kevin D, MD
Papagiannis, Ioannis G, MD
Parks III, Leon L, MD
Powers, Alvin C, MD
Rhee, Charanhaeng, MD
Stafford, John Michael, MD
Utz, Andrea Lynn, MD
Wellons, Melissa Fair, MD
Wierum, Craig, MD
Zaidi, Syeda Sadia, MD

Family Medicine
Adewumi, John T, MD
Bailes, John E, MD
Bishop, Robert G, MD
Bonardi, Harry J, MD
Booker, Tamela Powell, MD
Bradley, Chauntay Y, MD
Brewer, Julie M, MD
Brust, Matthew L, MD
Butcher, Pearlaine Marie, DO
Cai, Songmin, MD

Gastroenterology
Awad, Joseph David, MD
Awad, Joseph Edward, MD
Benson, Jonathan David, MD
Boroomeau Beaulieu, Dawn Marie, MD
Burroughs, Lori Ann, MD
Coffey, Robert J, MD
Dalal, Robin L, MD
Eskand, Jeffrey B, MD
Falchukkin, Abu S, MD
Finnegan, Kevin R, MD
Fiske, William Haley, MD
Gamba, Anthony M, MD
Grandal, Antonio M, MD
Herring, Robert W, Jr, MD
Horst, Sara Nicole, MD
Inglis, Brett C, DO
James, George Whitley, MD
King, Lloyd G, MD
Lazos, Donald J, Jr, MD
Lee, Sue J, MD
Lewis, Thomas Jachna, MD
Lind, Christopher O, MD
Lockwood, Robert Allan, MD
Malitz, Brad Edward, MD
McBeath, Stephanie, MD
McMillen, David Hart, MD
Mertz, Howard R, MD
Miller, Jocelyne Knapp, MD
Miller, Mark Allen, MD
Morgan, Douglas Robert, MD
Neff, Matthew Charles, MD
Ness, Reid M, MD
Obstien, Keith Louis, MD
Parker, Joseph Patrick, MD
Pastor, William, MD
Pattin, Dyanesh Arvind, MD
Pattil, Sushil Raj, MD
Peek, Richard J, MD
Perri, Roman E, MD
Porayko, Michael K, MD
Price, Neil M, MD
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Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)

- Mize, Catherine Hurley, NP C
- Mooney, Janet B, NP C
- Moore, Christie L, NP
- Morgan, Margaret C, FNP
- Morgan-Cline, Audrey Ann, APRN
- Morse, Celia B, NP
- Muecke, Molly Catherine, APRN
- Muga, Olive A, FNP BC
- Mullins, Gwendolin B, NP
- Murray, Sherry Owen, FNP
- Muscan, David E, FNP
- Myers, Janet M, FNP BC
- Myrick, Melissa R, NP
- Nalle Jayaram, Jennifer Erin, NP
- Nardone, Emily Williard, FNP
- Neal, Mechele, FNP
- Neeb, Anna K, NP C
- Nebbitt, Alison K, FNP BC
- Nelson, Autumn N, FNP
- Nelson, Pamela A, APRN BC
- Niskin Morehead, Angela, NP
- Niznik Morehead, Angela, NP
- Nalbandian, Jennifer Erin, NP
- Oberle, Catherine, FNP
- Ochs, Susan, FNP BC
- O'Keefe, Annette M, FNP
- O'Neal, Katrina, FNP
- O'Neill, Michael, FNP
- O'Reilly, Susan A, FNP
- O'Sullivan, Kathleen A, FNP
- Orgill, Michelle, FNP BC
- Osborne, Roberta, FNP
- Owings, Elizabeth, FNP
- Oxford, Lyndsey W, NP C
- Oyelola, Adetoyin, FNP
- Pangburn, Katie, NP C
- Painter, Anne Y, FNP
- Paley, Rae Danielle, FNP BC
- Parrish, Yalonda Nicole, NP C
- Patillo Jones, Latasha D, NP
- Pendergrass, Michelle L, NP C
- Perez, Jaylan Marie, NP
- Perry, Kimberly S, FNP BC
- Pfeiffer, Mary L, MD
- Phillips, Emily C, NP
- Phillips, Kristen Dyan, FNP BC
- Pickering, Julie Ann, NP
- Pitts, Courtney Jelecia, FNP BC
- Pitts, Michelle L, NP C
- Poindexter, Nicole A, FNP
- Pollack, Amber Hadley, APRN
- Polk, Audrey, APRN
- Polson, Megan P, FNP
- Porcher, Cecilia E, FNP BC
- Portis Jenkins, Katherine Caroline, APRN BC
- Prager, Jennifer Michelle, NP C
- Prichard, Kimberly Renee, FNP
- Pricco, Mary R, NP C
- Puckett, Christopher T, APRN
- Qazit, Fatimah, NP
- Ramsey, Roxanne L, NP
- Rasbach, Daniel A, NP
- Rassekh, Mohammad, FNP
- Reese, Kathryn V, NP
- Reeves, Geraldine C, APRN BC
- Reillinger, Brandiann W, NP C
- Reynolds, Brandi L, NP
- Reynolds, Wendy E, NP
- Richley, Brian F, FNP
- Richmond, Anna Kathryn, NP C
- Riley, Jennifer Wainwright, FNP
- Rimando Kelly, Maria B, NP C
- Rivera, Sandra N, NP
- Rivers, Kimberly R, FNP BC
- Roach, Terri B, APN
- Robertson, Susan C, FNP BC
- Robertson, Amy K, FNP BC

- Wales, Darian M, NP
- Walker, Elisaa Ann, APRN
- Wallace, Deborah E, APRN BC
- Warren, Jennifer M, FNP
- Warren, Sara H, APRN
- Watanarisrisuth, Natalie P, NP C
- Watford, Kenneth E, FNP
- Watts, Lauren W, NP C
- Weaver, Samantha K, NP
- Webb, Christopher F, APRN
- Weber, Alexis J, APRN
- Weber, Robert D, FNP
- Weida, Jill, NP
- Welch, Gwyn R, APRN
- Welch, Lauren S, NP
- West, Ellen Davis, FNP BC
- West, James D, FNP BC
- Wilkersen, Karina, APRN BC
- Williams, Angela D, FNP
- Williams, Joseph Clifton, ACNPC BC
- Williams, Katie S, NP
- Williams, Susan Prater, NP C
- Willford, Anne Cleutaud, FNP BC
- Wilson, Carol K, NP
- Wilson, Lauren A, FNP
- Wilson, Lindsay Shay, FNP
- Winfrey, Jackie S, FNP BC
- Winston, Laura S, FNP
- Wirth, Dana C, NP
- Wise, Jennifer B, NP
- Wylyathung, Gamini Hemasiri, FNP
- Wolff, Barbara J, APRN BC
- Wolff, Kathleen L, APRN BC
- Wolfgubos, Nelly Ogsosomil, APRN
- Wood, Jeannie M, APRN BC
- Woods, Ryan M, NP
- Woosley, Charleston A, II, NP
- Wright, Susan R, NP C
- Wynn, Amy E, NP C
- Wynn, Ashley Ann, APRN
- Young, Mark Allen, APRN
- Young, Millou S, NP C
- Yussuf, Moua A, APRN
- Zarrour, Janet L, FNP BC
- Zeller, Jason L, NP
- Zhang, Feixia, FNP BC
- Ziegler, Carol Cathleen, NP
- Zifak, Amy J, NP
- Zuill, Anna Marie, APRN

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

- Afrow, Steven D, APRN
- Allison, Rachel, APRN
- Allyn, Jennifer Lee, FNP
- Anderson, Sean A, APRN BC
- Aubrey, Carolyn S, ANP
- Austin, Anne E, APRN
- Bailey, Brooke Anita, APRN BC
- Bailey, Stephanie B, APRN
- Banksdale, Lisa, NP
- Barton, Alyssa Lara, APRN
- Bartoo, Carole H, APRN BC
- Bauers, Lisa, APRN
- Beard, Deanda Marc, APRN BC
- Behrle, Catherine A, APRN BC
- Bell, Stephanie G, AGACNP BC
- Birt, Robert C, APRN BC
- Blackc, Cynthia A, APRN BC
- Brook, Sarah L, NP C
- Bordonovycz, Andrea L, AGACNP BC
- Bonfield, Linda M, APRN
- Boon, Jeffrey T, APRN BC
- Bowman, Carl B, AGACNP
- Braunsh, Katharine N, FNP BC
- Brewer, Lauren N, AGACNP
- Brown, Anne P, FNP BC
- Brown, Karen M, APRN
- Byers, Jesse M, APRN BC
- Carroll, Katherine E, APRN BC
- Chamberlain, Renee A, APRN
- Cline, Holly A, AGPCNP BC

- Compton, Elizabeth S, APRN BC
- Conley, Heather D, AGPCNP BC
- Coughlin, Elizabeth A, APRN
- Cullin, Kristin Nicole, APRN BC
- Craycroft, Lindsay E, NP
- Cumming, Tara Leigh, APRN
- Currie, Jonelle-Marie G, NP C
- Daley, Jimmie L, AGACNP BC
- Daley, Kelly W, APRN BC
- Darragh, Callie, APRN
- Davis, Alison, APRN BC
- Denney, Chandler M, APRN
- Dorris, Sara E, APRN BC
- Ehleben, Ellen K, NP
- Ellis, Shannon M, APRN
- Enstrom, Jeanne Calleen, APRN
- Evans, Thomas K, AGACNP
- Follard, Sarah A, APRN BC
- Fowler, Rachel Elizabeth, APRN
- Gant, Ryan A, APRN BC
- Godfrey, Mattie E, APRN
- Griswold, Katie M, AGACNP
- Hagan, Jane Lipps, APRN BC
- Hakin, Tammy E, NP
- Harper, Sandra J, NP
- Harrington, Deborah R, NP
- Hayes, Diana D, APRN BC
- Hicks, Candi G, APRN BC
- Hollingshead, Erin C, NP
- Huang, Kimin, NP
- Huang, Melinda C, NP
- Huggins, Elizabeth K, NP C
- Hughes, Dana, APRN
- Hughes, David B, FNP
- Humes, Stephen M, AGPCNP
- Hutchins, Brenda J, APRN BC
- Ibrahim, Abisola, AGACNP
- Ivey, Stephanie B, APRN BC
- Kennedy, Martha F, ANP
- Kirkland, Lauren A, APRN BC
- Kirkpatrick, Olivia Erin, APRN
- Lee, Adeline K, AGACNP BC
- Link, Steven M, AGACNP BC
- Lombardi, Courtney, APRN
- Lowe, Alice Joy, GNP BC
- Luffman, Abigail G, APRN BC
- McDaniel, Julia A, NP
- Mefford, Tia D, AGACNP
- Miller, Alyssa Carin, APRN
- Miller, Meagan M, APRN
- Moke, Katherine Elizabeth, APRN
- Moran, Alexandra M, APRN
- Morris, Shannon, AGACNP
- Mulloy, Brittany T, NP
- Munn, Martin A, ACNP
- Nall, Carolyn Kay, APRN
- Neary, Kaelyn Christina, AGACNP
- Needham, Jessica M, NP C
- Neufeld, Lucas D, AGACNP BC
- Ninkovic, Danica, APRN
- Owens, David L, AGACNP BC
- Owens, David Leith, NP
- Parker, Susan I, NP
- Patton Dadd, Haley Ann, NP
- Pickens, Rebecca Lynn, APRN
- Pope, Nicole Sapone, APRN
- Porter, Stephanie Cunningham, APRN
- Prucha, Rhadna Lynn, APRN
- Ramirez, Maria Elena, APRN
- Reeves, Jennifer, APRN
- Reeves, Anne L, AGPCNP BC
- Reynolds, Zachary Calvin, APRN
- Rhodes, Dakota K, APRN
- Ripler, Ann S, AGACNP BC
- Rivai, Sheila J, NP
- Roth, Sydney, AGACNP BC
- Rudy, Susanna M, APRN BC
- Savage, Clayton E, AGACNP
- Schafer, Lauree Arline, APRN
- Sellers, Jessica Iona, APRN
- Seng, Deanna R, AGACNP
- Sherrill, Rebecca Ann, APRN
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**Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health (Continued)**

Simmons, Galilee, APRN
Smith, Jody B, AGACNP BC
Smith, Kathryn M, ANP BC
Smith, Lindsay Jaye, NP
Smith, Sarah Stein, APRN
Sparkman, Christy C, NP
Spicer, Jamie B, NP
Stephens, Hannah G, AGPCNP BC
Stoppenhagen, Seri, APRN
Swayne, Madeline S, APRN BC
Taylor, Victoria, APRN
Tillman, Jason Ryan, AGACNP
Triyambake, Sunita G, AGPCNP BC
Urban, Sarah, APRN
Vaden, Candice Summers, AGPCNP
Van Lint, Dylan, APRN
Walker, Allison Middien, APRN BC
Walston, Charla E, APRN
Williams, Molly Tashiro, APRN BC
Woods, Molly M, AGACNP BC
Young, Hilary Paige, APRN

**Nurse Practitioner, Neonatal**

Araya, Wendy A, APRN BC
Balbridge, Tracy C, NNP BC
Beasley, Katie M, APRN BC
Blatnik, Valerie L, NNP BC
Brauer, Chastity Tennille, APRN BC
Bryan, Dana Cook, APRN BC
Bryant, Sarah F, NP
Burns, Carly L, APRN BC
Bylsma, Sarah J, NNP BC
Charlet, Jennifer Pisano, APRN
Chase, Jennifer B, APRN BC
Clark, Carol A, APRN BC
Cockerham, Elizabeth G, APRN BC
Davis, Heather M, APRN BC
Dye, Mary E, APRN BC
Dyer, Julia Jennings, NNP BC
Elder, Emily Dawn, APRN
Gannon, Karen E, APRN
Gay, Terri T, NP
Goodson, Mary K, APRN BC
Green, Rachel Marie, APRN
Hail, Amy Y, APRN
Hoffert, Kori R, NNP BC
Huff, Christy T, NNP BC
Huskins, Catherine H, APRN BC
Jordan, Lani N, NP
Lazarit, Kristel W, APRN BC
Lawson, Jennifer L, APRN BC
Leonard, Kelly J, NNP BC
Littrell, Kari Ann Luker, APRN BC
Manfre, Jennifer P, APRN BC
McCullar, Sarah O, APRN BC
Moss, Colleen R, APRN BC
Mouwen, Pratima L, NP
Murphy, Leigh Ann, APRN
Nation, Helen L, APRN BC
Nelson, Jamie L, NNP BC
Nelson, Natalie Joanna, APRN BC
Newman, Leslie Elizabeth, APRN BC
Oldham, Lindsey A, NNP BC
Packett, Annette S, APRN BC
Painter, Rachel A, NP
Price, Kim Noreen, APRN BC
Ramieh, Charlotte R, APRN BC
Reed, Susan A, APRN BC
Ricketts, Kelli J, APRN BC
Rohling, Carrie E, NNP BC
Rubadeau, Gloria E, APRN BC
Schmid, Rachel L, APRN BC

**Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics**

Simpson, Jessica, APRN BC
Stone, Claire C, APRN BC
Stahl, Roxanne R, APRN BC
Stephens, Karen M, NNP BC
Stump, Elisa C, NP
Todt, Jane L, APRN BC
Vest, Lynda J, NNP BC
Walck, Jenna, APRN BC
Whaley, Brian F, APRN BC
Wright, Lindsey R, APRN BC
Young, Hillyaire Paige, APRN

**Nurse Practitioner, Women's Health**

Baksh, Lindsey A, APRN BC
Barber, Amy F, APRN BC
Branch, Alissa D, APRN BC
Boyce, Ashleigh Moss, APRN
Brown, Anna, APRN BC
Bynum, Shai C, APRN BC
Carlson, Perry A, NP
Case, Clare, Lindsey, APRN BC
Chaffin, Karen E, CPNP BC
DeVine, Lauren Michelle, CPNP
Donnell, Carrie A, APRN BC
Dirsk, Cynthia Young, APRN BC
Duffy, Barbara D, MSN
Egg#, Jeanne L, CPNP PC
Evans, Misty D, NP
Frazier, Angela T, NP
Galbreath, Candace C, APRN BC
Garnet, Jacqueline L PNPC
Gingles, Lauren L, APRN
Hagler, Margaret Bumpus, APRN
Harris, Tempie M, APRN
Hart, Sarah Roberts, APRN
Hawkins, Stacy Lea, NP
Herbert, Elizabeth Adair, CPNP
Hernandez, Lindsey BC
Hochstetler, Trinity Joy, APRN
Hughes, Julie M, CPNP PC
Hush, Allie Marie, APRN BC
Ireland, Brittni N, CPNP
Isenberg, Kimberley F, FNPC
Johnson, Felecia Maxine, CPNP
Jones, Margaret M, NP
Karp, Sharon M, APRN BC
King, Lauren A, APRN
Klineski, Trendy B, NP
Kroh, Lauren A, APRN
Lachenmyer, Lisa L, NNP
Luck, Kate E, APRN BC
Miller, Holly Elizabeth, CPNP
Miller, Jamie Leathers, CPNP PC
Moore, Carol D, APRN BC
Mullinkin, Amanda Jeanette, PNPC PC
Nelson, Brittany H, MSN
Neumaier, Jamie R, APRN BC
Oldacre, Allison C, APRN BC
Owen, Natalie N, APRN BC
Pasto Crosby, Rachel Michelle, CPNP PC
Perky, Elizabeth Helen, APRN BC
Pike, Courtney L, APRN
Presley, Lauren Doppelheuer, CPNP PC
Pirim, Kathryn M, APRN
Prymak, Rebecca L, APRN BC
Riley, Rhonda R, APRN BC
Romano, Amy Lynn, APRN
Romano, Susan Louise, APRN BC
Sandilippo, Joseph, CPNP
Shaffer, Valerie A, APRN
Shields, Allison B, APRN
Sochacki, Laura Leonie, APRN
Spence, Stephanie Michelle, CPNP PC
Stanley, Chantelle, APRN BC
Steele, Kevin A, APRN BC
Thompson, Alexandra L, APRN BC
Trotter, Jordan Ashley, NP

**Obstetrics & Gynecology**

Altenberrn, Darrington Phillips, MD
Alvarez, Ronald David, MD
Anderson, Anne F, MD
Anderson, Ted L, MD
Aziz, Michael A
Barnett, Donald R, MD
Barrett, Amanda Davi, MD
Bates, George William, MD
Beatty, Brian C, MD
Bell, Jennifer L, NP
Bellardo, Louis J, MD
Beyer, Bruce Robert, MD
Binkley, Laura Smallwood, MD
Bliekker, Elizabeth B, MD
Bourne, Phillip H, MD
Bressler, Philip L, MD
Brown, Alaina J, MD
Brown, Douglas Harrison, MD
Buch, Donald, MD
Cain, Swope, Christina L, MD
Carter, Kenneth B, MD
Cassedy, Eileen M, MD
Cedo, Marlene, LA, MD
Chaudhry, Ahsen Raza, MD
Chern, Andrew L, MD
Cox, Joy Duong, MD
Crew, Donna J, MD
Currie, Howard Lee, MD
Daniel, Kristin J, MD
Davidson, C Wade, II, MD
Davis, Jeffrey A, DO
De, Nichi Shah, MD
Dobay, Kristin Josef, MD
Dodd, Susan P, MD
Dowell, Shanah, MD
Draughn, Jeffrey D, MD
Driver, Nancy Lynn, MD
Dunn, Melanie A, MD
Dykes, Katherine Anne, MD
Elsamadicy, Erad A, MD
Fairbrother, Elora, MD
Felix, Catherine Marie, MD
Ferrell, Georgia C, MD
Goodman, Bruce R, MD
Graves, Cornelia R, MD
Grimm, Banya, MD
Gurlie, Larry M, MD
Halcomb, Rhonda T, MD
Hamilton, Kevin M, MD
Haney, Katherine C, MD
Hartman, Katherine E, MD
Hayeslet, Kendra D, MD
Heidemann, Nicole Leigh, MD
Hemingway, Celeste Ojeda, MD
Hills, Edward R, MD
Hirsch, Martin B, MD
Hochman, Michael H, MD
Huggins, Adam Drew, MD
Hunt, Kimberly A, MD
Hutel, Olivia Alana, MD
Jambusaria, Lisa H, MD
Johns, Kenton D, MD
Jarrell, Marco Alfred, MD
Jones, Howard W, MD
Kang, Audrey Hyun Duk, MD
Kettler, William Josiah, MD
Kyper, Annette E, MD
Ladson, Grinnell, MD
Lee, William Fitzhugh, MD
Lew, Lauren M, MD
Liu, John I, II, MD
Lipsitz, Nancy Beth, MD
Logan, Kaylene J, MD
Looney, Kimberly Rochelle, MD
Lobshaw, Richard R, MD
Macey, John W, Jr, MD
Mackey, Susan E, MD
Maikes, Roseann, MD
Mallet, Veronica T, MD
Maune, Heather E, MD
Mazzone, Virginia Browning, MD
McGuinness, Shann Cristin, MD
McMaster, Jason, MD
Meadors, Michael H, MD
Morehead, John Arthur, MD
Morgan, Lisa B, MD
Murphy, John M, MD
NIELSEN, TARA A, DO
Norman, Sharon A, MD
Olagundoye, Daniel, MD
Oldfield, Elizabeth L, MD
Osburn, Nancy Elizabeth, MD

---

**Davidson County (Continued)**
Physician Assistant (Continued)

Casdorph, Nathan A, PA C
Catharin, Rebeka, Patricia, PA
Cassidy, Charles C, PA
Caudle, Kelly S, PA C
Chamley, Lauren Alicia, PA C
Clay Jr, Emmitt, Jr, PA
Clemmer, Caitlin Emmitt, PA
Closter, Hannah C, PA C
Coleman, Marchelle, PA C
Conklin, Rachel W, PA C
Cook Becker, Michelle D, PA
Cooper, Trisha Lynn, PA C
Cressman, Andrew C, PA
Dalymply, Scott R, PA C
Day, Jeffrey Robert, PA C
Deneke, Sierra N, PA C
Deshpande, Sujata, PA
Dixon, Myrtlanda J, PA
Donahue, Edmund J, PA
Dorsey, Shandora Ann A, PA
Drewe, Amanda L, PA
Drury, Jennifer, PA C
Duff, Dana L, PA
Duffield, Kristi D, PA
Dunmav, Anya, PA
Dyer, Evan P, PA
Dyson, Jo Ellyn, PA C
Farkas, Ronald L, PA
Fortman, Kyle D, PA
Frazier, Ronald L, PA
Freeman, Amy Diane, PA C
Fuimaono, Sioeli F, PAC
Gabi, Shamin M, PA C
Gartman, Jennifer Lynn, PA
Golden, MeredithLee, PA C
Groves, Stacey L, PA
Hambright, Merritt H, PA
Harper, Kathryn Anne, PA
Hasselbring, Stephen Ross, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Henry, Greer M, PA C
Hensley, Erla, Leann A, PA C
Hill, Justin Edward, PA C
Hitchcock, David Chad, PA C
Hommes, Christian M, PA
Howd, Meshelle Lynn C, PA
Howell, Caroline Frances, PA
Hudson, Grace L, PA
Hux, Anna C, PA
Jacoby, Taylor D, PA
Jean, Amy K, PA C
Jensen, Kristen A, PA
Johnson, Amy Marie, PA C
Johnson, Darren, PA
Johnson, Malinda Ann, PA C
Johnson, Mary Ann, PA C
Jones, Stuart S, PA
Joslin, Danielle M, PA
Kerlin, Trudy J, PA C
Kilkelly, Donna Marie, PA
King, Carl Edward, Jr, PA
Kramer, John, PA C
Laurence, Anna R, PA
Laxton, Margaret Moore, PA C
Lehmann, Melissa C, PA C
Levy, Marcel D, PA
Lindahl, Joseph E, PA
Littlejohn, Scott A, PA C
Lo, Vanessa Rene, PA
Lovely, Brian K, PA C
Madden, Jeanne E, PA
Mankin, Aaron W, PA
Mansfield, Emily R, PA-C
Marcum, Charles Terry, PA
Marlar, Anne W, PA
Masters, Brian J, PA C
Mauro, Kelsey M, PA C
McCleary, Brandon Green, PA C
McCoy, Allison Joanna, PA
McCullough, Timothy J, PA C
McIntosh, Mark, PA
McKenzie, Robert Kenneth, PA C
McLain, Catherine B, PA C
McNickle, Brandon R, PA C
McQuistion, Laura A, PA C
McReynolds, Samantha N, PA
Meador, Ellen K, PA C
Mertlweather, Jonathan Morrison, PA
Miler, Caleb D, PA
Mosley, Jennifer E, PA
Murawski, Sarah A, PA
Myatt, Ashley E, PA
Nardin, Gary S, PA
Negron, Kelsi R, PA
Nelson, Valerie Leigh, PA
Noromegie, Osayandah A, PA
Osigwe, Edward Okechukwu, PA
Owens, Angela Marie, PA
Parker, Christopher S, PA C
Phillipps, Travis L, PA C
Picket, Laura M, PA
Pirrie, Travonnda D, PA-C
Platt, Eugene Calvin, PA
Pope, Jessica Lee, PA
Porino, Keith J, PA C
Puryear, Aaron L, PA C
Raburn, Barnett J, PA
Rachels, Jana J, PA C
Ramirez, Casi M, PA C
Reese, Nikki, PA C
Richardson, Mary A, PA C
Riggs, Jonathan S, PA
Roberts, Kyle T, PA
Sanders, Kristin L, PA
Schaele, Andrew R, PA
Scott, Julie Denise, PA C
Sherman, Kristen B, PA
Shields, Valerie A, PA
Simms, Walter Lee, PA
Sitter, Hannah F, PA C
Smallall, Donna M, PA
Smart, Kelly Martelle, PA
Smith, James D, PA C
Southards, Bryn Mayberry, PA
Spackman, Darice Rebeckah, PA C
Stansbury, Patrick Alan, PA
Sline, Morgan Brady, PA
Summer Alexander, Wendy Beth, PA C
Thien, Amy Lorayne, PA C
Thomas, Donald W, PA
Tomlinson, Clare W, PA C
Vickers, Megan L, PA
Vinocel, Nan Elizabeth, PA
Wade, Theodore Burbank, PA
Wampler, Tammy C, PA
Weatherspoon, Beverly Herm Jean, PA C
Webb, Megynn M, PA
Wheeler, Alexandra N, PA
Willa, Anna T, PA
Wood, Contessa M, PA
Wright, Kendra N, PA C
Yakoub, Ereny F, PA C
Yandell, Kelley S, PA
Young, Douglas Balfour, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP

Biddison, Anna E, PA
Claborn, Morgan S, PA C
Conrey, Laura Kristin, PA C
Cowley, Sara E, PA
Cresaw, Lauren E, PA C
Eisenhauer, Darren L, PA
Eirod, Linda K, PA C
Espy, Rebekah Ruth, PA
Fallos, Amanda S, PA
Gronberg, Lisa C, PA C
Kerby, James J, PA C
Kirkpatrick, Heather F, PA
Lankford, Kara, PA
McClellan, Sara E, PA C
McCord, Charles J, PA C
Meador, Ellen K, PA C
Paasche, Christiana Lynn, PA C
Phelps, Amanda R, PA
Sharp, Kimberly Diane, PA
Stookey, Warren Joseph, PA
Sutton, Elizabeth Daniela, PA
Tanner, Kenneth E, Jr, PA
Vegas, Anne-Marie, PA
Warren, Michael Ryan, MD

Physician Assistant at Surgery

Adams, Mattye L, PA C
Becton, Arvy M, PA C
Bridgdon, Austin P, PA
Brooks, Kyle Thomas, PA
Bruce, Elizabeth Forbes, PA C
Carden, Blake John, PA
Carroll, Brilea M, PA
Cartwright, Jordana C, PA C
Casdorph, Nathan A, PA C
Cooper, Trisha Lynn, PA C
Cressman, Andrew C, PA
Day, Jeffrey Robert, PA C
Deneke, Sierra N, PA C
Duff, Dana L, PA
Ellis, Samantha C, PA
Fick, Benjamin P, PA C
Freeman, Amy Diane, PA C
Fuimaono, Stellio F, PAC
Hill, Justin Edward, PA C
Joslin, Danielle M, PA
Lo, Vanessa Rene, PA
Mankin, Aaron W, PA
Mansfield, Emily R, PA-C
McIntosh, Mark, PA
Merlweather, Jonathan Morrison, PA
Myatt, Ashley E, PA
Nelson, Valerie Leigh, PA
Noromegie, Osayandah A, PA
Pope, Jessica Lee, PA C
Porino, Keith J, PA
Raburn, Ryan Timothy, PA C
Richardson, Mary A, PA C
Southards, Bryn Mayberry, PA
Spackman, Darice Rebeckah, PA C
Swartwood, Constance B, PA
Van Hooser, Katle J, PA
Wright, Amanda Halton, PA

Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery

Drolet, Brian C, MD
Higdon, Kent Kihyet, MD
Perdikis, Galen, MD
Wincour, Julian Simon, MD

Plastic Surgery

Cash, Michael Paul, MD
Chester, Caroline H, MD
Claborn, Jeffrey R, MD
Davis, Stephen Michael, MD
Delozier, Joseph B, III, MD
Fleming, Philip E, MD
Garza, Robert Francis, MD
Hafell, Daniel A, MD
Huebner, Michael, MD
Lett, Earl Dwayne, MD
Oslin, Bryan D, MD
Robbins, Chadwell Mason, MD
Rosdeutscher, John D, MD
Summit, John B, MD
Thayer, Wesley Paul, MD
Tierny, Brian P, MD
Unger, Jacob G, MD
Wagstrom, Lois, MD

Podiatry (DPM)

Benac, Christopher S. DPM
Burns, Lawrence E, DPM
Bush, Timothy William, DPM
Bushman, Tod R, DPM
Cockrell, Gary W, DPM
Cohen, William A, DPM
Day, Mardon D, DPM
Day, Richelle D, DPM
Deeter, Kirby Hudson, DPM
Dickers, Mario Serelister, DPM
Farnen, David A, DPM
Frankfather, Robert D, DPM
Fussell, Nicholas, DPM
Hall, Samantha A, DPM
Hawthorn, Francis Alyousis, DPM
Head, Steven Dale, DPM
Hicks, Adam B, DPM
Hossain, Jamil A, DPM
Kuma, Peninah R, DPM
Lambert, William Frederic, DPM
Mendoza, Daniel II, DPM
Mitchell A, Jeffrey L, DPM
Neuhaus, Matthew D, DPM
Nicholls, Berkley H, DPM
Parole, Natalia B, DPM
Reigel, Ignis Clifford, DPM
Schuler, Sheila D, DPM
Somers, Paul J, Jr, DPM
Studberry, James A, DPM
Trenner, Ben, DPM
Whittaker, Michele J, DPM

Preventive Medicine

Frazier, Todd, MD
O’Hara, Heather Marie, MD

Public Health / General Preventive Medicine

Elling, Michele R, MD

Pulmonary Disease

Almusaddy, Mousab O, MD
Arons, Murray M, MD
Bagley, Christopher, MD
Bernard, Gordon R, MD
Blackwell, Timothy S, MD
Campbell, Earl Vendreys, Jr, MD
Canonic, Angelo E, MD
Capizzi, Stephen A, MD
Carpenter, Chase T, MD
Christman, Brian W, MD
Coller, Zachary Vincent, MD
Conner, Barrett D, MD
Cowan, Hanson B, MD
Evans, Jonathan G, MD
Ferrill, Benjamin Avant, MD
Fremont, Richard Douglas, MD
Garwood, Susan Kay, MD
Gonzalez Bernal, Alberto, MD
Hagman, David D, MD
Harbert, Tina V, MD
Hennes, Anna Ryan, MD
Heyman, Stephen J, MD
Jarvis, David A, MD
John, Bjoey E, MD
King, Matthew Sidney, MD
Kringee, Rachel Marie, MD
Kuhn, Karl Philip, MD
Lancaster, Lisa H, MD
Light, Richard W, MD
Loyd, James E, MD
Mangialetti, Robert J, MD
Massion, Pierre P, MD
McElaney, Andrew C, MD
Melo, Salim S, MD
Millendon, Robert P, MD
Miller, Alison N, MD
Miller, Robert F, MD
Millstone, Aaron Paul, MD

Physicians
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Fletcher, Larry Cook, OD
Fritsch, Ryan Paul, OD
Gainous, Brian Brice, OD
Haddad, Dahlia, OD
Hamill, Kristen A, OD
Hammond, Phyllis L, OD
Harris, Kendall B, OD
Harris, Taylor, OD
Heam, Keegan Maurice, OD
Henderson, Ashlee B, OD
Hohn, Robert L, OD
Hoover, James G, OD
Howard, Alette Patrece, OD
Howard, Lauren N, OD
Hyatt, Chalmers Wade, III, OD
Iverson, Jared A, OD
Jarvis, Jessica L, OD
Jenkins, Joshua B, OD
Jessup, Jeffrey C, OD
Jones, Blakely Kyle, OD
Judd, James M, OD
Kantikar, Parag, OD
Kegarise, Susan N, OD
Keller, Lori Ann F, OD
Kim, Yunho, OD
Koch, Julianne M, OD
Kragenbrink, Kyle E, OD
Landa, Irwin S, OD
Larios, Eric B, OD
Le, Carrie A, OD
Lemonceli, Nicole Elena, OD
Lindsey, Mallorie M, OD
Lopykinski, Michael J, OD
Lu, Dalh Hyun Thi, OD
Lumpkin, Ross Ballard, OD
Lynn, Mark E, OD
Maes Pukala, Kathleen A, OD
Malik, Adam N, OD
Mallory, Jennifer Kragenbrink, OD
Marcopolos, Nicholas P, OD
Martin, Jaco D, Jr, OD
McClain, Elizabeth S, OD
McFee, Kristopher R, OD
McNett, Garrett, OD
Mesoras, Olivia A, OD
Miranda, Ronald S, OD
Multikinis, Hayley Lynne, OD
Neufold, John, III, OD
Nguyen, Nathalie G, OD
Norris, Rebecca Maria, OD
Parker, Chase T, OD
Patek, Jigna A, OD
Perry, Anthony Vincent, OD
Peveler, Derek Scott, OD
Pino, John M, OD
Pollitzer, Michael R, OD
Previl, Luckson, OD
Price, Martin G, OD
Prinzie, Laura E, OD
Profitt, Gregory Lee, OD
Reese, Paige Alexandra, OD
Roberts, Margaret L, OD
Rock, Nathan D, OD
Routon, Jonathan, OD
Schimmels, Daniel J, OD
Schmidt, Kevin D, OD
Shanks, Fred R, OD
Shea, Katelyn F, OD
Short, Kelly E, OD
Smith, Joanne Patricia, OD
Soniso, Jeffrey, OD
Soniso, Michele L, OD
Spangler, David M, OD
Speer, Daniel W, OD
Summers, Joseph Duane, OD

Sizpanovits, Dora R, OD
Talley, Sarah E, OD
Tammareddi, Lavanya, OD
Tritschler, Thomas Harrison, III, OD
Vallejo, Lindsey, OD
Watkins, Sarah Christine, OD
Waymire, Amy Faye, OD
Wheeler, David M, Jr, MD
Williams, Willard David, OD
Yi, Anna So, OD
Zimmerman, David R, OD

Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery
Ramaiah, Chandrashekhar, MD

Thoracic Surgery
Abel, Tarek Sami, MD
Balsara, Keki, MD
Barton, Ben R, MD
Baxter, Tammy M, MD
Danter, Matthew R, MD
Glassford, David M, Jr, MD
Grogan, Eric Lee, MD
Howington, John A, MD
Lambright, Eric S, MD
Lancaster, Lifford Lee, MD
Laws, Kenneth Howard, MD
Nesbitt, Jonathan C, MD
Nguyen, Duc, MD
Ninan, Mathew, MD
Pass, Lawrence James, MD
Petracek, Michael R, MD
Reddy, V Sreenath, MD
Rodriguez, Evelo, MD
Shah, Ashish S, MD
Subramanian, Sneekumar, MD
Teddere, Mark N, MD
Wheatey, Grayson J, III, MD
Wilcoxon, Allen C, Jr, MD

Transplant Hepatology
Malikakel, Benedict J, MD

Urgent Care Physicians
Carver, Robert A, MD
Dutton, William Jeffrey, MD
Goodfriend, John J, DO
Hammond Moulton, Cathy L, MD
Hayes, John William, MD
Huang, Kinin, NP
Jackson, Robert E, MD
Morton, Deborah Joelle, MD
Newells, Harold Victor, MD
Struble, Thomas Gene, MD
Thener, Tamera N, NP, C
Thomas, Frank Evans, Jr, MD
Utri, Lijjendh M, MD
Wheeler, Terri Thomas, PA
Young, Matthew, PA

Urology
Abel, Marcy J, MD
Allen, Tara Mae, MD
Allanbem, Douglas C, Jr, MD
Ark, Jacob Tyler, MD
Barocas, Daniel A, MD
Belasnte, Michael J, MD
Bilups, Kevin, MD
Chang, Sam S, MD
Dale, Joanne A, MD
Dassan, Shram, MD
De Smita, MD
Dehner, Benjamin Lawrence, MD
Dmochowski, Roger R, MD
Duong, David T, MD
Eckstein, Charles W, MD
Flora, Mark D, MD
Head, Gregory Daniel, MD
Herrlich, Stanley Duke, MD
Hill, Christopher C, MD
Hsi, Ryan S, MD
Jayram, Gautam, MD
Kaufman, Melissa Rae, MD

Keegan, Kirk Arlington, MD
Knoll, L Dean, MD
Kuebler, Joseph M, MD
Laviana, Aaron A, MD
Lee, Daniel J, MD
Lunkenbaugh, Amy Nicole, MD
McCoy, Jacob A, MD
Meyers, Hawks, Christopher Heath, MD
Milam, Douglass F, MD
Miller, Nicole Lara, MD
Moses, Kelvin A, MD
Penson, David Fredrick, MD
Puzio, Corinne L, MD
Resnick, Matthew Jason, MD
Reynolds, William Stuart, MD
Scarpato, Kristen, MD
Scarpello, Harriette Miles, MD
Schull, David M, MD
Smith, Joseph A, Jr, MD
Stimson, Cary W, MD
Warner, John, MD
Whitfield, Jeff, MD
Workman, Claude H, III, MD

Vascular & Interventional Radiology
Baraza, John M, II, MD
Hollman, David M, Jr, DO
Mazer, Murray James, MD
Moull, Sampeck K, MD
OMary, Reed A, MD

Vascular Surgery
Allen, Robert C, MD
Boll, Julia M, MD
Bonauro, Romeo A, MD
Curzi, John A, MD
Dattilo, Jeffery B, MD
Edwards, William Ji, MD
Gardard, Clifford Louis, III, MD
Keyser, John E, III, MD
Kim, Billy John, MD
Lee, Allen P, MD
Ryan, Patrick C, MD
Sraruga, Tif William, MD

Decatur County

Diagnostic Radiology
Bacon, William Russell, MD
Goodin, Ellis Lien, MD
Massey, James M, MD
Pierre, Kelsia Betsy, MD
Yi, Edward K, MD

Emergency Medicine
Gill, Yogeshwar Singh, MD
Marian, Justin Lee, MD
Reddy, Ramesh K, MD

Extended Hours Available

Family Medicine
Fist, James M, MD
Graff, John, MD
Huang, Kinin, NP
Jackson, Robert E, MD
Kaplan, Jeffrey A, MD
Kenny, Kevin, MD
Klein, Lewis, MD
Lee, Allen A, MD
Lee, William A, MD

General Practice
Okojie, Gbadehena, MD
Randall, Justin P, MD
Surgent, Robert, MD

Internal Medicine
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Cooper, Steven W, MD
Crisps, Hugh Don, MD
Drake, Alan R, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Hooper, Doug G, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Powers, Richard Reams, MD
Rhody, Jack R, MD
Shewky, William Hanford, MD

General Practice
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Cooper, Steven W, MD
Crisps, Hugh Don, MD
Drake, Alan R, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Hooper, Doug G, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Powers, Richard Reams, MD
Rhody, Jack R, MD
Shewky, William Hanford, MD

Physicians
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Internal Medicine
Beuerlein, John Thomas, MD
Sikes, James Greg, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Fifando, Steven D, MD

Medical Oncology
Thompson, Dana S, MD

Nephrology
Karam, Jyothleen S, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Burgess, Melissa D, NP
Dreadly, Sheldon D, FNP BC
Havelin, Paula C, FNP BC
Kilburger, Amy W, NP
Lahitale, Tonya S, NP
Mashburn, Steven Neal, APRN BC
Micheaux, Nakisha L, NP
Ring, Katherine E, FNP
Taylor, Hailey R, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Smith, Tony L, ACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Lowe, Janet P, FNP
Owens, Gianna Laura, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Adams, Christina I, NP C
Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelly R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Bewis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Bolin, Judith Mariah, FNP BC
Boling, Stephanie, NP C
Bosuah, Kwadghojo A, NP
Brown, Barack Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A B, NP C
Bryant, Samantha, NP
Byer, Christina, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Carfer, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carfer, Tracy L, NP
Coffey, Scott B, NP
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
Cunningham, Jason L, NP
Gaingelder, Karen D, NP C
Daundalder, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
Davis, Joni G, NP
Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dilleyah, Diana M, NP
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donkey, FNP
England, Tyler, NP C
Evans, Amy A, FNP
Filzpatrick, Angela M, NP
Flowers, William T, NP C
Frey, Chelsea Jade, NP
Garrett, Maria P, NP C
Graham Doeks, Tasma De acheris, NP C
Grantham, Stacie, FNP BC
Hamilton, Elisa M, NP-C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hara, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Christy S, NP C
Hart, Britany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Hutchins Conry, Tinaer D, NP
Johnson, Nathan J, NP C
Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
Jones, William B, FNP BC
Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
Kelley, Misty M, NP C
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Koon, Rita Carol, FNP BC
Lacy, Melissa B, FNP BC
Lambert, Tanya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Legens, Erin, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Loffin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lori E, FNP BC
Lovingood, Kenzie R, FNP BC
Luce, Stephanie A, FNP
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Majors, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McClelran, Karen D, FNP
McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
McDaniel, Kristan Gail, NP C
McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
Mithraney, Jessica, FNP
Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Nebblett, Shelly L, APRN
Pallas, Lea Jar, NP C
Penny-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
Redfearn, Kimberly G, FNP BC
Rediker, James Christopher, FNP BC
Reeves, Robert Carl, NP C
Riley, Jennifer Wainright, FNP
Robbinette, Emily C, NP C
Ross, Dana L, NP
Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
Schweich, Lisa C, FNP BC
Skipart, Janelle M, NP
Seagrove, Joni C, NP C
Seddon, Jessica Lee, NP C
Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
Sprague, Johanna M, FNP
Stailling, Cristy A, NP C
Stephens, Nicole, FNP BC
Story, Janis Lynn, APRN BC
Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
Tayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
Tobitt, Timothy Dale, FNP BC
Trail, Carla J, NP C
Trainel, Brenda A, FNP
Tucker, Deandra Renee, NP
Turner III, William A, NP C
Wade, Jessica, APRN
Wamack, Gregory S, NP C
Wan, Angela Dawn, FNP BC
Wason-Fawmer, Stacy A, FNP BC
Whitwell, Samantha Ann, FNP BC
Williams, Marion G, NP
Womac Boling, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
Wombly, Deanna Blackburn, NP
Wong, Melinda M, FNP
Zepia, Michelle, FNP BC

Orthopedic Surgery
Franson, Adam Kimball, DO

Physician Assistant
Corner, Steven M, PA
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C

Physician Assistant - PCP
Adams, Robert J, PA C
Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Carr, Lula, PA C
Cook, Deseerey, PA C
Fridy, Kristen G, PA
Hareton, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
Inman, Keri Lynn, PA C
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Cattlin M, PA C
Moulding, Lila, PA C
Nejad, Agrin, PA
Sims, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrod, Hannah M, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Therapeutic Optometry
Brady, Robin Michael, OD
Brown, Rachel L, OD
Fouch, David L, OD
Meigs, Starla K, OD
Previl, Luckson, OD
Smoak, Sonya M, OD

DeSoto County (MS)

Allergy and Immunology
Daher, Nora, MD
Treadwell, George H, III, MD

Anatomic Pathology
Chen, Yongxin, MD

Anesthesiology
Bicknell, Bennett W, MD
Burch, James R, III, MD
Cron, Robert Andrew, MD
Cunningham, Edwin D, Jr, MD
Guyton, Thomas S, MD
Hazelhurst, Waring M, Jr, MD
Kasper, Kenneth C, Jr, MD
Kent, R Morris, MD
Kesterson, Georgina O, MD
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Levison, Harris, MD
Maizlos, Georgina, MD
Meigs, Starla K, OD
Previl, Luckson, OD
Smoak, Sonya M, OD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Banks, Tonye Lee, CRNA
Bean, Casey L, CRNA
Case, Shannan Marie, CRNA
Cody, Shenilla H, CRNA
Curts, Mary E, CRNA
Davison, Sharon L, CRNA
Dunavan, Mark W, CRNA
Filer, Michelle R, CRNA
Fishel, Shelly D, CRNA
Hines, Leslie H, CRNA
Ince, Pamela M, CRNA
Ivory, Tasha, CRNA
Jones, Mary Elizabeth, CRNA
Massey, Sandra K, CRNA
McClain, Sara L, CRNA
Nelson, John W, III, CRNA
Reynolds, Robert Samuel, CRNA
Strong, Paula P, CRNA
Surowacha, Stasha S, CRNA
Thompson Smith, Jamie M, CRNA
Tutor, Dennis W, CRNA

Chiropractor
Bakeris, David M, DC
Barnes, Darrell D, DC
Bryan, Brian K, DC
Hope II, John P, DC
Martin, Mary K, DC
Morton, Clay Robert, DC
Thompson, Bradley S, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Coppess, Mark A, MD
Cui, Jianda, MD
Ingelmo, Christopher Perez, MD
Kerian, Jeffrey Eilot, MD
Van Wyhe, Galen Glenn, MD

Dermatology
Gordon, Matthew C, MD
Jefferson, Julie A, MD
Peleur, Puvshira Jitenara, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Duke, Robert A, MD
Reiner, Eric H, MD
Roberts, Graham Lee, MD

Emergency Medicine
Beaver, Less J, FNP
Cabigao, Eduardo Consunji, MD
Combost, Felton E, Jr, MD
Hooks, Stacy G, MD
Pate, Shalesh M, DO
Thompson, Stanley Craig, MD
Travis, Amanda J, NP

Endocrinology
Haray, Shimon M, MD
Salman, Fariba, MD

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism
Brannick, Benjamin B, MD

Family Medicine
Ball, Patrick A, DO
Carpenter, Julie J, MD
Das, Madhura, MD
Major, Steven D, MD
Robinson, James N, MD
Sharma, Achin, MD
Soyinka, Olufemi Emmanuel, MD

Gastroenterology
Duncan, Scott J, MD
Gastroenterology (Continued)
Duncan, Ulric D, MD
French, Joshua, MD
Griffith, Christopher Miles, MD
Hardin, William Gatlin, MD
Jackson, Terrence L, Jr, MD
Khan, Tanir A, MD
King, Paul D, MD
Ormseth, Eric J, MD
Remek, Geza, MD

General Practice
Zanone, Michael T, MD

Gynecological Oncology
Elnaggar, Adam C, MD
Kumar, Sanjeev, MD
Tillmanns, Todd D, MD

Hand Surgery
Fletcher, Daniel Truman, Jr, MD

Hematology
Azmi, Syed Shehzad, MD
Battini, Ramakrishna, MD
Obaji, Sohail M, MD
Ratiff, Thomas W, MD
Spiers, Kathleen D, MD
Vontela, Namratha R, MD

Hematology / Oncology
Benn, Sonia M, MD
Dill, Drew S, Sr, MD
Fenton, Moon Jung, MD
Magee, Michael J, MD
Mirza, Muhammad M, MD
Mullins, Janice, DO
Obaji, Sohail M, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Abdullah, Javed, MD
Borkowski, Brian J, MD
Dishmon, Dwight Anthony, MD
Malhotra, Armit, MD
Patel, Mehul B, MD
Sned, Jimmy Darrell, MD
Zoghbi, Gilbert Joseph, MD

Medical Oncology
Baskin, Reed C, MD
Carter, Peter W, MD
Gravenor, Donald S, MD
Hayes, David N, MD
Johnson, Robert A, MD
Lawson, Ronald David, MD
Minhas, Sohail A, MD
Mullins, Brant A, MD
Nasir, Syed S, MD
Osarogunbolou, Raymond U, MD
Patel, Sadanand Iwarappa, MD
Raza, Muhammad, MD
Vaena, Daniel A, MD
Verrier, Carmel Sabine, MD
Wheeler, Benton M, III, MD

Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine
Goodwin Samson, Autumn Jo, MD
Jenkins, Martin B, MD
Wooddale, Diane L, MD

Nephrology
Canada, Robert B, MD
Decayguyre, Bernadette A, MD
Henderson, Jacinthe Angel, MD
Hikoe, Naing Lin, MD
Kulubya, Patrick S, MD
Kumar, Aneel, MD
Quarles, Leigh Darryl, MD
Rui, Julio P, MD
Showkat, Anif, MD
Siddiqui, Omar Muhammad Asif, MD
Stepniakowski, Konrad T, MD

Neurology
Jacob, Saleh M, MD
Sonone, Rahul Vasant, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Buescher, Ashley Gentry, FNP
Corr, Tanmoy T, NP
Jenkins, Melanie S, FNP
Johnson, Marcia L, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Ayse, Sheila Espiritu, ACNP-BC
Bates, Kaitlin Ann, ACNP-BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Albonetti, Nicholas, NP C
Ali, Naseem D, NP C
Allen, Sara S, NP
Banks, Kathy J, NP C
Batey, Howard Maria, FNP BC
Bradley, John P, FNP
Brady, Mary Angela, FNP
Brown, church, Kimberly Rochelle, APRN BC
Brown, Yolanda R, NP
Coleman, Ashanthi, NP
Correia, Jackie L, NP-C
Crawford, Saffron Glover, NP C
Cress, Fawn P, FNP
Cross, Alex L, FNP
Davis, Darel Louis, FNP BC
Dewey, Jennifer Doss, FNP
Egbu, Christy L, NP
Elliot, Mary Catherine, NP C
Eubanks, Tanja, FNP
Fiv 글, Phyllis C, FNP BC
Franklin, Karlsa D, NP C
Fratta, Agnes C, NP C
Gowdy, Kelly, NP
Green, Heather R, MSN
Hall, Shalondra D, NP C
Hardie, Aaron J, FNP BC
Hayes, Tonya Mae, FNP BC
Hayes, Kristen M, NP
Haynes, Cynthia S, FNP BC
Heil, Alexander T, NP
Hoffman, Emily A, FNP
Hughes, Rosalind N, NP C
Humber, Pamela D, NP
Lackie, Catherine Page, FNP
Lafonche, Melanie A, NP
Lawrence, Jessica Joy, FNP BC
Layton, Tia R, NP
Lyon, Stephanie, NP
Marcy, Mary A, APRN
Masburn, Cynthia M, FNP
Mays, Tracey L, FNP BC
Morison, Robin L, FNP BC
Nesw, Casey T, FNP
Pham, Yen Hoang, FNP BC
Phillips, Mary Neil, FNP
Purnell, Marcy C, NP-C
Redden, Laura L, FNP
Roberson, Delores, FNP
Robertson, Rebecca Holly, FNP BC
Saleem, Kysha R, NP C
Scailliens, John E, FNP
Scott, Angela M, FNP
Shamley, Loretta Lambert, NP C
Shaw, Shundonna S, FNP BC
Smith, Anna K, FNP
Smith, Heather D, FNP
Steele, Lori Mathewson, NP
Strong, Cassandra Rae, APRN BC
Thorhill, Christy, FNP
Thornton, Jessica, FNP
Tulloch, Mary E, NP
Turner, Ruby R, NP
Vaughn, Kathryn E, NP C
Warren, Jennifer B, NP C
Washington, Southondra M, MD
West, Sharon Fran, FNP
Whitey, Meris M, FNP
Wiley, Sara E, NP C
Williamson, McKenzie, NP
Willis, Damsa Jeanette, FNP BC
Yekaltis, Kevin Francis, FNP
York, Alicia Brooke, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Banks, Adriana N, AGACNP
Groves, Danielle, NP
Ross, Melissa H, NP C
Woods, Shannon R, AGPCNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Neonatal
Harford, Jamie Dawn, NNP BC
Ivey, Elizabeth Avery, NNP BC
Kaye, Gayla Gatewood, NNP BC
Smith, Christa B, NP
Wong, Carolyn M, NNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Mock, Pamela M, CPNP PC

Nurse Practitioner, Women Hlth
Brown, Wanda L, WHNP BC
McNerney, Ren Denman, WHNP BC

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Daily, Laura R, MD
Hammer, Dabney Jerome, Jr, MD
Hoyt, Laxmisilpa G, MD
Kumar, Alok, MD
Lee, Daniel A, MD
Maneja, Fazal M, MD
Mcdonough, Jane Elizabeth, MD
Norwood, Gregory Pearce, DO
Pitman, Thomas C, MD
Ryan, Charles G, Jr, MD
Taylor, Robin M, MD
Thompson, Elaine Allen, MD
Ziebarth, Sarah K, MD

Oncology
Sullivan, David Wayne, MD

Ophthalmology
Brown, Calvin Christopher, MD
Crothers, Andrew Wyette, MD
Ellerjohn, John Lars, MD
Marchase, Nicholas D, MD
Peterson, Luke T, MD
Reinhart, Benjamin J, DO
Rowland, Anne P, MD
Savage, James Amos, MD
Schaffler, Alan R, MD
Schranzer, Mary Cathleen, MD
Troyed, Melissa M, MD
Toyo, Roland, MD
Vale, Stephanie C, MD
Werthermeier, Michael Leonard, MD
Woodlief, Norman F, MD

Orthopaedic Sports Medicine
Behd, Nohem Michael, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Azar, Frederick M, MD
Beatty, James H, MD
Beebe, Michael J, MD
Betin, Clayton C, MD
Biggers, Marcus D, II, MD
Borin, Tyler J, MD
Brown, David Griffin, MD
Caldareddu, James H, MD
Cannon, David Lome, MD
Chirrillo, Ciaone Ashby, MD
Cleveland, Kevin B, MD
Cole, Robert Jeffrey, MD
Contian, Todd K, MD
Crenshaw, Andrew H, Jr, MD
Crockarell, John R, Jr, MD
Dabov, Gregory D, MD
Denke, David A, MD
Dipalo, Danica M, MD
Dlabach, Jeffrey Alan, MD
Engelking, Jon H, MD
Falk, Mary C, MD
Gardocki, Raymond J, MD
Giel, Thomas Vincent, III, MD
Greer, Benjamin J, MD
Guyton, James L, MD
Harkess, James W, MD
Heck, Robert Kurt, Jr, MD
Hocomb, Randall L, MD
Ingram, Joseph M, MD
Ishikawa, Susan N, MD

Physicians
DeSoto County (MS)

Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.

DeSoto County (MS)
DeSoto County (MS)

Orthopedic Surgery (Continued)

Jameson, William Dean, MD
Jobe, Mark T, MD
Kelly, Derek Michael, MD
Krahn, Timothy H, MD
Mascoll, Anthony Andrew, MD
Mauck, Benjamin Matthew, MD
Mihako, Marc J, MD
Mihako, William Michael, MD
Miller, Robert H, III, MD
Mitias, Hanna M, MD
Morris, John T, MD
Murphy, G Andrew, MD
Murrell, Samuel Edwin, III, MD
Neel, Michael Daniel, MD
Nguyen, Jacqueline, MD
Ojo, Oluwatousi J, MD
Patterson, Jared James, MD
Perez, Edward C, MD
Phillips, Barry Brent, MD
Phillips, Earl Lynn, MD
Pickaring, Robert M, MD
Power, Ian A, MD
Richardson, David R, MD
Rudoff, Matthew Ian, MD
Sawyer, Jeffrey R, MD
Sheffer, Benjamin W, MD
Spence, David Daniel, MD
Szalowski, Jan Paul, MD
Thompson, Norfleet B, MD

Throckmorton, Thomas Ward, MD, MD
Toy, Patrick Christopher, MD
Varner, James C, MD
Walker, Kent L, DO
Warner, William C, MD
Weinlein, John Charles, IV, MD
Weiss, Kenneth S, MD
Whittle, Allison P, MD
Williams, Keith D, MD

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Chanin, Louis Ross, DO
Cohn, Greene B, IV, MD
Cunningham, Jeffrey Jordan, MD

Pathology

Shimek, Cristina M, MD

Pediatric Endocrinology

Karabell, Ana Helena De Luca, MD

Pediatric Neurology

Jalandoni, Kathleen Nicole, MD
Natarajan, Shiva Shankar, MD

Pediatric Ophthalmology

Pandya Lipman, Rashmi K, MD

Pediatrics

Adesoju, Remilekun S, MD
Benton, Mary E, MD
Brown, Beth F, MD
Carver, Laura Jamison, MD
Damico, Karen Melissa, MD
Durham, Anna M, MD
Geshke, Terrence E, MD
Giger, Jerri L, MD
Gillespie, Timothy G, MD
Granados, Javel, MD
Hysmith, Jessica H, MD
Jones, Bradley K, MD
Krasin, Audrey L, MD
Lacy, Michael R, MD
Melford, Amanda Rae, MD
Mein, Nury, MD
Murray, Stacy F, MD
Narayanan, Manjo, MD
OBryan, Jennifer M, MD
Orebiyi Heinike, Oluwaseun E, MD
Phillips, Harry V, III, MD
Richardson, Rachel R, MD
Rikola, Robert W, MD
Robertson, Kenneth R, MD
Sands, Cynthia S, MD
Shaluj, Aneesha, MD
Sidhu, Desh D, MD
Stevens, Kesha L, MD
Sullivan, Meghan Dale, MD
Thompson, Jeffrey D, MD
Thomton, Donnely Tarvana, MD
Vagha, Rachana V, MD
Vargo, Jacob Aaron, MD
Wilson, Joel V, MD
Wood, Jo Ann P, MD

Physician Assistant

Aaladdin, Huda A, PA
Alfred, Cassie B, PA
Cantrell, Ingrid, PA
Covington Nichols, Callie Courtney, PA C
Fathi, Farrah F, PA-C
Frazier, Leslie, PA C
Hamilton, Melanie June, PA
Johnson, Alexis N, PA
Johnson, Danielle L, PA
Kaplon, Kristen E, PA
Moliwala, Hajra, PA
Robbins, David B, PA
Sabino, Tasha E, PA
Usey, Katherine A, PA C
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP

Prentice, Kenan, PA

Podiatry (DPM)

Appling, Robert W, DPM
Butler, Walter M, DPM
Lyons, Michael George, DPM
Shaver, Brian I, DPM
Wenzler, Robert J, MD

Pulmonary Disease

Gupta, Rajeev, MD
Henderson, Todd Marcos, MD
Kyya, Yadana, MD
Wolf, Istvan David, MD

Radiation Oncology

Ghandour, Omar, MD
Schwartz, David L, MD
Sroufe, Rameses L, MD
Wortham, Angela H, MD

Radiology

Sullivan, Joseph C, III, MD

Sports Medicine

Hyden, John Carl, MD
Sherman, Henry L, MD

Surgery

Beasley, Thomas B, MD
Fortune, James E, MD
Foster, Michael E, MD
Grimm, Leander Morel, MD
Powell, Benjamin Scott, MD

Therapeutic Optometry

Armstrong, Jessica B, OD
Baker, Mark H, OD
Bentley, Joseph L, OD
Hao, Annie Y, OD
Holdinghausen, Kamarin M, OD
Hooker, Phillip A, Jr, OD
Lu, Oanh Huynh Thi, OD
Lynn, Mark E, MD
Maes Pukala, Kathleen A, OD
Marzocccoli, Nicholas P, OD
Mathews, Dennis E, OD
Mckeef, Kristopher R, OD
Mulliniks, Haylie Lynne, OD

Dickson County

Allergy and Immunology

Alexander, Jean K, MD

Anesthesiology

Harram, Heath David, MD
Mouton, Stephanie M, MD
O'Toole, James T, Jr, MD
Sun, Jianping, MD

Cardiovascular Disease

Blazer, David Julius, MD
Doherty, Bryan F, MD
Kasasbeh, Ehab Saleh, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)

Demaree, Edward Matthew, CRNA
Greenwell, Suzann Brandt, CRNA
Mears, Brian K, CRNA

Chiropractor

Cole, Daniel Terry, DC
Harlow, Anthony B, DC
Jutte, Scott F, DC
Upchurch, Chad M, DC

Dermatology

Lucas, Delores Jocelyn, MD

Emergency Medicine

Barr, Stephen C, MD
Brown, Daniel P, PA
Fatseas, Charles Francis, MD
Fraser, Grant E, MD
Koos, Donald Christopher, MD
Meeker, William K, MD
Rivera Rios, Marilia, MD

Family Medicine

Filippin, Diane Howard, MD
Kannamangal Chandrasekhar, Sujay K, MD
Luplow, Rolland E, MD
Morse, John C, MD
Orgain, Robert W, MD
Perrin, Julie A, MD
Salyer, John R, MD
Sprague, Stephen E, MD
White, Demond Catrell, MD

Gastroenterology

Potteiger, Chad Eugene, DO

Hematology / Oncology

Joseph, Matthew John, MD

Hospital Medicine

Al Soob, Mohammad Abdalrahan, MD
Alkayyali, Faawaz Azmi Abdul Hamid, MD
Chalia, Mydhili, MD
Dinksins, Edward Jeffrey, MD
Elesha, Olayinka A, MD
Frasci, Lollinda Anne, MD
Gill, Shaun D, DO
Hatcher, Stephanie Alison, MD
Karasek, Ryan D, MD
Langley Brown, William, MD
Mohammed, Dakhaz Ramzy, MD
Mugemuzi, Jules Kiliango, MD
Ochien, Frederick O, MD
Phan, Thang M, MD
Priyadarsini, Singhdha Shrivastava, MD
Rahman, Md S, MD
Raman, Arun Kumar, MD
Shah, Viren Jashwantlal, MD
Smith, Mindy W, MD
Umekaji, Ebene Mary Anne, MD
Uzzi, Idowu O, MD
Vayda, Serena, MD

Internal Medicine

Alexander, Jean K, MD
Cox, Kevin L, MD
Jabr, Fadi Ibrahim, MD
Khan, Saad Urreham, MD
Olafekan, David Babalola, MD
Richardson, Michael David, MD
Ross, David L, MD
Ross, Kerry W, MD
Seng, Louis L, MD
Shah, Viren Jashwantlal, MD
Sozzuca, Anna, MD

Maternal - Fetal Medicine

Ethridge, John K, MD
Richardson, Alvie C, MD
Stallings, Shawn P, MD

Medical Oncology

Penley, William Charles, MD
Smith, Stephen James, MD

Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine

Hamdan, Ashraf Hosni M, MD
Hassell, Sarah Emily, MD
Ismail, Muhammad Sami, MD
Karmo, Hadeer N, MD
Palmer, Eric S, MD
Walker, Donna Jean, MD

Neonatology

McKe, Lana Ann, MD
Ravenscroft, Jenny Lee, MD

Nephrology

Son, Ashish, MD
Yu, Ling, MD

Neurological Surgery

Li, Khan Wayne, MD
Sillay, Karl A, MD
Spooner, John, MD

Neurology

Clinton, Mary Ellen, MD
Huffnagle, Vera H, MD

Physician Assistant

Beard, Cynthia A, NP
Brown, Troy, APRN
Gorzy, Anna C, FNP BC
Smith, Judson R, AGA/AGNP BC
Sudduth, Ashlee L, FNP
Tucker, Christa R, NP
Dyer County (Continued)

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Dennis, Sandra L, FNP
Ellerbrook, Jamie Lauren, NP C
Foust, Kailie A, NP
Gardner, Jessica M, NP C
Griffen, Kelly Michelle, NP C
Harden, Kelly A, FNP BC
Heathcott, Shari Parish, FNP
Hobbs, Heather Dawn, NP C
Holcomb, Tammy R, NP C
Hughes, Lynda J, APRN BC
Javellana, Tammy L, NP
Korszoloski, Katrina J, APN
Latham, Brandy N, FNP
Masbush, Cyntha M, FNP
McCann, Beverly F, FNP
Miller, Elesa Ann, NP C
Myers, Amy M, FNP BC
Nale, Deborah Sue, NP C
Naylor, Amy M, NP C
Pate, Brandon H, NP
Reaves, Connie Tillman, FNP BC
Rose, Brandi N, NP
Sims, Jan A, FNP
Slayton, Ruth A, APN
Stewart, Teresa A, NP C
Sturdivant, Lucy Elaine, NP
Upchurch, Angelita D, NP-C
Walker, Jane W, NP
Wallace, Laura Ann, FNP BC
Whorton, Monica T, NP
Wilson, Alicia Ann, FNP BC
Wright, Sheryl L, MSN
Yeomans, Susan Elizabeth, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Bennett, Donna C, MD
Finan, Eugene Michael, MD
Joyner, Johnny B, MD

Ophthalmology
Cape, Richard C, MD
Flaming, James C, MD
Gordon, Lawrence Wooten, MD
Krauss, Andrew Mark, MD
Underwood, David W, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Cafelle, Michael D, MD
Nord, Keith D, MD
Olson, Randy Lloyd, MD
St Clair, Deborah S, MD
Sweo, Timothy D, MD

Otolaryngology
Bindra, Gurpal Singh, MD

Pediatrics
Issacs, Randy R, MD
Melton, Stevens D, MD
Pudzjaklewicz, Michelle Grace, MD
Smith, Theresa T, MD

Physician Assistant
Lanier, John E, PA C
Sisson, Paxton K, PA
Vance, Katie E, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Johnson, Michael Frederick, PA C
Jowers, Allison D, PA C

Podiatry (DPM)
Hutchison, Paul W, DPM

Lu, Elizabeth T, DPM
Steely, William M, DPM
Walker, Kelly M, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Al Soub, Mohammad Abdurahman, MD

Radiology
Jones, Mark Allen, MD
Legan, John Mark, MD
Perchick, Joel E, MD

Sports Medicine
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD

Surgery
Cayler, James August, MD
Edwards, George Thomas, MD
McWhirt, Edward Burr, MD
Moore, Olym Fred, III, MD
Tosh, William Matthew, DO

Therapeutic Optometry
Bagaloupo, William A, OD
Davis, Cayce Warren, OD
Dodds, Brandon L, ODT
Duncan, Kelly M, OD
Hughes, Matthew Patrick, OD
Lewis, Lindy H, OD
Manning, Thomas E, OD
Mills, Nicole M, OD
Nordveldt, Elizabeth Gay, OD
Orwig, David M, OD
Robinson, Brian K, OD
Schoeder, Justin M, OD
Ulley, Dustin Kyle, OD

Urology
Zamzow, Brent Anthony, DO

Vascular Surgery
Saaka, Michael B, MD

Fannin County (GA)

Cardiovascular Disease
Squires, Shayne R, MD

Dermatology
Chung, John Yohan, MD

Family Medicine
Miller, Dillon Derrick, MD
Pitman, Shannon L, MD
Tidman, Raymond E, MD

General Practice
Wood, Frank H, II, MD

Internal Medicine
Bumham, Emily Sue, MD
Issa, Elias Georges, MD
Jabaley, Ronald T, II, MD
Pearson, Erich S, MD
Subelghadham, Payman, MD
Tanner, Richard Lee, DO
Trigg, Frank Stanson, MD

Maternal - Fetal Medicine
Taslimi, M, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Kunkel, Judith Ann, ANP BC
Tidman, Lee Ann A, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Compton, Jocelyn R, NP
Millhouse, Paul W, NP
Robinson, Marianne Cecelia, FNP BC
Williams, Marilyn A, NP

Ophthalmology
Kim, John S, MD
Lindquist, Thomas P, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Bunn, Kevin J, MD
Dorooodchi, Hamidreza, MD

Otolaryngology and Facial Plastic Surgery
Little, Stewart C, MD

Pediatrics
Newton, Amanda Marie, MD
Williams, Kimberly Thomas, MD

Physician Assistant
Martin, Patrick E, PA
Wenslov, Kenneth D, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Niknejad, Lindsey P, PA

Surgery
Bloch, Jonathan Anthony, MD
Thompson, Clifford Todd, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Mann, Daryl Francis, OD
McCarthy, Zachary Stuart, OD
Phillips, Leslie Ann, OD

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Hudson, Jessica S, FNP
Tuggles Ratliff, Bridget Cheneal, APRN BC

Pediatrics
Hamilton, Derrick R, MD

Radiology
Perkins, Charles L, II, MD

Surgery
Albik, Mohammad J, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Reeves, Gregory Elton, OD

Fayette County

Cardiovascular Disease
Gordon, Richard Joseph, MD

Chiropractor
Bussinger, Robert J, DC

Family Medicine
Lyons, Darrin C, MD
Makapugay, Fidel L, MD
Rhea, Karl B, Jr, MD
Seaton, David Lee, MD
Simpson, LaTanya Asenath, MD
Thrasher, Barton B, MD

General Practice
Hawkins, Raymond, Jr, MD

Hospital Medicine
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Fordous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Toucheva, Dimka M, MD
Jundi, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD

Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Janjua, Muhammad M, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Pierski, Pamela C, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Ramos, Tiffany A, ANP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Baumtrug, Jodie M, APRN BC
Burrus, Jamie, NP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Dennis, Timeki, NP C
Gresham, Flotyi Kuan, NP C
Lipsy, Catherine A, APRN BC
McKnight, Elizabeth P, FNP
Nelson, Stephanie Rose, FNP
Phillips, Stacey L, NP
Roney, Louise R, FNP
Thorne, Lisa Dawn, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Hudson, Jessica S, FNP
Tuggles Ratliff, Bridget Cheneal, APRN BC

Pediatrics
Hamilton, Derrick R, MD

Radiology
Perkins, Charles L, II, MD

Surgery
Albik, Mohammad J, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Reeves, Gregory Elton, OD

Fayette County (KY)

Internal Medicine
Seng, Louis L, MD

Fentress County

Cardiovascular Disease
Battaglia, Mariano Ferdinando, MD
Case, Robert Alexander, MD
Fournet, Timothy S, MD
Lenhart, Michael Blaine, MD
Reising, Scott Francis, MD
Wathen, Mark S, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Collins, Thomas L, CRNA
Norman, Samuel R, CRNA

Chiropractor
Allen, William Lawton, DC
Crawford, Randall Jay, DC
Stull, Patrick W, DC

Diagnostic Radiology
Humthrey, William M, MD

Emergency Medicine
Carlton, Stacey Bowman, MD

Family Medicine
Robertson, Holly Mariem, MD
Sewell, Christopher S, MD
Wojtanowski, Robert S, MD

General Practice
Joshi, Dilip N, MD

Hospital Medicine
Clapp, Mark Allen, MD
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Fordous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Toucheva, Dimka M, MD
Jundi, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD

Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Janjua, Muhammad M, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Pierski, Pamela C, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Ramos, Tiffany A, ANP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Baumtrug, Jodie M, APRN BC
Burrus, Jamie, NP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Dennis, Timeki, NP C
Gresham, Flotyi Kuan, NP C
Lipsy, Catherine A, APRN BC
McKnight, Elizabeth P, FNP
Nelson, Stephanie Rose, FNP
Phillips, Stacey L, NP
Roney, Louise R, FNP
Thorne, Lisa Dawn, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Bolt, Kristy M, FNP
Franklin County

Ophthalmology (Continued)
Norris, Hunter Willingham, MD
Orthopedic Surgery
Bagby, Richard A, Jr, MD
Brown, L Keith, MD
McClure, James Thomas, MD
Otolaryngology
Freeman, William James, MD
Rao, Frank G, MD
Pediatric Ophthalmology
Peterson, Edward Andrew, MD
Pediatrics
Dankhara, Nilesh D, MD
Evans, Amy H, MD
Heath, Mary Delphine, MD
Mangru, Nevinda N, MD
Szczerskowska, Jolanta, MD
Physician Assistant
Bucher, Kristie Robinson, PA
Comer, Steven M, PA
Davenport, Margo L, PA
Jackson, Jason C, PA C
Otter, Elizabeth A, PAC
Purcell, Kelsey M, PA C
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C
Shukla, Minity, PA
Physician Assistant - PCP
Bennett, Sarah E, PA
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantrell, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Aleasha M, PA C
Cook, Deseree, PA C
Fridy, Kristen G, PA
Harelson, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
Imman, Keri Lynn, PA
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA C
Locke, Caitlin M, PA C
Marlow, Phillip Andrew, PA C
Moulding, Lana C, PA
Nejad, Aghin, PA
Rae, Caleb Sloan, PA
Sims, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrod, Hannah M, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA
Plastic Surgery
Haidak, Paul Michael, MD
Podiatry (DPM)
Ganime, Charles D, DPM
Pulmonary Disease
Hernandez Cano, Oscar Gonzalo, MD
Sleep Medicine
Phelps, Thomas F, MD
Surgery
Greer, Patrick R, MD
Hixson, Troy Andrew, MD
Khan, Adil, MD
Szweczyk, Damian T, MD
Therapeutic Optometry
Brady, Robin Michael, OD
Brown, Rachel L, OD
Chamberland, Scott Phillip, OD
Hicks, William M, OD
Laws, Susan J, OD
Previl, Luckson, OD
Woodall, Katy Leigh, OD
Urology
Weils, Sara C, MD
Fulton County (KY)
Emergency Medicine
Anderson, Stephanie D, MD
Eason, William C, MD
Sharma, Ramesh C, MD
Woolery, Jonathan Dale, MD
Family Medicine
Benignio, Daisy May Gamotin, MD
General Practice
Malik, Indu Bala, MD
Surgery
Gooch, Allen Christopher, MD
Cardiovascular Disease
Agetojin, Adeyinka Adebayo, MD
Chiropractor
Dean, Jesse A, III, DC
Hobbs, Angela M, DC
Martin, Heather A, DC
McBride, Kyle Gene, DC
Powers, Jason Michael, DC
Powers, Lyndsey Marie, DC
Dermatology
Carranza, Dañirs Carolina, MD
Wright, Holly Monroe, MD
Emergency Medicine
Martinez, Antonio Martin, MD
Presson, Matthew Bradley, DO
Family Medicine
Allen, Misty A, MD
Andre, Patrick Nicholas, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Ellis, Iris Keith, MD
Gardner, Peter Thomas, MD
Hatcher, Donald Brent, DO
Houchin, Michael Elaine, MD
Jain, Angell, MD
Kirby, Keith H, MD
Madrid, Dulce Flor E, MD
Moragne, Mechelle T, MD
Murphy, R Louis, Sr, MD
Extended Hours Available
Nelson, Thomas H, MD
Reeves, Wade P, MD
Russell, Megan A, MD
Studebaker, Grant K, MD
Swaim, Cynthia R, MD
Williams, James Larry, MD
Wilson, Jerry P, MD
Ynanez, Matthew, MD
Yancey, Beryl Gail, MD
General Practice
Vitualla, Agustin V, Jr, MD
Hospital Medicine
Allen, Misty A, MD
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialavama Touatecheva, Dimka M, MD
Jordi, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theerathom, Pitchar, MD
Internal Medicine
Appleton, Joe A, MD
Appleton, Nicolas B, MD
Anzin, Festus N, MD
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Chico, Ernesto P, MD
Hoppers, Melanie Marie, MD
Olusanya, Ayodele Adeleke, MD
Srivastava, Pankaj, MD
Tucker, Cortez Arthur, MD
Nurse Practitioner
Smith, Sheree E, NP
Teleton, James D, FNP BC
Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Adedeji, Adenike F, NP
Bennett, Brittany S, APN
Booth, Lisa D, NP C
Booth, Vu Khawghdoo A, NP
Brunson, Joel D, FNP BC
Byrne, Christine F, FNP BC
Dea, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Elliot, Chelsee Leeyarn, FNP BC
Emison, Karen Ruth, FNP BC
Graupman, Wanda L, NP
Graves, Deborah Louise, NP C
Hazzard, Kristi G, FNP BC
Hill, Lefonda Y, FNP BC
Hines, Shanea N, NP
Hobbs, Heather Dawn, NP C
Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
Korszolecki, Katrina J, APN
Letherland, Edna Ruth, FNP
Little, Russell E, APRN BC
Long, Beth Renee, FNP BC
McFarland, Heather Nicole, FNP BC
Miller, Elesa Ann, NP C
Owen, Erin L, NP
Page, Corey Amanda, FNP BC
Perry, Darren R, FNP
Perry, Mechelle T, FNP
Potts, Kelly L, NP C
Rauchle, Brittany R, FNP
Roe, Betty A, FNP BC
Ryan, Tina E, FNP BC
Simpson, Morgan, APN
Sims, Jan A, FNP
Travis, Kristin L, NP
Wade, Jessica, APRN
Walker, Jayme Leke, NP
Ward, Christy Lynn, NP C
Whitby, Sherry R, FNP
Wood, Norma Baker, NP C
Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Booher, Patricia Craig, GNP BC
Hughes, David B, GNP
Physician Assistant - PCP
Bromley, Stacey R, PA
Jowers, Allison D, PA C
Lindsay, Charles Ronald, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Rains, Jessica Revelle, PA
Thompson, Joseph H, PA
Wendt, Natalie Lanette, PA C
Wilt, David Jeffrey, PA C
Podiatry (DPM)
Craig, Joel S, DPM
Harris, James T, DPM
Pulmonary Disease
Al Souby, Mohammad Abdalarahman, MD
Radiology
Perchik, Joel E, MD
Surgery
Tozer, Kenneth H, II, MD
Therapeutic Optometry
Barqujualpu, William A, OD
Duncan, Kelly M, OD
Fortner, William P, OD
Harrison, Michelle M, OD
Kizer, Lewis B, OD
Lewis, Lindy H, OD
Mills, Nicole M, OD
Minton, Carol R, OD
Nicholson, Larry L, II, OD
Orwig, David M, OD
Reynoldson, Tonya M, OD
Ulley, Dustin Kyle, OD
Yates, J Alan, OD

Giles County
Cardiology
Maquiling, Kevin Michael, MD
Cardiovascular Disease
Turner, Jon Douglas, MD
Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Jones, Aaron Allen, CRNA
Monroe, Charles Arman, CRNA
Chiropractor
Bailey, Lorraine C, DC
Bailey, Roger D, DC
Kassinger, James B, DC
Taylor, John E, DC
Dermatology
Pena, Julie M, MD
Extended Hours Available
Emergency Medicine
Loch Donahue, Janet M, MD
Family Medicine
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Beasley, Jerry S, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Bush, Sara Beth, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Hall, Joe I, MD
Haney, Charles D, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Powers, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
Savage, Stephen R, MD
Schantz, Matthew Edward, MD
Vollmer, Donald Evans, II, MD
Family Medicine with Obstetrical Fellowship
Riley, Cara, DO
Physicians

**General Practice**
- Barrett, Jerry G, MD
- Turner, David Mitchell, MD

**Hematology / Oncology**
- Erter, Jack William, III, MD

**Hospital Medicine**
- Windland, John Michael, MD

**Internal Medicine**
- Alayi, Clemens Oasakparvan, MD
- Mize, Evans N, MD
- Pawar, Rahul D, MD
- Turner, Nancy C, MD

**Nephrology**
- Barr, James G, MD

**Neurology**
- McNulty, Norman Lin, MD

**Nurse Practitioner**
- Braswell, Tracy L, APN
- Hallen, Paula C, FNP BC
- Kilbarge, Amy K, NP
- Larkhalte, Tonya S, NP
- Mashburn, Steven Neal, APRN BC
- Micheaux, Nakisha L, NP
- Padilla, Vanna H, NP
- Ring, Katherine E, FNP

**Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care**
- Brown, Shelly Renee, ACNP BC
- Heard, Shannon M, FNP BC
- Smith, Tony L, ACNP BC

**Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health**
- Gannon, Kelly L, NP
- Lowe, Janel P, APRN
- Owens, Gianna Laura, NP

**Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice**
- Abbott, Andrew S, NP
- Adams, Christina I, NP C
- Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
- Augstine, Michelle Lee, NP C
- Baker, Laura L, NP C
- Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
- Bass, Kelley R, FNP
- Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
- Beck, David Brian, NP
- Bevis, Stanley R, APRN BC
- Billings, Tammy B, NP C
- Blocker, Eric J, FNP
- Bolin, Judith Mariah, FNP BC
- Boling, Stephanie T, NP C
- Brown, Michael A, NP C
- Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
- Brown, Kyong-A B, NP C
- Bryant, Samantha J, NP
- Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
- Card, Elizabeth, NP
- Carter, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
- Carter, Tracy L, NP
- Clayton, Brianna D, NP C
- Coffey, Scott B, NP
- Cohen, Kathy E, FNP
- Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
- Cunningham, Jason L, NP
- Dasinger, Karen D, NP C
- Daniel, Sandra Kilburn, ACNP BC
- Dauwalder, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
- Davis, Joni G, NP C
- Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
- Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
- Dithley, Diana M, NP

**Physicians (Continued)**

Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
Engard, Tyler, NP C
Flowers, William T, NP C
Frey, Chelsea Jade, NP
Garrett, Maria P, NP C
Graham Doaks, Tasna De acherys, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Hamilton, Elisa M, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hare, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Christy S, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hawkins, Trevor M, NP C
Heintz, Ashley M, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hill, Lindsey, NP
Hodgley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Johnson, Joshua N, FNP BC
Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
Jones, William B, FNP BC
Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
Kelley, Kelly L, FNP BC
Kelley, Misty M, NP C
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Koon, Ria Carol, FNP BC
Lambert, Tanya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Leggs, Erin, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Loftin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lori E, FNP BC
Lovingood, Kenzie R, FNP BC
Luke, Stephanie A, FNP
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Major, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McClenan, Karen D, FNP
McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
McDaniel, Gerald G, FNP
McDonald, Alison A, FNP
Methvin, Kendra Dawn, FNP BC
Miller, Jessica, FNP
Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Nebel, Ashley L, APRN
Pallas, Lea Jean, NP C
Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Phillips, Elizabeth Araznick, NP C
Pickett, Kelly B, NP
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
Pollock, Ashley T, NP C
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
Redfearn, Kimberley G, FNP BC
Rediker, James Christopher, FNP BC
Reeves, Robert Carl, NP C
Riley, Jennifer Wainwright, FNP
Ring, Katherine E, FNP
Robinette, Emily C, NP C
Ross, Dana L, NP C
Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
Schweich, Lisa C, FNP BC
Scullark, Janelle M, NP
Seagrove, Joni C, NP C
Seaver, Brianna N, NP C
Sexton, Jessica Lee, NP C
Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP BC
Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
Smith, Sara Emily, NP C

**Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics**
- Litrell, Kari Ann Loker, APRN BC

**Obstetrics & Gynecology**
- Gupta, Neelu, MD

**Ophthalmology**
- Stewart, William C, MD

**Orthopedic Surgery**
- Riley, Derek C, DO
- Willburn, C Douglas, MD

**Pediatric Ophthalmology**
- Morrison, David G, MD

**Physician Assistant**

**Physician Assistant - PCP**
- Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
- Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
- Brown, Brandy M, PA C
- Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
- Carr, James D, PA C
- Smolen, Deseree, PA C
- Frady, Greg M, PA
- Harelson, William Wayne, PA
- Hart, James Steven, PA C
- Henderson, Christina N, PA
- Hoffmann, Roger Allen, PA C
- Inman, Kent Lynn, PA C
- Kars, Kayla M, PA
- Larry, Catherine, PA C
- Lauth, Cynthia H, PA C
- Little, Stephanie R, PA
- Locke, Caitlin M, PA
- Long, Constance Sabrina, PA C
- Methvin, Amy L, PA
- Moulding, Lana C, PA
- Novak, John A, PA C
- Novak, John J, PA
- Novak, John A, PA C
- Reed, Laura G, PA C
- Riddle, Danielle A, PA C
- Smith, James D, PA
- Smith, James D, PA

**Pulmonary Disease**
- Jain, Vikas, MD

**Radiology**
- Rickman, Christopher Eugene, MD
- Stults, Richard F, MD

**Surgery**
- Allen, Julian E, MD
- Williams, Kenneth Jane, MD

**Therapeutic Optometry**
- Orton, Joel G, OD
- Orton, Lara A, OD
- Taylor, Bonnie Fults, OD
- Wadley, C Hughes, OD

**Urology**
- Baldwin, Kelly C, DO

**Gordons County (GA)**

**Physician Assistant**
- Sherrod, Hannah M, PA
- Wallace, William J, PA

**Zimmerman, Erica S, PA**

**Podiatry (DPM)**
- Jackson, Brian D, DPM

**Pulmonary Disease**
- Jain, Vikas, MD

**Radiology**
- Rickman, Christopher Eugene, MD
- Stults, Richard F, MD

**Surgery**
- Allen, Julian E, MD
- Williams, Kenneth Jane, MD

**Therapeutic Optometry**
- Orton, Joel G, OD
- Orton, Lara A, OD
- Taylor, Bonnie Fults, OD
- Wadley, C Hughes, OD

**Urology**
- Baldwin, Kelly C, DO

**Grain County**

**Physician Assistant**
- Sherrod, Hannah M, PA

**Pediatric Ophthalmology**
- Morrison, David G, MD

**Physician Assistant**
- Sherrod, Hannah M, PA

**Pulmonary Disease**
- Jain, Vikas, MD

**Radiology**
- Rickman, Christopher Eugene, MD
- Stults, Richard F, MD

**Surgery**
- Allen, Julian E, MD
- Williams, Kenneth Jane, MD

**Therapeutic Optometry**
- Orton, Joel G, OD
- Orton, Lara A, OD
- Taylor, Bonnie Fults, OD
- Wadley, C Hughes, OD

**Urology**
- Baldwin, Kelly C, DO

**Physicians**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
### Greene County

**Allergy and Immunology**
- Corbett, Mark L, MD
- Jones, Phillip Wayne, MD
- Overholt, Robert M, MD
- Pietkiewicz, Marek M, MD
- Smith, Larry R, MD

**Cardiology**
- Counts, Marc D, MD
- Kyker, Keith A, MD

**Cardiovascular Disease**
- Berry, John Franklin, MD
- Chang, Mark W, MD
- Culp, Benjamin C, MD
- Davidson, Melanie R, MD
- Foley, Joseph D, III, MD
- Jordan, Louis Collier, MD
- Ladley, Herbert D, MD
- Whitaker, Jack Harry, MD

**Chiropractor**
- Bryant, Clifford E, DC
- Frost, Stephanie A, DC
- Frost, William M, DC
- Hamilton, John R, Jr, DC
- Hartman, Leonard William, DC
- Johnson Kricko, Cynthia J, DC
- Snelson, Byron K, DC

**Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology**
- Lakshmanados, Umshankar, MD
- Shafiei, Fereidon, MD

**Dermatology**
- Benson, Paul Michael, MD
- Clemens, Robert John, MD
- Reid, Lawrence H, MD
- Winton, George B, MD

**Diagnostic Radiology**
- Fathy, Dana Birkley, MD

**Emergency Medicine**
- Clayton, Frederick P, III, MD
- Phillips, Paul Arthur, DO
- Woodward, Jennifer L, DO

**Family Medicine**
- Asheram, Richard J, MD
- Bailey, Benjamin T, MD
- Breckenridge, Rufus G, MD
- Conrad, Eric L, MD
- Edwards, William A, MD
- Fernandes, Felix L, DO
- Harttell, Michael H, MD
- Hoppe, Gordon P, MD
- Kassem, Omar R, MD
- Lee, Dane, MD
- Lewis, Daniel Scott, MD
- Lewis, Debra D, DO
- Mckinney, James R, MD
- Montgomery, Charles A, MD
- Mosca, Robert W, DO
- Nickle, Carla A, DO
- Nickle, Kenneth, DO
- Norman, Steve Ennis, MD
- Oakley, Jaime Gabriel, MD
- Odell, Michael J, MD
- Peterson, Celeste V, DO
- Roberts, Andy A, MD
- Schmalzried, Craig D, MD
- Sharish, Rebecca S, MD
- Starnes, Georganna J, MD
- Strange, Ernest E, MD
- Svendsen, Claes U, MD
- Thwing, Philip Tolleson, MD
- Toppenberg, Keith S, MD
- Toppenberg, Marcia Dee, MD
- Vines, Gregory Franklin, MD
- Woods, Sojha B, MD

**Gastroenterology**
- Kretschmar, Joseph Merlin, MD
- Marsa, Gordon L, MD

**General Practice**
- Backus, Charles L, III, DO
- Berry, Bruce Ellis, MD

**Hematology / Oncology**
- Patel, Dharmen Jayendra, MD

**Hospital Medicine**
- Akmal, Muhammad Mubeen, MD
- Beals, David H, MD
- DeSefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
- Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
- Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
- Hoit, Jacob Eric, MD
- Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
- Jardi, Markam Adel, MD
- Kizlick, Robert C, Jr, MD
- Paris, Claire D, MD
- Prince, Steven R, MD

**Internal Medicine**
- Barzola, Kerry J, MD
- Bremer, Jonathan N, MD
- Bulawa, Erick C, MD
- Cochrane, Leon H, MD
- Gray, Katherine Kirk, MD
- Naiduientothalaih, Thomas Joseph, MD
- Overholt, Candin Cashen, MD
- Rodgers, James S, MD
- Scott, William Joseph, MD
- Smith, Elliott B, Jr, MD

**Interventional Cardiology**
- Salamat, Judd T, DO

**Neurology**
- Kanha, Arvo, MD

**Nurse Practitioner**
- Collins, Kristy Ann, FNP BC
- Ewing, Janice F, APRN BC
- Filler, Amy J, NP C
- Kelly, Erin B, NP
- Leslie, Christine M, FNP
- Looney, Kristen N, NP
- Maine, Cathy J, APRN
- Montemarano, Marsha C, FNP
- Mottern, Joe David, FNP
- Robbins, Melissa A, FNP

**Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health**
- Castle, Christopher S, NP
- Freeman, Rachel L, ANP BC

**Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice**
- Abel, Jared C, NP
- Anderson, Rachel A, FNP
- Bailey, John C, NP
- Belcher, Sarah Ellen, FNP BC
- Boesch, Sylvia D, FNP
- Robin, Robin M, NP
- Cantwell, Amanda A, NP C
- Carrier, Zaremna A, NP C
- Chesnut, Sarah J, NP
- Clark, Russell L, FNP
- Clemens, Margeaux L, FNP
- Compton, Michael M, FNP
- Cradic, Janet E, APRN
- Curtis, Amanda L, FNP
- Deal, Alanna Lynne, FNP BC
- Doty, Laura Pratt, NP C
- Elliott, John, FNP
- Espy, Ann E, FNP BC
- Fender, Saprina F, FNP BC
- Fig, Ralph E, Jr, FNP
- Foslie, Leslie W, FNP BC
- Fox, Theodore D, NP
- Gilbert, Katherine, NP C

**Oncology / Hematology**
- Balch, Leah Ashley, AGCPNP BC
- Hughes, David B, GNP

**Obesity & Gynecology**
- Goodwin, Jamil Nacole, MD
- Herrell, Howard Ernest, MD
- Mullins, Amber N, MD
- Nelson, Harry C, III, MD
- Small, Karin L, MD

**Ophthalmology**
- Brown, Thomas L, MD
- Urban, Laura A, MD

**Oncology**
- Tourkum, Anil Kumar Venugopalarao, MD

**Pulmonary Disease**
- Fathy, Dana Birkley, MD

**Radiation Oncology**
- Boys, John C, MD

**Surgery**
- Bridges, William R, MD
- Bulawa, Beth A, MD
- Duncan Scott, Natalie Renee, MD
- Fliro, Robert Stephen, MD
- Greene, Thomas C, MD
- Northrop, Robert C, MD
- Patterson, Mark D, MD

**Therapeutic Optometry**
- Clement, John K, OD
- Emde, Bradford M, OD
- England, Taylor N, OD
- Norton, Nancy Coffman, OD
- Shaw, Shelly F, OD
- Vestal, Donnie Pete, OD
- Vestal, Marietta T, OD
- Yandel, James Allen, OD

**Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery**
- Carter, Richard N, DO

**Urgent Care Physicians**
- Matteson, Kathleen R, PA
- Schwob, Timothy Edward, MD

**Urology**
- Carter, Jason B, MD

---

**Physicians**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.

---

**Grundy County**

**Family Medicine**
- McKeown, John Cochran, MD
- Trussler, Jay M, DO
- Val, Michelle Susan, MD

**General Practice**
- Mitchum, Patricia Anne, MD

**Hospital Medicine**
- DeSefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
- Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
- Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
- Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
- Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
- Jardi, Markam Adel, MD
- Montemarano, Marsha C, FNP
- Mottern, Joe David, FNP
- Overholt, Candin Cashen, MD
- Rodgers, James S, MD
- Robbins, Melissa A, FNP

**Pediatrics**
- Aiken, Todd William, MD
- Applegate, John D, MD
- Cobble, Douglas C, MD
- Combs, Landon S, MD
- Fuller, Timothy L, DO
- Jones, Justin Alan, DO
- McGill, Richard Scott, DO
- Perry, Charles Stephen, DO
- Swarner, Orville Ward, Jr, MD

**Otolaryngology**
- Arthurs, Stephen Paul, DO
- Peterson, Steve Leroy, MD

**Ophthalmology**
- Boren, Kyle, OD
- Parsley, Billy Keith, MD
- Pectol, Richard W, MD

**Oncology**
- Atwood, Hannah E, FNP
- Beets, James R, FNP
- Blakely, Victoria, FNP

**Pulmonary Disease**
- Baish, Chad, MD
- Denmark, Natalie Renee, MD
- Fliro, Robert Stephen, MD
- Greene, Thomas C, MD
- Northrop, Robert C, MD
- Patterson, Mark D, MD

**Radiation Oncology**
- Boys, John C, MD

**Surgery**
- Bridges, William R, MD
- Bulawa, Beth A, MD
- Duncan Scott, Natalie Renee, MD
- Fliro, Robert Stephen, MD
- Greene, Thomas C, MD
- Northrop, Robert C, MD
- Patterson, Mark D, MD

---

**Physicians**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.

---

**Grundy County**

**Family Medicine**
- McKeown, John Cochran, MD
- Trussler, Jay M, DO
- Val, Michelle Susan, MD

**General Practice**
- Mitchum, Patricia Anne, MD

**Hospital Medicine**
- DeSefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
- Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
- Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
- Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
- Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
- Jardi, Markam Adel, MD
- Montemarano, Marsha C, FNP
- Mottern, Joe David, FNP
- Overholt, Candin Cashen, MD
- Rodgers, James S, MD
- Robbins, Melissa A, FNP

**Pediatrics**
- Aiken, Todd William, MD
- Applegate, John D, MD
- Cobble, Douglas C, MD
- Combs, Landon S, MD
- Fuller, Timothy L, DO
- Jones, Justin Alan, DO
- McGill, Richard Scott, DO
- Perry, Charles Stephen, DO
- Swarner, Orville Ward, Jr, MD

**Otolaryngology**
- Arthurs, Stephen Paul, DO
- Peterson, Steve Leroy, MD

---

**Physicians**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Minton, Reed B, ACNP BC
Morris, Brittany L, NP
Neal, Sarah Lorraine, ACNP
Nicholls, Jennifer L, AGACNP BC
North, Linda M, NP C
Odden, Mary Elaine, FNP BC
Olds, Sarah K, NP
Olsen, Michele K, NP C
O'Steen, Veronica J, NP
Poole, Laura A, NP
Prousalis, Tina A, NP
Rausch, Marguerite, PCNP
Rogers, Terry M, FNP
Schmidt, Cassandra D, NP
Seay, Candice M, NP C
Simpson, Erin Miller, NP
Springer, Patricia Ann, NP C
Sticher, Megan Alycia, NP C
Stone, Hadleigh N, NP
Stwast, Yasmin M, NP
Taylor, Samantha G, NP
Thantram, Ashley Babb, NP
Tucker, Taylor E, NP C
Turner, Anna, NP
Turner, Leslie Armstrong, APRN BC
Unjarioti, Preethi, NP
Warden, Marissa S, FNP BC
Watts, Janet M, FNP

Mentor, Steven M, NP C
Barnett, Genna Leeta, NP C
Barnett, Tiffany N, FNP
Baude, Deborah L, FNP
Bearden, Donna Kaye, FNP
Beasley, Marcie Taylor, NP C
Bek, Wendy Lee, NP
Biederman, Brandi L, NP
Bishop, Candace J, NP
Bomford, Deborah A, NP
Bower, Jennifer N, NP C
Boz, Cynthia Diane, FNP
Bosset, Brittany B, NP
Bowes, Kathleen L, NP
Bowman, Amber, NP
Branam, Misty M, NP
Brandt, Ernest B, NP
Breuer, Emily K, NP
Briggs, Robert Scott, FNP BC
Brown, Emily L, NP C
Brown, Sharon A, NP
Bromlow, Victoria A, FNP BC
Buckner, Catherine, NP C
Buhman, Judith A, APRN
Burnett, Shandra B, NP BC
Calhoun, Leigh A, NP
Calvarese, Melanie D, NP
Camp, Pamela Nicole, NP
Canter, Sherry Lee, NP
Carlton, Betty G, FNP
Carroll, Rebecca A, FNP
Chaney, Stevens L, FNP
Chandler, Christopher Scott, FNP BC
Chastain, Laura Tassie, FNP
Cherry, Jessica L, NP C
Chile, Slassia L, NP
Cloutier, Mark L, NP
Cobb, Tiffany A, NP
Coff, David Stephen, KNP
Collman, Tiffany Suzanne, FNP
Coggins, Amy L, FNP
Collis, Crissy D, NP
Collins, Kevin Lorenzo, NP
Compton, Jocelyn R, NP
Corey, Rebekah Suzanne, FNP
Cox, Sheena E, NP
Craig, Jessica Lea, NP C
Culbresth, Elizabeth Claire, NP
Cwodzinski, Crystal L, NP C
Czerkasji, Victor, NP
Daughdril, Elizabeth A, NP
Davidson, Susan C, NP C
Davis, Laurie D, FNP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Deluca, Minna R, NP
Desir, Jessica L, NP C
DiDiogu, Michele Lamse, FNP BC
Dillard, Sonya L, NP C
Dod, Katherine E, NP C
Dominguez, Christine A, NP
Drumm, Jonathan A, FNP
Duff, Don D, NP C
Ebert, Alta R, NP
Eckert, Cynthia J, NP
Engdahl, Caitlin K, FNP
England, Megan D, NP
Estella, Walter, Kaiti, FNP
Evans, Joni Gayle, NP
Faires, Shannon Higgins, NP C
Farlett, Amy K, NP
Ferguson, Kimberly S, NP
Fisher, Jennifer L, NP
Floyd, Kaci J, NP C
Ford, Laura S, NP
Fox, Bruce M, NP
Fox, Tina Marie, NP
Fussell, Jennifer B, NP C
Gadd, Holly J, FNP
Garie, Elizabeth L, FNP
Garland, Kimberly M, FNP
Gartman, Traci G, FNP
Gheparr, Rebecca Y, NP C
Geraci, Ann Schmidt, FNP
Geren, Alie McCall, NP C
Gilliland, Misty A, NP
Ginn, Catherine K, APN
Glass, Brittany Nicole, NP
Glover, Cherry R, FNP BC
Goodman, Lana B, NP
Goodman, Elizabeth W, NP
Gray, Deborah Ellis, FNP
Grayson, Ashley, FNP-BC
Green, Laura A, FNP
Greene, Margaret H, FNP BC
Greenwood, Austin T, APN
Giffin, Trussell, Destin Nicole, FNP BC
Grotelund, Madeline Louise, FNP
Hailey, Lora Elizabeth, NP C
Haire, Terriest V, NP
Hamby, Brittany T, NP
Hamlen, Brandie S, FNP
Hampi, Krista A, NP
Harp, Jessica R, FNP
Harris, Tina Quentella, NP C
Hartley, Misty Diane, NP
Hartline, Jennifer Ann, NP
Hatch, Joyce Ann, FNP
Hawk, Doloris Darlene, NP C
Hayes, Teni Shannan, NP
Henderson, Brooke W, NP
Henry, Julia W, NP
Henson, Brooke E, FNP BC
Hibbs, Tammy R, FNP
High, Americans Victoria, FNP BC
Hill, Kelley Lynn, FNP
Hinson, Corinne Ann, NP
Hilt, Lisa A, NP
Hollock, Brandi, FNP
Holcomb, Thomas J, NP C
Holmes, Autumn Johnson, NP
Hopkins, Deanna G, NP
Horinouchi, Serena, NP
Howard, Patricia L, NP
Howard, Raymond Christopher, NP
Hudson, Mindy S, NP
Huff, Emily Jane, FNP BC
Huvel, James Kent, NP
Hunt, Wanda Colleen, NP C
Hunter, Ashley S, FNP
Hurt-Hall, Bridget D, NP
Hustad, Catherine, FNP
Jackson, Mika T, NP C
Javer, Neeta V, NP
Johnson, Carole H, NP
Jones, Samiya K, NP
Jorge, Emily Alexandra, FNP BC
Joseph, Beney, FNP BC
Joyner, Gregory Robert, NP
Kennedy, Kayla E, NP
Kepner, Casey Renee, NP C
Kinsey, Cheryl T, NP
Kuffrey, Sandra Joan, NP
Latham, Amy D, NP
Lawson, Noel Nesmith, NP C
Leach, Linda S, NP
Licht, Kely L, NP C
Linden, Amanda S, FNP
Lingerfelt, Kimbra Leigh, FNP
Loghi, Michael R, FNP
Logdon, Kristin R, FNP BC
Long, Amy M, NP C
Lopez, Amber T, FNP
Lowery, Kim L, NP
Mak, Fanny M, FNP BC
Marks, Malori V, NP
Marns, Carol B, NP
Martin, Erin R, FNP BC
Mason, Jasmine K, NP
May, Andrae S, NP
McElrath, Sadie C, NP

Physicians

Check our Web site at @cbcsb.com for current listing.
Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

McKenzie, Amanda Jo, FNP BC
McMack, Michele A, FNP
Mejas, Angela C, NP
Melton, Linda E, NP
Micheff, Natasha N, NP
Miller, Ashley Dickey, NP
Milligan, Penny Jeannay, NP
Montefane, Ismao, NP
Montgomery, Heath, C, FNP BC
Montgomery, Jennifer A, FNP
Montgomery, Juanita N, NP C
Moore, Jones, Elizabeth, APRN
Moore, Megan E, FNP
Moore, Nadia J, NP C
Moore, Tami Lyn, NP
Morris, Brittona S, NP
Morris, Honoka J, NP C
Moser, Melissa Anne Ainslie, NP
Moses, Charity A, NP
Moses, Jamie H, APN
Moughrabi, Nancy Kazaas, FNP
Mounce, Kaley N, NP
Murphy, Brittnay Sue, NP
Nakdimen, Barton L, APRN BC
Neely, Susanma, PA
Nessley, Danielle M, NP
Neufeld, Kelly E, NP
Neumann, Arica Rebeccca, NP
Norris, Amanda, NP
Oakley, Meghan Patterson, NP
Owens, Shannee D, FNP
Passmore, Jay Anthony, FNP
Payne, Andrea L, NP
Payne, Camerio A, FNP
Payne, Rebecca J, FNP BC
Peboy, Kayla, NP
Pendon, Carliene Lopez, APRN
Phillips, Minu, NP
Phillips, Kelly Leight, APRN BC
Pickering, Julie Ann, NP
Pierce, Connie Michele, FNP
Pollard, Natalie, NP FNP
Popas, Theresa Y, NP
Pottor, Tiffany, NP C
Prater, Emily L, NP
Provencano, Amber N, MD
Pryor, Brittany L, FNP
Rakowski, Roberta J, FNP
Randall, Sally W, APRN
Randolph, Lyndsey Renee, FNP
Ray, Sherry, APN AC
Redmond, Autumn D, FNP
Renfr, Rhonda L, APN
Richardson, Heather L, FNP
Richardson, John Paul, NP C
Rieter, Amy B, NP
Riley, Bobby Nicole, NP C
Roaak, Diana L, APRN
Roberts, Tonya C, NP
Robinson, Donna Michelle, NP
Rooddy, Lacie L, FNP
Rogers, Perry L, NP C
Ronin, Alex O, ANP
Rose, Amy S, FNP BC
Rosol Williams, Julie E, FNP
Ryder, Brittany Lee, FNP BC
Sanchez, Jonathan N, NP
Sandefur, Jaime D, NP C
Sanders, Christina M, NP
Santos, Magdalena, FNP
Sarnsky, Karen B, NP
Satterfield, Lena M, NP
Schoenennann, Chad J, NP C
Scott, Nicole, NP C
Sheridan, Stephanie Y, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Barksdale, Lisa, NP
Bodniowycz, Andrea L, AGACNP BC
Castillo, Eslit, AGACNP
Craycourt, Lindsay E, NP
Griffey, Cynthia D, NP
Hamilto, Marie Bell, NP
Holston, Deondra W, AGCPNP BC
Hughes, David E, FNP
Jordan, Beth Nichole, AGACNP
Kelley, Angela D, NP
Lazcano, Antonio, AGACNP
Low, Janeil M, AGACNP
Phillips, Danielle L, NP
Phillips, Roxanne Y, NP
Revere, Anne L, AGCPNP BC
Reynolds, Christopher, NP
Ridolfo, Ardycia Jane, GNP
Robertson, Tracy Alison, AGACNP
Rogers, Holly C, APN
Smalley, Charlotte W, NP
Smith, Vaughan, Melissa Joy, FNP BC
Smith, Charity M, NP
Smith, Greg W, APRN BC
Smith, Joel Stephen, NP
Smith, Lynda Marie, FNP BC
Smith, Mary K, FNP BC
Smith, Steven Nathan, NP
Snyder, Sarah E, FNP
Soder, Kristen Michelle, FNP
Sohani, Amin S, NP
Sprague, Jennifer Kathleen, ANP BC
Sproce, Enea K, NP
Spriger, Patricia Ann, NP C
Stanton, Donna M, FNP
Steve, Jessi Marri, NP C
Stokes, Kelly M, NP
Stone, Katherine L, FNP BC
Strockland, Wendy A, NP C
Strother, Sue D, FNP
Stuntz, Melissa M, NP C
Sullivan, Angela Helene, NP C
Sutton, Stephanie L, NP
Swingle, Mystie K, NP
Swistek, Yasmine M, NP
Taylor, Sarah A, FNP BC
Teasley, Caleigh E, NP
Terrell, Connie J, NP
Tessman, Ellen H, NP
Thomason, Thera S, NP
Thompson, Amanda L, NP C
Thurman, Ashley Phillips, NP
Tinneh, Marcella Diane, FNP
Tinsley, Karen D, NP
Tobias, Robyn B, NP C
Tusitl, Temeka Rene, FNP
Tumure, Amy, NP C
Unjakoti, Preethi, NP
Vandergriff, Danielle Ann, NP
VanFossen, Gregory G, FNP
vonWerssowetz, Megan D, FNP
Wadley, Casey Michelle, NP
Wagner, Muna E, NP
Walden, Lindsay G, FNP
Walker, Holly Dawn, FNP
Walker, Michelle N, FNP BC
Waltmaker, Sherry A, FNP
Walls, Christopher Brian, NP C
Walters, Janna Smith, APRN BC
Weed, Shannon M, NP
Welser, Dana L, FNP BC
White, Ashleigh K, NP
Wilkes, Kacie, NP
Williams, Katie S, NP
Wilson, Jennifer C, NP
Wood, Sarah J, NP C
Woodo, Nathan Scott, NP
Yeargan, Erin L, NP
Young, Jim Brian, NP C
Young, Milou S, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Obstetrics & Gynecology

Adams, John S, Sr, MD
Akarajia, Olukayode, MD
Allen, Alicia Renee, MD
Barker, David M, MD
Black, Chariti, NP C
Bollton, James P, MD
Bossier, Frederick R, MD
Bowers, Elizabeth M, DO
Bowers, Richard James, DO
Boyd, Stacy Dean, NP
Branch, Mark A, DO
Brod, Kirk Warren, MD
Brooks, Thomas J, MD
Brunvol, Gary Alan, DO
Carr, Anne Harnsberg, MD
Chil, Kent D, MD
Daseow, June Darsh K, MD
Few, Tifinyi Pinkay, MD
Furr, Robert Scott, MD
Galloway, Andrea K, MD
Gist, William Edward, MD
Gonzales, Stephanie K, DO
Gupta, Natasha, MD
Harnsberg, Daniel Scott, MD
Harris, Sarah A, MD
Hobgood, Donna Kay, MD
Innes, Christopher Ian, MD
Kerley, Stephen L, DO
Lam, Garrett Ke Kenung, MD
McLelland, Patricia Krabbenbund, MD
Mehlert, Shanti I, MD
Nelson, Cecil H, MD
Newman, Copper K, MD
Nunnaly, James T, Jr, MD
Orodnoez, Jorge Enrique, MD
Pipo, Michael Stephen, DO
Rapdour, Christopher J, MD
Ridtke, Steven J, MD
Reeves, Emily J, MD
Roberts, Matthew A, DO
Rohrer, Jane L, MD
Rowland, Jack Meredith, MD
Sandors, Mary A, DO
Scheider, Michael, MD
Sheroff, Shevondra Trisha, MD
Shufl, Susan Mary, MD
Shull, John Albert, MD
Steele, Mark, A, MD
Tod, Nivin C, MD
Tsaitsl, Theodore Theodosios, MD
Walker, Meeca, MD
Waters, Clyde Cleve, Jr, MD
White, Jay P, MD
Williams, Terry Lee, Jr, DO
Willis, Gregg A, MD

Occupational Medicine

Peet, Jennifer A, OT

Physicians

Alvarez, Richard G, MD
Ayan, Paul Misak, MD
Arnold, Justin McHenry, MD
Ballard, William T, MD
Bell, Todd D, MD
Bernard, Matthew Stephen, MD
Broadstock, Paul A, MD
Brown, Thomas W, III, MD
Bruce, Jeremy R, MD
Bruce, William David, MD
Buchanan, Man M, MD
Caputo, Adam M, MD
Chandra, Channappa, MD
Crones, James A, MD
Dees, Burt, MD
Dodd, Marva A, MD
Dubois, Allen, MD
Elam, Malinda, MD
Evans, Joseph A, MD
Furner, Dan, MD
Gallaway, Clara, MD
Galloway, Andrea K, MD
Gist, William Edward, MD
Gonzales, Stephanie K, DO
Gupta, Natasha, MD
Harnsberg, Daniel Scott, MD
Harris, Sarah A, MD
Hobgood, Donna Kay, MD
Innes, Christopher Ian, MD
Kerley, Stephen L, DO
Lam, Garrett Ke Kenung, MD
McLelland, Patricia Krabbenbund, MD
Mehlert, Shanti I, MD
Nelson, Cecil H, MD
Newman, Copper K, MD
Nunnaly, James T, Jr, MD
Orodnoez, Jorge Enrique, MD
Pipo, Michael Stephen, DO
Rapdour, Christopher J, MD
Ridtke, Steven J, MD
Reeves, Emily J, MD
Roberts, Matthew A, DO
Rohrer, Jane L, MD
Rowland, Jack Meredith, MD
Sandors, Mary A, DO
Scheider, Michael, MD
Sheroff, Shevondra Trisha, MD
Shufl, Susan Mary, MD
Shull, John Albert, MD
Steele, Mark, A, MD
Tod, Nivin C, MD
Tsaitsl, Theodore Theodosios, MD
Walker, Meeca, MD
Waters, Clyde Cleve, Jr, MD
White, Jay P, MD
Williams, Terry Lee, Jr, DO
Willis, Gregg A, MD

Oncology

Tichy, Jill R, MD

Ophthalmology

Bielry, John Robert, MD
Borner, John D, MD
Bowers, Patrick J, Jr, MD
Breazeale, Richard I, MD
DeCroos, Francis C, MD
Distefano, Deborah R, MD
Dozier, Casey Cameron, MD
Elia, Caroline K, MD
Friedrich, David L, MD
Funderburk, Randall L, MD
Genwin, Brett Dennis, MD
Ghodasra, Devon H, MD
Greg, Fred M, III, MD
Kim, John S, MD
Kirk, Charles A, MD
Lawrence, Harry M, MD
Lee, Gene Kue, MD
Lindquist, Thomas P, MD
Mabry, Elizabeth Danzig, MD
Matzkin, Dennis Claude, MD
Metson, Mark Rodney, MD
Meyler, John E, MD
Nicola, Paula C, MD
Pomerance, Glenn N, MD
Reynolds, Thomas Michael, MD
Richmond, James P, Jr, MD
Ridner, Courtnay Webb, MD
Robison, Michelle Y, MD
Seal, Molly R, MD
Shah, Rohan J, MD
Stone, John L, MD
Thomas, Steven M, MD
Yablick, Michael W, MD
Yannis, Rex Anthony, MD

Orthopedic Surgery

Alvarez, Richard G, MD
Ayan, Paul Misak, MD
Arnold, Justin McHenry, MD
Ballard, William T, MD
Bell, Todd D, MD
Bernard, Matthew Stephen, MD
Broadstock, Paul A, MD
Brown, Thomas W, III, MD
Bruce, Jeremy R, MD
Bruce, William David, MD
Buchanan, Man M, MD
Caputo, Adam M, MD
Chandra, Channappa, MD

Physicians
Physicians

Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
Hamilton County

Physician Assistant - PCP (Continued)

McQueen, Natalie K, PA
Mounce, Kevin Gene, PA C
Mullins, Ginger Danielle, PA
Oaks, Emily A, PA
Phillips, Jenny L, PA C
Renner, Janice A, PA
Ross, Whitney Littila, PA
Sciulli, Robert Regis, Jr, PA
Sharp, Heather Lynne, PA C
Shevin, Sally A, PA C
Snyder, Christopher Lee, PA
Ward, Brooke E, PA-C
Webster, Devony Ann, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Pearson, Donna W, PA
Taylor, Carol Campbell, PA C

Plastic and Reconstruction Surgery
McCord, Cindy M, MD

Plastic Surgery
Brzezenski, Mark Antony, MD
Christ, Christopher William, MD
Kennedy, James Woodfin, MD
Labrador, Daniel, MD
Leech, Mark H, MD
Rehm, Jason P, MD
Scandlan, Jeanne A, MD
Thurston, Todd E, MD
Waltrip, Jummy Lee, MD

Podiatry (DPM)
Anderson, David O, DPM
Bazrafshan, Sarn, DPM
Bizzocchi, Dennis Luke, DPM
Burgan, Brian K, DPM
Dickens, Mario Serlester, DPM
Eby, Cynthia S, DPM
Eby, Richard S, DPM
Gupta, Rachna, DPM
Haag, Cheryl Anne, DPM
Haag, Lester T, DPM
Kraus, Ira Henri, DPM
Martin, Tamara S, DPM
Pacheco, Maria L, DPM
Russell, Joy D, DPM
Solomon, Aaron D, DPM
Spalding, Robert T, DPM
Wamack, Claire Ann, DPM
Wamack, Lisa F, DPM
Wiles, Michael T, DPM
Witherspoon, Loyd W, Jr, DPM

Preventive Medicine
Frazier, Todd, MD

Pulmonary Disease
Aboudara, Matthew C, MD
Baleiro, Carlos Eduardo, MD
Barham Chakraborty, Upasana, MD
Bhadra, Krishnendu, MD
Czamecki, Michael Todd, MD
Enjeti, Suresh, MD
Helguin, Gerald E, MD
Jacobson, Samuel S, MD
Javed, Asad, MD
Jeong, Yunee Gill, MD
Koo, Patrick, MD
Manda, Winifred C, MD
Martinez, Catherine MartinJ, MD
Mull, Nathan H, IV, MD
Paxson, Chad E, DO
Quito, Hisham F, MD
Ravee, Mani, MD
Rice, David A, MD

Sethi, Jigme M, MD
Shah, Radhika M, MD
Shanhaaveraappap, Harsha Nonauinaker, MD
Shome, Sibaji, MD
Smith, Daniel Ray, MD
Sud, Pamela Rani, MD
Viscomi, Vincent Andrew, MD

Radiation Oncology
Botros, Mikhail E, MD
Ellis, Eric Robert, MD
Fortney, John A, MD
Geffer, Jeffrey W, MD
Gullett, Norleena P, MD
Kinsey, Frank C, MD
Maurad, Waleed F, MD
Wagner, Marcus Morgan, MD
Whaley, Jonathan T, MD

Radiology
Bergquist, Noel Melinda, MD
Delavallade, Dawn Nichelle, MD
Hawk, Harris Emory, MD
Humphrey, William M, MD
Jones, Norma Eugene, MD
Lynn, Richard Monroe, MD
Nee, Jacob Aaron, MD
Quarfordt, Steven Daniel, MD
Williams, Farahn Brown, MD

Rehabilitation Medicine
Crock, Robert A, DO
Enolva, Enimil O, MD

Reproductive Endocrinology
Birn, Joseph Simmons, MD
Donesky, Barry William, MD
Murray, Ringland S, Jr, MD
Scotchille, Jessica Graham, MD

Sclerotherapy
Setti, Jigme M, MD
Shah, Radhika M, MD
Shanhaaveraappap, Harsha Nonauinaker, MD
Shome, Sibaji, MD
Smith, Daniel Ray, MD
Sud, Pamela Rani, MD
Viscomi, Vincent Andrew, MD

Surgical Critical Care
Hunt, Darren J, MD
Maxwell, Robert A, MD
Meija, Vicente Alonso, MD
Smith, Philip M, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Anders, Michelle P, OD
Bahrami, Mathew, OD
Baker, Mark H, OD
Beaubien, Adam M, OD
Beckman, Kathryn A, OD
Bentley, Joseph L, OD
Bohman, Matthew C, OD
Brown, Rachel L, OD
Bruno, Cassandra M, OD
Bunch, Ryan M, OD
Butts, Jeffrey Kenton, OD
Butz, Stacey L, OD
Chamberlain, Scott Phillip, OD
Chamberlin, Wesley N, OD
Cox, Mackenzie R, OD
Crowder, Joshua Eric, OD
Daniel, Kristin M, OD
Darr, Bradford Walter, OD
Davis, Chad L, OD
Davis, Kevin M, OD
Dreaper, Leslie A, OD
Elliot, Norman L, OD
Emmons, Monique Alisha, OD
Fleming, Larry Cook, OD
Fritsch, Ryan Paul, OD
Gainous, Brian Brice, OD
Goldston, Richard R, OD
Hale, Brian James, OD
Hammil, Kristen A, OD
Hearn, Keegan Maurice, OD
Hohn, Robert L, ODT
Hooper, Laura G, OD
Hoover, James G, OD
Iverson, Jared A, OD
Jenkins, Joshua B, OD
Jones, Blakely Kyle, OD
Kanikkar, Parag, OD
Kapperman, Mark R, OD
Kim, Yunho, OD
Kortum, Megan M, OD
La, Carrie A, OD
Leach, Anthony B, OD
Lett, James C, Jr, OD
Lindsey, Mallorie M, OD
Lu, Oanh Huynh Thi, OD

Lynn, Mark E, OD
Maes Pukula, Kathleen A, OD
Malik, Adam N, OD
Mann, Daryl Francis, OD
Marcopulos, Nicholas P, OD
McBryar, Heather Nichole, OD
McClary, Zachary Stuart, OD
McClain, Elizabeth S, OD
McDonough, Brett D, OD
McFee, Christopher R, OD
McGarvey, Robert Craig, Jr, OD
McNatt, Garrett, OD
Miranda, Ronald S, OD
Owen, Dan Eugene, OD
Patel, Jigna A, OD
Perkins, Kenneth Leon, OD
Phillips, Leslie Ann, OD
Pifer, David A, OD
Pish, Christine M, OD
Politzer, Michael R, OD
Previ, Luckson, OD
Price, Marten G, OD
Profitt, Gregory Lee, OD
Quackenbush, Michelle, OD
Rhodes, Clayton B, OD
Roberts, Margaret L, OD
Sanders, Charles L, Jr, OD
Secker, Spencer T, OD
Shim, Sarah Elizabeth, OD
Short, Kelly E, OD
Spaniger, David M, OD
Strong, Anne M, OD
Summers, Joseph Duane, OD
Sutliff, Murray, OD

Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery
Jahanna, Mohammed S, MD
Martin, Stephen L, MD

Thoracic Surgery
Clements, Wilson M, MD
Headrick, James Robert, Jr, MD
Morrison, Richard C, MD
Reade, Clifton Coleman, MD
Shears II, Larry L, II, MD
Zellner, James L, Jr, MD

Urology
Benton, Oliver, MD
Cohn, Marvin Allen, MD
Dilworth, James Patrick, MD
Goudelock, Colin Murrah, MD
Habenicht, Kymberly L, MD
Henson, Paul E, III, MD
House, John Clinton, MD
Jackson, Charles Lee, MD
Mullins, Jeffrey K, MD
Sahar, David, MD
Scheinberg, Sydney, MD
Shridarani, Anand N, MD
Singh, Amar, MD
Waldorf, Benjamin T, MD
Wheelock, Argil J, MD
Young, William M, MD

Vascular Surgery
Clark, Eric R, DO
Coatti, Joseph A, MD
Fugate, Mark Wesley, MD
Hartmann, Elizabeth, MD
Horn, Jeffrey Steven, MD
Joels, Charles Scott, MD
LeSar, David Francis, MD
Phade, Sachin Vijaykumar, MD
Sprouse, Larry Richard, II, MD

Webster, Devony Ann, PA

Check our Web site @ bcbsmt.com for current listing.
Pediatrics
Hennessey, Barry John, DO
Weeks, Albert Earle, MD
Oncology / Hematology
Obaji, Suhail M, MD
Thayer, Gilbert Michael, MD
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Link, Steven M, AGACNP BC
Dailey, Teresa Diane, AGPCNP BC
Zerpa, Michelle M, FNP BC
Womble, Deanna Blackburn, NP
Womac Boling, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
Wilson, Nicole Denise, FNP BC
Wason-Fawner, Stacy A, FNP BC
Warren, Angela Dawn, FNP BC
Wheeler, David G, OD
Therapeutic Optometry
Boyd, Bruce K, DPM
Hurst, Robert Darrin, DPM
Pulmonary Disease
Freire, Amado X, MD
Radiology
Harly, James P, MD
Kinney, Erin W, MD
Massie, James D, Jr, MD
Murphy, Patrick J, MD
Nichols, Michael B, MD
Shipman, Jason Lee, MD
Thompson, Afua Yesi, MD
Surgery
Galapon, Derrick B, MD
Greene, Richard S, MD
Therapeutic Optometry
Rogers, Jerry D, DD
Rogers, Richard N, III, OD
Wheeler, David G, OD
Vascular & Interventional Radiology
Barraza, John M, MD
Vascular Surgery
Lundberg, Andrew H, MD
Cardiology
Counts, Marc D, MD
Kyker, Keith A, MD
Cardiovascular Disease
Berry, John Franklin, MD
Culp, Benjamin C, MD
Foley, Joseph D, III, MD
Williams, Freddie Maxine, MD
Cardiovascular Disease -Diag Test
Interpretations
Aziz, Mark A, MD
Beckner, David C, MD
Berry, John Franklin, MD
Bertoza, John Richard, MD
Blackwell, Gerald Grant, MD
Borsch, Mark A, MD
Burress, Jonathan Wayne, DO
Chang, Mark W, MD
Fernandez, Eduardo, MD
Foley, Joseph D, III, MD
Iffland, Pierre, MD
Jordan, Louis Collier, MD
Kennedy, Christopher J, MD
Kramer, Robert Keith, MD
Ladley, Herbert D, MD
Luff, Matthew Scott, MD
Mayhew, Mark William, MD
Merrill, James Jay, MD
Metzger, David C, MD
Sahe, Pabitra Kumar, MD
Simpson, Daniel Edward, MD
Whitaker, Jack Harry, MD
Williams, Freddie Maxine, MD
Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Gunn, Daniel Kris, CRNA
Watson, Jennifer D, CRNA
Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Lakshmadasoos, Umashanker, MD
Shafiei, Feriedon, MD
Diagnostic Radiology
Fathy, Dana Birkley, MD
Peeke, Jeffrey Wilson, MD
Emergency Medicine
Clayton, Fredererick P, III, MD
Landress, Christopher A, MD
Phillips, Paul Arthur, DO
Woodard, Jennifer L, DO
Endocrinology
Al Aridi, Ribal, MD
Family Medicine
Becker, Mary E, MD
Buselemeier, William B, MD
Dalle Ave, Mark J, MD
Dove, Amanda Alwada, MD
Enriquez, Brian M, DO
Haynes, Amy N, MD
Health, Jack Kevin, MD
Hess, Kenneth Jared, DO
Kassem, Omar R, MD
Lee, Dane, MD
Meade, Ella Pandia, DO
Michael, Gary E, MD
Oakley, Jaime Gabriel, MD
Peterson, Celeste V, DO
Piemmons, Rita E, MD
Schmalzried, Craig D, MD
Shafer, Jennifer Gordon, DO
Velasco, Jose P, MD
Windes, Lois H, MD
General Practice
Davenport, Mark Rogers, MD
Hematology / Oncology
Patel, Dharmen Jayendra, MD
Hospice and Palliative Medicine
Baumrucker, Steven J, MD
Hospital Medicine
Cline, Sherry E, DO
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Vales, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ehns, Imran Ali, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Geller, Schuyler K, MD
Gopalan, Pushkas, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Joshi, Hetal V, MD
Jurti, Markman Adel, MD
Karakattu, Sajin Mathew Jose, MD
Knizley, Robert C, Jr, MD
Mahboob, Rashid, MD
Malik, Shahrar, MD
Marshall, Elise H, DO
Pack, Jared W, DO
Paris, Claire D, MD
Sargent, J Dale, MD
Singh, Parminderjit, MD
Theerathorn, Pitch, MD
Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Dornan, Mark R, MD
Drumwright, Curtis Keith, MD
Manoie, Voirel, MD
Internal Medicine -Diag Test
Interpretation
Delwadia, Andy D, MD
Franzus, David H, MD
Interventional Cardiology
Salamat, Judd T, DO
Neurology
Himmel, Timothy F, MD
Marsh, Jeremiah L, MD
Wayne, Stephen L, MD
Neurology -Diag Test Interpretation
Nelson, Shawn E, MD
Williams, Douglas D, MD
Wilson, Earl K, MD
Neuroradiology
Gray, Richard Ian, MD
Nurse Practitioner
Leslie, Christine M, FNP
Looney, Kristen N, NP
Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Bowman, Robin Elaine, NP C
Freeman, Rachel L, ANP BC
Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abel, Jared C, NP
Baisden, Linda L, NP
Baker, Tonya D, FNP BC
Barnett, Kelly C, NP C
Blackwell, Allie M, FNP BC
Bowers, Courtney L, NP
Brown, Samuel R, NP C
Bumpas, Leslie R, NP C
Burnette, Kenneth S, NP C
Butler, Robin M, NP
Cabell, Chad P, NP
Cabell, Morgan A, NP
Cantwell, Amanda A, NP C
Clark, Keressa L, NP C
Compton, Michael M, FNP
Conkin, Courtney D, NP
Cooper, Stephanie M, NP C
Crawley, Emily B, NP C
Dargan, Suzanne C, NP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Duffield, Deanne J, NP C
Duncan, Tremontynette, FNP BC
Eades, Megan K, NP
Elliott, Leslie R, FNP
Fig, Ralph R, Jr, FNP
Flagler, Susan L, FNP BC
Fox, Theodore D, NP
Hammonds, Christina K, FNP BC
Harris, Kathryn A, NP C
Hns, Imran Ali, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Geller, Schuyler K, MD
Gopalan, Pushkas, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Joshi, Hetal V, MD
Jurti, Markman Adel, MD
Karavu, Sajin Mathew Jose, MD
Knizley, Robert C, Jr, MD
Mahboob, Rashid, MD
Malik, Shahrar, MD
Marshall, Elise H, DO
Pack, Jared W, DO
Paris, Claire D, MD
Sargent, J Dale, MD
Singh, Parminderjit, MD
Theerathorn, Pitch, MD
Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Dornan, Mark R, MD
Drumwright, Curtis Keith, MD
Manoie, Voirel, MD
Internal Medicine -Diag Test
Interpretation
Delwadia, Andy D, MD
Franzus, David H, MD
Interventional Cardiology
Salamat, Judd T, DO
Neurology
Himmel, Timothy F, MD
Marsh, Jeremiah L, MD
Wayne, Stephen L, MD
Neurology -Diag Test Interpretation
Nelson, Shawn E, MD
Williams, Douglas D, MD
Wilson, Earl K, MD
Neuroradiology
Gray, Richard Ian, MD
Nurse Practitioner
Leslie, Christine M, FNP
Looney, Kristen N, NP
Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Bowman, Robin Elaine, NP C
Freeman, Rachel L, ANP BC
Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abel, Jared C, NP
Baisden, Linda L, NP
Baker, Tonya D, FNP BC
Barnett, Kelly C, NP C
Blackwell, Allie M, FNP BC
Bowers, Courtney L, NP
Brown, Samuel R, NP C
Bumpas, Leslie R, NP C
Burnette, Kenneth S, NP C
Butler, Robin M, NP
Cabell, Chad P, NP
Cabell, Morgan A, NP
Cantwell, Amanda A, NP C
Clark, Keressa L, NP C
Compton, Michael M, FNP
Conkin, Courtney D, NP
Cooper, Stephanie M, NP C
Crawley, Emily B, NP C
Dargan, Suzanne C, NP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Duffield, Deanne J, NP C
Duncan, Tremontynette, FNP BC
Eades, Megan K, NP
Elliott, Leslie R, FNP
Fig, Ralph R, Jr, FNP
Flagler, Susan L, FNP BC
Fox, Theodore D, NP
Hammonds, Christina K, FNP BC
Harris, Kathryn A, NP C
Knox County (Continued)

Chiropractor (Continued)

Mendez, Manuel M, DC
Nelson, Sara, DC
O'Leary Zebroski, Cory T, DC
Parrish, Jacob M, DC
Parson, Scott L, DC
Peterson, Francya M, DC
Petty, Michael T, DC
Poisel, Arthur James, DC
Ricketts, Leigh A, DC
Roy, Judy P, DC
Rumbolt, Shawn L, DC
Sciences, Andrew D, DC
Sciences, Jennifer E, DC
Scott, Jon E, DC
Setzer, Sandra S, DC
Shreve, David A, DC
Smith, Jason L, DC
Solomon, James B, DC
Sparks-Beckett, Shana Dionne, DC
Stewart, Donovan P, DC
Sunshine, Barry W, DC
Talley, Christopher Michael, DC
Touron, Megan Katherine, DC
Vaughan, Conrad S, DC
Watkins, James Daniel, DC
Wilkinson, Bradley K, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Baerman, Jeffrey Martin, MD
Hottigoudar, Rashmi U, MD
Lindsay, William C, MD
Mehta, Hitesh J, MD
Wannenburg, Thomas, MD

Clinical Genetics
Lozio, Carmen B, MD

Colon and Rectal Surgery
Baker, James W, MD
Glover, A Michael, MD

Critical Care Medicine
Bentley, Steven G, MD
Mehta, Hitesh J, MD
Wannenburg, Thomas, MD

Dermatology
Bushhead, Lawrence Lee, Jr, MD
Dittrich, Lee B, MD
Doppelt, Matthew B, DO
Fowler, Carley O, MD
Frazier, Claude Clinton, III, DO
Freeburg, Susan Eleen, MD
Grande, Kimberly K, MD
Griffith, Robert C, MD
Hamrick, Ronald S, MD
Hanggi, Matthew C, MD
Hendrick, Sophia J, MD
Kang, Rorotondo, Cynthia H, MD
Keough, George C, MD
Legler, Allison A, MD
Miller, Drew Wilson, MD
Overtolt, Meredith T, MD
Prekna, Edward J, III, MD
Rahman, Quyn S, MD
Raiman, Maya S, MD
Wright, Adam C, MD

Dermatopathology
Nichols, Dawn W, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Allen, Anton Markert, Jr, MD
Barker, Rachael Marquette, MD
Boyce, James Wilson, MD
Brown, Margaret O, MD
Brown, Stephen John, MD
Campbell, Paul Dennis, Jr, MD
Fath, Dana Birkyk, MD
Ferrell, Andrew Stephen, MD
Fox, Daniel Robert, MD
Gash, Judson Roy, MD
Knight, Steven Patrick, MD
Kovarne, Peter, MD
Laing, Geoffrey Lynn, MD
Manzano, Peter, MD
Morin Ducote, Garnetta Ioana, MD
Peeke, Jeffrey Wilson, MD
Petruzzi, Peter Tobias, Jr, MD
Press, Hejung, MD
Roulier, Gayle Ellen, MD
Rule, Kenneth A, MD
Snidow, John Joseph, MD
Squires, Amanda Barnes, MD
Stephens, Christopher D, MD
Turner Gartne, Deanna Fayde, MD
Towlie, John D, MD
Wunderlich, Caryn Cornelia, MD
Yamada, Donovan Lyle, MD
Zeng, Rong, MD

Emergency Medicine
Adolf, Spencer A, MD
Allen, Jonathan C, MD
Archibald, Opaarid, MD
Bannon, Kellen T, MD
Cauble, Daniel W, MD
Colwell, Stratt Thompson, Jr, MD
Dabbs, Randall Lee, MD
Eugen, Frederick J, MD
Fortich, Jairo Alfredo, MD
Harrell, Lindsey A, MD
Irwin, John Bruce, MD
Kammona, Hussein A, MD
Koerteen, Jonathan J, MD
Martinez, Marvin J, MD
McDonald, Michael D, DO
Seifert, Phillip J, MD

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism
Campbell, Peter J, MD
Dotty, Thomas W, MD
Law, William M, Jr, MD
McCarmoon, Daniel K, MD
Moffitt, Gregory A, MD
Page, Casey J, MD
Vora, Amit C, MD
Williams, John B, MD

Family Medicine
Allisop, Bruce N, MD
Anderson, Thomas I, MD
Ayos, Raye Anne, MD
Baker, Mark F, MD
Bartol, Ronald P, MD
Bejarano, Andrew R, DO
Bell, Timothy E, DO
Belknap, Katherine C, MD
Benett, Camilla C, MD
Bhatt, Vivak S, MD
Bilrey, Brett S, MD
Blake, John Rennin, Jr, MD
Bowing, Lisa Marie, MD
Bowman, Rachel Dawn, MD
Brooks, George B, MD
Brown, Bruce Barton, MD
Buchanan, James Kevin, MD
Burkhat, William Lindsey, MD
Campbell, Kevin Sean, MD
Chambers, Robert Todd, MD
Chen, Chang Wen, MD
Chesney, Luke Evan, MD
Chisum, Kathy N, MD
Clark, Jack C, Jr, MD
Cloud, Mark W, MD
Collins, Jason P, MD
Crouch, David Norman, MD
Davis, Tamara F, MD
Dean, R Wesley, MD
Dee, Jonathan Daniel, Jr, MD
Douglas, Andrew M, MD
Drinnan, Jeffrey W, MD
Edwards, Emily MD, DO
Elli Colandaro, Carrie Diane, DO
England, Weltborn David, MD
Flaming, Brad A, MD
Fortich, Jairo Alfredo, MD
Garmany, Tracie Silliman, MD
Gonzalez Bonilla, Keilah Isabel, MD
Goodemote, Kimberly Ann, MD
Griffin, Tchad F, MD
Hall, Vaughn D, MD
Hanley, Alan D, MD
Hart, Tadg M, MD
Harvey, William L, MD
Haskins, Kylene N, MD
Haskins, Thomas G, MD
Hicks, James Stacey, MD
Howell, James Patrick, DO
Hughes, J Lelaind, Jr, MD
Hunter, Teri L, MD
Hurst, Fred A, MD
Huskey, Robin A, MD
Hutchings, Heather McCoy, DO
Johns, Mark Wade, MD
Johnson, W Reyes, Jr, MD
Johnston, Cheri Conley, MD
Jones, Kimberly A, DO
Kersey, Grant B, MD
Lancaster, Brandon W, MD
Law, John Lynn, MD
Lawrence, Amy C, DO
Leonard, Kanezq Fatima, MD
Leit, Adam C, MD
Liske, Angela J, MD
Luck, David Wayne, MD
Mahlow, Robin Fouc, MD
Manning, Rickey D, MD
Masters, Steven B, MD
Maynard, Megumi T, MD
McFarlane, Keri Jane, MD
McGrai, Mark Allen, MD
McMichael, Jeffrey A, MD
Meyer, Angela, MD
Meyette, Philip Frank, MD
Mire, Anwar Dean, MD
Morse, James Andrew, MD
Morsie, Brian T, MD
Muff, Ronald E, MD
Pardue, Randy T, MD
Parker, Donald W, MD
Penniman, Eric R, DO
Price Barnes, Shirley R, MD
Pritcher, Gerald Mark, MD
Quinn, Justin W, MD
Robertson, Holly Mariem, MD
Rosine, Amy R, MD
Russell, Gerald T, MD
Rutledge, Charles David, MD
Rylands, John C, MD
Salazar Catron, Teresa Maria, MD
Sanabria, John D, MD
Smith, Andrew L, MD
Smith, Aubrey Marie, MD
Staudenmaier, Lori P, DO
Stevens, Jeffrey L, MD
Sturgeon, Rodney E, II, MD
Tapley, Charles L, MD
Tarr, Jack H, II, MD
Thakur, Manisha S, MD
Thompson, Nicholas P, IV, MD
Tipton, Katie J, MD
Toms, Lee E, III, MD
Toppenberg, Kevin S, MD
Unger, Ryan Alexander, MD
Urban, Jennifer Larkin, MD
Von Olef, Julius S, III, MD
Wakefield, Paul H, MD
Warren, Caleb Todd, MD
Watson, Phillip Michael, MD
West, Michael H, MD
Williams, Timothy D, DO
Wilson, Sarah Schwartz, MD
Witherspoon, Nancy Luong, DO
Wood, Armand C, MD

Gastroenterology
Altawi, Johnny, MD
Benitez, Juan, MD
Bindrim, Steven J, MD
Brown, Jeffrey Ian, MD
Chobanian, Sarkis J, MD
Cohn, Richard A, MD
Crist, Jeffrey R, MD
Edmonds, Meade, Jr, MD
Ellis, Michael Robert, MD
Gilbert, Jeffrey Scott, MD
Gill, Riaz Qadeer, MD
Haydek, John M, MD
Huffman, Jason L, MD
Iqbal, Muhammed, MD
Jackson, Mark Williams, MD
Jestl, Srirsha, MD
Kulisiek, Christopher M, MD
Maves, Barry V, MD
Moore, John M, MD
Narayan, Raj I, MD
Newman, Maria B, MD
Norris, William E, MD
O'Connor, Charles M, MD
Pickert, Paul S, MD
Pollack, Robert Alan, MD
Potteiger, Chad Eugene, DO
Sarbah, Steedman A, MD
Silvis, Her Steven, MD
Spiegelman, Gary Allen, MD
Wiltolte, Scott L, MD
Young, Thomas L, MD

General Practice
Brunsfield, Emily Kate, MD
Coffey, David B, MD
Congress, Brittany Kimberlin, MD
Ferrini, Vincent Frank, III, MD
Hancock, David A, MD
Huff, Benjamin Lee, MD
Irwin, Mallory E, MD
Lester, Dennis R, MD
Poehlein, Richard E, MD
Stockling, Ted R, MD
Webb, Susan E, MD
Wilson, Timothy P, MD

General Vascular Surgery
Pligas, George A, MD

Genetic Counselor
Cumming, Alexander M, GC
Finley, Sabra L, GC

Geriatic Medicine
James, Kevin McCoy, MD
Salazar Catron, Teresa Maria, MD

Gynecological Oncology
Cofer, Kenneth F, MD
Martin, David Allen, MD
Saunders, Brook Allen, MD

Gynecology
Baker, Tammy E, MD
Caudle, Michael Ray, MD
Dell, Jeffrey R, MD
Eaton, Allison Michelle, MD
Gale, Christine Linda, MD
Mccollum, Lionel D, MD
Pierce, Steven Faulkner, MD
Smith, George Walton, MD
Talley, Holly E, MD
Traylor, Thomas Reid, MD

Hematology
Eapen, Saji, MD
Grapasi, Richard T, MD

Physicians
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Nephrology (Continued)

Kiss, Stephen C, MD
Kumar, Suresh Narayan, MD
Nesbit, Ross M, MD
Newman, George E, MD
Ogrodowski, James L, MD
Rivers, Denise M, DO
Serrell, Paul Burt, MD
Siddiqui, Naseem H, MD
Suresh, Uraith, MD
Wigger, Mark Allen, MD
Williams Lyons, Marcia Victoria, DO

Neurological Surgery

Abel, Todd B, MD
Albea, Jeffrey R, MD
Boyer, Richard P, MD
Brown, Barrett W, MD
Gallati, Christopher P, MD
Hauge, David H, MD
Killeffer, James A, MD
Moore, Audrey M, FNP BC
Snyder, William E, Jr, MD
Torres, Joel H, MD

Neurology

Barner, Roseanne S, MD
Bergia, Berta Maria, MD
Brackins, Amy L, NP
Buck, Amy N, NP C
Bryan, Ronald William, MD
Cardenas, Jose A, MD
Cantwell, Jessica G, FNP BC
Carr, Kendra L, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health

Andies, Sara Ellen, ACNS
Berry, Jennifer L, ANP BC
Biss, Mary Jo, NP C
Bozeman, Carrie Freire, ANP BC
Brown, Lauren N, NP
Butcher, Barbara L, APN
Butler, Jennifer Willis, NP
Estep, Shandra Lynn, ANP BC
Gily, Natasha S, ANP BC
Glasgow, Jeffrey A, ACNS BC
Gosnell, Regina L, ANP BC
Hammonds, Mary Ann, ANP BC
Hayes, Tanya N, ACNS BC
Headrick, Michelle F, NP
Humes, Michelle M, NP
Humphreys, Janet B, NP
Johnston, Susan Camille, ANP BC
McCormick, Donna S, FNP
McCoy, Carrie R, ANP BC
Neil, Amy P, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Adigan, Shafeeque, FNP BC
Adkins, Renota Lynn, FNP
Akinyele, Tokunbo MD
Albright, Cynthia Marie, APRN BC
Allen, Cheri R, FNP BC
Allen, Mallory Martin, FNP BC
Ambler, Tonya S, NP C
Anderson, Anita Kaye, NP
Ansink, Kathryn, NP
Atchley, Alyssa R, NP C
Azima, Laura Elaine, FNP BC
Barnes, Amanda D, FNP
Beam, Larondra Collins, FNP BC
Belcher, Sarah Ellen, FNP BC
Bellamy, Kendra A, NP
Best, Lindsey B, NP
Best, Lindsey D, FNP BC
Biddle, David E, NP
Binkley, Janet C, FNP BC
Birdwell, Jewell M, FNP
Blair, Elizabeth A, FNP
Blair, Melissa Renea, FNP BC
Blanton, Benjamin M, FNP
Bledsoe, Brandy D, NP
Blevins, Shannon Diane, FNP
Boozer, Sherri M, FNP BC
Bowman Jr, Michael C, FNP BC
Braddock, Trace L, FNP
Brackins, Amy L, NP
Bradner, Heather N, FNP BC
Brandshaw, Jamie G, NP
Branson, Janice D, FNP
Brewer, Angela P, NP
Brown, Kristi L, NP C
Brown, Rebecca Anne, FNP BC
Brown, Virginia L, FNP BC
Bruce, Ashley K, FNP
Bumblow, Megan C, FNP
Bryant, Tia F, FNP
Bryant, Vincent H, NP C
Buck, Amy N, NP C
Buckingham, Angela D, FNP
Buckner, Katherine, NP C
Burgett, Stephanie Michel, NP
Burnette, Kristin M, FNP BC
Byrd, Holly B, FNP BC
Byrd, Mary Lea, NP C
Campbell, Ashley C, FNP
Cannon, Jennifer L, FNP
Cantwell, Jessica G, FNP BC
Carroll, Stephanie Sharp, FNP BC
Carter, Christin Robertson, APRN BC
Cathers, Sharon L, NP C
Ceauasu, Roxana L, FNP BC
Chaffins, Benjamin S, FNP
Charney, Sandra E, FNP
Chittum, Melissa A, NP C
Chittum, Tiffany B, FNP
Clayton, Kellee E, FNP BC
Clem, Rebecca Dawn, FNP BC
Cofer, David Stephen, NP C
Cole, Angela Rae, FNP BC
Cole, Ann E, FNP BC
Cole, Mary R, NP
Compton, Kathryn M, FNP BC
Connoiter, Deborah Elizabeth, FNP BC
Craft Clark, Teresa L, FNP BC
Crespy, Ashley B, NP
Crenshaw, Gwendolyn Emma, FNP
Criswell, Rebecca E, FNP
Crouch, Kimberly C, FNP
Crum, Julie C, FNP
Crye, Carol D, FNP BC
Cudzilo, Hannah W, NP C
Curlington, Courtney B, FNP BC
Curt, Ashley N, FNP
Dade, Rebecca E, FNP BC
Daugherty, Cynthia Elaine, FNP
Day, Miranda, NP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Deese, Janet Lee, FNP BC
Deshieux, Olivia Lukajic, FNP BC
Dodson, Melanie L, NP
Dole, Jeanne A, NP C
Dote, Tina Elaine, FNP BC
Dowell, Robert M, FNP
Dunaway, Alicia Jill, NP
Dunaway, Kimberly Morgan, FNP BC
Edmisten, Megan K, NP C
Edwards, Kathryn, FNP
Efflandt, Zanna Y, FNP BC
Eisenhower, Olga J, NP
Ellam, Jessica S, FNP BC
Elliot, Allison K, NP C
Epperson, Chasity L, FNP BC
Evans, Amber Sarita, FNP BC
Farmer, Franklin R, FNP
Farmer, Jennifer J, NP
Fischer, Natalie J, FNP
Forester, Vicki L, NP C
Fox, Timothy Alan, FNP BC
Frazer, Elizabeth K, NP
Frazer, Lindsay Greer, FNP BC
Freese, Sheryl T, NP
Freytag, Addie Lou, CNP
Gager, Elizabeth L, FNP
Galligan, Laura C, FNP BC
Garrett, Courtnay B, FNP BC
Gasque, Brittany G, NP
Gass, Sandra L, NP
Gavin, Pamela Gott, FNP BC
Geer, Alexandra B, FNP BC
Gibbons, Kristel Fuller, FNP BC
Gibson, Molly R, FNP BC
Giles, Yaci V, FNP BC
Gloem, Jennifer A, FNP
Gormley, Jadeleize, NP C
Grat, Deborah Jane, FNP BC
Graham, Tina Renee, NP
Greer, Erick A, FNP
Grime, Traci Carol, NP
Gwynn, Theresa A, FNP BC
Guigu, Amanda J, MD
Gunnoe, Stacy H, FNP BC
Hagopian, Lori R, NP C
Hales, Helen H, NP
Hamilton, Connie M, FNP
Harde, Sarah H, FNP
Harper, Rebekah W, FNP
Hartman, Courtney A, NP
Harrison, Jacob P, NP
Hartman, Carla A, FNP BC
Harvey, Sarah A, FNP
Knox County (Continued)

PEDIATRICS

- Roberts, Susan B, MD
- Rodgers, Larry E, MD
- Russ Barber, Stephanie Lannie, MD
- Scott, Susan Choo, MD
- Shults, Stephanie S, MD
- Solomon, Dennis, MD
- Speckner, Lauren Nicole, MD
- Stanley, Philip B, DO
- Extended Hours Available
  - Summers, Barbara J, MD
  - Teaster, David S, MD
  - Terry, William F, MD
  - Wilkinson, John William, MD
  - Wisniewski, Quynh Vu, MD

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT

- Anderson, Diana M, PA C
- Arpino, David P, PA C
- Asher, Richard P, PA C
- Bailey, Adrianne N, PA C
- Bailey, James T, IV, PA C
- Bain, Rhiannon D, PA C
- Baloga, Nicholas Mark, PA C
- Barbour Baudier, Meredith J, PA
- Belk, Christopher P, PA
- Bernard, Danielle Wallace, PA
- Bibe, Sarah A, PA
- Blake, Kevin C, PA
- Blanton, Sean M, PA
- Blazer, Kevin W, PA
- Brandt, Charles P, PA
- Bridges, Victor G, PA
- Bullock, Allix, PA
- Burns, Amber L, PA
- Buzernd, Adam P, PA C
- Cahal, Esther S, PA
- Calott, Christina R, PA C
- Campbell, Sarah J, PA
- Cason, William, PA C
- Cassell, Bridgett E, PA C
- Castle, Lynn Kristy, PA C
- Chalmers, Brooke B, PA C
- Clark, Katherine H, PA C
- Cole, Alana N, PA
- Cox, Charles Bradley, PA
- Cross, Jamie L, PA
- Cummings, Meredith, PA
- Dailey, Catherine A, PA C
- Dailey, Christopher A, PA
- Daniels, Megan A, PA C
- Davenport, Margo J, PA
- Dickenson, Russell E, PA
- Do, Frances L, PA C
- Enigk, Rachel E, PA C
- Erpenbach, David C, PA C
- Fisher, Keri W, PA
- Flynn, Michael P, PA C
- Gebhart, Kimberly M, PA
- Gibson, Dillon T, PA
- Gonzales, George P, PA C
- Gosser, Danielle L, PA C
- Greene, Gregory C, PA
- Greiner, Matthew W, PA
- Guffey, Jennifer Duncan, PA C
- Haddad, Vincent Todd, PA
- Hageman, Katie L, PA
- Hamlin, Shona Dawn, PA
- Haney, Charles L, PA
- Haney, Cynthia Joe, PA
- Harrison, Melanie Renee, PA C
- Heller, Leslie Anne, PA C
- Henry, Callyn Shay, PA C
- Hensley, Nancy L, PA
- Hodges, Krista J, PA
- Hesse, James F, Jr, PA C

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT - PCP

- Adams, Leslie I, PA
- Alley, Suzanne A, PA
- Bell, Aanah J, PA
- Betton, Stephen T, PA
- Bock, Richard Elton, PA
- Bowland, Loy S, PA
- Bridges, JoAnn Fouk, PA
- Burnett, Torrey, Ashley L, PA
- Hagan, Catherine P, PA C
- Hargis, Steven J, PA
- Hargis, Stephanie, PA C
- Harriott, Carol H, PA
- Caswell, Sarah J, PA
- Chambers, Charley A, PA C
- Comer, Steven M, PA
- Cordrey, Shane A, PA C
- Cozi, Katherine E, PA

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT AT SURGERY

- Arpino, David P, PA C
- Asher, Richard P, PA C
- Bailey, Adrianne N, PA C
- Bailey, James T, IV, PA C
- Baloga, Nicholas Mark, PA C
- Bibe, Sarah A, PA
- Blanton, Sean M, PA
- Brandt, Charles P, PA
- Bridges, Victor G, PA
- Bullock, Allix, PA
- Burns, Amber L, PA
- Cason, William, PA C
- Caswell, Sarah J, PA
- Cahal, Esther S, PA
- Cason, William, PA C
- Cole, Alana N, PA
- Cox, Charles Bradley, PA
- Cross, Jamie L, PA
- Dalby, Christopher A, PA
- Do, Frances L, PA C
- Enigk, Rachel E, PA C
- Erpenbach, David C, PA C
- Fisher, Keri W, PA
- Flynn, Michael P, PA C
- Gebhart, Kimberly M, PA
- Gibson, Dillon T, PA
- Gonzales, George P, PA C
- Gosser, Danielle L, PA C
- Greene, Gregory C, PA
- Greiner, Matthew W, PA
- Guffey, Jennifer Duncan, PA C
- Haddad, Vincent Todd, PA
- Hageman, Katie L, PA
- Hamlin, Shona Dawn, PA
- Haney, Charles L, PA
- Haney, Cynthia Joe, PA
- Harrison, Melanie Renee, PA C
- Heller, Leslie Anne, PA C
- Henry, Callyn Shay, PA C
- Hensley, Nancy L, PA
- Hodges, Krista J, PA
- Hesse, James F, Jr, PA C

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT - PCP

- Adams, Leslie I, PA
- Alley, Suzanne A, PA
- Bell, Aanah J, PA
- Betton, Stephen T, PA
- Bock, Richard Elton, PA
- Bowland, Loy S, PA
- Bridges, JoAnn Fouk, PA
- Burnett, Torrey, Ashley L, PA
- Hagan, Catherine P, PA C
- Hargis, Steven J, PA
- Hargis, Stephanie, PA C
- Harriott, Carol H, PA
- Caswell, Sarah J, PA
- Chambers, Charley A, PA C
- Comer, Steven M, PA
- Cordrey, Shane A, PA C
- Cozi, Katherine E, PA

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT AT SURGERY

- Arpino, David P, PA C
- Asher, Richard P, PA C
- Bailey, Adrianne N, PA C
- Bailey, James T, IV, PA C
- Baloga, Nicholas Mark, PA C
- Bibe, Sarah A, PA
- Blanton, Sean M, PA
- Brandt, Charles P, PA
- Bridges, Victor G, PA
- Bullock, Allix, PA
- Burns, Amber L, PA
- Cason, William, PA C
- Caswell, Sarah J, PA
- Cahal, Esther S, PA
- Cason, William, PA C
- Cole, Alana N, PA
- Cox, Charles Bradley, PA
- Cross, Jamie L, PA
- Dalby, Christopher A, PA
- Do, Frances L, PA C
- Enigk, Rachel E, PA C
- Erpenbach, David C, PA C
- Fisher, Keri W, PA
- Flynn, Michael P, PA C
- Gebhart, Kimberly M, PA
- Gibson, Dillon T, PA
- Gonzales, George P, PA C
- Gosser, Danielle L, PA C
- Greene, Gregory C, PA
- Greiner, Matthew W, PA
- Guffey, Jennifer Duncan, PA C
- Haddad, Vincent Todd, PA
- Hageman, Katie L, PA
- Hamlin, Shona Dawn, PA
- Haney, Charles L, PA
- Haney, Cynthia Joe, PA
- Harrison, Melanie Renee, PA C
- Heller, Leslie Anne, PA C
- Henry, Callyn Shay, PA C
- Hensley, Nancy L, PA
- Hodges, Krista J, PA
- Hesse, James F, Jr, PA C
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Radiation Oncology (Continued)
Scaperoth, Daniel D, MD
Townsend, Natala C, MD
Williams, John B, MD

Radiology
Armstrong, Sheri W, MD
Blue, Melinda H, MD
Boyd, James Wilson, MD
Bradley, Yong Chol, MD
Deen, Jason Brant, MD
Delozier, Hugh Helton, Jr, MD
Forsberg, David Anderson, MD
Holmes, William Sanner, MD
Kessi, Monica Jean, MD
Meservy, Clifford J, MD
Rosenbloom, Scott A, MD
Weyneg, Scott A, MD
Williams, John P, III, MD
Woodward, Britton Keith, MD

Reproductive Endocrinology
Birch, Joseph Simmons, MD
Donesky, Barry William, MD
Harris, Gayla S, MD
Keenan, Jeffrey A, MD

Rheumatology
Abdullah, Misthal, MD
Baker, Tonya R, MD
Burns, James L, Jr, MD
Capps, Robert James, MD
Gomisiezwicz, Marcin Tomasz, MD
Johnsen, Kenneth R, MD
Kanagasegar, Sivalingam, MD
Kanitkar, Parag, OD
Jones, Blakely Kyle, OD
Jenkins, Joshua B, OD
Iverson, Jared A, OD
Hunt, John M, OD
Horton, Daniel C, OD
Hoover, James G, OD
Hohn, Robert L, ODT
Hildebrand, C Allyn, OD
Herring, Heidi Hunt, OD
Herring, Benjamin Carey, OD
Hearn, Keegan Maurice, OD
Hammill, Kristen A, OD
Gilliland, Bruce D, OD
Gainous, Brian Brice, OD
Gilliam, Phillip Lee, OD
Gilliland, Bruce D, OD
Hamill, Kristen A, OD
Hear, Keegan Maurice, OD
Henderson, Hope A, OD
Herring, Benjamin Carey, OD
Herring, Heidi Hunt, OD
Hildebrand, C Allyn, OD
Hoh, Robert L, ODT
Hoover, James G, OD
Horton, Daniel C, OD
Howard, Lisa S, OD
Howe, Chadwick Edward, OD
Hunt, John M, OD
Iverson, Jared A, OD
Jenkins, Joshua B, OD
Jones, Blakely Kyle, OD
Kaniklar, Parag, OD
Kim, Yunho, OD
Kolank, Michael T, OD
Lain, Dorian L, OD
Laney, Katherine H, OD
Le, Carrie A, OD
Lindsey, Mallorie M, OD
Louthan, Tommy S, OD
Lu, Dang Huynh Thi, OD
Lubert, Gerald Paul, OD
Lynn, Mark E, OD
Maes Pukalia, Kathleen A, OD
Malik, Adam N, OD
Manning, Joseph T, OD
Marcopulos, Nicholas P, OD
McClain, Elizabeth S, OD
McFae, Christopher R, OD
McNatt, Garrett, OD
Miranda, Ronald S, OD
Molky, Brents Shawn, OD
Nix, Kenneth W, OD
Parker, Reed B, OD
Parks, Rochelle Kathleen, OD
Patel, Jigna A, OD
Paters, David A, OD
Pedersen, William R, OD
Phillips, Harold Chandler, OD
Poveromo, Caroline Babbb, OD
Presson, Alan Shane, OD
Presson, Michelle Lynch, OD
Previ, Luckson, OD
Price, Martin G, OD
Profit, Gregory Lee, OD
Puckett, Lacey Dillard, OD
Reach, Adam T, OD
Rhine, Miles W, OD
Roberts, Margaret L, OD
Schwartz, Michael Alan, OD
Shields, Charles Y, OD
Short, Kelly E, OD
Silbermegal, Jeffrey S, OD
Smith, Steven M, OD
Smoak, Sonya M, OD
Spangler, David M, OD
Stone, Lauren Joy, OD
Summers, Joseph Duane, OD
Sussmanne, Shawn T, OD
Salaiko, Monica C, OD
Talley, Sarah E, OD
Tonks, Meredith L, OD
Watkins, Sarah Christine, OD
West, Heather Renee, OD
Wheeler, David G, OD
Williams, William David, OD

Cardiac Surgery
Briggs, Richard M, OD
Grishkin, Brent Anthony, OD
Halt, William C, OD
Jones, Bruce A, OD
Pollard, Thomas R, OD
Pore, Harvey Andrew, III, MD
Walker, William A, OD

Urgent Care Physicians
Alicain, Ken, MD
Christensen, Lisa Marie, MD
Dickson, Robert K, MD
Gadds, Megan Renee, MD
Hoyt, Robert H, Jr,
Pappano, Ellen Sofia, MD
Patterson, Kelly Butler, MD
Petty, David Gordon, Jr, MD
Rado, Heather Dawn, MD
Redman, Ryan Lowell, MD
Rose, Amy S, FNP BC
Rothwell, Joseph Michael, MD
Smith, Whitaker Michael, MD

Urology
Bienvenu, James M, MD
Cameron, Katherine Medley, MD
Chiles, Walter W, III, MD
Congleton, Lee, III, MD
Delaire, Sean Martin, MD
Flickinger, Jeff E, MD
Harris, Christopher D, MD
Hatcher, Paul A, MD
Kim, Edward D, MD
Lacy, John M, MD
Leroy, Timothy James, MD
Lischer, Garrett H, MD
Mounger, E Jay, MD
Newport, John Paul Lamar, MD
Nicely, Eric R, MD
Parker, Brian D, MD
Pickens, Ryan B, MD
Quillin, Renee B, MD
Ramsey, Christopher E, MD
Reynolds, Charles W, MD
Shepherd, Terry Preston, MD
Waters, W Bedford, MD
White, Wesley Matthew, MD
Woodworth, Bruce Edward, MD

Vascular & Interventional Radiology
Alderman, Daniel F, MD

Vascular Surgery
Alkony, Donald Leo, Jr, MD
Calicutt, Christopher Scott, MD
Kropilak, Michael D, MD
Neison, Deanna L, MD
Pollack, Christopher W, MD
Stevens, Scott L, MD

Hematology / Oncology
Dill, Drew S, Sr

Medical Oncology
Mullins, Brent A, MD
Raza, Muhammad, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Henley, Allison C, APN

Radiology
Sullivan, Joseph C, III, MD

Vascular & Interventional Radiology
Joshi, Salil, MD

Vascular Surgery
Gardner, James Eric, MD

Lafayette County (MS)

Physicians

General Practice
Glo, David W, MD
Gress, Carol Winfred, MD
Lagrimas, Fernando C, MD
Oaks, William A, MD

Hospital Medicine
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Fontenous, Chadwun, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tontcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jurdj, Mark Adam, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD

Lake County

Physicians

General Practice
Bruce, Daniel W, MD
Guess, Carol Winfred, MD
Lagrimas, Fernando C, MD
Oaks, James A, MD

Hospital Medicine
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Fontenous, Chadwun, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tontcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jurdj, Mark Adam, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD
Lake County (Continued)

Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Macra, Ravinder Kaur, MD

Physician Assistant, Family Practice
Barker, Misty Caton, NP C
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Ervin, Kerri A, NP C
Hurst, Nettie Sue, FNP BC
Tharpe, Sandra J, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP

Podiatry (DPM)
Lu, Elizabeth T, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Zaidi, Syed A, MD

Surgery
Caylor, James August, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Bagcigul, William A, OD
Duncan, Kelly M, OD
Harper, James M, OD
Harris, Brooks A, ODT
Lewis, Lindy H, OD
Mills, Nicole M, OD
Oneig, David M, OD

Lawrence County

Allergy and Immunology
Norvell, John Michael, MD
Overholt, John P, MD

Anesthesiology
Proffit, Wilma C, MD

Cardiology
Anderson, Brent Carroll, MD
Kristol, John Peter, MD
Maquilling, Kevin Michael, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
McPherson, John Addison, MD
Naltian, Allen J, MD
Phares, Joel Michael, MD
Skarzynski, Daniel J, MD
Vinson, Janice Marie, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Deindoerfer, Richard D, CRNA
Guinn, Daniel D, CRNA
Watson, Jennifer D, CRNA

Chiropractor
Gieske Farrington, Traci L, DC
Gieske, Jeffery Todd, DC
Jacobs, Johnathon L II, DC
Lerner, Marc W, DC
Yockey, Andrew B, DC

Dermatology
Chen, Robert Lisen, MD
Morrison, Megan E, DC

Emergency Medicine
Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Bush, Leah P, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Atchison, Shannon Rebecca, FNP
Beasley, Kristen B, NP C
Bennett, Brittany S, APN
Crhfield, Patsy E, FNP
Ervin, Kerri A, NP C
Hampton, Jeffrey Steven, NP C
Hurst, Nettie Sue, FNP BC
Kozloski, Katrina J, APN
Masbourn, Cynthia M, FNP
McNeill, Sandra E, NP C
Miller, Elesa Ann, NP C
Sells, Stephanie M, FNP BC
Smith, Virginia Coleman, NP C
Spivey, Ethel B, FNP
Stanley, Suzelle Carol, FNP BC
Tharpe, Sandra J, NP C
Tipton, Christy S, MD
Via, Sara J, FNP

Physician Assistant - PCP
Jowers, Allison D, PA C
Rains, Jessica Revelle, PA

Physicians Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
Lawrence County

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)

Eekler Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
England, Tyler, NP C
Flowers, William T, NP C
Franklin, Brooke, FNP
Frey, Chelsa Jade, NP
Garrett, Maria P, NP C
Gillespie, Emily V, APRN BC
Graham Doaks, Tasma De acheris, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Graves, Mark A, FNP BC
Hagan, Alison D, NP
Hamilton, Elsa M, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hare, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Christy S, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hawks, Treasure, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hill, Lindsey, NP
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Hudgins, Patricia F, FNP BC
Hudgins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Hutton, Meredith D, NP
Johns, Judith T, NP C
Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
Jones, William B, FNP BC
Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
Kelley, Diane Lee, NP C
Kelley, Kelly L, FNP BC
Kelley, Misty M, NP C
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Koon, Rita Carol, FNP BC
Lacy, Melissa B, FNP BC
Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Legens, Erin, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Loftin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lori E, FNP BC
Lovingood, Kenzie R, FNP BC
Luke, Stephanie A, FNP
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Majors, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dany Kay, FNP BC
Mattei Welland, Marie A, FNP BC
McClaran, Karen D, FNP
McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
McDaniel, Crystal Gay, NP C
McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
Methvin, Kendra Dawn, FNP BC
Millarney, Jessica, FNP
Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Morris, Shonda D, APN
Nebblet, Shelly L, APRN
Newton, Monica L, FNP BC
Oliva, Mona C, FNP
Pallas, Lea Jan, NP C
Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
Pollock, Ashley T, NP C
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
Redfield, Kimberly G, FNP BC
Rediker, James Christopher, FNP BC
Reeves, Robert Carl, NP C
Riley, Jennifer Wainright, FNP
Ring, Katherine E, FNP
Robinette, Emily C, NP C
Ross, Dana L, NP
Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
Schweitz, Lisa C, FNP BC
Scullark, Janelle M, NP
Seagrove, Jori C, NP C
Seaver, Brianna N, NP
Sexton, Jessica Lee, NP C
Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
Shefton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
Smith, Sara Emily, NP C
Sprague, Johnna M, FNP
Stailings, Casey A, NP C
Stephens, Nicolette, FNP BC
Stone, Leah B, NP
Stone, Melanie K, FNP
Story, Janis Lynn, APRN BC
Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
Tayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
Thome, Lisa Dawn, FNP
Trail, Carla J, NP C
Tucker, Deadra Renee, NP
Wade, Jessica, APRN
Wamack, Gregory S, NP C
Warran, Angela Dawn, FNP BC
Wason-Fawner, Stacy A, FNP BC
White, Donna C, NP
Whitwell, Samantha Ann, FNP BC
Williams, Crystal G, APN
Williams, Marnie G, NP
Womac Boling, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
Wombles, Deanna Blackbourn, NP
Wong, Melinda M, FNP
Wright, Evelyn Lorrance, NP C
Younce, Lori, NP
Zeip, Michelle M, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics

Littrell, Karri Ann Luder, APRN BC
Stafford, Michelle A, NP
Walsh, Sarah Ruth, APN

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Davis, Karen F, MD
Haneline, Amanda D, MD
Huffsmith, Brooke A, MD
Whitler, Theresa L, MD

Ophthalmology

Chernoff, Edward F, MD
Daniels, Anthony B, MD
Newsom, David L, MD
Extended Hours Available
Parker, Morgan Grey, MD

Orthopedic Surgery

Fontenot, William Lindsey, MD
Jones, Jason A, MD
Peterson, Jeffrey Scott, DO

Pediatrics

Alley, Christy A, MD
Benefield, Thomas S, MD

Physician Assistant

Baker, Joel Martin, PA
Bell, Michael B, PA
Clemmer, Caitlin Emmitt, PA
Comer, Steven M, PA
Dixon, Myranda L, PA
Dyer, Evan P, PA C
Hensley, Erica Learnn, PA C
Jones, Stuart S, PA
Methvin, Amy L, PA
Nugent, Anna Elizabeth, PA C
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C
Stansbury, Patrick Alan, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP

Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Brown, Brandy M, PA C
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Alesia H, PA C
Cook, Deserie, PA C
Fredy, Kristen G, PA
Hareison, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
Inman, Keri Lynn, PA C
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Long, Constance Sabrina, PA C
Methvin, Amy L, PA
Moulding, Lana C, PA C
Nejad, Agrin, PA
Novak, John A, PA C
Sims, Allison Jessica, PA
Shearnd, Hannah M, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Whitehead, Mark Allen, PA
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Podiatry (DPM)

Carnes, Janel S, DPM

Pulmonary Disease

Jain, Vikas, MD
Tumen, Jon J, MD

Surgery

Boyd, Michael Alan, MD

Therapeutic Optometry

Chapman, Jay M, OD
Remke, Joseph W, OD
Remke, Robert D, OD
Sands, Wesley Jay, OD

Urology

Baldwin, Kelly C, DO

Lawrenceburg County

Physician Assistant - PCP
Brown, Brandy M, PA C

Lee County (MS)

Pediatric Ophthalmology
Nobor, Shiva A, MD

Lee County (VA)

Internal Medicine
Deel, Samuel P, DO
Maloy, Patrick A, MD

Midwife
Herrell, Jennifer C, CNM

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Begley, Jesse Berry, FNP BC
Garrett, Rebecca M, FNP
Purvis, Stephanie S, NP C

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Hudson, Kenny A, MD
Sullivan, Alison M, DO

Pediatrics
Potter, James J, MD

Physician Assistant - PCP
Sluss, Nicholas J, PA

Lewis County

Cardiovascular Disease
Skarzynski, Daniel J, MD

Chiropractor
Stewart, Lori A, DC
Twist, Joel H, DC

Family Medicine
Bar, Belinda Kaye, MD
Breuer, Ashley Scott, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Hall, Joe I, MD
Hensley, Joseph S, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Powars, Richard Reams, Jr, MD

General Practice
Turner, David Mitchell, MD

Hospital Medicine
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonzo, MD
Fordus, Chadworry, MD
Holts, Eric, DO
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jurdy, Makam Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theahathorn, Pitchar, MD

Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Kamat, Jawaid, MD

Nephrology
Linfert, Douglas R, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Burgess, Melissa D, NP
Burke, Amy E, NP
Havel, Paula C, FNP BC
Kibarger, Amy K, NP
LaHatte, Tonya S, NP
Masur, Steven Neal, APN BC
Micheaux, Nakesha L, NP
Ring, Katherine E, FNP
Taylor, Haley R, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Smith, Tony L, ACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Lowe, Janet P, ANP
Owens, Gianna Laura, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Allen, Christina I, NP C
Austin, Diane M, FNP BC
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Beck, David Brian, NP
Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Bolt, Judith Mariah, FNP BC
Boling, Stephanie T, NP C
Boussah, Kwaghiado A, NP
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyle M, FNP BC
Bryant, Samantha J, NP
Byers, Christine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Carter, Betty Amelie, FNP BC
Carter, Tracy L, NP
Casteel, Donna J, NP
Coffee, Scott B, NP
Lincoln County

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)

Reeves, Robert Carl, NP C
Riley, Jennifer Wainwright, FNP
Robinet, Emily C, NP C
Ross, Dana L, NP
Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
Schweich, Lisa C, FNP BC
Scott, Bartie C, FNP BC
Scullark, Janelle M, NP
Seagrove, Joni C, NP C
Sexton, Jessica Lee, NP C
Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
Sprague, Johanna M, FNP
Stallings, Crissy A, NP C
Stephens, Nicolette, FNP BC
Story, Janis Lynn, APRN BC
Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
Taylor, Kelly H, APN
Tayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
Trail, Carla J, NP
Tucker, Deandra Renea, NP
Wade, Jessica, APRN
Wamack, Gregory S, NP C
Warren, Angela Dawn, FNP BC
Wason-Fawner, Stacy A, FNP BC
Whitall, Samantha Ann, FNP BC
Williams, Mamie G, FNP
Williams, Melinda T, FNP BC
Womac Boling, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
Womble, Deanna Blackburn, NP
Wong, Melinda M, FNP
Zerpa, Michelle M, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Daniel, William B, APN
Patterson, Natalie J, ANP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Women's Health

Franklin, Sherri D, CNM

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Pettes, Christy Lynn, MD

Orthopedic Surgery

Gurgunious, LeRoy, MD
Thomasson, Thomas J, IV, MD

Pediatrics

Sears, William K, MD

Physician Assistant

Carroll, Jeffrey Wayne, PA
Comer, Steven M, PA
Krishnan, Nicholas R, PA C
Puroll, Kelsey M, PA C
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C

Physician Assistant - PCP

Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantrill, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Aesha M, PA C
Cook, Desiree, PA C
Fridy, Kristen G, PA
Harelson, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA C
Hawkinson, Paul J, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
Inman, Keri Lynn, PA C
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Krishtan, Nicholas R, PA C
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Lilley, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Moulding, Lana, PA C
Nejad, Aghin, PA
Sems, Allison Jessica, PA
Tubbs, Traci L, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery

Carroll, Jeffrey Wayne, PA

Pulmonary Disease

John, Bipiy E, MD

Surgery

Crabtree, John Dennie, Jr, MD

Therapeutic Optometry

DeJamallt, Daniel D, OD
Perkins, Robert L, OD
Womble, William C, OD

Logan County (KY)

Podiatry (DPM)
Davis, Kevin Winston, DPM

Louder County

Allergy and Immunology

Conley, Jane R, MD
Kodofh, Sangeetha M, MD
Krishnan, Karthik Radha, MD
Ovoroht, Robert M, MD

Cardiovascular Disease

Amett, John D, III, MD
Blacky, Albert R, MD
Bradford, Natalie S, MD
Croton, Sherry K, MD
Dill, Emily A, MD
Foster, Malcolm T, III, MD
Marietta, Stephen L, MD
Mistry, Nareshbhall R, MD
Ojeda, Gabriel A, MD
Petit, Joseph C, MD
Reed, Steven W, MD
Seemanthini, Lakshmi, MD

Chiropractor

Briere, Jessica, DC
Byhr, Rasmus S, DC
Eliis, Wendell L, DC
Estes, Christopher Michael, DC
Estes, Stephanie A, DC
Holt, David W, DC
Wells, James D, DC

Dermatology

Hendrick, Sophia J, MD
Rahman, Quyn S, MD
Suranyi, Emese M, MD
Wright, Adam C, MD

Diagnostic Radiology

Fathy, Dana Birkey, MD
Fennell, Andrew Stephen, MD
Peake, Jeffrey Wilson, MD
Stephens, Christopher D, MD

Emergency Medicine

Cauble, Daniel W, MD
King, Horace W, MD

Family Medicine

Caldwell Chor, Kelly Ann, MD
Cardona, Kristin G, MD
Gonzalez Bonilla, Keilah Isabel, MD
Jones, Kimberly A, DO
Patric, Kenneth Ward, Jr, MD
Risley, Jon Holland, MD
Stovall, Troy W, DO
Walter, Gail Marie, MD

Gastroenterology

Benitez, Juan, MD
Crist, Jeffrey R, MD

General Practice

Meadows, William E, III, MD

Hematology / Oncology

Ribakove, Everett C, MD
Spranklin, Laura J, DO

Hospital Medicine

Baban, Navras K, MD
Baker, K Michael, MD
Bremer, Richard Louis, II, MD
Carroll, John D, MD
Dabbes, Elizabeth J, MD
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Diaz, Edgar, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Fung, Ka Kin, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Hogue, Justin A, MD
Hughes, Brian Ward, MD
Ialamova Toutcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jordi, Makram Adel, MD
Merkle, Mary H, MD
Paris, Claire S, MD
Perkerson, Robert Joel, MD
Sawabini, George, DO
Stone, Matthew D, MD
Theerathorn, Pichkar, MD
Venkatesh, Vivek Kalpathi, MD

Internal Medicine

Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Dill, Emily A, MD
Duzen, Daniel Rudolph, MD
Garton, Anthony W, MD
Holmes, Howard Gene, MD
Lewis, John M, DO
Mardini, Antoni H, MD
Nowell, Walker E, DO
Patel, Binchandra M, MD
Pattibanda, Kiran K, MD
Pershing, Stephen D, MD
Premji, Moez Ramzanali, MD
Rahman, Mohammad R, MD
Rahman, Obaidur, MD
Romans, Charles A, DO
Sammans, Fred B, DO
Sayani, Diniar, MD
Seng, Louis L, MD

Interventional Cardiology

Bernard, Nicholas Peter, MD
Seng, Louis L, MD

Internal Medicine

Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Dill, Emily A, MD
Duzen, Daniel Rudolph, MD
Garton, Anthony W, MD
Holmes, Howard Gene, MD
Lewis, John M, DO
Mardini, Antoni H, MD
Nowell, Walker E, DO
Patel, Binchandra M, MD
Pattibanda, Kiran K, MD
Pershing, Stephen D, MD
Premji, Moez Ramzanali, MD
Rahman, Mohammad R, MD
Rahman, Obaidur, MD
Romans, Charles A, DO
Sammans, Fred B, DO
Sayani, Diniar, MD
Seng, Louis L, MD

Interventional Cardiology

Xenopoulos, Nicholas Peter, MD

Nephrology

Ali, Yaqub, MD

Nurse Practitioner

Balltsaris, Sarah B, NP
Bright, Carla Lynn, FNP
Brown, Pamela Jones, APRN BC
Collins, Krysten Ann, FNP BC
Greene, Susan G, NP
Hartbarger, Rachel, NP
Hunt, Candace Gall, FNP BC
Kelly, Erin B, NP
Mix, Kristin Lynn, FNP BC
Prousalis, Titia A, NP
Rodin, Karen Prince, FNP
Shoemaker, Andra M, CPNP
Simpson, Paula Elaine, FNP
Tipon, Stephanie Lynn, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Fuerst, Michael Todd, APRN BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Butler, Jennifer Willis, NP
Johnston, Susan Camile, ANP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Allen, David W, FNP
Belt, Kimberly C, NP
Bertini, Sarah, APN
Best, Lindsey B, NP
Blair, Melissa Renea, FNP BC
Byrd, Holly B, FNP BC
Caudill, Julia R, FNP BC
Chaffins, Benjamin S, FNP
Cramer, Mary K, NP
Crenshaw, Gwendolyn Emma, FNP
Cummins, Heather E, FNP BC
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Drum, Jonathan A, FNP
Free, Richard C, FNP
Gartman, Tracy G, FNP
Greer, Erick A, FNP
Haire, Terriest V, NP
Hamilton, Renee M, FNP BC
Harder, Sarah H, FNP
Hatch, Joyce Ann, FNP
Hawkins, Smirpall P, NP
Henderson, Wendy S, NP
Hill, Amy, NP
Jacks, Miki D, FNP BC
Jenkins, Janice T, APRN BC
Kamras, Ruth F, FNP BC
Moore, Laura Christine, FNP BC
Moss, Dustin, FNP BC
Mote, Danielle M, FNP
Norris, Amanda, NP
Overton Barnes, Regina D, FNP BC
Pierce, Connie Michele, FNP
Price, Wanda J, NP
Proffitt, Amanda N, FNP BC
Redmond, Autumn D, FNP
Rose, Amy S, FNP BC
Sherrod, Amanda M, FNP
Thornton, April L, NP C
Tourville, Amy Weaver, FNP
Underwood, Amanda D, NP C
White, Ashleigh D, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP
Matheson, Chelsea N, AGCPNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Duncan, Callie H, APRN BC
Haney, Jennie Rebecca, CPNP
Moses, Crystal Greene, CPNP BC

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Barry, Audrey D, MD
Friedman, Wayne Henry, MD
Knight, Penny Lynn, MD

Ophthalmology

Browning, Thomas A, MD
Dahl, Thomas Lloyd, Jr, MD
Haun, Alden K, MD
Lowrance, Matthew D, DO
Wittke, Paul Edward, MD

Orthopedic Surgery

MacLellan, Andrew James, MD

Otolaryngology

Panella, Nicholas J, MD
Seals, Michael T, MD
Wheelis, Stephen A, MD

Pediatrics

Amer, Syed M, MD
Courts, Marc Vincent, MD
Guider, James Perry, MD

Physicians

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Madison County

Loudon County (Continued)

Pediatrics
Mooss, Suneetha D, MD
Schaerer, Calvin R, Jr, MD

Physician Assistant
Burns, Amber L, PA
Do, Frances L, PA
Fisher, Keri W, PA
Gira, Kelly Jean, PA
Henry, Callynn Shay, PA
Hodges, Krista J, PA
Kelly, Jaan Anne, PA
Vollmer, Christy Marie, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Barrett, Cara M, PA
Blasick, Patricia Diane, PA
Butler, Alyson L, PA
Ceci, Justin Robert, PA
Cozzi, Katherine E, PA
Farrelly, James Ian, PA
Gibson, Dillon T, PA
Gira, Kelly Jean, PA
Gregory, Kristin L, PA
Johnson, Roger Alan, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Lavelle, Matthew T, PA
McAbb, Ryan Graham, PA
Nelson, Kimberly A, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Do, Frances L, PA

Plastic Surgery
Gallaher, Tom Tracey, MD

Podiatry (DPM)
Bello, Claire L, III, DPM
Gemert, John Norman, DPM
Hawk, David P, DPM
Schuman, Barry M, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Alsharif, Abdelhamid M, MD
Bangoty, Bashar H, MD
Byrd, Shannon L, MD
Cudzilo, Corey J, MD
Doers, Jesse T, MD
Estes, Ronald J, MD
Henschens, Bruce L, MD
Joseph, Gnanaraj, MD
Kramer, Troy Donald, MD
Luchsinger, Scott T, MD
Morrison, John J, Jr, DO
Nadrous, Hassan F, MD
Nicholls, Phillip L, II, MD
Paul, Andrews, MD
Pharaoh, James D, MD
Prince, John M, Jr, MD
Reichert, Matthew Michael, MD
Sailer, Victor E, MD
Staub, Christian L, MD
Swisher, John W, MD
Weaver, Eric Michael, MD
Webb, William K, MD

Radiology
Bradley, Yong Chol, MD

Surgery
Abadier, Wahid John, MD
Daley, Brian J, MD
Eason, John H, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Billingsley, Sharon M, OD
Fleming, Elissa Bunick, OD
Molloy, Brents Shawn, OD
Montgomery, David N, OD
Sussman, Shawn T, OD
Walker, Heather R, OD

Urology
Cameron, Katherine Medley, MD
Congleton, Lee, III, MD
Lucy, John M, MD
Nicely, Eric R, MD
Parker, Brian D, MD
Ramsey, Christopher E, MD
Reynolds, Charles W, MD

Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery
Harrison, Rachel E, MD

Lowndes County (MS)

Chiropractor
Gocha, Kevin J, DC

Emergency Medicine
Carlton, Stacey Bowman, MD
Christopher, Neil E, Jr, MD
Galvez, Pedro Deleon, MD

Family Medicine
Crumpler, Samuel John, MD
Ilia, Hanna C, MD

Internal Medicine
Chunn, Stanley A, MD
Odunusi, Olufemi O, MD
Yawn Jr., Gary W, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Claihorne, Mary A, FNP BC
Smith, Samantha L, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Anderson, Clayton T, NP
Brand, Junyung Liang, FNP BC
Cassidy, Beau Michael, NP
Claihorne, Lisa L, FNP
Eldred, Stormmie D, FNP
Gipson, Ashley N, FNP BC
Hale, Priscilla A, APRN BC
Huffinies, Jennifer L, FNP BC
linville, Mary T, NP
Ludick, Tiffany Carol, APRN BC
Woodard, Edna L, FNP

Orthopedic Surgery
George, Martha P, MD
Terry, Roy C, MD
Tulloch, John D, MD

Pediatrics
Miller, Jessica Lee, MD
Wills, Alyson Ann, MD

Physician Assistant
Glover, William G, PA
Porter, Andrew, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Ditties, Jennifer G, PA C
James, Steven R, PA-C

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Glover, William G, PA

Podiatry (DPM)
Benac, Christopher S, DPM

Surgery
Taylor, Thomas Brelin, Jr, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Durocher, Richard D, OD
Lough, Emily Kathleen, OD
Peveiler, Derek Scott, OD

Madison County

Addiction Medicine
Nwedo, Sylvester A, MD

Allergy and Immunology
DeJarnatt, Alan C, MD

Anatomic and Clinical Pathology
Giampara, Chris S, MD

Anesthesiology
Hockaday, Edward E, Jr, MD
Homberg, Eric Jon, MD
Reddy, Bhaskar C, MD
Schmidt, Roy Arturo, MD
Wargo, Bradley W, DO

Cardiology
Bomb, Rin, MD
Robinson, Antwan Dewayne, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Agbetoyin, Adefunke Adebowale, MD
Aigbokaran, Alexander Haim, MD
Baker, John W, MD
Blankenship, Joseph D, MD
Bourj, Naj, MD
Cherry, Christopher J, MD
Crenshaw, James H, Jr, MD
Cunningham, Louis Ernest, MD
Dee, Maria S, MD
Duncan, Karl A, MD
Duncan, Kurt A, MD
Green, Kelly Daniel, MD
Lui, Henry Kin Sun, MD
Miller, Tommy Lee, III, MD
Nwokolo, Chibuzo Ernest, MD
Oto, Patricia Renee, MD
Okpo, Joseph Maduburuchukwu, MD
Osayamen, Michael O, MD
Patel, Kandarp Bipinchandra, MD
Patel, Nitesh Anilkumar, MD
Piwa, Dumi L, MD
Rashid, Abdul, MD
Robinson, Antwan Dewayne, MD
Shah, Shahzad, MD
Weiner, Ronald Ira, DO

Certified Registered Nurse
Anesthesiologist (CRNA)
Anderson, Cynthia G, CRNA
Clampitt, Megan Christine, CRNA
Davidson, Richard Lloyd, CRNA
Day, Tracy L, CRNA
Foster, Mark W, CRNA
Lewis, John R, CRNA
Looney, Marjorie A, CRNA
Ragon, William S, CRNA
Rice, Andrew L, ACNP BC
Strangfeld, Brandy D, CRNA
Weaver, Sandra K, CRNA
Wehrer, Mary Suzanne, CRNA
Young, Brandon E, CRNA

Chiropractor
Bone, Shannon Lee, DC
Brown, Justin A, DC
Brown, Steven R, DC
Clark, Samuel K, DC
Copeskey, Adam J, DC
Durrham, Joel W, DC
Fowler, Rex W, DC
Joyner, Jeffrey A, DC
Joyner, Konnie J, DC
Payne, Franklin Vaughn, DC
Pearson, Michael Brent, DC
Scott, Kevin T, DC
Slechta, Emily T, DC
Sopak, Steven A, DC
Steele, Charles J, DC
Vilait, John A, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Baldwin, Shawn Allan, MD
Okewole, Simon O, DO
Rodriguez, Juan F, MD

Clinical Genetics
Pivnick, Eniko K, MD
Ward, Jewell C, MD

Critical Care Medicine
Awan, Obaid U, MD
Glass, Jorge N, MD

Dermatology
Carranza, Delfina Carolina, MD
Jones, Robert M, MD
Marianchek, Maria C, MD
Teer, William Patrick, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Bruno, Gregory Carl, MD
Crocket, John D, MD
O'Kellely, Ryan N, DO
Reiner, Eric H, MD
Summerlin, Adam L, MD
Thomas, Lani Steven, MD

Emergency Medicine
Carnes, William Raymond, Jr, MD
Cramer, Roger Dale, Jr, MD
Figuerio, Marco, MD
Knight, Christopher M, MD
McClintock, Ernest James, MD
McKinzie, Travis W, MD
Nelson, Michael William, MD
Norsworthy, Thomas P, MD
Rico, Wilfred Martin, MD
Zambr, John Edward, MD

Endocrinology
Dexter, Kelley B, MD

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism
Ahmed, Javeria, MD
Baba, Rauf M, MD

Family Medicine
Adetunji, Ezekiel Oladejo, MD
Ahmad, Ismat, MD
Allen, Misty A, MD
Anderson, Stephanie D, MD
Antique, Maria C, MD
Ballard, Thomas K, II, MD
Bez, Hans Sebastian, DO
Blackstock, Drew S, MD
Bryan, William D, MD
Burgess, Anna Elizabeth, MD
Carpenter, Julie J, MD
Carroll, Loren S, MD
Collman, Kyle W, MD
Coy, Philip Andy, DO
Ellis, Ira Keith, MD
Fowler, Mark Walton, MD
Freshwater, Ashada T, MD
Frox, Carey W, MD
Gardner, Peter Thomas, MD
Garey, David L, MD
Gooch, Joseph L, MD
Grider, Abby M, MD
Guidi, John F, MD
Haney, Stephen C, MD
Hatcher, Donald Brent, DO
Hayden, Timothy W, MD
Hooderst-Person, Crystal L, MD
Hopkins, Sharon D, MD
Houston, Benny C, MD
Jackson, William Clay, MD

Physicians
Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
### Madison County

#### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Kendra L.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delina, Sarah N.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dill, Mimi L.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doerr, Rachel C.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolan, Heather Renea N.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downing, April D.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durham, Apeth Lee.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early, Cynthia A.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggert, Christy L.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliott, Chelsie Leann.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emison, Karen R.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frewash, Phyllis C.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeman, Drew M.</td>
<td>APN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fromabanger, Cassandra L.</td>
<td>APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fukala, Monica L.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grantham, Stacie Kirk.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves, Elizabeth Ross.</td>
<td>APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene, Heather R.</td>
<td>MSN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin, Jenna R.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin, Robbie W.</td>
<td>APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffis, Rebecca A.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griesom, Kendra D.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Rebecca Ann.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Ryan L.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardt, LaTonya S.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Britany B.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes, Kristen M.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazlewood, Kristi G.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendren, Denean C.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henson, Lauren R.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffmann, Emily A.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes, Rachel M.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Evelyn N.</td>
<td>APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Torria N.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert, Tonya L.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landers, Alicia C.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langhans, Jennifer D.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leggett, Deborah K.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Susan C.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland, Heather Nicole.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland, Jennifer S.</td>
<td>APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McPeake, Ava Celeste.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medlin, Lisa Kay.</td>
<td>APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metcalf, Craig C.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss, Peggy L.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mott, Stacey T.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulherin, Lisa T.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor, Amy M.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman, Carol A.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman, Carolyn M.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Wray, Kathy N.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olatunji, Folam E.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page, Corey Amanda.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petway, Britney L.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips, Mary Nell.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston, Kimberly Wormer.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rauchie, Brittany R.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond, Zekaya V.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddle, Kristin J.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley, Pamela M.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland, Candace Mayberry</td>
<td>APRN BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan, Trina E.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Angela M.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Marion J.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanmeyer, Loretta Lambert</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson, Morgan.</td>
<td>APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Anna K.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spragins, Margaret J.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strickland, Teresa F.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swindell, Betsy A.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tignor, Regina D.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillman, Mary Beth N.</td>
<td>NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toney, Stephanie J.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, Ruby R.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilla, Susan M.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banks, Adrian N.</td>
<td>AGACNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boorer, Patricia Craig.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandenburg, Leigh A.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyapati, Madhav N.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, David B.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerman, Danna B.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLean, Taylor B.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Nurse Practitioner, Women's Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butler, Lacinda C.</td>
<td>WHNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel, Chandini.</td>
<td>WHNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese, Jessica L.</td>
<td>WHNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rider, Jessica M.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallis, Donna C.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Amy Watson.</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Obstetrics & Gynecology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addkins, William Bradford.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkinson, Robin D.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker, Ruth Elaine.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball, John M.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boxell, Sandra J.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyapati, Madhav N.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily, Laura R.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edelson, Michael L.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eldridge, Holly Louise.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson, John W.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farr, John F.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray, Jean Paul.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harper, Andrea Marshall.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann Evans, Pamela Ruth.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meticich, Keith A.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierce, William F.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rickman, Christopher Edward.</td>
<td>FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Elliott Clifton.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers, Lisa W.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy, Alan Ryan.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soll, David John.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulm, Michael A.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utley, Nancy P.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker, Armie W.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallington, David James.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsch, Christopher T.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Henry Earl.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiedel, Lisa M.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Lane E.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Donald A.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittwer, Glynn M.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Oncology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaufman, Dwight C.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bataine, Mark R.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grissom, Hilary Carol.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond, Stephen Dumas.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lents, Russell S.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luka, Adam K.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neel, Sean T.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestier, William B.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinharz, Benjamin J. D.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan, Jason M.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood, David W.</td>
<td>FNP BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Orthopedic Surgery

| Antwine, Harold M.       | FNP BC          |
| Cobb, Robert Michael.    | FNP BC          |
| Everett, John Everton.   | FNP BC          |
| Haltom, John Douglas.    | FNP BC          |
| Hutchison, Jason T.      | FNP BC          |
| Johnson, L David.        | FNP BC          |
| Knight, Cameron Dewayne. | FNP BC          |
| Masterson, John P.       | FNP BC          |
| Nord, Keith D.           | FNP BC          |
| Pearce, David A.         | FNP BC          |
| Puckey, Kelly D.         | FNP BC          |
| Ragon, William S.        | FNP BC          |

#### Pain Medicine

| Richey, Steven Thomas.   | FNP BC          |
| Steuer, Michael Edward.  | FNP BC          |

#### Pediatric Cardiology

| Parashar, Nityash.       | FNP BC          |
| Saltanandam, Shyam Kumar.| FNP BC          |
| Wainscott, W. Keith.     | FNP BC          |

#### Pediatric Pulmonology

| Srivinas, Saumini.       | FNP BC          |

#### Pediatrics

| Andersson, Mary E.       | FNP BC          |
| Blake, Jeremy T.         | FNP BC          |
| Cross, Cynthia Denise.   | FNP BC          |
| Davis Tharpe.            | FNP BC          |
| Donnelly, Tara K.        | FNP BC          |
| Evans, Thomas Paul.      | FNP BC          |
| Harris, Joann Y.         | FNP BC          |
| Hoppers, James William.  | FNP BC          |
| Lenz, Jonathan D.        | FNP BC          |
| Minor, Christy F.        | FNP BC          |
| Neerland, Ryan R.        | FNP BC          |
| Owens, Scott E.          | FNP BC          |
| Piercey, Lisa Michelle.  | FNP BC          |

#### Radiation Oncology

| Balle, Matthew T.        | FNP BC          |
| Farmer, Michael R.       | FNP BC          |
| Georgiou, Anastasios L.  | FNP BC          |
| Giesen, Holger L.        | FNP BC          |
| Kovalic, Jeffrey J.      | FNP BC          |
| Lilian H.               | FNP BC          |
| Schwartz, David L.       | FNP BC          |
| Stockstill, Todd F.      | FNP BC          |
| Vanderwalde, Noam A.     | FNP BC          |

#### Rheumatology

| Aelian, Jacob A.         | FNP BC          |
| Ovahan, Satish K.        | FNP BC          |

#### Sleep Medicine

| Mehta, Navina Mia.       | FNP BC          |

#### Sports Medicine

| Johnson, Scott Richard.  | FNP BC          |

#### Surgery

| Berry, Michael P.        | FNP BC          |
| Durey, Joel E.           | FNP BC          |
| Perkins, Charles L.      | FNP BC          |

#### Physicians

Check our Web site @ cbcbst.com for current listing.
Madison County (Continued)

Surgery (Continued)
Laird, David M, MD
Love, Timothy P, MD
Mahalati, Kamran, MD
Menard, Grayson W, MD
Myers, Andrew Gates, MD
Oostra, Jodi M, MD
Oswoas, Roy Michael, MD
Smith, Garrison Berry, MD
Thorne, Steven R, MD
Villariell, David, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Anders, Michelle P, OD
Bacigalupo, William A, OD
Bahrami, Mathew, OD
Baker, Mark H, OD
Beaubien, Adam M, OD
Beckman, Kathryn A, OD
Bentley, Joseph L, OD
Binkley, Desiree A, OD
Brown, Rose Mary LeGrange, OD
Bruno, Ceesman, OD
Bunch, Ryan M, OD
Burnett, Charlene N, OD
Butts, Jeffrey Kenton, OD
Butz, Stacey L, OD
Chamberland, Scott Phillips, OD
Chamberlin, Wesley N, OD
Cox, Mackenzie R, OD
Daniel, Marcie M, OD
Darr, Bradford Walter, OD
Davis, Kevin M, OD
Duncan, Kelly M, OD
Elam, Jimmy H, OD
Emmons, Monique Alisha, OD
Evans, Emily J, OD
Farmer, Ralph L, OD
Fletcher, Larry Cook, OD
Fritsch, Ryan Paul, OD
Gainous, Brian Brice, OD
Hammill, Kristen A, OD
Heam, Keegan Maurice, OD
Hohn, Robert L, ODT
Hoover, James G, OD
Howard, Lauren N, OD
Hubbard, Lara D, OD
Hughes, Matthew Patrick, OD
Iverson, Jared A, OD
Jenkins, Joshua B, OD
Johnson, Paula D, OD
Jones, Blakely Kyle, OD
Kantilkar, Parag, OD
Kim, Junho, OD
Layman, Stephanie P, OD
Le, Carrie A, OD
Lee, Molly WO, OD
Lewis, Lindy H, OD
Lindley, Alisa Jean, OD
Lindsey, Mallorie M, OD
Long, Brandi L, OD
Lu, Qian Huyun Thi, OD
Malec, William A, OD
Malik, Adam N, OD
Marcopulos, Nicholas P, OD
McClain, Elizabeth S, OD
McFee, Kristopher R, OD
McNatt, Garrett, OD
Milam, Angela E, OD
Mills, Nicole M, OD
Miranda, Ronald S, OD
Nordtvedt, Elizabeth Gay, OD
Onwe, David M, OD
Patel, Jigna A, OD
Persons, Corey G, OD
Price, Martin G, OD
Profitt, Gregory Lee, OD
Roberts, Margaret L, OD
Rogers, Jerry D, OD
Sellers, Brian L, OD
Short, Kelly E, OD
Smothers, Jason Lowell, OD
Spangler, David M, OD
Stello, Ronald A, OD
Summers, Joseph Duane, OD
Talley, Sarah E, OD
Walker, Patricia Estes, OD
Waltkins, Sarah Christine, OD
Wheeler, David G, OD
Williams, William David, OD

Thoracic Surgery
Grimball, Arthur, MD
Patei, Helal D, MD
Sellers, Eric Manuel, MD
Wright, Theodore S, MD

Urgent Care Physicians
Abushaer, Muhammad B, MD

Urology
Burleson, David Glen, MD
Carraher, John B, MD
Castle, Scott M, MD
Davenport, Timothy Chad, MD
Howard, Raymond C, MD
Lawrence, Peter G, MD
McKnight, Donald T, MD
Morris, Brent Jerome, MD
Shaw, John L, Jr, MD
Yarbro, E Scott, MD

Vascular & Interventional Radiology
Crocker, John Driver, MD
Vascular Surgery
Saaka, Michael B, MD

Madison County (AL)

Anesthesiology
Adams, Timothy K, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Bates, Phillip D, MD
Bell, Leon Williams, III, MD
Ghaneie, Ashkan, MD

Midwife
Walker, Alysha M, CNM

Nephrology
Clark, John Alexander Howard, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Braslaw, Tracy L, APN

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Bennett, Walter C, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Renfro, Jennifer, CRNP

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Pettes, Christy Lynn, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Thomasson, Thomas J, IV, MD

Physician Assistant
Biglia, Elizabeth, MD
Carroll, Jeffrey Wayne, PA
Hennigarc, Scott I, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Carroll, Jeffrey Wayne, PA

Radiology
Coleman, Richard John, MD

Allergy and Immunology
Chaffin, David C, Jr, MD
Cromie, Marc W, MD
Holli, Michael C, MD
Kim, Linda J, MD
Levin, Todd A, MD
Patei, Jennifer K, MD
Perry, Lee Michael, MD
Raschel, Susan Pauline, DO
Walker, Russell L, MD
Younger, Robert E, III, MD

Anatomic and Clinical Pathology
Allen, Patricia A, DO

Cardiovascular Disease
Bailey, Alison L, MD
Ledford, C Samuel, MD
Mikolaj, Michael B, MD
Monte, Van Stephen, MD
Senge, Joseph Walter, III, MD
Wysanski, Matthew B, MD

Chiropractic
Chastain, Jason E, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Jones, Samuel O, IV, MD

Dermatology
Chung, John Yohan, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Sabourin, Stephen Milliman, MD

Emergency Medicine
Spollen, Daniel P, MD

Family Medicine
Barnett, Frances H, MD
Boeck, Karin A, MD
Gomez Vacca, Luis A, MD
Kim, EJ Y, MD
Kowalski, Magdalena U, MD
Leonard, Dennis J, MD
Page, Carl B, MD
Patric, Kenneth Ward, Jr, MD
Riley, John Holland, MD
Ziegler, Martha Earlene, MD

General Practice
Meadows, William E, III, MD
Park, Jung T, MD
Uddin, Sabrina, MD

Gynecology
Aznar, Rena A, MD

Internal Medicine
Cary, Larry C, MD
Justo, Rody Dial, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Wysanski, Matthew E, MD

Nuclear Cardiology
Gruver, Carol Lynn, MD

Physician Assistant
Cook, Margie A, NP
Cross, Cindi L, APN
Erhard, Daria R, NP C
Harbargen, Rachel, NP
Hightshue, Honor Usher, NP C
Mendoza, Josue B, NP
Michell, James N, NP
Mills, Kristin C, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Allen, David W, FNP
Anderson, Sharon Gail, NP
Bearder, Donna Kaye, FNP BC
Britton, Kassie M, FNP
Burnett, Shandra B, NP C
Camp, Pamela Nicole, NP
Czerkasz, Victor, NP
Drumm, Jonathan A, FNP
Gaddis, Deborah Wyatt, NP C
Gartman, Tracy G, FNP
Goodman, Lana B, NP
Greenwood, Austin T, APN
Hare, Terriest V, NP
Hamby, Brittanay T, NP
Hamilton, Brynna, NP
Hatch, Joyce Ann, FNP
Hawkins, Simrall P, NP
Hayes, Terri Shannan, NP C
Hill, Adam J, NP
Hill, Rhonda C, NP C
Hooser, Silke, FNP
Huntley, Ashley S, FNP
Jordan, Mary Elisabeth, NP
Jorge, Emily Alexandra, FNP BC
Kinsey, Christy T, NP C
Lashley, Glenna W, NP
Maring, Linda E, NP
Melton, Linda E, NP
Michell, Natasha N, NP
Milligan, Penny Jeanney, NP
Moore, Megan E, FNP BC
Moore, Nestassaja R, NP C
Pierce, Connie Michele, FNP
Provenzano, Amber N, MD
Randall, Sally W, APN
Randolph, Lyndsay Renee, FNP
Redmond, Autumn D, FNP
Rose, Amy S, FNP BC
Satterfield, Lena M, NP
Schoenmann, Chad J, NP C
Thompson, Amanda L, NP C
Thurman, Ashley Phillips, NP
White, Ashley D, NP

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Branch, Mark A, DO
Brody, Kirk Warren, MD

Ophthalmology
Beyer, John Robert, MD
Distefano, Deborah R, MD
Kim, John S, MD
Lindquist, Thomas P, MD
Ridner, Courtney Webb, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Miller, Benjamin S, MD

Otolaryngology and Facial Plastic Surgery
Little, Stewart C, MD

Pediatric Ophthalmology
Peterson, Edward Andrew, MD

Pediatrics
Cary, Larry C, MD
Fox, John R, MD
Philyaw, Kathy Cartwright, MD
Shaff, Arih, MD

Physician Assistant
Ballard, Joseph D, PA
Fatherree, Katherine M, PA
Faugot, Garrett John, PA
Finley, Mark Alan, Jr, PA C
Gallaher, Jacqueline Hollie, PA
Hamers, Brian L, PA
King, Jennifer P, PA
Micheff, Kenneth J, PA
Miller, Ashley Marie, PA
Obranovich, Kristie C, PA

Physicians
Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Physicians

Marion County

Physician Assistant (Continued)
- Ricks, Natalie N, PA
- Tawzer, Kevin, PA
- Vlai, Brittny C, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
- Barnett, Cara M, PA
- Bartal, David W, PA
- Blasick, Patricia Diane, PA
- Butler, Alyson L, PA
- Farrell, James Ian, PA
- Johnson, Roger Alan, PA
- Kirk, Larry C, PA
- McMabb, Ryan Graham, PA

Podiatry (DPM)
- Brown, Damien Gerard, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
- Czamecki, Michael Todd, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
- Allen, William R, OD
- Brady, Robin Michael, OD
- Brown, Rachel L, OD
- Crowder, Joshua Eric, OD
- LeBlanc, Karen Marie, OD
- Man, Daryl Francis, OD
- McCarty, Zachary Stuart, OD
- Previ, Luckson, OD

Marshall County

Cardiovascular Disease
- Skarzynski, Daniel J, MD
- Vinson, Janice Marie, MD

Chiropractor
- Allen, Randall L, DC
- Billingsley, John B, II, DC
- Chester, Stephen Paul, DC
- Smith, Todd Carter, DC

Emergency Medicine
- Martin, Jeffrey W, MD

Family Medicine
- Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
- Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
- Foster, Christine M, DO
- Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
- Narra, Kanthi Charran, MD
- Phillips, Kenneth J, Jr, MD
- Powers, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
- Rupard, Joseph H, MD

General Practice
- Turner, David Mitchell, MD

Hospital Medicine
- Archibald, Oliver Patrick, MD
- Davidson, Michael James, DO

Internal Medicine
- McKnight, Benny M, DO
- Naddy, Gibran B, MD
- Nash, Timothy Alan, MD
- Peeler, Monica A, MD

Nephrology
- Rezk, Hanf Nimir, MD

Nurse Practitioner
- Burgess, Melissa D, NP
- Hancock, Stacy, NP C
- Havelin, Paula C, FNP BC
- Kilbarger, Amy K, NP
- Lakhaite, Tonya S, NP

Mashburn, Steven Neal, APRN BC
- Micheaux, Nakeisha L, NP
- Ring, Katherine E, FNP
- Taylor, Hailey R, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
- Smith, Tony L, ACNP

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
- Lanier, Cherchena P, ANP
- Lowe, Janet P, ANP
- Owens, Gianna Laura, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
- Abbott, Andrea S, NP
- Adams, Christina I, NP C
- Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
- Augurcin, Michele Lee, NP C
- Baker, Laura, NP C
- Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
- Bass, Kelley R, FNP
- Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
- Blevins, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
- Billings, Tammy B, NP C
- Bolin, Judiah Mariah, APRN BC
- Boling, Stephanie T, NP C
- Bossaux, Kwaghatou A, NP
- Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
- Brown, Kyong-A, NP C
- Bryant, Samantha J, NP
- Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
- Campbell, Ariel, APRN
- Card, Elizabeth B, FNP
- Carter, Betty Melissa, FNP
- Carter, Tracy L, NP
- Cekja, Lisa M, NP
- Coffey, Scott B, NP
- Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
- Cunningham, Jason L, NP
- Dairinger, Kellond D, NP C
- Dauwalder, Susan Elaine, FNP
- Davis, Jori G, NP
- Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
- Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
- Dillehay, Diana M, NP
- Dougherty, Christy, FNP
- Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
- Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
- England, Tyler, NP C
- Farrell, Elizabeth F, NP
- Finch, Julie L, NP C
- Flowers, William T, NP C
- Forst, Tiffany, NP
- Fox, Daniel M, FNP
- Frey, Chelsea Jade, NP
- Garrett, Maria P, NP C
- Graham Doaks, Tesmaa De acherie, NP C
- Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
- Hamilton, Elissa M, NP C
- Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
- Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
- Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
- Hao, Yali, NP
- Hare, Carolyn, FNP
- Hargrove, Shelly Marie, NP
- Harris, Christy S, NP C
- Hart, Brittany D, FNP
- Hart, Meghan, NP
- Hawkins, Louise A, NP C
- Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
- Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
- Hill, Katie R, FNP
- Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
- Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
- Hull, Mary H, FNP
- Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
- Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
- Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
- Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
- Jones, William B, FNP BC
- Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
- Kelley, Misty M, NP C

Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
- Koon, Rita Carol, FNP BC
- Lacy, Melissa B, FNP BC
- Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
- Larkins, Heather, FNP
- Laws, Jennifer C, FNP
- Legens, Erin, FNP
- Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
- Loffin, Natasha Mae, NP C
- Long, Lori E, FNP BC
- Lovingood, Kenzie R, FNP BC
- Luke, Stephanie A, FNP
- Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
- Majors, Kevin M, NP
- Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
- McClarin, Karen D, FNP BC
- McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
- McDaniel, Crystal Gall, NP C
- McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
- Mead, Steven R, NP C
- Millenay, Jessica, FNP
- Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
- Moore, Wanda G, NP
- Neblett, Shelley L, APRN
- Pallas, Lea Jan, NP C
- Peete, Kerry K, NP C
- Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
- Pickett, Kelly B, NP
- Pitman, Austin K, FNP
- Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
- Redfield, Kimberly G, FNP BC
- Reddiker, James Christopher, FNP BC
- Reeves, Robert Carl, FNP
- Riley, Jennifer Wannight, FNP
- Robinette, Emily C, NP C
- Ross, Dana L, NP
- Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
- Schweich, Lisa C, FNP BC
- Scullark, Janelle M, NP
- Seagrave, Joni C, NP
- Sexton, Jessica Lee, NP C
- Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
- Shelton, Tiffany W, NP C
- Sherman, Kristine L, NP
- Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
- Sprague, Johanna M, FNP
- Stallings, Cricket A, NP C
- Stephens, Nicole, FNP BC
- Story, Janis Lynn, APRN BC
- Stovall, Jana M, FNP
- Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
- Tayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
- Thompson, Brianna N, NP C
- Tucker, Carla J, NP C
- Tucker, Deandra Renea, NP
- Wasko, Jessica, APRN
- Wamack, Gregory S, NP C
- Warren, Angela Dawn, FNP BC
- Wason-Fawner, Stacy A, FNP BC
- White, Erin Lyn, APRN BC
- Whitwell, Samantha Ann, FNP BC
- Williams, Alisha Monique, NP C
- Williams, Mamie G, NP
- Womack Boling, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
- Worm, Deanna Blackburn, NP
- Zerpa, Michelle M, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
- Kim, Jennifer L, APRN

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
- Hancock, Ashley N, NP

Optphthalmology
- Newsom, David L, MD
- Extended Hours Available
- Weikert, Daniel S, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
- Adams, Jeffrey T, MD

Pediatrics
- Beecher, Linda M, MD
- See, William A, III, DO

Physician Assistant
- Comer, Steven M, PA
- Riddle, Danielle A, PA C
- Tubbs, Tracie J, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
- Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
- Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
- Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
- Cantrell, Julie D, PA
- Carr, Scott H, PA C
- Clayton, Aiesha M, PA C
- Cook, Desene, PA C
- Fridy, Kristen G, PA
- Guthrie, Kirsten Lambert, PA
- Hareison, William Wayne, PA
- Hart, James Steven, PA C
- Henderson, Christina N, PA
- Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
- Inman, Keri Lynn, PA C
- Korns, Kayla M, PA
- Kirk, Larry C, PA
- Lau, Cynthia H, PA C
- Little, Stephanie R, PA
- Locke, Caitlin M, PA
- Moulding, Lana, PA C
- Nejad, Agin, PA
- Seims, Allison Jessica, PA
- Sherrard, Hannah M, PA
- Wallace, William J, PA
- Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
- Young, Matthew, PA
- Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Therapeutic Optometry
- Jordan, Jeffrey L, OD

Marshall County (MS)

Cardiovascular Disease
- Himmelstein, Stevan Irwin, MD

Nephrology
- Neogaygay, Bernadette A, MD
- Hernandez, Jacinto Angel, MD
- Hike, Naing Lin, MD
- Stepiakowski, Konrad T, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Women's Health
- Brown, Wanda L, WHNP BC

Maury County

Addiction Medicine
- Arnett, Darrell Gene, MD

Allergy and Immunology
- Higgins, Susan M, MD
- Novell, John Michael, MD
- Overholt, John P, MD
- Sullivan, Ryan Richard, MD

Anesthesiology
- Gilbert, Rodney Bradley, MD
- Miller, Timothy Harold, MD
- Rodriguez, Bradley K, MD
- Schmidt, Roy Arturo, MD
- Souirs, Patrick Alan, MD
- Sun, Jianping, MD
- Vernier, James Harold, MD
- Welker, John C, MD

Cardiology
- Churchwell, Andre L, MD
- Cleator, John H, MD
- Dinaran, Temujin, MD

Physicians Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
Physicians

Maury County (Continued)

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)

Bowling, Jennifer C, NP C
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A, BP, NP C
Bryant, Samantha J, NP
Busby, Steven T, APRN
Butungane Sexton, Mwaka Alice, NP
Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Cartier, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Cartier, Tracy L, NP
Cash, Jill C, APRN
Chapman, Lindsey G, NP C
Cherry, Jeffie H, APRN
Cofer, Scott B, NP
Coleman Dockery, Shanita, APRN
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
Cone, Christy Marie, APRN
Crawwell, Rebekah J, FNP BC
Crowley, Nicole R, NP C
Cunningham, Jason L, NP
Dayengarten, Karen D, APRN
Dallot, Lindsey Townsend, APRN
Dauwalder, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
Davenport, Nikki L, FNP
Davis, Jami D, NP
Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
Davis, Melissa Griswold, CNM
Davis, Taylor M, NP
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Delamere, Nancy K, NP
Dillehay, Diana M, NP
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dumeaux, Melissa B, APRN
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
England, Tyler, NP C
Ermini, Sandra R, APRN BC
Ervin, Kimberly Anne, NP
Farrell, Elizabeth F, NP
Fitzgerald, Taddi Sam, FNP
Flowers, William T, NP C
Fort, Leslie A, NP
Frey, Chelsie Jade, NP
Garrand, Sarah W, APRN BC
Garrett, Marisa P, NP C
Goerzen, Laura Curtis, APRN
Graham Doaks, Tasma De acheris, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Graves, Gina B, APRN BC
Green, Jennifer Robin, FNP
Hamilton, Elisa M, NP-C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hancock, Caleb Michael, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hare, Carolyn, FNP
Harmata, Emily Eckert, APRN
Harris, Christy S, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hawkins, TREVER M, NP
Heirty, Ashley M, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hill, Lindsey, NP
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Hopkins, Leslie W, APRN BC
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Ikhiali, Anthonya O, FNP
Jayamohan, Janell Nicole, NP
Jean, Jason R, FNP BC
Johnson, Linda S, FNP BC
Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
Johnson, Susan Gurley, APRN

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Allyn, Jennifer Lee, FNP
Byram, Jesse M, APRN BC
Duke, Jimmie L, AGACNP BC
Kennedy, Martha F, ANP
Tillman, Jason Ryan, AGACNP

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics

Duncan, Lori N, FNP BC
Grieff, Katherine L, NP
Staiff, Megan L, CPNP

Nurse Practitioner, Women's Health

Franklin, Sherry D, CNM
O'Grady, Michele G, APN
Staley, Julia C, WHNP BC

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Davis, Karen F, MD
Gray, Susan T, MD
Kurtz, Bryan R, MD
Marchman, Carrie C, MD
Pelletier, Michael Jean, MD
Petites, Christy Lynn, MD
Phillips, Lisa A, MD
Rodriguez, Phillip A, MD
Sizemore, Christopher Michael, DO
Taylor, Julie M, DO
Timmer, Emily M, MD
Whitten, Theresa L, MD

Ophthalmology

Arrindell, Everett L, MD
Atip, Charles D, MD
Bregman, Daniel K, MD
Busbee, Brandon G, MD
Bustos, Daniel E, MD
Felch, James W, MD
Gordon, Timothy E, MD
Hamilton, Ralph F, MD
Kostamaa, Heikki E, MD
Moffett, Kiernan D, MD
Nguyen, Michelle K, MD
Pate1, Bina S, MD
Recchia, Franco Maria, MD
Reichstein, David A, MD
Schneider, Eric W, MD
Sonkin, Peter L, MD
Wallace, Roy Trent, MD
Weikert, Daniel S, MD

Orthopedic Surgery

Adams, Jeffrey T, MD
Curry, Travis Scott, MD
Davidson, Randall L, Jr, MD
Hodrick, Jeffrey Thomas, MD
Hunter, Alton L, Jr, MD
Jones, Jason A, MD
Lawrence, Jeffrey P, MD
Lowe, Robert W, III, MD
McCall, Scott W, MD
Morrison, John Craig, MD
Otto, Robert J, MD
Peterson, Jeffrey Scott, DO
Petit, Jonathan B, MD
Qamarani, Erion, MD
Shirley, William C, MD
Wade, Joseph Frederick, MD
Welles, James H, MD
Wilmot, C Douglas, MD

Otolaryngology

Corbin, Shaun C, MD
Law, Jonathan H, MD
Parey, Stephen E, MD
Stewart, William R, Jr, MD

Pain Medicine

Sykes, Kenneth T, MD

Pediatric Allergy & Immunology

Khan, Yasmin W, MD

Pediatric Critical Care Medicine

Bertulli, Tyler William, MD
Strohler, Bradley, MD

Pediatric Emergency Medicine

Shah, Mameen, MD

Pediatric Infectious Disease

Howard, Lewis M, MD

Pediatric Pulmonology

Rosas Salazar, Christian, MD

Pediatric Surgery

Rauth, Thomas Patrick, MD

Pediatric Urology

Pope, John C, IV, MD

Pediatrics

Adkins, Margaret A, MD
Bartek, Mary Kathryn, MD
Beecher, Linda M, MD
Broadway, Carol H, MD
Cox, Jennifer Elaine, MD
Denney, T Wade, MD
Eisdon, Stephanie H, MD
Galaske, Megan I, MD
Heerman, William John, MD
Hill, Tiffany Landon, MD

Check our Web site at bcbs.com for current listing.
## Maury County

### Pediatrics (Continued)
- John, Susan Oommen, MD
- Joseph, Asha, MD
- Kidd, Rebecca S, MD
- Knapp, Laleisha M, MD
- Michalak, Heather Aurora, MD
- Pierson, Monica, MD
- Smith, Anthony L, MD
- Smith, Carlaena Monique, MD
- Smith, Richard Patrick, MD
- Sparks, Holly, DO
- Tucker, Laurie D, MD
- Wigginton, Catherine Oelschig, MD

### Physician Assistant
- Adams, Elyse C, PA C
- Amick, Amanda Ann, PA C
- Baker, Deborah D, PA C
- Bell, Michael B, PA
- Bernas, Katie A, PA
- Brewer, Travis Michael, PA
- Campbell, Nicole K, PA
- Caudle, Kelly S, PA C
- Clemmer, Caitlin Emmitt, PA
- Corner, Steven M, PA
- Dixon, Myrtlane J, PA
- Duffield, Kristi D, PA
- Dyer, Evan P, PA C
- Dyson, Jo Eilyn, PA C
- Ellis, Samantha C, PA
- Fortman, Kyle D, PA
- Harris, Katherine Raye, PA
- Hensley, Erica Leann, PA C
- Jean, Amy K, PA C
- Jones, Stuart S, PA
- Keenum, Lindsey S, PA
- Kendrick, Taryn Breanne, PA
- Kent, Emily E, PA
- Kerlin, Trudy J, PA
- Madden, Jeanne E, PA
- Mauro, Kelsey M, PA C
- McClary, Brandon Green, PA C
- McDaniel, Anna Elizabeth, PA C
- Pickel, Kelly B, PA C
- Purino, Keith J, PA
- Raburn, Barrett J, PA
- Royalty, Caroline E, PA C
- Sexton, Ellen S, PA

### Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
- Ramirez Gavida, Josses Roberto, MD

### Plastic Surgery
- Fukis, Kenneth Dwayne, MD

### Podiatry (DPM)
- Farnen, David A, DPM
- Frankel, Robert D, DPM
- Gannon, Caroline L, DPM
- Hicks, Adam B, DPM
- Hosain, Jamal A, DPM
- Jackson, Brian D, DPM
- Mitchell II, Jeffrey L, DPM
- Poole, Jeffrey D, DPM

### Preventive Medicine
- Frazier, Todd, MD

### Pulmonary Disease
- Covarrubias, Minerva Belen, MD
- Freels, Jon Lee, MD
- Jensen, John Spencer, MD

### Radiation Oncology
- Ayala Peacock, Dinandra N, MD
- Chakravarthy, Anuradha M, MD
- Chang, Han Chih, MD
- Cnelak, Anthony J, MD
- Johnson, Corbin R, MD
- Kachnic, Lisa A, MD
- Kirschner, Austin N, MD
- Kochanski, Joel David, MD
- Niemann, Kenneth J, MD
- Osmundson, Evan C, MD
- Shinohara, Eric Tsatsou, MD

### Radiology
- Allen, Barry Eugene, MD
- Berkley, Nathan Ralph, MD
- Taber, David Spencer, MD

### Rheumatology
- Bailey, Billy D, MD
- Reddy, Sujaan Karra, MD
- Rodriguez, Emilio J, MD

### Sleep Medicine
- Naddy, Gibran B, MD

### Surgery
- Davis, Patrick T, MD
- Hinson, Mark S, MD
- Moss, Chad M, MD
- Oxley, Daniel Madison, MD
- Richardson, James W, Jr, MD
- Sisk, Andrew W, MD
- Vertees, Amy E, MD

### Therapeutic Optometry
- Adhami, Sharon S, OD T
- Beckman, Kathryn A, OD
- Burks, Tommy R, OD
- Craig, Zach, OD
- Darr, Bradford Walter, OD
- Dickerson, Starn M, OD
- Engle, Nicholas Patrick, OD
- Guzman, Virginio P, OD
- Harris, Taylor, OD
- Henderson, Ashley B, OD
- Hendrickson, Terry L, OD
- Jarvis, Jessica L, OD
- Jeter, Kurt A, OD
- Judkins Price, Stephanie N, OD
- Kraglenbrink, Kyle E, OD
- Mallard, Christopher Carman, OD
- Mallory, Jennifer Kragenbrink, OD
- McAllee, David E, OD
- Mesoras, Olivia A, OD
- Qi, Jin, OD
- Schmidt, Kevin D, OD T
- Shea, Katelyn F, OD
- Szeliga, Robert A, OD
- Tirischi, Thomas Harrison, III, OD
- Vallejo, Lindsey, OD
- Waliz, Jeremy D, OD
- Yi, Anna So, OD
- Young, Kenneth A, OD
- Young, Victoria L, OD

### Thoracic Surgery
- Baxter, Tammy M, MD
- Grogan, Eric Lee, MD
- Lambright, Eric S, MD
- Nesbitt, Jonathan C, MD

### Urgent Care Physicians
- Naddy, Gibran B, MD

### Urology
- Batey, Charlotte A, MD
- Coursey, John W, MD
- Him, Anthony D, MD
- Kropf, Justin Kyle, MD
- Marshall, James H, MD

### Vascular Surgery
- Fleser, Paul S, MD
- Irmanesh, Sina, MD
- Kendrick, John B, MD
- Pulliam, Cary W, MD
- Richardson, James D, Jr, MD

### McCracken County (KY)

### Internal Medicine
- Seng, Louis L, MD

### McCreary County (KY)

### Chiropractor
- Dietrick, Lucille A, DC
- Price, Tracy L, DC
- Rymer, David A, DC

### Critical Care Medicine
- Jacobson, Samuel S, MD
- Sethi, Jigme M, MD

### Dermatology
- Chung, John Yohan, MD

### Emergency Medicine
- Hardison, Cary Don, MD

### Family Medicine
- Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
- Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
- Byrd, David L, MD
- Byrd, Jenny M, MD
- Carter, Johnnie C, MD
- Coffey, Benjamin Scott, DO
- Collins, Timothy J, MD
- Foster, Christine M, DO
- Gomez Vaca, Luis A, MD
- Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
- Kowalski, Magdalena U, MD
- Powers, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
- Rey, Jonathan M, MD
- Tucker, Theodore C, MD

### General Practice
- Dunham, Rodney, MD
- Wall, Katherine R, MD
- Turner, David Mitchell, MD

### Hospital Medicine
- DeSefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
- Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
- Fersdous, Chowdhury S, MD
- Hall, Katherine R, MD

### Allergy and Immunology
- Krishnan, Karthik Radha, MD
- Prince, Tidence L, MD

### Cardiovascular Disease
- Campbell, Charles L, MD
- Cheema, Michael Allan, MD
- Manyam, Harish, MD
- Meaor, Augustus E, MD
- Mills, Leo Kendrick, MD
- Patel, Dharmendra Kumar A, MD
- Souther, Susan Jane, MD
- Stevens, Patrick L, MD

### Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
- Asbury, John C, CRNA

### Critical Care Medicine
- Jacobson, Samuel S, MD
- Sethi, Jigme M, MD

### Dermatology
- Chung, John Yohan, MD

### Emergency Medicine
- Hardison, Cary Don, MD

### Family Medicine
- Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
- Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
- Byrd, David L, MD
- Byrd, Jenny M, MD
- Carter, Johnnie C, MD
- Coffey, Benjamin Scott, DO
- Collins, Timothy J, MD
- Foster, Christine M, DO
- Gomez Vaca, Luis A, MD
- Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
- Kowalski, Magdalena U, MD
- Powers, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
- Rey, Jonathan M, MD
- Tucker, Theodore C, MD

### General Practice
- Dunham, Rodney, MD
- Wall, Katherine R, MD
- Turner, David Mitchell, MD

### Hospital Medicine
- DeSefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
- Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
- Fersdous, Chowdhury S, MD
- Hall, Katherine R, MD
McMinn County (Continued)

Pulmonary Disease
Jacobson, Samuel S, MD
Sethi, Jigme M, MD

Radiation Oncology
Virostek, Lisa J, MD

Sleep Medicine
Sethi, Jigme M, MD

Surgery
Cox, Charles B, MD
Holilliday, H Joseph, MD
Laymani, Thomas S, MD
Sumida, Michael P, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Baggett, James E, OD
Bramlett, Corinthe Michelle, OD
Brown, Rachel L, OD
Clark, Stephen P, OD
Mann, Daryl Francis, OD
McCarry, Zachary Stuart, OD
McDonald, Travis S, OD
Phillips, Leslie Ann, OD
Previl, Luckson, OD
Sullins, Christa H, OD
Sullins, Stuart A, OD
Sullins, William D, III, OD
Toomey, Jean A, OD
Tucker, Deandra Renea, OD

Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery
Jahaniah, Mohammed S, MD

Thoracic Surgery
Shears II, Larry L, II, MD

Urology
Bienvenu, James M, MD
Jackson, Stephen W, MD
McIntire, Edward M, MD
Therapeutic Optometry

McNairy County

Cardiovascular Disease
Baker, John W, MD
Bourji, Naji, MD
Cherry, Christopher J, MD
Crenshaw, James H, Jr, MD
Dew, Maria S, MD
Nwoko, Chibuizelu Ernest, MD
Okolo, Joseph Madubuochukwu, MD
Osayamen, Michael O, MD
Patel, Nirav Anikumar, MD

Chiropractor
Barnes, Robin B, DC
Pitts, Bobby Shawn, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Okeke, Simon O, DO

Family Medicine
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Chase, Barton Austin, III, MD
Eason, William A, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Frix, Carey W, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
King, James D, MD
Linder, Timothy F, MD
McCarver, Brian M, MD
Powars, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
Vinson, John W, MD

General Practice
Aristorena, Juan T, Jr, MD
Bartz, William R, DO
Turner, David Mitchell, MD

Internal Medicine
Jennings, Nicole M, MD
McKee, Heather M, MD
Perkins, Keith Lou Anthony, Jr, MD
Smelser, Michael H, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Alhaddad, Mohsin Taha, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Burgess, Melissa D, NP
Glover, Jessica K, FNP BC
Havelin, Paula C, FNP BC
Kitbarger, Amy K, NP
Lahatte, Tonya S, NP
Mashburn, Steven Neal, APRN BC
Michaels, Nakieasha L, NP
Ring, Katherine E, NP
Taylor, Haley R, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Smith, Tony L, ACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Cannady, Penni Carol, ANP BC
Crews, Holly Bennett, NP
Little, Tracy D, ANP
Lowe, Janet A, NP
Owens, Gianna Laura, NP
Wilkes, Shanna Lynn, APN

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Adams, Christina I, NP C
Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
Aristorena, Wanda E, NP
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Beene, Ken, NP
Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Bolin, Judith Mariah, FNP BC
Boling, Stephanie T, NP C
Bossuang, Kwadghoo A, NP
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A, NP C
Bryant, Samantha J, NP
Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Carroll, Anna F, NP C
Carter, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carter, Tracy L, NP
Coffee, Scott B, NP
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
Cooksey, Lorrie Beckman, FNP BC
Cooper, Emily King, NP C
Cunningham, Jason L, NP
Daiingerfield, Karen D, NP C
Dauwalder, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
Davis, Jori G, NP
Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dillihay, Diana M, NP
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
England, Tyler, NP C
Ferguson, Tammi M, FNP BC
Flowers, William T, NP C
Frey, Chelsea Jade, NP
Garrett, Maria P, NP C
Godwin, Susan K, FNP
Graham Doaks, Tasma De Aaron, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Gray, Tiffany Brooke, FNP BC
Hamilton, Elisa M, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP

Hammond, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hampton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hart, Carolyn, FNP
Hart, Christy S, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hart, Shaugaur M, NP
Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Hollins, Virginia A, APN
Hornton, Lauren, FNP BC
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Hunt, Rhonda Lynn, APRN BC
Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
Jones, Cindy K, FNP
Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
Jones, William B, FNP BC
Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
Kelley, Misty M, NP C
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Koon, Rita Carol, FNP BC
Lacy, Melissa B, FNP C
Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Legends, Erin, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Loffin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lori E, FNP BC
Lovingood, Kinzie R, FNP BC
Luo, Stephanie S, ANP BC
Luttrell, Natalie Evans, NP C
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Major, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McClenan, Karen D, FNP
McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
McDaniel, Crystal Gail, NP C
McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
Millarney, Jessica, FNP
Moore, Alison Montgomery, FNP BC
Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
Moore, Shery M, FNP
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Neblitt, Shelley L, APRN
Norns, Donna R, FNP BC
Pallas, Lea Jan, NP C
Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP BC
Redfield, Kimberly G, FNP BC
Redler, James Christopher, FNP BC
Reeves, Robert Cari, NP
Rhoads, Mary S, FNP
Riley, Jennifer Wainwright, FNP
Riley, Pamela M, NP
Robinette, Emily C, NP C
Roland, Amer L, NP C
Ross, Dana L, NP
Russell, Mandy R, NP C
Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
Schweich, Lisa C, FNP BC
Scuckle, Janelle A, NP C
Seagrove, Joni C, NP C
Sexton, Jessica Lee, NP C
Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
Sprague, Johanna M, FNP
Stallings, Criesty A, NP C
Stephens, Nicolle, FNP BC
Story, Janis Lynn, APRN BC
Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
Taum, Amber Miner, FNP BC
Trail, Carla J, NP C

Wacaser, Cathy W, FNP BC
Wade, Jessica, APRN
Warnack, Gregory S, NP C
Warren, Angela Dawn, FNP BC
Wason-Fawnor, Stacy A, FNP BC
Whitwell, Samantha Ann, FNP BC
Williams, Mamie G, NP
Womac, Boling, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
Womble, Deanna Blackburn, NP
Wong, Melinda M, FNP
Woolley, Nicole H, FNP
Zerpa, Michelle M, FNP BC

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Ganapathy, Lakshmanan, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Sickle, David Michael, MD

Otolaryngology
Ahmed, Kithwa Abd, MD

Pediatrics
Halse, Glenn P, DO
Perkins, Keith Lou Anthony, Jr, MD

Physician Assistant
Corner, Steven M, PA
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C

Physician Assistant - PNP
Barber, Valerie R, PA
Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantrill, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Alesha M, PA
Cook, Deserie, PA C
Crowe, Brandt K, PA
Fridy, Kristen G, PA
Hareton, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
Inman, Keri Lynn, PA C
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Moulding, Lana, PA C
Najaf, Aproh, PA
Seims, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrord, Hannah M, PA
Shirley, Mary Beth, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Radiology
Perkins, Charles L, II, MD

Surgery
Baker, Mohammed, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Dodd, John D, OD
Drscoill, Joseph J, OD
Michel, Andrea Jo, OD

Urology
Davenport, Timothy Chad, MD

Vascular Surgery
Saaka, Michael B, MD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Montgomery County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nephrology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosani, Imran, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endsley, John Kenton, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katragadda, Vinal K, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mourad, Mohammad B, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saleh, Atiel S, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neurological Surgery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkman, Richard A, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neurology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed, Marbood, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, James P, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell, Gretchen Horton, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubinowitz, Richard A, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nurse Practitioner</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beard, Cynthia A, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatty, Priscilla, ACNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birt, Kelly J, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Trey, APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitch, Jenannah Bell, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Katie J, ACAGNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuhne, Jody L, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitano, Katelyn M, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Gabrielle E, NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robertson, Stacy Neal, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Addie L, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Catherine Cain, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker, Christie R, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakefield, Gail B, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Jodie L, APN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egbert, Phyllis A, ACNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardiner, Erin K, ACNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestwich, Anna E, APRN BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartman, Ira G, ANP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Karen D, ANP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Jens K, NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry, Cathy J, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdi, Hodan, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah, Dilmun N, APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abolins, Kristina, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alley, Shanon L, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alleyne, Montrese P, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barfield, Amanda E, APN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binkley, Stacey L, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke, Millie A, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlson, Lindsay L, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clappisaddie, Bryan P, NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman, Jasmine Mosley, FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooke, Jennifer M, RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniels, Leah Kristen, FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Eddie M, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digby, Cassidy D, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dozier, Christina C, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escue, Ryan K, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everett, Heather H, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, Sandra Lynn, FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace, Shannon D, NP C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green, Jennifer Robin, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmata, Emily Eckert, APRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, DeAnna M, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hessock, Melisa L, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickson, Shondell V, ACNS BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgins, Elaina B, FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt, Terry S, FNP BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Christie P, FNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Nequilah S, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovalda, Jenelle, NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koelas, Krista Harmon, APRN BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | Wallace, Roy Trent, MD |
| | Wesley, Ralph E, MD |
| **Orthopedic Surgery** |
| Alexander, David A, Jr, MD |
| Beazley, William Cooper, MD |
| Burris, Daniel S, MD |
| Cabrera, Alison Lindsay, MD |
| DeVries, William Henry, MD |
| Haslam, Jason Kent, MD |
| Kowalski, Kurtis Lorenz, FNP |
| Stanton, John L, MD |
| Starkweather, Keith D, MD |
| **Otolaryngology** |
| Brandon, Gilbert T, MD |
| Richards, Randolph M, MD |
| Westermann, John Coleman, MD |
| **Pain Medicine** |
| Sahai, Ashok Kumar, MD |
| Yelameli, Madhu S, MD |
| **Pathology** |
| Wang, Gordon Guan, MD |
| **Pediatric Cardiology** |
| Dovid, Debra A, MD |
| Doyle, Thomas Philip, MD |
| Johns, James A, MD |
| Thomas, Timothy H, MD |
| **Pediatrics** |
| Aquino, Barbara A, MD |
| Beecher, Linda M, MD |
| Blankenship, Ashley Rae, MD |
| Darke, James Paul, MD |
| Floyd, Jan Hopson, MD |
| Griffith, Gary G, MD |
| Harris Ford, Laurie A, MD |
| Johnston, David G, MD |
| Levy Olomucki, Rachel, MD |
| Moore, William R, MD |
| Pegram, Katie L, MD |
| Prabhu, Satish D, MD |
| Schultz, Stephanie L, MD |
| Seawell, Jennifer B, MD |
| Simin Amoah, Di Neel Hardmon, MD |
| Vernon, Crystal Nolen, MD |
| Williams, Ida M, MD |
| **Physician Assistant** |
| Baker, Lacie Alison, PA |
| Bradgon, Austin P, PA |
| Charness, Inessa P, PA |
| Congklin, Rachel W, PA C |
| Gartmann, Jennifer Lynn, PA |
| Greene, Kristina Renea, PA |
| Haffner, Barbara, PA |
| Johnson, Mary Ann, PA |
| Koval, Joseph Adam, PA |
| Mattar, Jason Christopher, PA C |
| Norton, Jeffrey Franklin, PAC |
| Ohara-Rodriquez, Robinson M, PA |
| Ollent, Brent Gerald, PA C |
| Omorogbe, Osayanda A, PA |
| Owens, Angela Marie, PA |
| Sims, Walter Lee, PA |
| Unger, Robert C, PA |
| Van Trump, Robert Rossman, II, PA |
| Wall, Randy V, PA |
| **Physician Assistant - PCP** |
| Abbott, Matthew, PA |
| Bacon, Staracey M, PA |
| Carden, Ronald Alan, PA C |
| Cox, Jarrod M, PA |
| Mounsey, Morgan M, PA |
| Pasche, Christina Lynn, PA C |
| Patton Currie, Vicki Ann, PA C |
| Syner, Clifford M, III, PA C |
| Van Trump, Robert Rossman, II, PA |
| **Physician Assistant at Surgery** |
| Bradgon, Austin P, PA |
| McInnis, Mark, PA |
| Omorogbe, Osayanda A, PA |
| Wright, Amanda Helton, PA C |
| **Plastic Surgery** |
| Blalock, William Stanford, MD |
| **Podiatry (DPM)** |
| Burns, Lawrence E, DPM |
| Pavuluri, Ramesh B, DPM |
| Pavuluri, Vijay K, DPM |
| Schussler, Michael B, DPM |
| Smith, David E, DPM |
| Truscello, Matthew David, DPM |
| Yen, Paulo R, DPM |
| **Preventive Medicine** |
| Frazier, Todd, MD |
| **Pulmonary Disease** |
| Al Soubi, Mohammad Abdalrahman, MD |
| Katakia, Jatin K, MD |
| Krishnasamy, Srinar, MD |
| **Radiation Oncology** |
| Attia, Albert, MD |
| Chakravarthy, Anuradha M, MD |
| Chang, Han Chih, MD |
| Cmelak, Anthony J, MD |
| Johnson, Corbin R, MD |
| Kathnic, Lisa A, MD |
| Kirscher, Ainsun N, MD |
| Niermann, Kenneth J, MD |
| Osmundson, Evan C, MD |
| Shinozaka, Eric Tatsuoy, MD |
| **Radiology** |
| Bienvenu, Gary Louis, Jr, MD |
| Blount, Steven Michael, MD |
| DePreist, Charles Vernon, MD |
| Harty, James P, MD |
| Kinney, Erin W, MD |
| Massie, James D, Jr, MD |
| Murphy, Patrick J, MD |
| Nichols, Michael B, MD |
| Shipman, Jason Lee, MD |
| Soble, Marc G, MD |
| Thompson, Alua Yesi, MD |
| Wunder, Daniel Jay, MD |
| **Surgery** |
| Bagatell, Alison, Naira, MD |
| Bengelhof, Steven, MD |
| Daugherthy, Stephen Franklin, MD |
| Davis, Daniel L, MD |
| Goldberg, Kent L, MD |
| Pischl, Daniel Patrick, MD |
| Price, David B, MD |
| Sanders, Mark Savaas, MD |
| Steele, William M, MD |
| Werner, Alan M, MD |

| **Therapeutic Optometry** |
| Anders, Michelle P, OD |
| Bahrami, Mathew, OD |
| Baker, Mark H, OD |
| Beaubien, Adam M, OD |
| Beckman, Kathryn A, OD |
| Bentley, Joseph L, OD |
| Brus, Cassandra M, OD |
| Bunch, Ryan M, OD |
| Butts, Jeffrey Kenton, OD |
| Butz, Stacey L, OD |
| Chamberland, Scott Phillip, OD |
| Chamberlin, Wesley N, OD |
| Darr, Bradford Walter, OD |
| Davis, Kevin M, OD |
| Elmore, Ellen O, OD |
| Emmons, Monique Alisha, OD |
| Farmer, Ralph L, OD |
| Fletcher, Larry Cook, OD |
| Fritsch, Ryan Paul, OD |

Physicians Check out our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
### Montgomery County

#### (Continued)

**Therapeutic Optometry (Continued)**

Gainous, Brian Brice, OD
Hammill, Kristen A, OD
Harris, Taylor, OD
Heam, Keegan Maurice, OD
Henderson, Ashlee B, OD
Hohn, Robert L, OD
Hoover, James G, OD
Iverson, Jared A, OD
Jenkins, Joshua B, OD
Jones, Blakely Kyle, OD
Kanikkar, Parag, OD
Kim, Yunho, OD
Kragenbrink, Kyle E, OD
Le, Carrie A, OD
Lindsey, Mallorie M, OD
Lorey, John H, OD
Lu, Oanh Huynh Thi, OD
Ly, Ethan D, OD
Lynn, Bart D, OD
Maes Pukala, Kathleen A, OD
Malik, Adam N, OD
Mallory, Jennifer Kragenbrink, OD
Marcopulos, Nicholas P, OD
Martin, Jennifer J, OD
McClain, Elizabeth S, OD
McFee, Kristopher R, OD
McNatt, Garrett, OD
Mesorás, Olivia A, OD
Miranda, Ronald S, OD
Mosteller, Matthew Kurt, OD
Patel, Divya, OD
Patel, Agina A, OD
Perry, Anthony Vincent, OD
Price, Martin G, OD
Profitt, Gregory Lee, OD
Ray, Gregory E, OD
Reese, Paige Alexandria, OD
Roberts, Margaret L, OD
Routledge, Steven B, OD
Schmidt, Kevin D, OD
Shea, Katelyn F, OD
Short, Kelly E, OD
Spangler, David M, OD
Summers, Joseph Duane, OD
Tailley, Sarah E, OD
Vallejo, Lindsey, OD
Van Dell, Selinda Lehnies, OD
Watkins, Sarah Christine, OD
Wheeler, David G, OD
Willett, Lisa R, OD
Williams, Willard David, OD
Wood, William R, OD
Yi, Anna So, OD
York, Adam Steven, OD

#### Thoracic Surgery

Porel, Harvey Andrew, III, MD

#### Urgent Care Physicians

Kent, Stephen W, MD

#### Urological Surgery

DeLaurentis, Dino Anthony, DO

#### Urology

Duffin, Timothy K, MD
Laleti, Ali A, DO

#### Vascular & Interventional Radiology

Barras, John M, II, MD

#### Vascular Surgery

Garrard, Clifford Louis, III, MD
Lucas, Christopher J, DO

### Morgan County

#### Anesthesiology

Jones, Donald E, MD
Underwood, John Randall, MD

#### Family Medicine

Allen, Thomas G, MD
Joseph, Deborah P, DO
Ollivierre-Agard, Rachael V, MD

#### General Practice

Coffey, David B, MD

#### Hospital Medicine

DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jundi, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Therathorn, Pitchar, DC

#### Internal Medicine

Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Clark, Richard Gary, MD
Coffey, Brandyn L, DO
Coffey, David A, MD

#### Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health

Hammonds, Mary Ann, ANP BC

#### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Brown, Angela L, FNP BC
Campbell, Ashley C, NP
Casalenuovo, Gregory A, FNP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
El Sayad, Leslie L, FNP
Freylag, Addie Lou, CNP
Henderson, Wendy S, NP
Long, Christina, NP C
McClary, Tarrant M, MD
Smith, Emily Faye, FNP
West, Kelly A, NP C
Whaley, Megan P, FNP BC

#### Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Hughes, David B, GNP

#### Ophthalmology

Baker, Kathryn R, MD

#### Physician Assistant

Gibson, Dillon T, PA
Low, Colton T, PA

#### Physician Assistant - PCP

Dillon, Casey H, PA
Miko, Matthew Joseph, PA C
Parahouo, Shastina, PA

#### Therapeutic Optometry

Frazier, Natalie Lynn, OD
Tappan, Paul W, OD

### Morgan County (AL)

#### Anesthesiology

Adams, Timothy K, MD

### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Smedley, Melissa A, NP
Smith, Sherrie L, FNP
Tucker, Deidra Renea, NP

### Physician Assistant - PCP

Yasui, Robert R, PA

### Montgomery County

#### Anesthesiology

Jones, Donald E, MD
Underwood, John Randall, MD

#### Family Medicine

Allen, Thomas G, MD
Joseph, Deborah P, DO
Ollivierre-Agard, Rachael V, MD

#### General Practice

Coffey, David B, MD

#### Hospital Medicine

DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jundi, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Therathorn, Pitchar, DC

#### Internal Medicine

Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Clark, Richard Gary, MD
Coffey, Brandyn L, DO
Coffey, David A, MD

#### Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health

Hammonds, Mary Ann, ANP BC

#### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Brown, Angela L, FNP BC
Campbell, Ashley C, NP
Casalenuovo, Gregory A, FNP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
El Sayad, Leslie L, FNP
Freylag, Addie Lou, CNP
Henderson, Wendy S, NP
Long, Christina, NP C
McClary, Tarrant M, MD
Smith, Emily Faye, FNP
West, Kelly A, NP C
Whaley, Megan P, FNP BC

#### Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Hughes, David B, GNP

#### Ophthalmology

Baker, Kathryn R, MD

#### Physician Assistant

Gibson, Dillon T, PA
Low, Colton T, PA

#### Physician Assistant - PCP

Dillon, Casey H, PA
Miko, Matthew Joseph, PA C
Parahouo, Shastina, PA

#### Therapeutic Optometry

Frazier, Natalie Lynn, OD
Tappan, Paul W, OD

### Murray County (GA)

#### Anesthesiology

Seng, Louis L, MD
Thota, Suresh, MD

#### Medical Oncology

Gore, Margaret, MD

#### Midwife

Johnson, Rebecca, N, CNM
Maddox, Jamie, CNM

#### Nurse Practitioner

Hill, Cathy M, ACNS BC
Lowe, Janet P, ANP
Miller, Emily Carol, ANP BC
Owens, Gianna Laura, NP

#### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Adams, Christina I, NP C
Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Barnes, Kelly S, FNP BC
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Bolin, Judith Mariah, FNP BC
Boling, Stephanie T, NP C
Boushia, Kwagho O, NP
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A B, NP C
Burs, Cassandra, NP
Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Carroll, Frankie J, FNP
Carter, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carter, Tracy L, NP
Coffey, Scott B, NP
Colesam, Courtney, APRN
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
Cunningham, Jason L, NP
Daingerfield, Karen D, NP C
Dauwalder, Susan E, FNP BC
Davis, Joni G, NP
Davis, Kristen L, FNP BC
Deal, Anna Lynne, ANP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dexter, Brenda Renee, NP C
Dillehay, Diane M, NP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
Eastwood, Lauren, APRN
England, Tyler N, NP C
Fletcher, Lisa Dawn, FNP BC
Flowers, William T, NP C
Fowler, Marianne G, FNP
Frey, Chelsia Jade, NP
Garrett, Maria P, NP C
Graham Doaks, Tasma De acheris, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Hamilton, Eisa M, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
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Perry County

Obion County (Continued)

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)

Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hare, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Christy C, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Javellana, Tammy L, NP
Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
Jones, Elizabeth R, FNP BC
Jones, Jody L, FNP BC
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
Jordan, Kevin W, FNP
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Klimek, Nickolas E, FNP
Kohler, John P, FNP
Koch, Taylor M, FNP
Kolberg, Sherry J, FNP
Kor, Eric S, FNP
Korshavn, Carol L, FNP
Korshavn, Karen M, FNP
Korshavn, Scott D, FNP
Koski, John C, FNP
Kurth, Beth A, FNP
Kuttas, Teresa C, FNP
Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Legers, Erin, FNP
Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
Loftin, Natasha Mae, NP C
Long, Lori E, FNP BC
Lovingood, Kenzie R, FNP BC
Luke, Stephanie A, FNP
Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
Majors, Kevin M, NP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McClanen, Karen D, FNP
McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
McDaniel, Crystal Gail, NP C
McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
Millarney, Jessica, FNP
Montgomery, Barbara R, FNP
Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Myers, Amy M, FNP BC
Nagel Terrell, Renea L, FNP BC
Nate, Deborah Sus, NP C
Nebbitt, Shelley L, APRN
Odie, Michelle Chad, FNP
Pallas, Lea Jan, NP C
Patte, Brandon H, MD
Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
Pollock, Kristina L, NP
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
Redfield, Kimberly G, FNP BC
Rediker, James Christopher, FNP BC
Reeves, Melissa Marie, FNP BC
Reeves, Robert Carl, NP C
Riley, Jennifer Wainright, FNP
Robinette, Emily C, NP C
Rose, Brandi N, NP
Ross, Dana L, NP
Russell, Laura W, FNP
Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
Schweig, Lisa C, FNP BC
Scullark, Janelle M, NP
Seagrove, Joni C, NP C
Seaton, Jessica Lee, NP C
Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
Sprague, Jolanta M, FNP
Stallings, Cristy A, NP C
Stephens, Nicolette, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Hughes, David B, GNP

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics

Harder, Stephanie Lynn, CPNP

Nurse Practitioner, Women's Health

Burke, Hannah V, WHNP BC
Harris, Amy Kizer, WHNP BC
Kizer, Tracey G, WHNP BC

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Hayslett, Kendra D, MD
Lund, Elizabeth D, MD
Nieves, Paul Bryan, DO

Ophthalmology

Cape, Richard C, MD

Orthopedic Surgery

Culp, Michael D, MD

Pathology

Hanna, Atif N, MD

Pediatrics

Bates, John Byron, MD
Malik, Nasira M, MD
Parker, Dustin K, DO
Yates, V Dale, MD

Physician Assistant

Comer, Steven M, PA
Dubrueil, Jenna L, PA C
French, Matthew R, PA
Miller, Stephanie Rachel, PA C
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C
Sisson, Paxton K, PA
Williams, Randolph, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP

Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantrell, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Alesha M, PA C
Cook, Deserie, PA C
Fridy, Kristen G, PA
Harrell, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA
Inman, Keni Lynn, PA C
Kems, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Moulding, Lana, PA C
Nejad, Agrin, PA

Register, Cary, PA
Sems, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrod, Hannah C, PA
Sherwood, Tyler, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Podiatry (DPM)

Hutchison, Paul W, DPM
Lu, Elizabeth T, DPM

Radiation Oncology

Ghandour, Omar, MD
Sroufe, Rameses L, MD

Therapeutic Optometry

Bondurant, James Dylan, OD
Bugg, Alan K, OD
Bugg, Bradley A, OD
Jordan, Robert B, OD

Vascular Surgery

Jemigan, Thomas W, III, MD

Overton County

Cardiology
Glazer, Mark D, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Bagai, Jayant, MD
Battaglia, Mariano Ferdinando, MD
Case, Robert Alexander, MD
Crenshaw, Marshall H, MD
Fournet, Timothy S, MD
Friesinger, Gottlieb Christian, III, MD
Lenhart, Michael Blaine, MD
Prudoff, Adam James, MD
Reising, Scott Francis, MD
Richardson, Thomas Ramsey, MD
Watson, Mark S, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Dickerson, Andrew David, CRNA
Floxed, Christopher T, CRNA

Chiropractor

Ashton, Anthony Harold, DC
Atip, Eric A, DC
Galperin, Jamie M, DC

Emergency Medicine
Fields, Richard D, MD

Family Medicine
Beatty, Kenneth D, MD
Clough, John R, MD
Clong, Nicholas J, MD
Colborn, Kenneth L, MD
Gaspar, Matthew J, MD
Marshall, John Willis, MD
Moore, Martha J, MD
Myers, Lindsey B, MD

Gastroenterology
Alexander, William Frederick, MD

Hospital Medicine
Barlow, Dawn Michelle, MD

Internal Medicine
Cox, Michael T, MD
Cummings, Courtney L, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Brewington, Stacy David, MD
Dockery, Brian Keith, MD
Little, Thomas, MD
Midwife
Mason, Lindy L, CNM

Nurse Practitioner
Hargis, Greg E, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Harmon, Donnalita B, APRN BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Carr, Kelli W, NP C
Cooper, Joshua A, FNP BC
Johns, Judith T, NP C
Melton, Billie L, NP C
Norrod, Kelly D, NP C
Vaughn, Rebecca E, NP C

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Nahn, Christopher David, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Lewis, Rory H, MD

Pediatrics
Langenberg, Mark T, MD

Podiatry (DPM)
Weary, Summer Rose, DPM

Surgery
Clements, Barton Matthew, MD
Klepper, Timothy Philip, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Alfred, Ashley Wright, OD

Perry County

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Greewell, Suzanna Bundrant, CRNA

Emergency Medicine
Averett, Andrew K, MD
Averett, Stephen L, MD
Salhany, Kenneth Shaun, DO

Family Medicine
Smith, Jeffrey Galt, MD

General Practice
Salhany, Kenneth Shaun, DO

Hospital Medicine
De Stefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jurdy, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Thererathorn, Pitchar, MD

Internal Medicine
Averett, Stephen L, MD
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Brunson, Pamela C, NP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Griffin, Connie Lynne, APRN BC
Hester, Kenisha R, FNP
King, Kristy Renae, FNP BC
Pafford, Magnolia M, NP
Paschall, Elizabeth A, FNP BC
Pollock, Ashley T, NP C
Stokes, Vivian D, NP C
Tatum, Philip Bradley, FNP BC
Tidwell, Sherry Lynn, FNP BC
Wentworth, Raven Dedrick, ANP BC
Williams, Tracey K, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP
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Perry County

Therapeutic Optometry
King, James H, OD

Pickett County
Cardiology
Bradham, William S, Jr, MD
Churchwell, Andre L, MD
Glazer, Mark D, MD
Hood, Rob R, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Clair, Walter K, MD
Crenshaw, Marshall H, MD
Friessinger, Gottlieb Christian, III, MD
Prudoff, Adam James, MD
Richardson, Thomas Ramsey, MD

Family Medicine
Cahill, Cynthia K, MD

General Practice
Mason, Larry M, MD

Hospital Medicine
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jurdì, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD

Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
King, Matthew J, MD
Todd, William A, DO

Midwife
Mason, Lindy L, CNM

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Webb, Mary L, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP

Pediatriacs
Shaffer, Jori L, MD

Polk County
Cardiovascular Disease
Bailey, Alison L, MD
Campbell, Charles L, MD
Golding, John Vincent, III, MD
Mikolaj, Michael B, MD
Wilsanen, Matthew E, MD

Emergency Medicine
Jabaley, Ronald T, II, MD
Satterfield, Eric Lee, DO

Family Medicine
Parsons, Terry B, DO

General Practice
Tanner, Richard Lee, DO

Internal Medicine
Malatkov, Aleksandar I, MD
Shekil, Achaar S, MD
Siddiqui, Mahmoud A, MD
Sinha, Manvesh N, MD
Tanner, Richard Lee, DO
Treon, Stephen Marshall, MD

Allergy and Immunology
Cain, William Travis, MD
Hensel, Albert E, III, MD
Overholt, Robert M, MD
Prince, Tidence L, MD
Rohman, Erin Lewis, MD
Stauffer, Megan Elizabeth, MD

Anesthesiology
Landry, Robert H, MD
Sisko, Stephen, MD
Starkeweather, George, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Battaglia, Mariano Ferdinando, MD
Case, Robert Alexander, MD
Cornelle-Caamano, Vertilo M, MD
Foumet, Timothy S, MD
Lenhart, Michael Blaine, MD
Reising, Scott Francis, MD
Walten, Mark S, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Agounag, Arnold P, CRNA

Epps, Lawrence, CRNA
Feier, Matthew Y, CRNA
Fleed, Christopher T, CRNA
Irby, Brad F, CRNA
Moore, James F, CRNA
Summers Eckarde, Joanne R, CRNA
Wade, Steven Paul, CRNA

Chiropractor
Barrett, William E, DC
Bolton, James W, DC
Clifford, Joseph B, DC
Dombier, Damon C, DC
Ellis, Roseanne D, DC
Froehlich, Todd F, DC
Olds, Chuck H, DC
Schmitt Matzen, Kenneth M, DC
Shea, Mitchell P, DC
Vaden, Amanda M, DC

Clin Nur Spec, Adult Health CNS
Steene, Edith R, ACNS BC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Wassynger, William W, MD

Dermatology
Halt, Richard Scott, MD
Morris, Kendall Anne, MD
Whitaker, Lisa M, MD

Emergency Medicine
Shah, Karan Samir, MD
Strange, Danny J, MD

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism
Kastun, Rohini, MD
Tokaruk, Joseph, MD

Family Medicine
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Buchanan, Ernest Grover, IV, MD
Burgess, Morrie D, MD
Cates, James W, Jr, MD
Chertok, Harold A, DO
Clapp, Mark Allen, MD
Edwards, William A, MD
Fields, Richard D, MD
Finney, Sabrina Tanis, MD
Flatt, Steven G, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Gentry, Cherel Mason, MD
Gotcher, Jane A, MD
Hix, Amy S, MD
Jenkins, Thomas A, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Kurim, Uzma, MD
Lisc, Eric Carl, DO
Lynn, Kenny W, MD
Martin, Crystal Denise, MD
Neelov, James C, Jr, MD
Powers, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
Rey, Jonathan M, MD
Richards, James Daryl, MD
Ross, Carolyn Ann, DO
Rubright, James Hardman, MD
Scharschmidt, Petae, MD
Seibert, Karan Samir, MD

Gastroenterology
Alexander, William Frederick, MD
Anbari, Maan Akram, MD
Bertram, Phillip D, MD
Bremer, Joyce F, MD
Hinson, Lillie M, MD
Pop, Armita I, MD
Szych, Gregory A, DO
Zelig, Michael Philip, MD

General Practice
Jain, Pushpendra K, MD
Kowal, Thomas A, MD
Patel, Kayur V, MD
Turner, David Mitchell, MD

General Vascular Surgery
Gerndt, Brian G, MD

Genetic Counselor
Potenhaus, Jean P, CGC

Gynecology
Kumar, Kalyani Medicherla, MD

Hand Surgery
Douglas, Keith Cooper, MD
Rubright, James Hardman, MD

Hematology
Jacoob, Paul N, MD

Hematology / Oncology
Jacob, Robin, MD
Kotla, Venumadhav Reddy, MD
Paul, Steven, MD

Hospital Medicine
Ali, Ilfat, MD
Bowers, Marvin A, III, MD
Brikhani, Zaid A, MD
Cardona, Cesar Yamil, MD
Carew, Kehinde Abiola, MD
Carey, Jack Willard, III, MD
Carter, Susan L, MD
Chesnut, Tatiana Oana, MD
Chihombori, Ananka C, MD
Clapp, Mark Allen, MD
Clark, Stephen Dennis, MD
Comparin, Robert A, MD
Cunningham, Jalla, MD
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Johnson, Ron L, MD
Jurdì, Makram Adel, MD
Kolade, Olusola O, MD
Mantilla, Guillermo Alberto, MD
Nichols, Trent Lee, MD
Oluchukwu, Oluchukwu E, MD
Oso, Ayodeji A, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Patel, Ilaben Bhagubhai, MD
Scales, Felicia L, DO
Selbert, Michael Ederick, MD
Shams Pirzadeh, Reza, MD
Singh, Muneep O, MD
Sprouse, Rebekah L, MD
Standley, Christopher Franklin, DO
Therearthorn, Pitchar, MD
Thomas, Lori A, DO
Thompson, Alvin Dewitt, MD
Tomal, Justin, MD
Walker, Gerald L, DO
Wilson, Kelly, MD

Infectious Disease
Pierce, Mark Arden, MD

Internal Medicine
Agbenohevi, Rexford Y, MD
Anderson, Roy Randell, MD
Austin, Lori Lynn, MD
Bertram, Katherine A, MD
Boachie, Adu A, MD
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Cornelle-Caamano, Vertilo M, MD
Dill, Christopher Parish, MD
Flynn, Timothy John, MD
Harris, Samuel T, MD
Hudson, Toney B, MD

Physicians
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Putnam County

Orthopedic Surgery (Continued)
Elizondo, Philip Alva, MD
Glenn, Ronald E, Jr, MD
Hollmann, Carl M, MD
Kaelin, Charles R, Jr, MD
Low, Robert W, III, MD
Mackey, Edward S, MD
McGehee, James Bartley, MD
Mckinney, James Davis, MD
Milek, Michael A, MD
Roberts, Gregory J, MD
Rubright, James Hardman, MD
Saunders, Ralph C, MD
Shell, William A, Jr, MD
Turnbull, John M, MD

Otolaryngology
Keith, Scott Harold, MD
Krisovich, Mark Douglas, MD
Rayne, Frederick B, MD
Rohman, Grant Thomas, MD

Pain Medicine
Homolya, Kenneth Michael, Jr, MD
Tolman, Brandon R, DO

Pediatric Cardiology
Climaco, Christopher D, MD
Thomas, Timothy H, MD

Pediatric Endocrinology
Felon, Jamie L, MD

Pediatric Gastroenterology
Acura, Sara A, MD

Pediatric Nephrology
Jones, Deborah P, MD

Pediatric Neurology
Pole, Debra, MD

Pediatric Neurosurgery
Efozi, Deka A, MD

Pediatric Urology
Adams, Mark C, MD
Clayton, Douglass Brooks, MD
Pope, John C, IV, MD
Tanaka, Stacy P, MD
Thomas, John C, MD

Pediatrics
Batson, James H, MD
Chakrabarty, Swathan, MD
Climaco, Christopher D, MD
Franklin, Lloyd D, MD
Hall, Apryl Meshea, MD
Loghry, Mary Caroline, MD
Murray, Samuel J, MD
Ngio, Fabian Philemon, MD
Ramos, Maria Teresa Servida, MD
Rhea, Russell W, III, MD
Treese, Leslie M, MD

Physician Assistant
Apple, Kristi D, PA
Billings, Kelly C, PA
Buckner, Julienne F, PA C
Cassidy, Charles C, PA
Corner, Steven M, PA
Cox, Justin L, PA
Cunningham, Cheryl, PA C
Dillon, Casey H, PA
Finn, Matthew Adam, PA C
Groves, Stacey L, PA
Hitchcock, David Chad, PA C
Hoffert, Amber Beth, PA
Lindahl, Joseph E, PA
Mansfield, Emily R, PA-C
Nelson, Christopher L, PA
Qualls, Karl, PA
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C
Stout, Scott A, PA
Stringer, Kara R, PA
Williams, Debbie L, PA C

Physician Assistant - PCP
Adam's, Robert J, PA C
Allbritton, Kelly, PA
Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantu, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Cataly, Ashley M, PA C
Cook, Desiree, PA C
Fridy, Kristen G, PA
Gravely, Whitney, PA
Harelson, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Stephen, PA C
Henderson, Christina N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
Inman, Ken Lynn, PA C
Jones, Hiliary M, PA C
Kems, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Logan, Kimber Janine, PA
Looper, April D, PA
Moulnding, Lana, PA C
Nejad, Agrin, PA
Officer Dyer, Mildred S, PA
Rich, Larissa, PA
Sens, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrrd, Hannah M, PA
Taylor, Megan Elizabeth, PA C
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Billings, Kelly C, PA
Buckner, Julienne F, PA C
Cox, Justin L, PA
Finn, Matthew Adam, PA C
Mansfield, Emily R, PA-C
Nelson, Christopher L, PA
Williams, Debbie L, PA C

Plastic Surgery
Ridley, Julie J, MD

Podiatry (DPM)
Rosenbaum, Carole L, DPM
Weary, Summer Rose, DPM
Wilkins, Kimberly M, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Capizzi, Stephen A, MD
Davis, James W, MD
Hee, Bernadette Sau Lynn, MD
Henson, David James, MD
Jaboulay, Robert David, MD
Korn, Irma Bindu, MD
Rupanagudi, Vijay Anand, MD

Sports Medicine
Williams, Richard I, MD

Surgery
Copeidans, Scott A, MD
Huddleston, Charles Thomas, MD
McCarther, Jeffrey H, MD
Moore, Jeffrey Stuart, MD
Purcell, Kevin Patrick, DO
Williams, Kenna Jane, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Anders, Michelle P, OD
Apple, Deanna D, OD
Bahrani, Mathew, OD
Baker, Mark H, OD
Beaubien, Adam M, OD
Beckman, Kathryn A, OD
Bentley, Joseph L, OD
Brown Conner, Heather K, OD
Bruno, Cassandra M, OD
Bunch, Ryan M, OD
Butts, Jeffrey Kenton, OD
Bust, Stacey L, OD
Chamberland, Scott Phillip, OD
Chamberlin, Wesley N, OD
Chopra, Jason C, OD
Coble, Jonathan A, OD
Cosgrove, Dennis L, OD
Darr, Bradford Walter, OD
Davis, Kevin M, OD
Emmons, Monique Alisha, OD
Farmer, Ralph L, OD
Fletcher, Larry Cook, OD
Frisch, Ryan Paul, OD
Gainous, Brian Brice, OD
Hammill, Kristen A, OD
Hearn, Keegan Maurice, OD
Hohm, Robert L, OD
Hoover, James G, OD
Iveson, Jared A, OD
Jenkins, Joshua B, OD
Jones, Blakeley Kyle, OD
Kanitkar, Parag, OD
Kim, Yunho, OD
Kirk, Amanda June, OD
Le, Carrie A, OD
Lindsey, Mallorie M, OD
Lu, Ou HuyHung Thi, OD
Maes Pukala, Kathleen A, OD
Malik, Adam N, OD
Marcopulos, Nicholas P, OD
McComm, Elizabeth S, OD
McFee, Kristopher R, OD
McNatt, Garrett, OD
Miranda, Ronald S, OD
Mullins, Ralph H, Jr, OD
Mullins, Stephen Rich, OD
 Patel, Jigna A, OD
Pek, Jennifer Leann, OD
Price, Martin G, OD
Profitt, Gregory Lee, OD
Richardson, Stephen G, OD
Roberts, Margaret L, OD
Shelley, Shannon Franklin, OD
Shephard, Garrett C, OD
Short, Kelly E, OD
Spangler, David M, OD
Summers, Joseph Duane, OD
Tailey, Sarah E, OD
Watkins, Sarah Christine, OD
Wheeler, David G, OD
Wheeler, Jane E, OD
Williams, Willard David, OD

Thoracic Surgery
Chapman, Gerald Todd, MD
Powell, Timothy John, MD
Wilson, Robert Lewis, Jr, MD

Urology
Cancel, Quinton Victor, MD
Moore, Lee S, MD

Dermatology
Chung, John Yohan, MD

Emergency Medicine
Bowden, Harvey Daniel, Jr, MD
Gilson, Karen Marie, MD
Whittaker, Karen Leitha, MD

Family Medicine
Bovine, Thomas Patrick, MD
Brock, Howard R, MD
Casady, Beth A, OD
Gomez Vaca, Luis A, MD
Horton, Christopher Reynolds, MD
Kim, Eli Y, MD
Kowalski, Magdalena U, MD
Logan, Lee Daniel, DO
Patrik, Kenneth Ward, Jr, MD
Payne, Mercedes Valencia, MD
Risley, Jon Holland, MD

General Practice
Adewale, Olusina O, MD
Meadows, William E, III, MD
Tantichchai, Sittiphol, MD
Udinn, Sabrina, MD
Wilson, Robert E, MD

Hospital Medicine
Aird, Anthony Lorenzo, MD
Bates, William Thurman, III, DO
Brock, Howard R, MD
Clark, Stephen Dennis, MD
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferber, Chodwurthy S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Horton, Christopher Reynolds, MD
Ismailova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jordi, Maxim Adel, MD
Lee, Mark K, MD
Logan, Lee Daniel, DO
Michaelis, Nancy G, MD
Panda, Niladi S, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Shah, Chetan D, MD
Theerathorn, Pitcherd, MD

Internal Medicine
Adewale, Abimbola O, MD
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Crews, Alan L, MD
Delamitsch, Christopher B, MD
Malakhom, Aleksandier I, MD
Qso, Ayodeji A, MD
Panda, Nilesh, MD
Seng, Louis L, MD
Seo, Hak Sok, MD
Sinha, Manvesh N, MD
Yoon, Jane Soyoung, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Cook, Marge A, NP
Harbarger, Rachel, NP
Javer, Neeta V, NP C
Michelf, James N, NP
Sexton, Sherry L, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Allen, David W, FNP
Anderson, Sharon Gail, NP
Fayant, Katie L, FNP
Czerkasi, Victor, NP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Hatch, Joyce Ann, FNP
Hawks, Smirll P, NP
Hendrix, Mary Catherine, NP C
Hill, Adam J, NP
Hunter, Ashley S, FNP

Physicians

Rhea County

Anesthesiology
Black, Gary C, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Butler, Sarah Wilson, CRNA

Chiropractor
Henry, Timothy J, DC
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Rhea County (Continued)

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)

Keith, Andrea M, NP C
Marrs, Carol B, NP C
Pierce, Connie Michele, FNP C
Redmond, Autumn D, FNP C
Rose, Amy S, FNP C
Schrenkman, Chad J, NP C
Shaver, Jennifer Leigh, NP C
Swafford-Hartman, Katie M, NP C
Thompson, Amanda L, NP C
Thurman, Ashley Phillips, NP C
Trivette, Dora, NP C
White, Ashley D, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP C

Orthopedic Surgery
Ingram, Dale C, MD

Otolaryngology
Freeman, William James, MD

Otolaryngology and Facial Plastic Surgery
Little, Stewart C, MD

Pediatrics
Nelson, James D, MD

Physician Assistant
Ballard, Joseph D, PA
Fatheere, Katherine M, PA
Finley, Mark Alan, Jr, PA C
Gallaher, Jacqueline Hollie, PA C
Mathi, Anshita E, PA
Micheff, Kenneth J, PA
Miller, Ashley Marie, PA
Obranovich, Kristie C, PA
Tawzer, Kevin, PA
Viar, Brittney C, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Barrett, Cara M, PA
Bartel, David W, PA
Blascik, Patricia Diane, PA
Butler, Alyson L, PA
Chapman, Megan H, PA
Delleonardis, Elizabeth A, APN
Farrelly, James Ian, PA
Hamm, Rudy G, PA
Johnson, Roger Allen, PA
Kinney, Lacy Coliene, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
McNabb, Ryan Graham, PA
Newman, Andrea J, PA C
Sheridan, Angelina G, PA C

Pulmonary Disease
Shone, Sibaji, MD

Surgery
Kellogg, Benjamin E, MD
Swafford, Craig Steven, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Kammerer, Nicole J, OD
Politzer, Michael R, OD
Sparks, Estel R, OD

Vascular Surgery
Fugate, Mark Wesley, MD

Allergy and Immunology
Conley, Jane R, MD

Roane County

Physicians
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Podiatry (DPM)
Hellmann, Mark B, DPM
Malin, Danielle L, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Czerniecki, Samer A, MD
Sheikh, Naveed R, MD

Surgery
Bingham, Terry Marshall, MD
Bridges, Matthew David, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Baer, Scott L, OD
Beaubien, Stuart A, OD
Donald, James, OD
Erick, Ray W, OD
Fleming, Elissa Bunick, OD
Fox, Timothy P, OD
Greene, Jackie L, OD
Gunter, Thomas L, OD
Hending, Benjamin Carey, OD
Herring, Heidi Hunt, OD
Hunt, John M, OD
Mende, Silvia C, OD
Tappan, Paul W, OD
Williams, Shav D, OD

Urology
Bowles, Mark G, MD
Chasian, Stuart A, MD
Cottrell, Brandon Scott, MD
Pearson, Randall E, MD
Shrewsberry, Adam B, MD

Robertson County

Anesthesiology
Babenco, Henry Daniel, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Asad, Muhammad, MD
Callister, Tracy Q, MD
Lee, Jung H, MD
Lippolis, Nicholas J, MD
Long, Brian Robert, MD
Russu, Donald J, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
England IV, William C, CRNA
Koss, Crystal L, CRNA
Woodard, Scott Christopher, CRNA

Chiropractor
Banning, Chris A, DC
Barner, Dale W, DC
Jackson, Chris E, DC
Plummer, Guy R, DC
Wachtler, Rodney J, DC

Dermatology
Caudel, Christopher D, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Bacon, William Russell, MD
Fleischler, Arthur Carroll, MD
Goodin, Ellis Lien, MD
Hurt, Christopher Jason, MD
Kennedy, Keiron T, MD
Massey, James S, MD
Miliare, Giovanni G, MD
Pierre, Ketsia Berey, MD
Tyler, Ira M, MD

Emergency Medicine
Thekekurumbil, Vijaya R, MD

Endocrinology
Clayton, Warren Floyd, Jr, MD

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism
Zaidi, Syeda Sadia, MD

Family Medicine
Brownlee, Matthew F, MD
Cantrell, Carol R, MD
Crunk, Tommy H, MD
Ferland, Robert Guy, MD
Fosnes, Jeffery C, MD
Hilton, Thomas Michael, MD
Jenkins, Hal Jefferson, MD
Jordan, Jeffrey Scott, MD
Lewis, W Michael, MD
Seeley, James Edmund, III, MD
Yim, Paul S, MD

Gastroenterology
Bailey, Allan H, MD

General Practice
Bazaldua, Gilbert, MD
Holston, Robert G, DO
Moore, Wayne Earl, MD
Newman, Phillip Alan, DO

General Vascular Surgery
Kroser, Jonathan M, MD

Genetic Counselor
Dudek, Martha Elizabeth, CGC
Grabarits, Caitlin M, CGC

Gynecology
Adam, Romy A, MD
Shearer, Robert Allen, MD

Hematology
Doss, Hobbs H, MD

Hematology / Oncology
Khalaf, Waleed F, MD
Neuss, Michael Norbert, MD
Spradlin, Natalie Montgomery, MD

Hospital Medicine
Garner, Matthew T, MD
Jackson, Ronnie L, MD
Nienaber, Kirk A, MD
Standley, Christopher Franklin, DO

Internal Medicine
Jackson, Ronnie L, MD
Rainwater, Dennis Lester, MD
Shell, Donna Regina, MD
Williams, Teresa M, MD
Yawn Jr., Gary W, MD

Interventional Cardiology
Kudelko, Paul E, ID

Maternal - Fetal Medicine
Bennett, Kelly A, MD
Boehm, Frank H, MD
Carpenter, Lavenia B, MD
Garrison, Ebi Amecka, MD
McKee, Dennis Todd, DO
Newton, J Michael, MD
Pearce, Christy Friday, MD

Medical Oncology
Means, Julie Ann, MD
Smith, Stephen James, MD
Young, Ruth T, MD

Midwife
Aaseng, Soziala, Sohny B, MSN
Caldwell, Belinda J, CRNP
Detzel, Patricia A, CRNP
Mason, Lelani Jane, CRNP
Norman, Dawn R, CNS
Saunders, Susan R, CRNP
Sevick, Heather A, CRNP
Sevilla De Cocco, Ali, CRNP
Smith, MaryLou, APRN BC

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Anderson, Todd L, MD
Davis, Jeffrey A, DO
Dowell, Shana Ruth, MD
Grimm, Barry S, DO
Huggins, Adam Drew, MD
Hutlin, Olivia Alan, MD
Kellett, William Josiah, DO
Lee, William Fitzhugh, MD
Rush, Charles B, MD
Sanghani, Reesha S, MD
Szeremere, Christopher Michael, DO
Spetelnick, Bennett M, MD
Weeks, Trena Lyn, MD
Yunker, Amanda C, DO
Zuckerlee, Lisa C, MD

Ophthalmology
Goodman, William M, MD
Kim, John S, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Beauchamp, William Francis, DO
Dahir, George Anthony, MD
Stanton, John L, MD

Otolaryngology
Westermann, John Coleman, MD

Pain Medicine
Gehrke, Glenn A, MD
Rome, Rachel Claudet, MD

Pediatrics
Ashworth, Jennifer Singleton, MD
Butler, Benjamin Hunter, MD
Butler, Miranda R, MD
Crawford, Erika L, MD
Glover, Suzanne Elizabeth, MD
Hughes, Mark David, MD
Ketchum, Jennifer Michelle, MD
McEiroy, Julie Anne, MD
Miller, Jessica Lee, MD
Schachter, Abigail E, MD
Schofield, Mary Walker, MD
Shell, Marlon Lavelli, MD
Simpson, Sarah-Jo, MD
Wills, Alyson Ann, MD
Wilson, Anjeil Kumari, MD
Woodward, Megan K, MD

Physician Assistant
Claud Jr, Emmitt R Jr, PA
Porter, Andrew, PA
Sherman, Kristen B, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Beard, Jeffrey H, PA C
Hixson, Scarlett Bria, PA C
Jepson, Brittany E, PA
Johnson, Michael Frederick, PA C
Morrison, Hilary L, PA
Sparkman, Chelsea M, PA C
Stalff, Tiffanie R, PA
Stewart, Rebecca, PA
Toppanes, Justin Charles, PA C

Podiatry (DPM)
Davis, Kevin Winston, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Chadalavada, Ramesh, MD
Jackson, Ronnie L, MD

Radiology
Harty, James P, MD
Kinney, Erin W, MD
Massie, James D, Jr, MD
Murphy, Patrick J, MD
Nichols, Michael B, MD
Shipman, Jason Lee, MD
Thompson, Alva Yesi, MD
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### Ophthalmology (Continued)

- Kostlamea, Heikki E, MD
- Law, Janice C, MD
- McCabe, Craig F, MD
- Moffat, Kenneth P, MD
- Nguyen, Michelle K, MD
- Palai, Bina S, MD
- Perlmutter, Martin I, MD
- Ranz, David O, MD
- Recchia, Franco Maria, MD
- Reichstein, David A, MD
- Schneider, Eric W, MD
- Sonkin, Peter L, MD
- Wallace, Roy Trent, MD
- Wesley, Ralph E, MD

### Orthopedic Surgery

- Barrett, Matthew Owen, MD
- Baxter, Malcolm E, MD
- Christie, Michael J, MD
- Curry, Travis Scott, MD
- Deboer, David K, MD
- Fish, James Marieth, DO
- Greenberg, Robert C, MD
- Hilgenhurst, Charles G, IV, MD
- Phillips, James David, MD
- Mangus, Brannon D, MD
- Goco, Paulino E, MD
- Freeman, William James, MD
- Ford, Andrew H, MD
- Otolaryngology
- Wieck, Joseph A, MD
- West, Justin W, MD
- Vaughan, Roderick A, MD
- Thompson, Robert L, MD
- Barrow, Chad M, PA
- Bogard, Kasey H, PA
- Bjork, Ashley M, PA
- Barnhouse, Faith Brock, PA
- Bandy, Kasey, PA
- Bakos, Elizabeth A, PA
- Amick, Amanda Ann, PA
- Ward, Aaron Ray, MD
- Veeramachaneni, Padmajavani V, MD
- Tanon, Vilmarie J, MD
- Stimpson, Sarah-Jo, MD
- Smith, Carlenda Monique, MD
- Shetty, Shashirekha Kokkarne, MD
- Schofield, Mary Walker, MD
- Scoby, Mary Ruth, MD
- Seyler, Clifford A, MD
- Shetty, Shashikala Kockare, MD
- Smith, Carla Mongi, MD
- Stimpson, Sarah-Jo, MD
- Tanon, Vivian, MD
- Veeramachaneni, Padmajavani V, MD
- Ward, Aaran Ray, MD
- Woodard, Megan K, MD

### Plastic Surgery

- Martin, David S, MD

### Podiatry (DPM)

Baker, Michael Robert, DPM
Bencic, Christopher S, DPM
Bramlett, Jared Cint, DPM
Creab, Larelyn T, DPM
Farnen, David A, DPM
Frankfather, Robert D, DPM
Giles, Meeghan N, DPM
Giles, Raymond Ashley, DPM
Hall, Samantha A, DPM
Hawthorn, Francis Alyousis, DPM
Hossain, Jamil A, DPM
Knox, Jason Robert, DPM
Kumar, Peninna R, DPM
Lamy, Andrew J, DPM
Merrell, Tracy A, DPM
Mitchell II, Jeffrey L, II, DPM
Neuhaus, Matthew D, DPM
Nicholls, Berkeley H, DPM
Parole, Natalia B, DPM
Rebel, Ignis Clifford, DPM
Sudberry, James A, DPM
Williams, Melvin D, DPM
Wright, Mark Anthony, DPM

### Preventive Medicine

Frazier, Todd, MD

### Pulmonary Disease

Johnson, Ray C, MD
Louthan, Frank B, III, MD
Noah, William H, MD
Parrish, Richard E, MD
Patel, Prakashchandra B, MD
Poliner, James K, MD
Tyson, Richard, MD

### Radiation Oncology

Chollie, Casey T, MD
Lee, Brian K, MD
Wendy, Charles Diller, MD

### Radiology

Blount, Steven Michael, MD
Layman, Matthew S, MD
Massie, James D, Jr, MD
Shipman, Jason Lee, MD
Winters, Deborah A, MD
Wunder, Daniel Jay, MD

### Reproductive Endocrinology

Eilen, Abby C, MD
Hill, George, MD
Weltman, Glenn, MD
Whitworth, Christine M, MD

### Rheumatology

Owen, Marcus Andrew, MD
Razzaghi, Asim, MD

### Sleep Medicine

Noah, William H, MD

### Sports Medicine

Smithson, David Neil, MD

### Surgery

Adroisky, Muyiwa, MD
Akins, Mark A, MD
Baskin, Laura Rebecca, MD
Beard, David A, MD
Benitez, Erik, MD
Carter, James T, MD
Durgin, Robert Hancock, MD
Gibson, Jeffrey Brooks, MD
Hazley, Andrew J, MD
Horwitz, Shawn L, DO
Keith, Lindsay M, MD
Larsen, Angene Renee, MD
Manwaring, Mark L, MD
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Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hughes, David B, GNP
Matheson, Chelsea N, AGPCNP BC
Olson, Amy S, NP C

Nurse Practitioner, Neonatal
Cook, Elizabeth K, NNP
Oliver, Carol Jayne, NNP BC
Saunders, Carla Shaw, NNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Davis, Ryan C, CPNP
Gettlefinger, Lori Jill, CPNP
Memory, Kendall E, CPNP
Polk, Heather I, CPNP
Tinker, Brandy M, APN
Young, Courtney M, CPNP PC

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Guerra, Julio C, MD
Koerten, James M, MD
Love, Richard L, MD
Maddron, Jennifer Anderson, MD
Schnegg, Laura M, MD

Ophthalmology
Bierly, John Robert, MD
Cole, Matthew M, MD
Cutler Peck, Carolee Marie, MD
Dawson, John T, MD
Gallaher, Kevin Thomas, MD
Haun, Alden K, MD
Kim, John S, MD
Lahum, Allee Mark, MD
McDaniel, Daryl Lee, MD
Price, Robert E, MD
Taylor, Christopher T, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Jordan, James D, MD
Smith, Steven R, MD
Whitn, Alan L, MD

Otolaryngology
Merwin, William H, MD
Moreno, Francisco G, MD

Pain Medicine
Browder, Joe H, MD
Choc, James Jungyup, MD
Smith, Martha Jane, MD

Pediatric Allergy & Immunology
Ellenburg, Donald T, MD
Ellenberg, Joseph T, DO
Frazier, Timothy C, MD
Robinson, Wilson Scott, Jr, MD
Singer, Andrew, MD

Pediatrics
Asbury, Laura Michelle, MD
Bohner, Jeanne M, MD
Bukovitz, Mary E, MD
Carter, Kristy E, MD
Harsh, Anil, MD
Hollingsworth, James Eugene, MD
Lowry, Thomas H, MD
Mendez, David Enrique, MD
Meyer, Melissa A, MD
Moss, Casey Nelson, MD
Newsome, Jill M, MD
Powell, Laura A, MD
Powers, Wilson L, MD
Rhea, Russell W, III, MD
Saliansky, Renee A, MD
Tod trotto, Larry Michael, MD
Willbanks, David V, MD

Physician Assistant
Burns, Amber L, PA

Chalmers, Brooke L, PA
Estey, Douglas Joe, Sr, PA C
Hageman, Katie L, PA
Hawkins, Brooke L, PA C
Hill, Sherry Ann, PA C
Hodges, Karie M, PA
Kingman, Waynette M, PA C
Maben, Paul Collins, PA C
Milke, Amy Browning, PA C
Pressley, Erin Elizabeth, PA C
Silman, Alexx, PA
Swann, Caroline B, PA
Wiley, Melissa Sue, PA
Yeager, Jillian C, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Brooks, Mary N, PA
Cordie, Lauren R, PA C
Ellerton, Charlie C, PA
Johnson, Roger T, PA C
Monk, Amy L, PA C
Shanks, Amalie B, PA C
Wall, Michael Dwayne, PA
Womack, James D, Jr, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Estey, Douglas Joe, Sr, PA C

Podiatry (DPM)
Hawk, David P, DPM
Webb, Michael C, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Alsharif, Abdelhamid M, MD
Bargoty, Bashar H, MD
Byrd, Shannon L, MD
Cole, William C, II, MD
Cutzilo, Corey J, MD
Doers, Jesse T, MD
Estes, Ronald J, MD
Henschen, Bruce L, MD
Joseph, Gnanaraj, MD
Kramer, Troy Donald, MD
Luchsinger, Scott T, MD
Morrisson, John F, III, DO
Nadrous, Hassam F, MD
Nichols, Phillip L, II, MD
Paul, Andrews, MD
Pharatch, James D, MD
Prince, John M, Jr, MD
Reichert, Matthew Michael, MD
Salter, Victor B, MD
Smith, Allen C, MD
Stauber, Christian L, MD
Swisher, John W, MD
Weaver, Eric Michael, MD
Webb, William K, MD

Radiation Oncology
Anderson, John M, MD
Clark, Grant Michael, MD
Fowler, Brian Zack, MD
Scapenot, Daniel D, MD
Townsend, Natasia C, MD

Rheumatology
Leard, Alma Kimberly, MD

Sleep Medicine
Noff, Christopher Michael, MD

Surgery
King, Jeffrey Scott, MD
Ngo, William V, DO
Pugh, Brian J, DO

Therapeutic Optometry
Brown, Rachel L, OD
Horton, Daniel C, OD
Joslin, Brian C, OD
Joslin, Bryce H, OD
McClurg, Greg A, OD
Molloy, Brents Shawn, OD

Patrick, Richard F, OD
Preil, Luckson, OD
Silbermaged, Jeffrey S, OD
Smock, Sonya M, OD
Staunton, Lauren Joy, OD
Sussmane, Shawn T, OD
Tonks, Meredith L, OD
Whaley, Keith E, OD
Wise, Timothy C, OD

Urgent Care Physicians
Hoyt, Robert H, Jr, MD
Petty, David Gordon, Jr, MD
Rose, Amy S, FNP BC
Rothwell, Joseph Michael, MD
Smith, Whitaker Michael, MD

Urology
Kim, Edward D, MD
Traynelis, Christian L, MD

Vascular Surgery
Callicutt, Christopher Scott, MD
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Addiction Medicine
Hamm, Shawn M, MD
Sumrook, Daniel D, Jr, MD

Adolescent Medicine
Rager, Kristin Michele, MD

Allergy and Immunology
Cole, Steve, MD
Daher, Nora, MD

Anatomic Pathology
Chen, Yongxin, MD
Kesserwan, Chimenne, MD

Anesthesiology
Anghelescu, Doriana L, MD
Bernell, Michael J, MD
Bicknell, Bennett W, MD
Bromley, Howard R, MD
Burch, James R, III, MD
Crone, Robert Andrew, MD
Cunningham, Edwin D, Jr, MD
Gill, Ravpreet Singh, MD
Guyton, Thomas S, MD
Hazelhurst, Waring M, Jr, MD
Jones, James S, III, MD
Jones, Jerry Wayne, Jr, MD
Joyce, Kendrick Ray, MD
Kasper, Kenneth C, Jr, MD
Kent, R Morris, MD
Kesterson, Georgina O, MD
Leggett, David C, MD
Leppert, W Michael, MD
Maya, Kit S, MD
Merritt, Lauren N, MD
Moore, Arthura Denae, MD
Moustafa, Salwa, MD
Payne, Kyle D, MD
Ramanathan, Jaya, MD
Rank, Aaron L, MD
Reid, David H, MD
Rojas, Philip A, MD
Shapiro, Marvin L, MD
Steuer, Michael Edward, MD
Vu, Andrew T, MD
Wargo, Bradley W, OD
West, James M, MD
Wilson, Raymond E, MD
Zafar, Ghany, MD
Zanelia, John, Jr, MD

Cardiology
Awdeh, Mohar Ramiz, MD
Beaver, Lesa J, FNP
Yedlapati, Neeraja, MD
Yusuf, Jawwad, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Addington, Milton Brent, MD
Akins, Steven L, MD
Allen, Ray M, Jr, MD
Anderson, Keith G, MD
Arcot, Kishore K, MD
Awdeh, Mohar Ramiz, MD
Bascio, Eduardo Virtucio, MD
Cheema, Yaser A, MD
Cohen, Avraham, MD
Daiel, Ajay, MD
Danley, Beverly Williams, MD
Das, Pranab, MD
Dave, Raj Chotalal, MD
Diaz, Cecio Fausto, MD
Edwards, Todd D, MD
Faulkner, Lee E, MD
Galvean, James Rufus, III, MD
Gordon, Richard Joseph, MD
Gubin, Steven S, MD
Hammack, Bela B, MD
Hess, Paul George, MD
Himmelstein, Steven Irwin, MD
Holloway, David H, Jr, MD
Hopkins, Jack T, Jr, MD
Iransmith, David H, MD
Infeld, Jason I, MD
Johnson, Eric E, MD
Karri, Someswara R, MD
Khan, Shahid I, MD
Klemis, James Edward, MD
Kraus, David H, MD
Lan, David Zhiqiang, MD
Litowitz, James Troy, MD
Lyons, Matthew R, MD
McDonald, Michael B, MD
McGee, Jessie E, MD
McGrew, Frank A, III, MD
Morrow, Jennifer S, MD
Morsey, Mohamed S, MD
Murray, Gary Lee, MD
Nelson, Michael Aaron, MD
Otten, Daniel Edmond, MD
Patel, Dharmesh Surenda, MD
Paulus, Basil Mantas, MD
Porterfield, James G, MD
Reilly, Elias Gavin, MD
Richardson, Brenda J, MD
Rubin, Michael A, MD
Russo, William L, MD
Salazar, Holger Patrick, MD
Samaha, Joseph Kay, MD
Saxlon, Grady L, Sr, MD
Shaikh, Aftab A, MD
Shala, Mohamed Bashar Abou, MD
Shirwany, Arsalan Tariq, MD
Sidhu, Manavjot S, MD
Simmons, David Lee, MD
Smithers, Maureen Arndt, MD
Spiotta, Larry B, MD
Stapler, James M, MD
Stewart, David G, MD
Stout, Jeffrey B, MD
Swisher, John W, MD
Weber, Karl, MD
Wolf, David C, MD
Wood, Timothy D, MD
Young, Lisa Jackson, MD
Zafarullah, Haris, MD
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Saxton, Grady L, Sr, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Baker, Nichole A, CRNA
Banks, Toney Lee, CRNA
Bean, Casey L, CRNA
Benz, Charlene A, CRNA
Cain, Brian Christopher, CRNA
Case, Shanman Marie, CRNA
Cody, Shendia H, CRNA
Coker, Lamy L, CRNA
Corder, Gordon Wayne, CRNA
Curts, Mary E, CRNA
David, Shea B, CRNA
Davison, Sharon L, CRNA
Dunavan, Mark W, CRNA
Filer, Michelle R, CRNA
Fisher, Michael A, CRNA
Fisher, Shelly D, CRNA
Fulton, Keith Quentin, CRNA
Hayes, Vincent, CRNA
Henderson, Hunter B, CRNA
Hines, Leslie H, CRNA
Hodge, Sarah E, CRNA
Ince, Pamela M, CRNA
Ivy, Tasha, CRNA
Jones, Mary Elizabeth, CRNA
Jones, Sarah J, CRNA
Kail, Kristen R, CRNA
Kopinski, Michael V, CRNA
Kozlowski, Violetta, CRNA
Lambert, Kimberly Briggs, CRNA
Larson, Jana L, CRNA
Lenarduzzi, Christina C, CRNA
Livemore, Tracy S, CRNA
Mackey, Randol Blake, CRNA
Massey, Sandra K, CRNA
McClain, Sara L, CRNA
McConnell, Michael C, CRNA
Murry, Valerie Annette, CRNA
Nelson, John W, III, CRNA
Padaua, Corazon N, CRNA
Patton, Gloria M, CRNA
Reynolds, Robert Samuel, CRNA
Robinson, Diane Marie, CRNA
Ryan, Dana Nichole, CRNA
Sanders, Edward Molton, II, CRNA
Snyder, Berry E, CRNA
Strong, Paul P, CRNA
Surowka, Stasha S, CRNA
Swanson, Janet R, CRNA
Tharp, Patricia Joyce, CRNA
Thompson Smith, Janie M, CRNA
Thorne, Joan M, CRNA
Tutor, Dennis W, CRNA
Williams, Franklin L, CRNA

Chiropractic Neurology
Cole, Richard L, DC

Chiropractor
Aberdeen, Hazel, DC
Amodeo, Richard J, DC
Arkansas Nago, Audrey Anne, DC
Arkansalis, Alan A, DC
Bast, Michael E, DC
Berardi, Philip J, DC
Betts, Misty M, DC
Bomar, Allison L, DC
Boston, Benjamin Lee, DC
Burford, Glen R, DC
Carr, Jeffrey T, DC
Carr, Lindsey T, DC
Cheshier, Richard Garr, DC
Clenin, Kenneth P, DC

Cole, Bradford J, DC
Cole, Don E, DC
Cole, Larry W, DC
Cole, Lincoln Joshua, DC
Coleman, Jason D, DC
Corns, Matthew P, DC
Dansen, Curtis E, DC
Dettweiler, Tyrel J, DC
Fearnley, Aaron W, DC
Fish, Joshua Chase, DC
Fredericks, Alan R, DC
Goode, Gary Allen, DC
Granger, Dena D, DC
Halcomb, Stephanie Jean, DC
Hallock, Richard N, DC
Hayden, Matthew C, DC
Hogan, Charles Mazas, DC
Holliman, Mark E, DC
Holliman, Michael C, DC
Jackson, Melody C, DC
James, Rupert Alan, DC
Jespso, Darrin R, DC
Jespso, Jeremy L, DC
Johnson, Chancellor C, DC
Johnson, Robert Reed, DC
Kellenberger, David J, DC
Kelly, Patrick J, DC
Kelton, Barry T, DC
Luebee, Jeffrey D, DC
Mori, Alan R, DC
Myers, Bobby L, II, DC
Price, Kurt Alan, DC
Radican, Russell D, DC
Rynes, Jon D, DC
Smith, Dale F, DC
Speeg, Brian M, DC
Stacks, John P, Jr, DC
Stasi, Paige C, DC
Stasi, Tony J, DC
Swan, Warren J, DC
Volmer, W Steven, DC
Walker, Walter S, DC
Williams, Erinke A, Jr, DC
Wootton, David M, DC
Wootton, Jared M, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology
Coppess, Mark A, MD
Cui, Jiang, MD
Hess, Paul George, MD
Ingelemo, Christopher Perez, MD
Jha, Sunil K, MD
Kabra, Rajesh, MD
Kerlan, Jeffrey Elliot, MD
Levine, Yehoesthia C, MD
Van Wyhe, Galen Glenn, MD

Clinical Genetics
Brown, Chester W, MD
Mroczkzki, Henry J, MD
Pnivkni, Eniko K, MD
Ward, Jewell G, MD

Colon and Rectal Surgery
Daugherty, Ray S, Jr, MD
Fox, Michael M, MD
Katz, Joshua A, MD
Monroe, Justin, MD

Critical Care Medicine
Adams, James W, II, MD

Dermatology
Beard, Frances Gwen, MD
Biedsche, Christopher B, MD
Churchwell, Luella G, MD
Fisher, Christopher Reed, MD
Foley, Lynn M, MD
Friedman Musicante, Robin, MD
Gordon, Matthew C, MD
Huber, Amy Amontette, MD
Huber, John Domnic, MD
Jefferson, Julie A, MD

Dermatopathology
Fisher, Christopher Reed, MD
Randall, Milton Barry, MD

Diagnostic Radiology
Alied, John W, MD
Boe, Justin J, MD
Campbell, Paul Dennis, Jr, MD
Cavassol, Cristina Margarita, MD
Ferguson, Edgar Scott, Sr, MD
Gaycken, Bettina Anne Margarita, MD
Hodgkiss, Thomas Dalton, MD
Horras, Randy J, MD
Machin, James E, MD
Naveed, Naseeheen, MD
Ormland, Michael, MD
Parekh, Sushma Chandrakant, MD
Parvey, Louis S, MD

Extended Hours Available
Phillips, Jerry C, MD
Reiner, Eric H, MD
Roberts, Graham Lee, MD
Roy, Nicole, MD
Satter, Jorge A, MD
Stanhil, John G, MD

Emergency Medicine
Adams, James W, II, MD
Allen, Charles E, Jr, MD
Alsheikh Ali, Mohammed Hashem Musa, MD
Bastnagel, William R, MD
Bergeron, Kera L, PA C
Blakeway, Craig, MD
Brady, Mark F, MD
Combest, Felton J, Jr, MD
Cox, Katharine Suzanne, MD
Cross, Cynthia Denise, MD
England, Bryan S, MD
Escue, James Eric, MD
Greenberg, Michael, MD
Guillermo, Enrique C, MD
Huber, David, MD
Istanbouli, Wajih, MD
Jones, Nichole Michelle, FNP BC
Jones, Robbie Shontel, ACNP BC
Leblond, Lawrence T, MD
Marshall, John Willis, MD
Martinez, Antonio Martin, MD
Maxwell, Amanda, MD
May, William Bryan, MD
Mazumdar, Manjot Mrinal, MD
Merdith, Mark L, MD
Mixon, Joseph Allen, MD
Mozzazi, Mathilde, MD
Murphy, Julie A, NP
Nguyen, Tri Minh, MD
Nieto, Joe, Jr, MD
Paisley, David J, MD
Pierce, Andrew S, MD
Rahal, Nidal, MD
Rahmani, Shervin, MD
Randive, Vijay R, MD
Rittenberry, William H, MD
Rodriguez, Miguel H, MD
Rutherford, Jolee B, MD
Seth, Ankur, MD
Sheilds, John Douglas, MD
Smartt, Chantay D, MD
Smith, Clyde R, III, MD
Steele, Malcolm Aubrey, MD
Taylor, Alan Campbell, MD
Thomas, Joyesh Skaria, MD
Turner, Robert Emmett, III, MD
Washington, Michael J, MD
Williams, Marquita, NP
Wright, Tony L, MD
Wynne, Matthew, MD

Endocrinology
Dagogo Jack, Samuel, MD
Dokun, Ayutonde O, MD
Gupta Ganguli, Malini, MD
Hornsby, Sherron M, MD
Jiang, Yunn, MD
Khayat, Saba, MD
Latif, Khashif Ahmed, MD
Nywee, Ebenezer Azubuike, MD
Omrman, Rabi A, MD
Salman, Farida, MD
Steinberg, Helmout O, MD
Usdan, Lisa Suzanne, MD
Velasquez, Pedro Alejandro, MD

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism
Brannick, Benjamin B, MD
Ghawi, Maher S, MD
Hughes, Thomas A, MD
Imseis, Reed E, MD
Mayers, Lisa M, MD
Qureshi, Mohammad N, MD
Williams Cleaves, Beverly J, MD

Facial Plastic Surgery
Langsdon, Philip R, MD

Family Medicine
Abdus Salaam, Sayyida S, MD
Acree, Martin Vernon, MD
Adebiyi, Omoniyi Yakuba, MD
Ahmad, Hamad, MD
Anderson, Stephanie D, MD
Baker, Adam Walter, MD
Bradley, Chauntay Y, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Bryant, James W, MD
Buci, William W, MD
Burris, Tina K, MD
Caballero, Hugo A, MD
Callaghan, Timothy Joseph, MD
Carran, Ricket Reynolds, MD
Childers, Angie Jean, MD
Chisholm, Patricia Ann, MD
Chollet, Anna L, MD
Coller, Cywis C, MD
Cook, Buffy J, MD
Crawford, John Daniel, MD
Crapov, Marc J, MD
Dar, Madhia, MD
Davenport Miller, Anita S, MD
Drewry, William R, MD
Eakes, Mark W, MD
Edgerly, Donald William, MD
Edwards, Samuel B, MD
Eldred, Edward Burris, DO
Emerneuwaou, Ikehuku U, MD
Engstrom, John E, MD
English, Jonathan Tyler, MD
Espinoza, Diego S, MD
Everson, Freddie Lee, MD
Fernandez, Maria, MD
Figueredo Cardenas, Griselle V, MD
Filchock, Joanne V, MD
Rahmani, Shervin, MD
Randive, Vijay R, MD
Rittenberry, William H, MD
Rodriguez, Miguel H, MD
Rutherford, Jolee B, MD
Seth, Ankur, MD
Sheilds, John Douglas, MD
Smartt, Chantay D, MD
Smith, Clyde R, III, MD
Steele, Malcolm Aubrey, MD
Taylor, Alan Campbell, MD
Thomas, Joyesh Skaria, MD
Turner, Robert Emmett, III, MD
Washington, Michael J, MD
Williams, Marquita, NP
Wright, Tony L, MD
Wynne, Matthew, MD
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Filipic, Ramune Montville, MD
Findley, Dwayne D, MD
Floyd, Jerry Ray, MD
Folse, Timothy Edmonds, MD
Frix, Carey W, MD
Geater, Barbara Elia, MD
Giles, Cheryl, MD
Givens, Preston G, MD
Green, Lindsay, MD
Green, Regineque Leonetta, MD
Gunn Hill, Ericka Lee, MD
Harris, Jewel A, MD
Hightower, Denise Michele, MD
Hudson, Rickey H, MD
Humphreys, Robert Alan, MD
Hutchings, Heather McCoy, DO
Hyatt, Terri L, MD
Jackson, Anna Martin, MD
Jackson, William Clay, MD
Jones, Armernity Z, MD
Jones, Benjamin A, MD
Juma, Monica P, DO
Ko, Chae M, MD
Kopinski, Katherine O, MD
Lee, Kent Alan, MD
Lindsey, Leticia Anne, MD
Lisner, Morgan M, MD
Lyn Boswell, Carla Geraldine, MD
Lisner, Morgan M, MD
Lyn Boswell, Carla Geraldine, MD
Magro, Daniel L, MD
Makapugay, Fidel L, MD
Mardis, Marlah H, MD
Marshall, Christopher Dean, MD
Marlin, James Williams, MD
Matthews, Ashley N, MD
McCullam, Lee Wilkes, MD
McKee, Alice Roark, MD
Miller, Amanda L, MD
Miller, Logan E, MD
Miller, Robert G, MD
Miller, Rosemary J, MD
Mintz, Philip Grayier, MD
Moneerole, Robert Uzdinmna, MD
Morafa, Olawale A, MD
Mullins, Derek Russell, MD
Mullins, Calvin J, MD
Muri, Aparna Kunss, MD
Muse, Katoasha A, MD
Myers, Richard Kelley, MD
Myne, Pujia K, MD
Nash, Dana Ann, MD
Nazario, Janice M, MD
Neal, Michele Emyan, MD
Nelson, Susan Christine Frink, MD
Nguyen, Tri Minh, MD
Nollner, Robert M, MD
Norris, Dale Wayne, MD
O’Cain, Debbie Tapp, MD
Ongsingco, Jose Gabriel, MD
Ozogbo, Valentine C, MD
Patel, Sheetal Mayur, MD
Patrick, Joseph Pearson, MD
Pean, Carl Frederic, MD
Pike, Daniel Ray, MD
Plumlee, Austin B, MD
Potter, Thi Kim Do, MD
Pym, John H, III, DO
Qureshi, Shoabi, MD
Rahal, Nidal, MD
Rainey, Collins W, MD
Raju, Salajaa, MD
Randle, Yvette I, MD
Rangaswami, Bharath, MD
Reddy, Saritha Voncha, MD
Reeves, Marcus Cortez, MD
Robbins, Melissa A, MD
Robinson, James N, MD
Robinson, Jana P, MD
Robinson, Lloyd E, MD
Rodney, William M, MD
Rodriguez, Marla D, MD
Roquiz, Deborah S, MD
Rothrock, Perry C, III, MD
Salpuche, Adilles Shalleesh, MD
Scott, Mark A, MD
Sharma, Achn, MD
Sharma, Ruchkha P, MD
Shelton, Michelle Alexandra, MD
Sittnick, Stephen Michael, DO
Sloan, Anthony B, MD
Smith, Jay Daniel, MD
Smith, Whittaker Michael
Spencer, Razquel D, MD
Sptliner, Joshua N, MD
Stalcup, Clay E, MD
Sullivan, Anne Lorraine, MD
Summers, Samuel Timothy, Sr, MD
Sumrak, Daniel D, Jr, MD
Suneela, Gottumukkala, MD
Tameez, Iffat N, MD
Thomas, Oswald H, III, MD
Thomas, Sheila Maria, MD
Thrasher, Barton B, MD
Tiggeelaar, Sarah M, MD
Tirnin, Armasylee A, MD
Tran, Christina B, MD
Twile, Twila M, MD
VanWylen, Audrey B, MD
Vanegas, Julian L, DO
Walker, Larry Michael, MD
Wallace, Michael C, MD
Wang, Haqiu Elaine, MD
Waren, Jeffery S, MD
Watson, Luisinha D, MD
Wickman, John R, MD
Wong, Joseph Kenneth, MD
Wood, Amanda M, MD
Woodall, Charles Jackson, MD
Woodall, Melanie Landrum, MD
Xu, Ying, MD
Yannuzzi, Kelly A, MD
Yibiru Pelullo, Edmond Humpherto, MD
Zhou, Fang, MD

Family Medicine with Obstretrical Fellowship

Bejjini, Lucy Lin, MD
Khan, Muneeca, MD
Potter, Angelica Paige, MD

Gastroenterology

Achimp, Uchenna N, MD
Ahmed, Nazneen S, MD
Akbar, Ali, MD
Ayrock, Richard S, MD
Baum, Joseph G, Jr, MD
Baum, Alex E, MD
Beirman, Paul Stewart, MD
Bilal, Muhammad, MD
Bowden, Phillip R, MD
Cattau, Edward L, Jr, MD
Chaudhry, Sufiyan Fazeed, MD
Das, Kanak, MD
Dassarae, Lakshmi K, MD
Dragutsky, Michael S, MD
Duncan, Scott J, MD
Elia, Ralf W, MD
Faro, Farees Shalleesh, MD
Fields, Kenneth I, MD
Frederick, Randall C, MD
French, Joshua B, MD
Friedman, Edward Sydney, MD
Gaillard, Ian T, MD
Gonzalez, Humberto C, MD
Harri Jr, Frederick R, Jr, MD
Howden, Colin W, MD
Ismail, Mohammad K, MD
Jackson, Terrence L, Jr, MD
Jones, Wesley Earl, MD

General Practice

Angiers, John A, MD
Bannum, Emily Kate, MD
Chin, Frank T, Jr, MD
Dowling, Carrie Louise, MD
Duncan, Verna G, MD
Hardy, Fred Oliver, MD
Holley, Joseph Eugene, Jr, MD
Jackson, Christopher D, MD
Johnson, James Wilburn, Jr, MD
Joyce, Kendrick Ray, MD
Lowrey, Jeffrey Harris, MD
Marshall, Daniel P, MD
Morris, G Scott, MD
Patel, Ruchi A, DO
Prasad, Sudha R, MD
Rawlins, Pallavi V, MD
Reed, Mark L, MD
Rodney, John Rocco MacMillan, MD
Smith, Clyde R, III, MD
Walker, James Richard, III, MD

General Vascular Surgery

Brahmbhatt, Rishma R, MD

Genetic Counselor

Buell, Andrew, CGC
Covington, Rachel I, GC
Holtop, Shannon Gloria, GC
Lipe, Lindsay R, GC
White, Lorrell J, GC

Geriatric Medicine

Hines, Elbert E, III, MD

Hematology

Benn, Sonia M, MD
Beers, Stephen A, MD
Bhanderi, Vipul K, MD
Chi, Michelle T, MD
Dill, Drew S, Sr
Fenten, Moon Jung, MD
Inaba, Hiroto, MD
Jones, Clyde M, MD
Magee, Michael J, MD
Martin, Michael Gary, MD
Mizra, Muhammad M, MD
Mullins, Janice, DO
Obadi, Sulhai M, MD
Owen, Curtis L, MD
Pallera, Amel M, MD
Portnoy, David Craig, MD
Rajani, Sandeep K, MD
Ratfili, Thomas W, MD
Reed, Jarvis D, MD
Salpuche, Shalleesh, MD
Schwartzberg, Lee S, MD
Spiers, Kathleen D, MD
Vasireddy, Sainderra, MD
Vontela, Namratha R, MD
Wang, Junfeng, MD
Weeks, Albert Earl, MD
Weir, Alva Bowen, III, MD
Wiederwor, Eric R, DO

Hospice and Palliative Medicine

Battle, Laura A, MD
Daloo, Austin L, MD
Mullinax, William G, MD
Wozny, Michael A, MD

Hospital Medicine

Adabala, Jaya Lakshmi, MD
Alana, Allen Nicole C, MD
Allen, Alexandra Daniel, MD
Allen, John W, Jr, MD
Alhtubba, Ahmad H, MD
Arif, Faisal M, MD
Baker, Iris Wili, MD
Bergeron, Jaclyn B, MD
Bradshier III, Robert W, III, MD
Bynum, Joseph A, MD
Chauhdyri, Fatima Sulfian, MD
Chinn, Alex J, MD
Chuke, Smiti, MD
Cross, Cynthia Denise, MD
Cytus, Rushelle Jones, MD
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Dorko, Craig S, MD
Elia, Said Elias, MD
Elochukwu, Amara Frances, MD
Enyenih, Henry N, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Ferguson-Paul, Kent, MD
Fleenor, John David, MD
Fowler, John Williams, Jr, MD
Fuller, Lauren M, MD
Gadaparthi, Chiranjeevi, MD
Gelfand, Michael S, MD
Gilless, Elizabeth H, MD
Gilless, Jerry Paul, MD
Hammond, Mark L, MD
Hashmi, Razia U, MD
Higgins, Patrick, DO
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Izamalo, Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Iwuji, Kelechi, U, MD

Hematology / Oncology

Benn, Sonia M, MD
Beers, Stephen A, MD
Bhanderi, Vipul K, MD
Chi, Michelle T, MD
Dill, Drew S, Sr
Fenten, Moon Jung, MD
Inaba, Hiroto, MD
Jones, Clyde M, MD
Magee, Michael J, MD
Martin, Michael Gary, MD
Mizra, Muhammad M, MD
Mullins, Janice, DO
Obadi, Sulhai M, MD
Owen, Curtis L, MD
Pallera, Amel M, MD
Portnoy, David Craig, MD
Rajani, Sandeep K, MD
Ratfili, Thomas W, MD
Reed, Jarvis D, MD
Salpuche, Shalleesh, MD
Schwartzberg, Lee S, MD
Spiers, Kathleen D, MD
Vasireddy, Sainderra, MD
Vontela, Namratha R, MD
Wang, Junfeng, MD
Weeks, Albert Earl, MD
Weir, Alva Bowen, III, MD
Wiederwor, Eric R, DO
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Jefferson, Adrian, MD
John, Elizabeth, MD
Jordi, Makram Aedel, MD
Kamin, Ethud Ron, MD
Kamp, Michele Frances, MD
Karki, Kanchan, MD
Kaweesa, Fnu, MD
Koppolu, Madan M, MD
Kumar, Aneel, MD
Kuperman, Aaron B, MD
Loder, Jeffrey C, MD
Mancell, Jimmie, MD
Maurtison, Amy E, MD
Medhane, Yared M, MD
Mossinger, Lindsay, MD
Mostafavi, Mariam, MD
Mougeberieh, Mohammad Khaled, MD
Ogbeide, Egunmenda I, MD
Ogbeide, Osarenren, MD
Okafua, Irene N, DO
Otkai, Hooman, MD
Oling, Andrew, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Patel, Riddhiben P, MD
Patel, Shailesh M, DO
Philips, Wesley, MD
Pierce, Andrew S, MD
Pishko, Stephen Daniel, MD
Pusapat, Satyanarayana R, MD
Rahman, Md S, MD
Ramsey, Kellinda P, MD
Rashid, Hoda, MD
Rasheed, Shabana, MD
Siddiqui, Omer Muhammad Asif, MD
Smith, Rachael Elizabeth, MD
Spencer, Jason Bradley, MD
Spotts, Caley Michelle, MD
Stamps, HenryBaines, MD
Stoev, Tsvetkov George, MD
Sturdivant, Joseph Michael, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD
Townsend, Arthur Melvin, IV, MD
Vandenogen, Gregory E, MD
Vieron, Leonidas Nicholas, MD
Walker, Raymond Rogers, MD
Warford, Suzanne R, MD
Watson, Estella V, MD
Wells, Daniel R, MD
Wheeler, Brian J, MD
Yuan, Qing, MD
Zaraf, Salim, MD
Zobell, Daniel D, MD

Infectious Disease
Agbaos, Tina Aitebiremen, MD
Ahmadu, Chinezoula, MD
Ali, Mahmood, MD
Allon, Joan Michelle, MD
Amr, Mohammad, MD
Ansah, Martinis Ausi, MD
Arnold, Anita L, MD
Avila, Jeremy S, MD
Avila, Reuben William, MD
Baig, Abdulah, MD
Bailey, Iris Williams, MD
Bailey, James E, Jr, MD
Bailey, Larran Edward, MD
Baird, Jerome, MD
Baird, James Hays, MD
Bair, Nathan, MD
Brown, Sarah L, MD
Bums, Robert, MD
Butt, Alex, MD
Caldwell, Felix L, MD
Campbell, Tommie, MD
Carter, Charles L, MD
Cassidy, John S, MD
Cassell, Mark A, MD
Chang, K, MD
Chawla, Anita, MD
Children, Diana J, MD
Childress, Richard D, MD
Chu, George, MD
Chumpia, Mason M, MD
Clark, Catherine Jane, MD
Cohen, Sandra Lilinsky, MD
Connelly, Stephanie Ann, MD
Crews, John T, MD
Damera, Goda P, MD
Darg, Paul Hau, MD
De Flumere, Charlotte A, MD
Dempsey, Buckly Kindard, Jr, MD
Dorso, Craig S, MD
Dowell, Stanley W, MD
Duclos, Martin A, MD
Earnest, Christi Lee, MD
ehle, Azeem, MD
Eley Bradford, Maria D, MD
Ellen, Rose Cohen, MD
Elchowkwi, Amara Frances, MD
Enzer, James K, MD
Evans, Benjamin F, MD
Faleye, Olugbenga, MD
Finks, Abraham, MD
Finn, Barry, MD
Finn, Cary Martin, MD
Franklin, E, Arthur, MD
Freeland, Lynda J, MD
Freeman, Freeman, MD
Garcia Gayoso, Allee Sanchez, MD
Gilless, Elizabeth H, DO
Gilless, Jerry Paul, MD
Gouveia, Nurleiha, MD
Green, Calvin S, DO
Green, Christopher B, MD
Gupta, Himani, MD
Habashy, Hany M, MD
Hanisian, Ara James, MD
Hanisian, Gina R, MD
Haas, Naqi, MD
Hayden, Shawn Joseph, MD
Hayes, Burton L, MD
Heckle, Kerith G, MD
Hefner, Jonathan A, MD
Hicks, Anthony M, MD
Hoover, Jeffrey Neal, MD
Huch, Kim Marie, MD
Huff, Gregory E, MD
Hurley, Mary Margaret, MD
Icho, Emmanuel C, MD
Immam, Mohammad, MD
Iouserle, Waliha, MD
Iwuke, Izuokwu, MD
Jasper, John B, MD
Jeffers, Raymond Clarence, Jr, MD
Jenkins, Gregory K, MD
Jenkins, Wally, MD
Jennings, David K, MD
Jennings, Nicole M, MD
Johnson, Stephen M, MD
Jordan, Richard J, MD
Kamin, Ethud Ron, MD
Kamo, Aline, MD
Kannegarati, Praveen C, MD
Kathwala, Ahsan H, MD
Kathwala, Zuleka, MD
Katz, Paul, MD
Kaweesa, Fnu, MD
Keene, Alexandina T, MD
Khan, Mohammed B, MD
Khandekar, Sofia H, MD
Khattak, Asim Akhtar, MD
Khursheed, Mohammad Aliaz, MD
Kilson, Michelle Dawn, MD
Kleinman, Michael S, MD
Kothari, Nirmal D, MD
Kraus, Gordon J, MD
Kraus, Robert, MD
Kuhl, Lydia J, MD
Kulinski, Robert Francis, MD
Kumar, Aneel, MD
Light, William Harry, MD
Lon, Celeste S, MD
Lu, Malinda MD
Lum, Diane L, MD
Mallieto, Maram, MD
Malone, Patrick Kirkland, MD
Mancell, Jimmie, MD
Mays, Owita R, MD
Mccullar, Brennan P, MD
Meh, Sonal, MD
Menozzi, Barbara, MD
Merry, Shayla T, MD
Milligan, Corbin Dianell, MD
Milligan, Kerry Lee, MD
Mirza, Imran, MD
Mirza, Muhammad M, MD
Mishra, Ashutosh Kumar, MD
Moham, Kamal J, MD
Mohan, Veena, MD
Morreaddy, Gayathri, MD
Morrow, Robert E, MD
Morris, Mark, MD
Molot, Ann M, MD
Molot, Thomas E, MD
Molot, Todd S, MD
Mougeberieh, Mohammad Khaled, MD
Muddassir, Khawaja M, MD
Munn, Catherine A, MD
Munn, Charles W, MD
Naee, Gary Stephen, MD
Naqui, S Haidar Abbas, MD
Natarajan, Monika L, MD
Nease, Hilbert Howard, III, MD
Northcross, Philip R, MD
ODea, Douglas L, MD
Okafor, Irene N, DO
Olinger, Andrew, MD
Ondor, Songul, MD
Ost, Shelly Rae, MD

Overy, Steven T, MD
Overstreet, Hugh T, MD
Owens, Curtis L, MD
Pagliarulo, Tony Robert, MD
Parikh, Sonali S, MD
Patchen, Jay, MD
Patek, Kayur V, MD
Patterson, Kaye Oglethorpe, II, MD
Peilz, Frederik R, MD
Pendery, Bradford Daniel, MD
Pierce, Andrew S, MD
Pittman, Beau M, MD
Pomykala, Lora Allison, MD
Porter, Jolie G, MD
Porter, Ryan C, MD
Posey, Michael E, MD
Prasad, Sheerendara Ramanna, MD
Pruet, Michael R, MD
Pushpanshu, Pushpanshu, MD
Rawlinson, William Thomas, MD
Raza, Shahnila, MD
Richardson, David J, MD
Robinson, Todd Vincent, MD
Rodriguez, Jorge Alain, MD
Rushing, George Van, MD
Sands, Christopher W, MD
Sands, Michelle A, MD
Sapatory, Asmina, MD
Schwab, Steve J, MD
Seng, Louis, MD
Seth, Ankur, MD
Seth, Ponit, MD
Shafiique, Rehan, MD
Sharifman, David Morris, MD
Shiffman, Stephen Murray, MD
Shroyer, Diane B, MD
Siddiqui, Omer Muhammad Asif, MD
Slade, Whitney Thompson, MD
Smith, Vincent Dee, MD
Spray, Sean, MD
Stamps, Henry Baines, MD
Stewart, William C, Jr, MD
Stiles, Allis Al, MD
Stoev, Tsvetko George, MD
Sulten Ali, Ibrahim A, MD
Swannigan, Veronica M, MD
Swanson, Heather R, MD
Talbert, Louis G, MD
Taylor, Martha N, MD
Taylor, Ralph, MD
Teach, Guy Victor, MD
Tesfai, Simon H, MD
Thompson, Natasha, MD
Thota, Suresh, MD
Todd, Brandon L, MD
Unagbo, Raimon T, MD
Vandevens, Gregory, E, MD
Velasquez, Pedro Alejandro, MD
Vergozza, Samuel T, MD
Vieron, Leonidas Nicholas, MD
Vilannueva, Randy J, MD
Vlasak, Mark C, MD
Whag, Alya A, MD
Wallace, Febe I, MD
Ward, Forrest C, MD
Warford, Suzanne R, MD
Warr, Ather, MD
Washington, Latona Benettress, MD
Washington, Michael J, MD
Watson, Angela Denise, DO
Welsh, Lawrence, MD
Weiss, William T, MD
Wells, Christopher A, MD
Wener, Steven Irvin, MD
Wheeler, John Nathan, MD
Wien, Hildred Edward, DO
Williams, David I, MD
Wilson, Fred Palmer, Jr, MD
Witmer, John, MD
Woodard, Theresa Lynette, MD
Woods, Carolyn O, MD
Physicians
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Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine
Alexander, Catherine A, MD
Arindell, Esmond L, MD
Barrus, David Michael, MD
Darling, Bryan Keith, MD
Dhanireddys, Ramasubareddy, MD
Elbiod, Mohamed Tammam R, MD
Ferguson, John A, MD
Goodwin Samson, Autism J, MD
Hamlet, James M, III, MD
Hayden, Jane E, MD
Jenkins, Martin B, MD
John, Isaac, MD
Koneru, Padmaja, MD
Krishnan, Ramesh Kumar, MD
Maxwell, Abigael M, MD
Pourroyous, Massroor, MD
Rana, Divya, MD
Sander, Craig J, MD
Tayali, Ayj J, MD
Turcany, Dumitru S, MD
Upadhyay, Kirtikumar N, MD
Weems, Mark F, MD
Woodall, Diane L, MD
Zaveri, Parul G, MD

Neonatology
Arnold, Esmond L, Jr, MD
Chilakala, Sandeep K, MD
Harndo, Jennifer M, DO

Nephrology
Ali, Nader M, MD
Ali, Shahla, Zaher, MD
Amin, Hassan, MD
Balaraman, Vasanthi, MD
Balloo, Wesam F, MD
Baymiller, Nilofor M, MD
Canada, Robert B, MD
Chakravarty, Arjil, MD
Coo, Audrey W, MD
Daher, Fadi, MD
Dick, Maroun T, MD
Elahi, Hafiz Awais, MD
Evanj, Luke S, MD
Goel, Lekha K, MD
Grant, Robert B, MD
Hamze, Omar O, MD
Hernandez, Jacinto Angel, MD
Hooke, Lina, MD
Johnson, Stacy A, MD
Kazmi, Asif S, MD
Kelby, Bobby J, MD
Khan, Mohammad B, MD
Khosla, Nitin, MD
Kroes, Osbaldo P, MD
Kumar, Aneel, MD
Mansour, Nawar E, MD
Mirza, Mashhud M, MD
Mittal, Sanjeev K, MD
Morris, John T, III, MD
Morris, John T, III, MD
Naseer, Adnan, MD
Onder, Songul, MD
Pathak, Minesh Babul, MD
Pennaka, Joyeshree B, MD
Pulusani, Deepika R, MD
Quares, Leigh Darryl, MD
Rana, Julio P, MD
Schwab, Steve J, MD
Shafique, Rehan, MD
Showkat, Arif M, MD
Siddiqui, Onur Muhammad Asif, MD
Steinberg, Marc H, MD
Stepniakowski, Konrad T, MD
Taiwar, Manish, MD
Vo, Hieu Quang, MD
Wolford, Perisico Aron, MD

Neurodevelopmental Disabilities
Gipson, Tanjalia, MD
Hanna, Debra L, MD
Whitaker, Tori M, MD

Neurology
Abeualem, Tarek, MD
Arnaout, Karen, MD
Arthure, Adam S, MD
Birinyi, Paul V, MD
Bond, Aaron, MD
Boop, Fredrick A, MD
Brophy, John D, MD
Burns, Brandon C, MD
Cardenas, Raul Jose, MD
Carter, Tyler A, DO
Cheema, Ahmed A, MD
Crosby, Glenn A, II, MD
Decuypere, Mehaa, MD
Foley, Kevin T, MD
Fountain, Todd Edward, MD
Friedman, Harry, MD
Holt, Daniel Alan, MD
Klimo, Paul, Jr, MD
LaBagnara, Michael, MD
Lovell, Laverne R, MD
Michael, L Madison, II, MD
Nickele, Christopher W, MD
Ollinger, Rodney G, MD
Parsion, Fereidoon, MD
Robertson, Jon H, MD
Smith, Maurice M, MD
Sorenson, Jeffrey M, MD
To, Chi V, DO
Weaver, Jason Andrew, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Adams, Lanitra F, FNP
Andrews, Shekinah, FNP
Arnold-Ross, Angela L, NP C
Avery, Danielle D, APRN
Ball, Michael W, NP
Barrett, Marilyn L, APRN BC
Barrow, Dawn Marie, WHNP BC
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Baskin, Zoe, NP
Beasley, James C, Jr, NP C
Beene, Cheryl A, NP
Berry, Marne Stevenson, FNP
Brye, Amanda C, NP
Bonds, Porsha F, NPA
Boyette, Kristin G, FNP
Brown, Deidra, NP C
Buckley, Sherry Ann, FNP BC
Buescher, Ashley Gentry, FNP
Carnahan, Tammy L, FNP BC
 Chambers, Marilynn, NP
Coleman, Carolyn A, FNP
Collins, Patricia W, NP
Cooper, Kathryn J, APRN BC
Corerius, Tamaryn T, NP C
Deimund, Sonda D, FNP
Dennis, Barbara H, NP
Dillingen, Teresa G, NP
Dixon, Telisha M, NP
Dowell Hines, Stacy Janet, FNP
Edwards, Nicole L, FNP
Esson, Reona, NP
Farris, Alicia A, NP C
Fendley, Leanna Rushin, NP C
Fetterly, Lasharrin, FNP
Fenning, Linda Sharron, APRN
Fenning, Linda Sharron, APRN

Nuclear Medicine
Helton, Joseph M, MD

Neurodevelopmental Disabilities
Swaraswamy, MD
Tsao, Jack W, MD
Waltah, Mervat N, MD
Wang, James Jinxing, MD
Wilner, Andrew N, MD
Wright, Lanca J, MD
Zhang, Ling, MD

Neuropsychology (PHD)
Atkins, Loy Keith, PhD
Baughman, Brandon C, PhD
Bohrer, Christen M, PhD
McChesney, Susan R, PhD
Paul, Connie S, PhD
Shultz, Laura S, PhD
West, Rebecca L, PhD

Neurodiology
Gray, Richard Ian, MD
Harrell, Julie Heron, MD
Helton, Kathleen J, MD

Neurology
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Hicks, Johnie L, NP
Howard, Vanessa C, FNP
Hug, Teresa C, NP
Hulon, Karinthia E, NP
Humphrey, Yvette, FNP BC
Hussong, Margaret, NP
James, Marshay, CPNP
Jenkins, Melanie S, FNP
Jiang, Dongxia, NP
Johnston, Marica L, NP
Jones, Sandra, PNP
Kauhi, Magan, NP
Kimble, Amy C, FNP
King, Allison H, NP
Konemann, Corey, APN
Lambert, Seraphine H, APN
Landrum, Ashley, FNP
Lee, Erin Fay, FNP BC
Lee, Song, FNP BC
Lewis, Audra, NP C
London, Carla D, FNP
Lum, Gina Marie, FNP BC
Mancuso, Stephen, PNP
Martin, Emily R, CPNP
Max, Anita M, FNP
May, Martha V, NP
McCain-Lee, Yolanda, NP
McIvor, Carrie R, FNP
Mettion, Miranda Ruth, NP C
Meredith, Carly Jo, FNP
Meredith, Nichole Tabbrie, NP C
Michaels, Carolyn A, FNP
Michalik, Layna, FNP
Miller, Casey, NP
Moore, Haley J, FNP
Morgan, Jessica, CPNP
Morgan, Stacey, FNP
Murphy, Sandra W, FNP
Nasary, Kelly N, NP C
Newmon, Dorecia M, NP
Newsum, Tonya Lashale, NP C
Pagramikub, Shikendie, MSN
Parson, Tonya Denise, ACNP BC
Pease, Patricia, FNP
Phifer, Charonda L, FNP
Pigg, Jessica S, FNP
Poston, Nicole S, NP
Potts, Jennifer R, NP
Pratt, Angela, FNP
Pritchard, Michelle, FNP
Proctor, Kimberly E, NP
Pucci, Erica, FNP
Ray, Elia, NP
Redding, Cayce L, NP
Ridley-Pryor, Tracee L, PMHP
Runer, Sophia A, FNP
Saunders, Margaret C, NP
Shive, Stephanie, FNP
Shope, Sheila, FNP
Simmons, Andrea M, NP
Smith, Daniel, NP
Smotherers, Michelle M, NP C
Snyder, Angela, APN
Sparrow, Charlene, FNP
Spickler Elams, Virginia, NP
Staehms, Lee Ann, NP C
Stepter, Cleshere, NP
Sykes, Pamela J, FNP BC
Turner, Marsha D, NP
Wallace, Jennifer E, NP
White, Amy M, NP
White, Atricia, FNP
Williams, Charles B, NP C
Williams, Vanessa Daffney, FNP BC
Willis, Jena P, DNP
Wilson, Charla F, FNP
Wodowski, Karen S, FNP
Wolford, Gwen G, FNP
Wood, Kimberly, FNP
Yaghini, Fariba, NP C
Young, Alison Leigh, NP
Nurse Practitioner Adult Acute Care
Eckland, Kristin Lynn, NP
Pickett, Nicholas L, NP
Swatzell, Victoria M, NP
Whitaker, Wendy A, ACNP
Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Allen, Mary P, NP
Austin, Marisa K, NP
Ayers, Sheila Espiritu, ACNP BC
Bartsch, Rachael D, ACNP
Bedford, Cynthia D, NP
Boyd, April Michelle, APRN BC
Calatayud, Brandi M, NP
Crowe, Lindsey Nicole, ACNP BC
Hall, Terri L, NP
Hollis, Fenisha D, AGACNP
Hook, Errol M, NP
Hopkins, Allan B, ACNP BC
Hustifatter, Tracy Lyle, ACNP BC
Johnson, Katie L, NP
Jones, Beverly Ann, ACNP BC
Jones, Robbie Shonel, ACNP BC
Kaiser, Amy N, DNP
Kari, Kamali Kumari, NP C
Moore, Tracie L, ACNP BC
Mulroy, Janet Flynn, ACNP BC
Murray, Merri D, ACNP BC
Nenon, Rebecca S, MD
O'Dell, Jennifer Patterson, NP
Parson, Tonya Denise, ACNP BC
Plyler, Lauren E, AGACNP
Prutt, Melissa, ACNP BC
Swatzell, Victoria M, NP
Woodcock, Lisa Marie, ACNP BC
Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Adams, Amber E, ANP BC
Addess, Tania L, NP
Bailey, Brenda D, NP C
Bradley, Bridget A, APRN BC
Dobinson Branch, Sharnita L, NP C
Farris, Quanesha R, NP C
Kauhi, Magan, DNP
Miller, Gannett, FNP BC
Norton, Marcus Anthony, NP
Parks, Yolanda, NP C
Pendergrass, Jennifer L, ANP
Pilier, Sue Ann, ANP BC
Pomolnari, Heather H, NP C
Rader, Lisa R, NP
Reames, Karen Benjamin, ANP BC
Scott, Kelley Von, APRN BC
Wammath, Ginger Holloway, ANP BC
Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Abram, Traci Brown, FNP
Adair, Loretta, NP C
Adams, Casie F, NP
Adams, Lanitra Y, FNP
Adkoch, Pauline L, NP C
Alobbtoni, Nicholas C
Aldridge, Danielle R, NP
Aldridge, Samantha E, NP
Alexander, Dorothy E, APN
All, Naseem D, NP C
Allen, Deloris B, FNP
Allen, Florida D, NP
Allen, LaToya Latrice, NP
Allen, Sara S, NP
Alleyn, Montresse P, NP
Ammons, Judith D, FNP
Anschultz, Joyoye U, NP C
Anthony, Keala L, FNP
Anzivino, Shannon K, NP
Armento, Vanessa L, NP
Armour, Shantonda C, NP C
Arth, Jessica Leigh, NP
Aslin, Catherine S, FNP BC
Ballard, Martha K, APRN BC
Banham, Jeffrey E, NP
Banks, Kathy J, NP C
Banks, Tamara Michele, NP C
Barrie, Pam M, FNP BC
Barnes, Melissa C, FNP
Batey, Honour Maria, FNP BC
Baumtrog, Jodie M, APRN BC
Bean, LaSondra Cole, FNP BC
Beers, Caroline A, FNP
Behnke, Kathleen Herrod, NP C
Benjamin, Myles B, NP C
Bennett, Serfontia, NP C
Berger, Alison R, NP
Best, Amanda R, NP C
Birmingham, Barbara Mary, FNP BC
Bishop, Jeffrey Morgan, APRN BC
Bolten, Tamika JoAnn, NP C
Boldogh, Sandra J, FNP
Booth, Amy N, FNP
Bosshaus, Kwaghato A, NP
Bowen, Renee Miller, NP
Boyd, Britney N, FNP
Boyette, Kristina G, FNP
Boyland, Kristian, FNP
Bradley, John P, FNP
Brady, Mary Angela, FNP
Bredy, Marie C, NP C
Breeden, Melody Wynnette, FNP BC
Brown, Robin K, FNP BC
Brown, Talea L, NP
Brown, Yolanda R, NP
Bryant, Sheryl L, NP C
Buehler, Mary B, NP C
Buescher, Ashley Gentry, FNP
Byard, Tomisha E, FNP BC
Campbell, Brianna, NP
Cardosi, Farah F, NP
Carribon-Esterson, Catherine E, NP C
Carpenter, Terrell Chestam, FNP BC
Cates, Adam W, NP
Cavitch, Jenny R, NP C
Chambers, Marlynn M, NP
Chando, Melissa E, NP C
Childers, Linda K, NP C
Chittick, Amber Taylor, NP C
Clara, Jayme Raye, NP C
Clark, Linda M, FNP
Clark, Sally, FNP
Cochran, Stephanie Megan, NP C
Cole, Brenda S, FNP
Cole, Carrie B, FNP BC
Coleman, Ashanti, NP
Coleman, Carolyn A, FNP
Coplon, Debra L, NP C
Condel, Betsey Adair, NP
Covington, Banuj L, APRN BC
Covington, Jamie W, FNP
Crawford, Sherita Glover, NP C
Crenshaw, Lisa M, NP
Cress, Fawn P, FNP
Cross, Emily Key, FNP BC
Curtchfield, Cameron, FNP BC
Cunningham, Lauren L, CPNP
Dalehite Stringfellow, Julie Ellen, APRN BC
Darby, Dina Gathright, FNP BC
Davis, Davel Louis, FNP BC
Davis, Kelly R, NP C
Davis, Khonda K, NP C
Dee, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Dean, Kendra L, NP C
Dean, Marsha Dianna, FNP BC
Edmunds, Nikita R, FNP
Edgert, Christy L, NP
Elliott, Mary Catherine, NP C
Ellis, Stacey, NP
Eplane, Ryan K, NP
Etheridge, Cynthia, NP
Evangelista, Barbara P, NP C
Evans, Martha S, FNP BC
Ezell, Sharon, NP C
Falkiner, Ashley N, NP C
Faller, Rachel L, NP C
Farris, Alicia A, FNP
Fason, Chante, FNP BC
Fayne, Kristy A, APN
Fiveash, Phyllis C, FNP BC
Flowers, Phyllis Lamora, APN
Floyd, Marybeth W, NP
Forbes, Brittany L, NP
Fortune, Robert W, III, FNP
Foster, Janelle, NP
Franklin, Karlisa D, NP C
Franklin, Lydia M, NP
Fratta, Agnes C, NP
Freeman, Doris C, FNP
Frey, Chelsa Jade, NP
Frost-Smith, Megan, NP
Fukula, Monica L, NP
Fujita, Pamela Denise, APN
Garnier, Brenda C, NP
George, Nicole L, NP C
Geltz, Len Norbert, FNP BC
Gibbons, Natasha Y, NP
Goston, Jakeisha T, NP
Gowdy, Kelly, NP
Graham, Courtney E, NP C
Graham, Page M, FNP
Gray, Emily W, NP C
Greenberg, Kimberly J, NP
Greene, Heather R, MSN
Grooms, Suzanne M, FNP BC
Hall, Andrea Morelli, NP C
Hall, Mary Beth, NP
Hamilton, Angela P, NP C
Hampton, Heather M, NP
Hanson, Angela Marie, FNP
Hardy, LaTanya S, NP C
Harrington, Erin E, FNP
Harris, Aaron J, FNP BC
Harris, Candace D, NP C
Harris, Deborah Elaine, FNP BC
Harris, Tonya Mae, FNP BC
Harvey, Joelle S, NP C
Hayes, Kristen M, NP
Hedtman, Elizabeth D, FNP
Henderson Lee, Margaret Lashun, NP C
Henley, Allison C, APN
Henry, Ashley Miller, FNP BC
Hoffmann, Emily A, FNP
Honey, Richard D, FNP BC
Holt, Cara T, FNP
Hopson, Bridget L, NP
Howard Fain, Tamara L, FNP BC
Howell, Cynthia Dawn, NP C
Howell, Danielle, NP
Hudson, Angela P, FNP BC
Huffton, Kelly M, NP
Hummer, Pamela D, NP
Hurt, Nancy M, FNP
Iezzi, Mari J, NP C
Jackson, Angelique Michelle, NP C
Jackson, Christmas, NP
Jackson, Deanna L, NP
Jackson, Mikia T, NP C
Jackson, Torria, NP C
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Pediatric Radiology
Camrud, Marissa A, MD
Pediatric Rheumatology
Brown, Monica L, DO
Myers, Linda K, MD
Pediatric Surgery
Davidoff, Andrew M, MD
Eubanks, James W, III, MD
Feltz, Alexander, MD
Gosain, Ankush, MD
Huang, Eunice Yuene Dean, MD
Jancelewicz, Timothy, MD
Kumar, TK Susheel, MD
Pediatric Urology
Asfaw, Asfawossen B, MD
Alsaek, Yaser, MD
Algea, Janice S, MD
Pediatric Surgery
Pediatric Rheumatology
Presbury, Gerald J, MD
Phillips, Harry V, III, MD
Presby, Gerald J, MD

Shelby County (Continued)

Ehrhardt, Matthew J, MD
Eisenroat, Robert M, MD
Ellis, John W, III, MD
Espinal, Ronald Rafael, MD
Ezenwa, Nkiruka C, MD
Fesmire, William M, MD
Flejeralie, Jamie F, MD
Foltz, Tamara F, MD
Friszell, Noel K, MD
Gandhi, Manhar C, MD
Gardner, Tonia E, MD
Gavigan, Patrick J, MD
Geiger, Janet Dang, MD
George, Beena R, MD
Gesheke, Terrence E, MD
Giger, Jeri L, MD
Gillespie, Timothy G, MD
Gossett, Gail J, MD
Hanson, Charles C, MD
Hare, Marion E, MD
Harrol, LaPrecious L, MD
Hayes, Wayland J, MD
Higginbotham, Robert T, MD
Hill, John R, MD
Hillebert, Susan A, MD
Hoffman, Joyce Liu, MD
Hubbard, Arny E, MD
Hussain, Shazia A, MD
Hymys, Jessica H, MD
Irwin, Andrew N, MD
Jameson, Valerie P, MD
Johnson, Rhonda C, MD
Jones, Bradley K, MD
Jones, Brinders, MD
Jones, Jara Best, MD
Kallbach, Nicholas A, MD
Kamens, Jennifer L, MD
Karlo, Seth E, MD
Kasseas, Laila I, MD
Ketron, Samantha A, MD
Khan, Asma, MD
Kloek, Scott M, MD
Kronenber, Joel I, MD
Lacy, Michael R, MD
Lahoti, Amit, MD
Lakin, Karen L, MD
Levine, Joana K, MD
Livingston, Leon O, MD
Lum, Jennifer, MD
MacGaw, Douglas M, MD
Madrin, Arshia, MD
Magdovitz,outh Chanmanivone, MD
Mangum, David S, MD
Mathis, Christoph, MD
McArthur, Jennifer A, DO
McClain, Melanie M, DO
McCoy, Elisha M, MD
Meche, Katherine M, MD
Melford, Amanda Rae, MD
Mernweather Knowles, Felicia Cleora, MD
Miller, Ashley B, MD
Mink, Jennifer D, MD
Mitchell, Lauren S, MD
Motaghan, Faranak, MD
Murray, Stacy F, MD
Naido, Abubakar Mohammed, MD
Nearm, Andrew Bachman, MD
Nelson, Richard Allen, MD
Newman, Grant T, MD
Extended Hours Available
Norman, Johnia K, MD
Obryan, Jennifer M, MD
Odulana, Adebowale, MD
Orebiyi, Heinkeil Oluwaseun, MD
Owen, Keith B, MD
Palarukth, Preei, MD
Patel, Nehal D, MD
Patton, Ruth C, MD
Payton, Stephanie, MD
Pendergrass, Landon B, MD
Phillips, Harry V, III, MD
Presby, Gerald J, MD

Purvis, John H, MD
Ragland, David K, MD
Rangwalsami, Naranayanswami, MD
Reed, Patrice C, MD
Richardson, Rachael R, MD
Rikula, Robert W, MD
Robertson, Kenneth R, MD
Rodriguez, Jorge Alain, MD
Saini, Arun, MD
Saino, James Dominic, MD
Sanders, Dana L, MD
Sanders, Whitney Lovings, MD
Sandhu, Hitesh S, MD
Sands, Cynthia S, MD
Schneider, Bradford, MD
Schwartz, Jason R, MD
Scott, Dawn H, MD
Scott, Hugh B, MD
Sepulveda, Vanessa S, MD
Sever, Georgette R, MD
Shafi, Nadeem I, MD
Shahbaz, Fatima, MD
Shayeb, Akrham M, MD
Shearman, Ashley E, MD
Siegel, Joel I, MD
Simmons, Elizabeth C, MD
Smith, Jeffrey B, MD
Snaran, Jennifer M, MD
Snider, Charles V, MD
Snider, Mark Andrew, DO
Snow, Jennifer L, MD
Stand, Stephen Paul, MD
Stecker, Ellen Jane, MD
Stovall, Lylodetta S, MD
Swidenhandan, Pranabha, MD
Sullivan, Meghan Dale, MD
Swaminathan, Nilayha, MD
Sweeten, Bianca J, MD
Talley, Aimee C, MD
Terrell, William A, Jr, MD
Thompson, Jeffrey D, MD
Thornton, Donnyel Tarvara, MD
Tsu, Willie M, MD
Uduaghan, Victor A, MD
Upadhyay, Kikikumar N, MD
Valdez, Jessica M, MD
Venkataraman, Jaya, MD
Vintisky, Anna, MD
Watson, Deborah D, MD
Weems, Mark F, MD
Welch, Susan Kay, MD
Wells, Daniel R, MD
West, Margaret Hoath, MD
Whitney, Carolynn, MD
Williams Neal, Ethelyn J, MD
Wilson, Joy L, MD
Woods, Zakiya Donelson, MD
Wright, Monica Latrece, MD
Yukon, Charles L, MD
Zebley, Caitlin C, MD
Ziebarth, David Matthew, MD

Physician Assistant
Adams, Michelle M, PA
Ailaeedin, Huda A, PA
Arnold, Chanda C, PA
Beasley, Anna D, PA
Beasley, Kera L, PA
Bettel, Bailey, PA
Biddle, Mary, PA
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Blankenship, Emmitt M, PA
Booth, Robert Douglas, PA
Brooks, Chad M, PA
Bruce, Mary E, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA
Burton, Anthony G, PA
Cantrell, Ingrid, PA
Champion, Samantha J, PA
Clark, William R, II, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Adena, Selamawit, PA
Shelby County
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Amjoy Anable, Cecilia Obianuju, PA
Badura, Kelly Marie, PA C
Barry, Catherine J, PA
Birch, Natalie, PA C
Bonk Chanin, Amy, PA
Boyd, Wesley A, PA C
Brady, Maria M, PA
Caruthers, Kara, PA
Elender, Claire C, PA C
Faulk, Annalise, PA
Foner, Melissa B, PA
Guillo, Brooke M, PA
Guy, Jeremy, PA
Harden, Stefannie, PA C
Harkness, Amy W, PA
Harnish, Anna G, PA
Kerns, Amy Marie, PA
Maday, Kristopher R, PA
Miligan, Victoria T, PA
Nguyen, Ngoc Tran A, PA
Perry, Kesha M, PA
Pierce, Jaymee M, PA
Prentice, Kenan, PA
Sabattini, Gina, PA C
Seay, Jessica, PA
Skillem, Maurice, PA
Tucker, Justin B, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Beasley, Anna D, PA C
Biddy, Mary, PA
Burton, Anthony G, PA C
Clark, William R, II, PA
Covington Nichols, Callie Courtney, PA C
Crumpton, Franklin C, PA
Farmer, Allyn N, PA
Frazier, Leslie, PA C
Hammond, Sarah A, PA C
Harris, Elizabeth N, PA
Harris, Jessica P, PA
Hess, Jennifer A, PA C
Hill, Sarah E, PA
James, Katherine L, PA C
Johnson, Lacy D, PA
Lam, Brian, PA
Wiseg, John Augustan, PA

Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Kath, Melissa Anne, MD
Leondart, Nicholas R, DO

Plastic Surgery
Adams, R Louis, MD
Aldea, Peter A, MD
Alvarez, Sonia Maria, MD
Burruss, George L, MD
Chandler, Robert G, MD
Eby, Patricia L, MD
Goshorn, Neumon T, MD
Hickerson, William Leslie, MD
Jing, Xi Lin M, MD
Koleyni, Asghar, MD
Konofaos, Petros, MD
Lachica, Roberto D, MD
Luce, Edward A, MD
Madden, Renee M, MD
Murphy, James Garnett, MD
Quigley, Karen K, MD
Shell, Dan H, III, MD
Tavin, Ellis, MD
Velamuri, Sai Ramakrishna V, MD
Wallace, Robert D, MD

Podiatry (DPM)
Alvarez, Lorena B, DPM
Ashberry, Thomas E, DPM
Butler, Walter M, DPM
Butterfield, Ted E, DPM
Coleman, Nathan S, DPM
Croft, Darrell G, DPM
Davis, Tyrone T, DPM
Griffin, Shanta L, DPM
Hendrix, Christopher L, DPM
Herbstreith, Amy Lynn, DPM
Hutchison, Paul W, DPM
Kiel, Brian N, DPM
Knowles, Antonio L, DPM
Langford, Jerry H, DPM
Lastem, Jenwana, DPM
Lucas, Nathan, Jr, DPM
MacEvo, Adam C, DPM
Mantell, Gary M, DPM
Moinester, David M, DPM
Ogibene, Frank A, DPM
Robinson, Ricky L, DPM
Shanberg, David G, DPM
Smith, Christian Charles, DPM
Song, Seung-Jae T, DPM
Webster, Chad E, DPM
Webster, Julie Cathleen, DPM

Pulmonary Disease
Aguillard, Robert Neal, MD
Andrews, James M, MD
Barton, Julia H, MD
Bentley, Steven G, MD
Boswell, Richard Lee, MD
Burbeck, Joy Carol, MD
Curry, Ravis Bednarcik, MD
Deaton, Paul R, MD
Dulli, Ammar, MD
El-Haddad, Hatham A, MD
Ellis, Garrettson Smith, MD
Fox, Roy C, MD
Golden, Emmel B, Jr, MD
Gupta, Rajeev, MD
Henderson, Todd Marcos, MD
Kadaria, Dipen, MD
Kennedy, Lisa, MD
Kyaw, Yadana, MD
Lanfranco, Julio A, MD
Law, Peter Hin Chang, MD
Mabry, Matthew W, MD
MacRerchief, William I, MD
Mehrotra, Anurag, MD
Mirza, Qasim M, MD
Mudassar, Khawaja M, MD
Munday, Michael David, DO
Murillo, Luis Carlos, MD
Okpor, Kenneth Azuka, MD
Richards, William S, MD
Romero Legro, Ivan H, MD
Schriner, Robert William, MD
Shirazei, Syed H, MD
Sinclair, Scott E, MD
Smith, Charles Michael, Jr, MD
Sodhi, Amik, MD
Sultan Ali, Ibrahim A, MD
Taylor, Edwin O, MD
Walker, James Edward, Jr, MD
Wilds, Nathan E, MD
Williams, Glenn J, MD
Wilons, Michael D, MD
Wolak, Ivann David, MD
Wright, Jeffrey Glen, MD
Zaidi, Syed Junain Ahmed, MD

Radiation Oncology
Achariya, Sahajia C, MD
Ballo, Matthew T, MD
Chen, Quan, MD
Dabney, Cynthia A, MD
Farmer, Michael R, MD
Ghandour, Omar, MD
Gieschen, Holger L, MD
Krasin, Matthew J, MD
Lucas, John T, Jr, MD
Merchant, Thomas E, DO
Monaghan, Michal T, MD
Rinker, Lillian H, MD
Schwartz, David L, MD
Soule, Rameses L, MD
Stockstell, Todd F, MD
Tibbs, Martha Katherine, MD
Tinkle, Christopher L, MD
Vanderwalde, Noam A, MD
Wortham, Angela H, MD

Radiology
Agrawal, Vijaykumar Kailashchand, MD
Becker, Daniel J, MD
Campbell, Andrew Bruce, MD
Donovan, Timothy B, Sr, MD
Gold, Robert E, MD
Holford, Hollis H, III, MD
Hansen, Dale E, MD
Hodgskiss, Linda C, MD
Kaste, Sue C, DO
Leniemi, Michael D, MD
Maller, Vinod G, MD
Mays, Margaret Ann K, MD
Moser, Davis D, MD
Optican, Robert J, MD
Prajapati, Hasmukh J, MD
Rickman, Christopher Eugene, MD
Roberts, Jon Alan, MD
Routt, William E, Jr, MD
Salazar, Jorge A, MD
Sullivan, Joseph C, III, MD
Toothman, Richard Lee, MD
Udina, Vinson Louis, MD
Weatherly, Mark W, MD
Witte, Dextor H, III, MD
Zeni, Phillip T, Jr, MD

Reproductive Endocrinology
Bailey, Amelia P, MD
Brezina, Paul Robert, MD
Ke, Raymond W, MD
Kuttele, William H, MD

Rheumatology
Akigbe, Titilola Omobolaj, MD
Ark, Charles R, MD
Betts, Michael, Michael D, MD
Chapman, Cathy M, MD
Dhillon, Anmol, MD
Hashmi, Raza U, MD
Holt, Huey T, Jr, MD
Malik, Mubasher E, MD
Menon, Yamin, MD
Musa, Sarra M, MD
Paboli, Sangeeta, MD
Pattanaik, Debendra N, MD
Postlethwaite, Arnold E, MD
Postlethwaite, Bradley C, MD
Pulsuzani, Vaishnavi R, MD
Raza, Syed H, MD

Sleep Medicine
Hofmann, Marc E, MD
Jordan, Alia K, MD
Muthiah, Muthiah Pugazhenthi, MD
Relia, Sachin, MD
Sultan Ali, Ibrahim A, MD
Zaman, Muhammed K, MD

Sports Medicine
Hyden, John Carl, MD
Lendermon, Laura N, MD
Sherman, Henry L, MD

Surgery
Abdulkarim, Ahmad B, MD
Akbik, Mohamad J, MD
Altomar, Jonathan L, MD
Alvarez, Sonia Maria, MD
Andrews, Charles Radford, Jr, MD
Barnard, Danielle L, MD
Behrman, Stephen W, MD
Benitez, Erik, MD
Berry, Michael P, MD
Bratvold, Jared Michael, MD
Campos de la Borbolla, Luis, MD
Craig, John Michael, MD
Delk, Sam, MD
Denne, Jeremiah Lee, DO
Dickson, Paxton Vander, MD
Dunavant, W. David, Jr, MD
Dunavant, William David, MD
Eason, James D, MD
Eisenhauer, Charles, MD
Ellis, Richard Alan, MD
Fine, Richard Ellis, MD
Fleming, Martin Douglas, MD
Foretia, Denis A, MD
Fortune, James E, MD
Francis, Hugh, III, MD
Gibson, David B, IV, MD
Gitzer, Evan S, MD
Hammond, Douglas Alan, MD
Hindman, Jason Wayne, MD
Horton, Peter J, MD
Jackson, Bryan S, MD
King, William S, Jr, MD
Laughlin, Albert E, Jr, MD
Loiseau, Jean Claude, MD
Lunsford, Kevin M, MD
Martin, Rodney A, MD
McGee, Roger Lynn, Jr, MD
Miller, Mark P, MD
Monroe, Justin, MD
Mroz, Christine T, MD
Murphy, Andrew J, MD
Myers Webb, Ardenne L, MD
Nelson, John S, MD
Nekatzgkoo, Nosratollah, MD
Oost, Jodi M, MD
Osawus, Roy Michael, MD
Owens, Mary B, MD
Payne, Melvin P, III, MD
Powell, Benjamin Scott, MD
Pritchard, Frances Elizabeth, MD
Shibata, David, MD
Smith, Lovell Bernard, Jr, MD
Stokes, Nathaniel Floyd Nicola, MD
Throekmort, Alyssa Dawn, MD
VanderWilde, Lindi H, MD
Voeller, Guy R, MD
Webb, David Louis, Jr, MD
Wegener, Robert William, MD
Wekslser, Benny T, MD
Wheat, Wendell T, MD
Woodman, George E, MD
Zalmiane, Nia N, MD

Surgical Critical Care
Bee, Tiffany K, MD
Croce, Martin A, MD
Evans, Cory R, MD
Filberto, Dina M, MD
Fischer, Peter E, MD
Fitzgerald, Michael T, MD
Lewis Jr, Richard H, MD
Magnotti, Louis J, MD
Mash, George O, III, MD
Minard, Gayle, MD
Sharpe, John P, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Adams, Kristin L, OD
Aldinger, Sean P, OD
Alshrock, Richard A, OD
Amin, Ayushi J, OD
Anders, Michelle P, OD
Anderson, Kristin K, OD
Armstrong, Donald, OD
Bahrani, Mathew, OD
Baker, Mark H, OD
Beaublein, Adam M, OD
Beckman, Kathryn A, OD
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Bentley, Joseph L, OD
Benvenuto, Peter B, OD
Binkley, Robert C, OD
Bodack, Marie I, OD
Borgman, Christopher J, OD
Boushshaher, Marla, OD
Boyland, Maia S, OD
Brenner, Benjamin D, OD
Binkley, Desiree A, OD
Bruno, Cassandra M, OD
Bunch, Ryan M, OD
Butts, Jeffrey Kenton, OD
Butz, Stacey L, OD
Campbell, John B, OD
Chamberland, Scott Phillip, OD
Chamberlin, Wesley N, OD
Christensen, Michael T, OD
Cisarik, Patricia Michelle, OD
Conway, Karen E, OD
Cooper, Chris H, OD
Cottrill, Hallie A, OD
Cox, Luanne M, OD
Crowe, Laura F, OD
Currey, Thomas A, Jr, OD
Darr, Bradford Walter, OD
Davis, Kevin M, OD
Dorkowski, Michael Thomas, OD
Dumas, Janette D, OD
Duncan, Jason D, OD
Edmondson, William II, OD
Eisenstadt, Gerald, OD
Elam, Jimmy H, OD
Elkins, Linda Mary, OD
Emmons, Monique Aliska, OD
Erser, Michael Scott, OD
Ervin, David G, OD
Farmer, Ralph L, OD
Fletcher, Larry Cook, OD
Fritsch, Phillip A, Jr, OD
Goss, Don W, OD
Gerstner, Michael D, OD
Golding, Glenn I, OD
Grant, Rachel L, OD
Halkiadis, David A, OD
Hamill, Kristen A, OD
Hampton, Leonard E, II, OD
Hao, Annie Y, OD
Harris, Paul Alan, OD
Harville, Betty J, OD
Haskins, Kristen Elizabeth, OD
Hauser, Whitney H, OD
Haworth, Kristina M, OD
Haynes, Jessica A, OD
Heard, Cynthia Gale, OD
Heam, Kwean Maurice, OD
Hines, Bradley N, OD
Hoang, Mary G, OD
Hohn, Robert L, OD
Holdenhausen, Karman M, OD
Hooker, Phillip A, Jr, OD
Hooever, James G, OD
Hora, Sylvester W, OD
Iverson, Jared A, OD
Jackson, John M, OD
Jenkins, Joshua B, OD
Jodoin, Barbara A, OD
Johnson, Stephanie L, OD
Johnson, Warren S, OD
Jones, Blakely Kyle, OD
Jones, Brent William, OD
Jones, Jennifer Lynn, OD
Kabat, Alan G, OD
Kantikar, Parag, OD
Kerr, Aaron McKeever, OD
Kim, Yunho, OD
Kiser, Taylor N, OD
Knight, Brian, OD
Koester, Patricia H, OD
Laferriere, Julie R, OD
Lam, Jessica A, OD
Le, Carrie A, OD
Lebowitz, Carrie Daniels, OD
Lepine, Reena A, OD
Liensw, Christopher W, OD
Lin, Helen Q, OD
Lindsey, Mallorie M, OD
Lu, Oanh Huynh Th, OD
Lynn, Mark E, OD
Maes Puikala, Kathleen A, OD
Malik, Adam N, OD
Marcopulos, Nicholas P, OD
Marietta, Sarah, OD
Mavalhews, Dennis E, OD
May Dacus, Mary Jane, OD
McClain, Elizabeth S, OD
McDaniel-Chandler, Darah, OD
McFee, Christopher R, OD
McGriff, Wilson Walter, OD
McNatt, Garrett, OD
McQuig, Henry G, OD
Medley, Branta A, OD
Merritt, Ronald A, OD
Moore, Calytn B, OD
Morgan, Paul D, OD
Mulliniks, Haylie Lynna, OD
Nance, Gary G, OD
Nanj, Artie D, OD
Newman, Christinne Michelle, OD
Nguyen, Do, OD
Norton, Leroy, Jr, OD
Norwood, Chaka C, OD
Ollinger, Morgan C, OD
Petel, Jigna A, OD
Powelson, Jared T, OD
Price, Martin G, OD
Proffitt, Gregory Lee, OD
Rafaeley, Master Christopher R, OD
Raghe, Shaleen B, OD
Ramshur, Ashley Merrick, OD
Roberts, Margaret L, OD
Rushing, Brandon J, OD
Sailey, Seth Arthur, OD
Sanderson, Jennifer Anne, OD
Savoy, Richard S, OD
Schill, Pamela Hooker, OD
Shalhoub, Julie J, OD
Short, Kelly E, OD
Shum, Andrew M, OD
Sloan, James Tyne, OD
Smith, Jennifer Fryer, OD
Smith, Joanne Patricia, OD
Snyder, Jennifer M, OD
Spangler, David M, OD
Sparks, Bernard I, OD
Sparr, Sylvia E, OD
Speh, Eula Subash, OD
Squier, Karen A, OD
Steel, Glenn T, OD
Summers, Joseph Duane, OD
Taylor, David K, OD
Taylor, Sarah E, OD
Taub, Marc Brian, OD
Tharp, Linda L, OD
Tompkins, Amanda M, OD
Usan, Gregory Scott, OD
Valentino, Mary B, OD
Vanderstas, Desiree, OD
Vanbe, James E, OD
Walker, Patricia Estes, OD
Watkins, Sarah Christine, OD
Weltch, Stephen Matthew, OD
Wheeler, David G, OD
Williams, William David, OD
Wolfe, Gregory S, OD
Zarn, Melissa Ann, OD

Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery
Harrison, Rachel E, MD
McCarney, Sean D, MD

Thoracic Surgery
Blatchford, James Welch, III, MD
Boston, Uma S, MD
Couton, Eva Grace, MD
Davis, Jesse T, Jr, MD
Fink, Gregory W, MD
Garrett, Harvey E, Jr, MD
Gooch, Jerry B, MD
Holden, Anthony Austin, MD
Johnson, James Wilburn, Jr, MD
Knotz Craig, Christopher John, MD
Owen, Edmond W, Jr, MD
Robbins, Edward Todd, MD
Robbins, G. Swain, Jr, MD
Schloette, Glenn Phil, Jr, MD
Vatalic, Ganeal S, MD
Weksler, Benny, MD
Wolf, Bradley A, MD

Urgent Care Physicians
Abd Salama, Sayyida S, MD
Abras, Christina, MD
Amini, Erin A, MD
Anderson, Tucker W, MD
Bagwell, Taylor A, MD
Bald, Mohammed Mustiar, MD
Bakke, Joshua N, MD
Barnes, Jessica, DO
Belsiches, Sara J, MD
Besler, Margaret F, MD
Blair, Tony F, CPNP PC
Bytho, Joseph A, III, MD
Borgognoni, Kate Westbrook, NP C
Brow, Wendy, Martha, MD
Byrd, Kelly Marie, DO
Carver, Robert A, MD
Chan, Paul Tai Leung, DO
Chang, Jonathan R, MD
Cruz, Dina C, MD
Curtis, Terry Randall, MD
Dobish, Emilee A, MD
Dutton, William Jeffrey, MD
Edwards, Price T, MD
Ellis, John W, III, MD
Eshun, John Kraku, MD
Evans, Stacey L, MD
Frank, Cailin M, MD
Fuller, Lauren M, MD
Gamble, Elizabeth Coombs, MD
Gillmore, Barry Gene, MD
Goffon, Amanda A, MD
Goodfred, John, DO
Griffin, Monica Beth, MD
Hammond Moulton, Cathy L, MD
Han, Aima D, MD
Hanna, William Ricks, Jr, MD
Harris, Leonad Jeff, Jr, MD
Hayes, Emily A, MD
Hayes, John William, MD
Henderson, Lauren M, DO
Hertz, Amy Lorraine, MD
Heston, Sarah M, MD
Holtzam, Lori Rae, MD
Ivey, Christopher J, MD
Jackson, Charlotte Tamar, MD
Jackson, Robert, E, MD
Jacobs, Jonathan Daniel, MD
James, Erin D, MD
Jones, Peter S, MD
Kansagara, Kavita Bhagawani, MD
Kerns, Amy Marie, PA
Keaton, Samantha Alley, MD
Key, Logan A, MD
Khan, Ama, MD
Kirk, Rudy John, MD
Kwok, Warren T, MD
Lee, Jennifer A, MD
Lindsey, Leticia Anna, MD

Physicians

Lipson, Mindy Jacobson, PNP BC
Lowrey, Jeffrey Harris, MD
Mahan, Lisa June, MD
McIntyre, Mary P, MD
Meredith, Mark L, MD
Mininie, Timothy Dean, MD
Morse, Kristy A, MD
Morton, Debra Jane, MD
Moughrabieh, Mohamad Khaled, MD
Nelson, Grace Bazan, MD
Nelson, Jeffrey S, MD
Norris, Stephanie Rose, FNP
O’Cain, Peggy Ann, MD
O’Connor, Timothy John, MD
Parker, Dustin K, DO
Parks, Rhonda Kay, MD
Palen, Elizabeth A, PNP BC
Pershad, Jay K, MD
Pierce, Andrew S, MD
Pontiff, Kristen L, MD
Pontiff, Kyle J, MD
Rahman, Mamunur, MD
Rainbolt, Wesley Drew, MD
Raju, Jayanapra V, MD
Reiss, Louis Henry, MD
Roberts, James Gregory, Jr, FNP BC
Robertson, Sara, MD
Robinson, Lauren Coleman, MD
Scarvey, Lisa D, MD
Schaller, Alexandra L, DO
Scherb, Tony M, FNP
Schneider, Bradford, MD
Scholze, Polly Ann, NP
Siega, Cadicila Maria, MD
Sloan, Anthony B, MD
Snider, Mark Andrew, DO
Stewart, Robert J, MD
Thomas, Frank Evans, Jr, MD
Tubb, Toni Hollioman, MD
Tutor, James Dudley, MD
Uriri, Ijindah M, MD
Valdes, Raymond P, MD
Wade Smith, Deanie E, FNP
Ward, Chad E, DO
Wheeler, Terri Thomas, PA
White, Mary Hannah, NP C
Womack, Michael A, MD
Yarmen, Jennifer E, NP
York, Krista A, MD
Young, Matthew, PA

Urology
Adams, John R, Jr, MD
Alabaster, A Michael, MD
Bingham, William V, MD
Chauhan, Ravind R, MD
Cott, Zachary, MD
Dang, Gerald Triminh Huu, MD
Donato, Robert A, MD
Eber, Paul R, MD
Greenberger, Mark D, MD
Gubin, David A, MD
Hasen, Howard B, Jr, MD
Hollaough, Robert S, Jr, MD
Larmier, Perry J, MD
Ledbetter, Christopher Kien, MD
Maddux, Holt Benjamin, Jr, MD
McGowan, Leslie R, MD
McSwain, H Michael, MD
Patterson, Anthony L, MD
Raghaviah, Nimmagadda V, MD
Rayford, Walter, MD
Sastrowdy, Mark J, MD
Shappley, William Vance, III, MD
Shappley, William Vance, MD
Shefton, Thomas B, MD
Smith, Rich Allen, MD
Stewart, Adam Frederick, MD
Wake, Robert W, MD
Wallace, Charles R, Jr, MD
Walzer, Yair, MD
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Physicians
Shelby County (Continued)

Urology

Ziele, Patrick J, MD

Vascular & Interventional Radiology

Cohen, David Brian, MD
Joshi, Saliit, MD
Mallor, Vinod G, MD
McGuirk, James Frederick, Jr, MD

Vascular Surgery

Brahmabhatt, Reshma R, MD
Dias Perera, Anton Surath Nisets, MD
Etlichman, Jonathan Joe, MD
Gardner, James Eric, MD
Gupta, Prateek K, MD
Kempe, Kelly, MD
Rohrer, Michael J, MD
Stewart, Leslie Douglas, MD
Stickley, Shaun Michael, MD

Simpson County (KY)

Cardiology

See, Raphael, MD

Cardiovascular Disease

Fredi, Joseph L, MD
McRae, Andrew Thomas, III, MD

Family Medicine

Adams, John V, II, MD

Internal Medicine

Seng, Louis L, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health

Drake, Debbie J, NP

Smith County

Cardiovascular Disease

Kemp, Wilson E, Jr, MD
Lee, Junh G, MD
Lippolis, Nicholas J, MD
Patel, Taral Navinchandra, MD
Russio, Donald J, MD
Scoville, George S, Jr, MD

Chiropractor

Cripps, Melanie C, DC

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism

McCaulay, Megan Michele, MD

Family Medicine

Hill, Keith R, MD
Moss, Angela S, MD
Rutherford, Richard T, MD
Smith, Ginger L, DO

General Practice

Turner, Larry L, MD

Nephrology

Khan, Saadia Adeaal, MD

Neurology

Cruz, Marcos Javier, MD
Saibay, Maria Dolores, J MD

Nurse Practitioner

Agee, Katie, NP
Smith, Samantha L, NP CC
Stumb, Cristy Glover, ACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Cassidy, Beau Michael, NP

Stuart County

Cardiovascular Disease

Amilicke, James David, MD
Killian, Thomas J, MD
Nava, Guillermo, MD

Chiropractor

Lovin, John A, DC

Family Medicine

Carter, Michael Allen, MD
Ebrhim, Aref Ekhah, MD

General Practice

Lee, Robert H, MD

Nephrology

Dandamudi, Praveen, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Atkins, Glenda T, FNP
Biane, Christa Ann, NP
Craven, Rebecca L, NP
Edwards, William Aaron, FNP BC
Ford, Lisa R, NP C
Steile, Melissa A, FNP

Orthopedic Surgery

Cabrera, Alison Lindsay, MD
Kowalski, Kurtis Lorenz, MD

Physician Assistant

Oland, Brent Gerald, PA C

Therapeutic Optometry

Maria, John D, OD

Sullivan County

Allergy and Immunology

Jones, Phillip Wayne, MD
Kazmier, W Jan, MD
Madhok, Shailaie A, MD
Pienkowski, Marek M, MD
Smith, Larry R, MD
Wallen, Neil D, MD

Anatomic and Clinical Pathology

Denham, James Wesley, MD

Anesthesiology

Hearr, Peter L, CRNA

Cardiology

Counts, Marc D, MD
Kyer, Kenneth A, MD

Cardiovascular Disease

Balcels, Eduardo, MD
Berry, John Franklin, MD
Bertuso, John Richard, MD
Blackwell, Gerald Grant, MD
Borsch, Mark A, MD
Burress, Jonathan Wayne, DO
Chang, Mark W, MD
Croft, Sherry K, MD
Culp, Benjamin C, MD
Fernandez, Eduardo, MD
Foley, Joseph D, III, MD
Garcia, Israel D, MD
Haddadin, Tariq Ziad, MD
Hamati, Fahwaz J, MD
Hiremagalur, Shobha R, MD
Istanf, Pierre, MD
Jordan, Louis Collier, MD
Kennedy, Christopher J, MD
Kramer, Robert Keith, MD
Ladley, Herbert D, MD
Luff, Matthew Scott, MD
Mayhew, Marc William, MD
McQueen, Robert Hughes, MD
Merrick, Raymond Daniel, MD
Metzger, David C, MD
Miller, Gregory Houston, MD
Ponder, Michael A, MD
Saha, Pabitra Kumar, MD
Simpson, Daniel Edward, MD
Towne, Randall D, MD
Whitaker, Jack Harry, MD
Williams, Freddie Maxine, MD

Cardiovascular Disease -Diag Test Interpretations

Becker, David C, MD
Berry, John Franklin, MD
Bertuso, John Richard, MD
Blackwell, Gerald Grant, MD
Borsch, Mark A, MD
Burress, Jonathan Wayne, DO
Chang, Mark W, MD
Croft, Sherry K, MD
Fernandez, Eduardo, MD
Foley, Joseph D, III, MD
Istanf, Pierre, MD
Jordan, Louis Collier, MD
Kennedy, Christopher J, MD
Kramer, Robert Keith, MD
Ladley, Herbert D, MD
Luff, Matthew Scott, MD
Mayhew, Marc William, MD
Merriki, James Edward, MD
Saha, Pabitra Kumar, MD
Simpson, Daniel Edward, MD
Towne, Randall D, MD
Whitaker, Jack Harry, MD
Williams, Freddie Maxine, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)

Babb, Paula Elizabeth, CRNA
Davis, Scott A, CRNA
Sharp, William S, Jr, CRNA
Weidner, Wendy A, CRNA

Chiropractor

Boorer, Jeffrey Reed, DC
Carter, Ava R, DC
Christiansen, Christina Lee, DC
Collins, Cecil E, Sr, DC
Cooper, Todd A, DC
Fritts, D Shannon, DC
Gillenwater, Bill H, DC
Hamilton, William D, DC
Krutak, Jon R, DC

Physicians Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
Williamson, Keith A, MD
Orthopedic Surgery

Aiken, Marc A, MD
Barnes, Charles E, MD
Braheir, Jason Andrew, MD
Clark, Jonathan, MD
Detryou, Robert J, MD
Duncan, Richard W, MD
Fleenor, Michael R, MD
France, Jeffrey J, MD
Gill, Thomas W, MD
Goss, James A, MD
Holbrook, John L, MD
Hommel, Gabriel James, MD
Horton, Todd, MD
Huddleston, Thomas L, MD
Hurst, Joseph R, DO
Jeansonne, Gregory E, MD
Jenkins, Timothy Douglas, MD
Knox, Benjamin Denny, MD
Krein, Steven Walter, MD
Krenk, Daniel Eric, DO
Lord, Kent J, MD
Marchessault, Jeffrey Alan, MD
McKinney, Bart Isaac, MD
McRae, Karen J, MD
Miller, Bruce M, MD
Park, Jason Chang Hyun, MD
Parr, Reagan R, MD
Phillips, John H, Jr
Remy, Lindsay F, MD
Riggins, Patrick J, MD
Smith, Galen R, MD
Stewart, Gregory R, MD
Waldrop, David L, II, MD
Wells, James Michael, MD
Whitman, Thomas Lisle, MD
Youssef, Ahmad M, MD

Otolaryngology

Cowden, David A, MD
Greiner, Jennifer Lynn, DO
Hunt, Jeffrey T, MD
Osterhaus, David R, MD
Seluk, Crystal D, MD

Otolaryngology and Facial Plastic Surgery

Wallace, William Jeffrey, DO

Pain Medicine

Aguirre, Dennis M, MD
Dahl, David E, MD
Pearson, Linda T, MD
Perr, William Jeffrey, MD
Skelton, Rebeka K, PA C

Physician Assistant - PCP

Cook, Samuel, Sarah P, PA C

Physician Assistant at Surgery

Austin, Robert S, PA C
Bell, Shelly R, PA
Cook, Samuel William, III, PA
Cook, Timothy P, PA C
Douglas, Erin N, PA C
Dwyer, William P, PA C
Elliot, Brian Keith, PA
Evans, David M, PA C
Ferguson, Ashley Noelle, PA
Gau, Tracy Lynn, PA
Haire, James B, PA
Hempstead, Jill E, PA
Jones, Brandon Douglas, PA C
Justus, Christopher E, PA C
Kilborn, Brian K, PA
Livegood, Lawrence William, PA
Maupin, Richard Christopher, PA C
McLaughlin, Steven John, PA
Mehl, Robert J, PA C
Mehta, Kyle J, PA C

Otolaryngology

El Abbassi, Adel Mohammad, MD

Pediatric Cardiology

Anand, Rajani, MD
Madhok, Ashish B, MD
McCrady, Sandra D, PA
McLaughlin, Steven John, PA C
McMuller, Mark S, PA

Podiatry (DPM)

Allen, John C, DPM
Baxler, Mark C, DPM

Pulmonary Disease

Bass, Leon Charles, MD
Byrd, Ryland P, Jr, MD
Cornwell, Kevin Scott, MD
El Abbassi, Adel Mohammad, MD
Emery, Mark W, MD
Fish, Miriam Rama Raje, MD
Grover, Bruce S, MD
Hansen, James W, MD
Hosker, Gregorio Venkatesh, MD
Macon, Richard A, DO
McSharry, Roger J, MD
Miller, Lucinda H, MD
Minaoui, Wael Khaled El, MD
Moore, Deranna Saylor, PA C

Radiation Oncology

Coen, Scott D, MD
Collett, Kyle T, MD

Radiology

Siner, John R, MD
## Trousdale County

### Emergency Medicine
- Avila, Francisco O, MD
- Ezuteh, Donald O, MD

### Family Medicine
- Carrier, David P, MD
- Ngo, Paul J, DO
- Nguyen, Caroline, MD
- Toller, Deon L, MD

### General Practice
- Carey, Jack W, Jr, MD
- Samson, Bienvenido T, MD

### Internal Medicine
- Badru, Alexander O, MD
- Schaefer, Sarah Louise, MD

### Nurse Practitioner
- Hirsch, Lana C, WHNP BC

### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
- Blakemore, Latrice Novelle, FNP
- Carey, James D, APN
- Hirsch, Lana C, WHNP BC
- Omishakin, Julie I, APRN BC

### Therapeutic Optometry
- Cooper, Chris H, OD
- Hughes, Marty L, OD
- McMillan, Jeffrey A, OD
- Stiell, Ronald A, OD
- Talley, David K, OD
- Whitley, Stan J, OD

## Unicoi County

### Cardiology
- ORoark, Daniel Michael, MD

### Cardiovascular Disease
- Coly, Erasme, MD
- Garcia, Israel D, MD
- Merrick, Raymond Daniel, MD
- Peterson, Michael A, MD
- Schoondyke, Jeffrey Wayne, MD
- Sivagnanam, Kamesh, MD

### Chiropractor
- Calain, Kenneth Steven, DC
- Walters, David J, DC

### Emergency Medicine
- Barlowculough, John R, MD
- Burleson, James H, MD
- Dewees, Steven Philip, MD
- Diaz-Miranda, Constantino, MD
- Gore, Stephen T, MD
- Jacker, Aram, MD
- Miller, Albert S, MD
- Phillips, Paul Arthur, DO
- Radawi, Joseph S, MD
- Stulder, Raina Leigh, MD
- Williams, Gordon Frank, MD
- Yost, Tony Edward, MD

### Family Medicine
- Colinger, Jason A, DO
- Harding, Robin L, MD
- Reece, Cynthia Karen, DO

### Gastroenterology
- Fenvesey, Jeffrey P, MD

### Hospital Medicine
- Delisefario, Joseph Anthony, MD
- Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
- Ferdous, Chowdury S, MD
- Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
- Ialamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
- Jurdli, Makram Adel, MD
- Paris, Claire D, MD
- Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD

### Internal Medicine
- Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
- Miller, Charles Gordon, II, DO
- Seng, Louis L, MD

### Interventional Cardiology
- Gasso, Julius A, MD

### Nurse Practitioner
- Glass, Dawn M, ANP BC

### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
- Anderson, Ashley Laine, APRN
- Bentley, Julie Elizabeth, FNP
- Byrd, Mary B, ANP
- Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
- Ervin, April N, FNP
- Fisher, Phyllis C, FNP
- Irick, Genesis D, FNP
- McFarlin, Leah A, FNP
- Osborne, Victoria L, FNP BC
- Peterson, Shanna Bartlett, APRN BC
- Pyles, Whitney D, NP
- Veech, Sara Lyn J, NP C

### Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
- Cline, Holly A, AGPCNP BC
- Wormer, Kelly C, MD

### Obstetrics & Gynecology
- Logan, Kaylene J, MD
- O'Brien, Jennifer B, NP
- Omishakin, Julie I, APRN BC
- Prisco, Mary R, NP C

### Other Medical Services
- Durocher, Richard D, OD
- Fehlau, Joseph C, MD
- Prisco, Mary R, NP C

### Pediatrics
- Spearman, Larryl C, MD
- Thermot, Richard D, OD
- Peveler, Derek Scott, OD

## Tullahoma County

### Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
- Blanks, Adrian N, AGACNP
- Hughes, David B, GNP

### Obstetrics & Gynecology
- Daily, Laura R, MD
- Filleti, Luisa Cristina, MD
- Ulim, Michael A, MD
- Wiedel, Lisa M, MD

### Oncology / Hematology
- Rao, Anur Radhakrishna, MD

### Pediatrics
- Casama, Dorothy Joy, MD
- Dillon, Joshua Lee, MD

### Physician Assistant
- Comer, Steven M, PA
- Crowe, Brandi K, PA
- Dentrow, Ashley Nicole, PA
- Fathi, Farrah F, PA-C
- Riddle, Danielle A, PA, C
- Usery, Katherine A, PA C

### Physician Assistant - PCP
- Bennett, Sarah E, PA, C
- Blain, Cindy, PA C
- DeBord, Harold L, PA C

### Nurse Practitioner
- Gasso, Julius A, MD
- Shams, Loretta Lambert, NP C
- Sherlock, Kem, PA, C

### Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
- Patel, Chandni, WHNP BC
- Peterson, Shanna Bartlett, APRN BC

### Therapeutic Optometry
- Cooper, Chris H, OD
- Hughes, Marty L, OD
- McMillan, Jeffrey A, OD
- Stiell, Ronald A, OD
- Talley, David K, OD
- Whitley, Stan J, OD

### Tunicia County (MS)

### Nephrology
- Deogayagay, Bernadette A, MD

### Physicians
- Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
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Therapeutic Optometry
Chambers, Joe A, OD
Miller, Daniel J, OD
Rabon, Randal J, OD

Urgent Care Physicians
Lawson, Robert Wesley, MD

Union County

Chiropractor
Johnson, Darrell J, DC

Family Medicine
Moncrief, Hal, MD
Witherspoon, Nancy Luongo, DO

Hospital Medicine
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ilamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jundi, Makram Adel, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD

Internal Medicine
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Chintaalipudi, Srinivasa R, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Beason, Matthew T, FNP BC
Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Blair, Matthew D, MD

Pediatrics
Abott, Andrea S, NP
Adams, Christina I, NP C
Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Blankenship, Whitney S, NP C
Bolin, Judith Mariah, FNP BC
Boling, Stephanie T, NP C
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A, B NP C
Bryant, Samantha J, NP C
Buck, Theresa M, FNP
Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Carr, Julie E, NP C
Carter, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carter, Tracy L, NP
Coffee, Scott B, NP
Cole, Judy Gayle, APRN BC
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
Compton, Jocelyn R, NP
Cunningham, Jason L, NP C
Dauwalder, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
Davis, Joni G, NP
Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
Deal, Anna Lynn, FNP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dillihay, Diana M, NP
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
England, Tyler, NP C
Flowers, William T, NP C
Frey, Chelsea Jade, NP
Fults, Amy D, FNP
Gannon, Tiffany J, NP C
Garrett, Marie P, NP C
Graham Doaks, Tasma De acheris, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Grayson, Eddie, NP
Hale, Rachel L, FNP
Hamilton, Elisa M, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hare, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Christy S, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
Hills, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hiebert, Janet L, NP
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hill, Theresa Herrin, FNP BC
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Hutcheson Conry, Tineria D, NP
Hutchison, Haley M, NP C

Physicians

Family Medicine
Adesihina, Twanda Gale, MD
Colburn, Jeffrey S, MD
Daily, Brian Christopher, MD
Justinius Aviaya, Jose Ramon, MD
May, Richard G, DO
Scoggins, Ted Allan, MD
Smith, Bill Moore, Jr, MD
Storey, Suzanne, MD

Gynecology
Masthak, Clarissa Ann, MD

Internal Medicine
Jones, Terri L, MD
McCoy, Michael R, MD
Wilson, Michael E, MD

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Clark, Leila, NP C
Day, Cynthia Dianne, NP
England, Megan D, NP
Hancock, Crystal L, NP C
Harris, Sarah M, FNP
Novak, Teresa Ann, FNP BC
Weaver, Leslie M, NP
Webb, Emily T, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Hamilton, Marie Bell, NP

Therapeutic Optometry
Clark, Stephen Brent, OD

Warren County

Allergy and Immunology
Overholt, Robert M, MD

Cardiovascular Disease
Faltermann, Chester Joseph, MD
Koenig, Mark, MD
McMullan, Paul Wilson, Jr, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Floyd, Christopher T, CRNA
Mears, Brian K, CRNA

Chiropractor
Hurst, Rickey W, DC
McKinley, Jeffrey A, DC
Miller, Monty T, DC
Northcutt, Leland J, DC

Dermatology
Bell, Michael W, MD

Family Medicine
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Brower, Ashley Scott, MD
Chastain, Bryan D, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Foster, Linda Ann, MD
Glover, Danny Weldon, MD
Jacobs, G Jackson, MD
Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
Kirby, Homer E, III, DO
Powers, Richard Reame, Jr, MD
Stewart, Michael T, MD
Tabor, Kimberly Ann, MD

Gastroenterology
Alexander, William Frederick, MD

General Practice
Fisher, Timothy M, DO
Tumer, David Mitchell, MD

Hematology / Oncology
McDuffie, Jeremy S, MD

Hospital Medicine
Aquino, Rene V, MD
Clark, Stephen Dennis, MD
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Dupour, Roxanne, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Hodge, Alicia S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ilamova Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Johnson, Marshall R, Jr, MD
Jundi, Makram Adel, MD
Khan, Ghazali A, MD
Lawrence, Karl Everett, Sr, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Patel, IlaBen Bhabgubhai, MD
Patel, Sunit, MD
Poole, James Talmadge, MD
Raman, Arun Kumar, MD
Theerathorn, Pitchar, MD
Udom, David I, MD
Zada, Yasin, MD
Zafar, Blal Ahmed, MD

Internal Medicine
Beaurein, John Thomas, MD
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Burck, Harry E, Jr, MD
Cintron, Evelyn, MD
Harlow, Susan Byers, MD
Hekimoglu, Celin, MD
Jenkins, Jimmy E, MD
Patel, Prakashchandra B, MD
Raghow, Sandeep, MD
Singh, Louis L, MD
Zafar, Blal Ahmed, MD

Maternal - Fetal Medicine
Taellini, M, Mark, MD

Medical Oncology
Ma, Yanjun, MD
Porter, Lester L, III, MD
Toomey, Mitchell A, MD

Midwife
Bell, Amanda R, APN

Nephrology
Green, Christie Ann, MD
Karam, Jyotheen S, MD
Sabo, Robert P, MD

Neurological Surgery
Moran, Michael F, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Boshers, Jessica E, FNP BC
Burgess, Melissa D, NP
Burton, Leislleigh A, FNP BC
Callahan, Janice L, MD
Dready, Sheldon D, FNP BC
Dyer, Jennifer C, CFNP
Havelin, Paula C, FNP BC
Kilbinger, Amy K, NP
LaFette, Tonya S, NP
LeFaye, Christopher Martin, APRN BC

Mashburn, Steven Neal, APRN BC
Micheaux, Nakeisha L, NP
Mix, Kristin Lynn, FNP BC
Pirt, Tina A, NP
Ring, Katherine E, FNP
Stotts, Patricia Ann, NP
Taylor, Hailey R, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Blanton, Jacqueline Dee, ACNP BC
Smith, Tony L, ACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Lowe, Janet P, APN
Owens, Gianna Laura, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abott, Andrea S, NP
Adams, Christina I, NP C
Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
Billings, Tammy B, NP C
Blankenship, Whitney S, NP C
Bolin, Judith Mariah, FNP BC
Boling, Stephanie T, NP C
Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
Brown, Kyong-A, B NP C
Bryant, Samantha J, NP C
Buck, Theresa M, FNP
Byer, Christine F, FNP BC
Card, Elizabeth, NP
Carr, Julie E, NP C
Carter, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carter, Tracy L, NP
Coffee, Scott B, NP
Cole, Judy Gayle, APRN BC
Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
Compton, Jocelyn R, NP
Cunningham, Jason L, NP C
Dauwalder, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
Davis, Joni G, NP
Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
Deal, Anna Lynn, FNP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dillihay, Diana M, NP
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
England, Tyler, NP C
Flowers, William T, NP C
Frey, Chelsea Jade, NP
Fults, Amy D, FNP
Gannon, Tiffany J, NP C
Garrett, Marie P, NP C
Graham Doaks, Tasma De acheris, NP C
Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
Grayson, Eddie, NP
Hale, Rachel L, FNP
Hamilton, Elisa M, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hare, Carolyn, FNP
Harris, Christy S, NP C
Hart, Brittany D, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
Hills, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Hiebert, Janet L, NP
Hill, Katie R, FNP
Hill, Theresa Herrin, FNP BC
Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Hull, Mary H, FNP
Hutcheson Conry, Tineria D, NP
Hutchison, Haley M, NP C
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Warren County (KY)

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

(Continued)

Physicians

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.

Kahn, Ahmed A, MD
Jordan, Louis Collier, MD
Hamati, Fawwaz I, MD
Haddadin, Tariq Ziad, MD
Geraci, Stephen A, MD
Garcia, Israel D, MD
Culp, Benjamin C, MD
Coly, Erasme, MD
Brahmbhatt, Vipulkumar Rameshchandra, MD
Blackwell, Gerald Grant, MD
Bertuso, John Richard, MD
Balcells, Eduardo, MD
Bertino, John Richard, MD
Blackwell, Gerald Grant, MD
Brahmhbitt, Vipulukumar Rameshchandra, MD
Chang, Mark W, MD
Coly, Erasme, MD
Culp, Benjamin C, MD
Davidson, Melanie R, MD
Foley, Joseph D, III, MD
Garcia, Israel D, MD
Geraci, Stephen A, MD
Haddadin, Taqiz Zaid, MD
Hamait, Fawwaz I, MD
Hiremagalur, Shobha R, MD
Jordan, Louis Collier, MD
Khan, Ahmed A, MD
Kramer, Robert Keith, MD
Ladley, Herbert D, MD
Mayhew, Marc William, MD
McDowell, Robert Hughes, MD
Merrick, Raymond Daniel, MD
Metzger, David C, MD
Miller, Gregory Houston, MD
Ponder, Michael A, MD
Ramu, Vijay Kumar, MD
Saha, Pabitra Kumar, MD
Schoondyke, Jeffrey Wayne, MD
Simpson, Daniel Edward, MD
Sivagnanam, Kamesh, MD
Smith, Steven Michael, MD
Towne, Randall D, MD
Whitaker, Jack Harry, MD
Williams, Freddie Maxine, MD

Washington County

Allergy and Immunology

Corbett, Mark L, MD
Jones, Phillip Wayne, MD
Madhok, Shaila A, MD
Overholt, Robert M, MD
Pienkowski, Marek M, MD
Potter Jr, Lawrence H, Jr, MD
Smith, John Kelly, MD
Smith, Larry R, MD
Wynne Boschler, Donna W, MD

Anatomical Pathology

Stasiun, Janet K, DO

Anesthesiology

Nienhoff, Cynthia Marie, MD
Odel, Robert Harper, Jr, MD

Cardiology

Counts, Marc D, MD
Kyker, Keith A, MD
ORoark, Daniel Michael, DO
Paul, Timir Kumar, MD

Cardiovascular Disease

Balcells, Eduardo, MD
Bertino, John Richard, MD
Blackwell, Gerald Grant, MD
Brahmhbitt, Vipulukumar Rameshchandra, MD
Chang, Mark W, MD
Coly, Erasme, MD
Culp, Benjamin C, MD
Davidson, Melanie R, MD
Foley, Joseph D, III, MD
Garcia, Israel D, MD
Geraci, Stephen A, MD
Haddadin, Taqiz Zaid, MD
Hamait, Fawwaz I, MD
Hiremagalur, Shobha R, MD
Jordan, Louis Collier, MD
Khan, Ahmed A, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)

Couper, Michelle N, CRNA
Watson, Jeffrey D, CRNA

Chiropractor

Ballard, Richard R, DC
Berg, April A, DC
Bryan, Michael, DC
Carruthers, Timothy Scott, DC
Christiansen, Christine Lee, DC
Conley, Judith Lynn, DC
Cradic, Stephen A, DC
Dunne, Timothy Anthony, DC
Eldridge, Brad W, DC
Fabbiozzi, Jeffrey D, DC
Fielden, Kevin D, DC
Hicks, Kenneth Todd, DC
Hillman, Philip A, DC
Kind, Richard L, DC
Leu, David J, DC
Livesay, Craig C, DC
Madill, Jonathan D, DC
Messmer, Samuel H, DC
Minge, Michael Lee, II, DC
Morganstern, Erik Joseph, DC
Morganstern, Tim J, DC
Extended Hours Available
Moody, Randy Craig, DC
Myers, Shannon W, DC
Neely, William G, DC
Peeks, Edward J, DC
Payne, Daniel Ronald, DC
Pendall, Kendall S, DC
Petersen, Howard G, DC

Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology

Lakshmanadosh, Usmamhankar, MD
Merrill, James Jay, MD
Shafiee, Fereidoun, MD

Clinical Genetics

Hajianpour, MJ, MD

Colon and Rectal Surgery

Pennington, Connie J, MD
Sheeffey, James E, MD

Critical Care Medicine

Adada, Haytham Farouk, MD
Amara, Mahmoud, MD
Bass, Leon Charles, MD
Butcher, Christian H, MD
Deshazer, Mitchell E, MD
Palazzolo, Melissa Shepard, MD
Smith, Lou M, MD
Vanlandingham, Amanda K, DO

Dermatology

Benson, Paul Michael, MD
Clemens, Robert John, MD
Homoky, Carri Beth, MD
Leit, Stuart S, MD
Mader, Russell D, MD
Radack, Kyle P, MD
Rash, James P, MD
Washington County
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Wilkinson, Amber F, APN
Williams, Georgia jane, FNP BC
Williams, Janet M, APN
Williams-Gunter, Lisa M, NP C
Willock, Angela G, APRN BC
Woodford, Anita R, NP
Yasin, Meira, DNP
Youngman, Kimberly S, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Beaupe, Brooklyn M, APRN
Culbert, Summer R, DNP
Flemmer, Angela, NP C
Hughes, David B, GNP
Hurd, Aimee W, APGCPN BC

Nurse Practitioner, Neonatal
Becker, Teresa A, APN
Coomer, Amber C, APN
Gaddy, Alicia Dawn, NP
Walters, Kimberley B, NNP
Whittlesey, Amy M, NNP BC
Williams, Carrie N, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Herr, Alison Repass, CPNP PC
Morrisson, Rebecca A, CPNP BC
Whitehead, Kyl K, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Women's Health
Baird, Tammy D, FNP
Denton, Ariel S, APRN
Justice, Anna K, NP
McLain, Joy E, WHNP
Noland, Donna F, APN

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Arze, Alfonso S, MD
Block, William A, Jr, MD
Box, Stephen T, MD
Carter, Ginger A, MD
Huffaker, Roland Keith, MD
Jernigan, T, Watson, MD
Lewis, Samuel V, MD
May, Grover E, MD
May, Scott E, MD
Olsen, Martin E, MD
Sarkodie, Olga Leonidovna, MD
Saunders, Robert D, MD
Sentell, Marcia E, DO
Taylor, Horne, Jill R, MD
Thibault, Lenita H, MD
Visconti, Kevin C, MD
White, Sean P, MD
Willis, Donald C, MD
Wiltcher, Christopher A, MD

Obstetrics and Gynecological Surgery
El Ado Mikdachi, Hana F, MD

Occupational Medicine
Bishop, Marilyn Ann, MD
Kakkar, Sanjeev, MD

Oncology
Abu Shahin, Fadi Ismail, MD

Ophthalmology
Alison, Nancy J, MD
Battle, James Wayne, MD
Carlson, Jeffrey O, MD
Cham, Edward, MD
Cole, Matthew M, MD
Couch, David A, MD
Cummings, Howard L, MD
Eberhart, Anne H, MD
Gun, Joseph M, MD
Johnson, John C, Jr, MD
Kleinman, Mark E, MD
Larzo, Cristoforo Raymond, MD
McCarrt, Alan Noe, MD
Oakley, Jennifer L, MD
OBrien, Christopher P, Jr, MD
Punohl, Amish R, MD
Rabon, Randal J, MD
Reeves, Donny Luptice, MD
Shahbazi, Michael F, MD
Young, Amy B, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Aiken, Marc A, MD
Barnes, Charles E, MD
Brashear, Jason Andrew, MD
Delfroye, Robert J, MD
Duncan, Richard W, MD
France, Jeffery J, MD
Gill, Thomas W, MD
Goss, James A, MD
Green, Brandon M, DO
Holbrook, John L, MD
Hudleston, Thomas L, MD
Hurst, Joseph R, DO
Jenkins, Timothy Douglas, MD
Knox, Benjamin Denny, MD
Lord, Kent J, MD
McKinnery, Bert Isaac, MD
McLemore, Wayne L, MD
McRae, Karen J, MD
Parr, Reagen R, MD
Stewart, Gregory L, MD
Waldrop, Larry D, II, MD
Wells, James Michael, MD

Otolaryngology
Abkes, Bruce A, MD
Lewoczkowski, Kenneth B, MD
Peterson, Steve Leroy, MD
Windseth, John Nathan, MD
Zajonc, Timothy P, MD

Pain Medicine
Bunker, Timothy R, MD
Dahl, David E, MD
Hansen, Tom D, MD
Ward, Sameh A, MD
Wilkinson, Michael M, MD
Williams, William Turney T, MD

Pathology
King, John C, DO
Rollins, Susan D, MD

Pediatric Cardiology
Anand, Rajani, MD
Madhok, Ashish B, MD
Mehta, Ashok V, MD
Walkup, Jerry D, Jr, MD

Pediatric Critical Care Medicine
Henry, Joshua M, MD
Kooy, Neil W, MD
Lucas, Melinda A, MD

Pediatric Endocrinology
Ford, George A, MD
Lox, Evan A, MD

Pediatric Gastroenterology
Malkani, Anjali, MD

Pediatric Hematology / Oncology
Cruz, Abigail J, MD
Pope, Marcelia Ionela, MD

Pediatric Infectious Disease
Macariola, Demetrio Rebarbo, MD

Pediatric Nephrology
Wattad, Ahmad A, MD

Pediatric Neurology
Boutros, Gamal Sami, MD
Xisis, Kathryn L, MD

Pediatric Pulmonology
Stewart, Barbara A, MD

Pediatric Surgery
Taylor, Lesli A, MD

Pediatrics
Adams, Joseph Anthony, MD
Aihunnaq, Gina D, MD
Armentrout, Daniel P, MD
Bischoff, Paul A, MD
Buttman, Michelle S, MD
Combs, Landon S, MD
Combs, Stephen P, MD
Dodd, William S, MD
Farmer, Margaret F, MD
Gage, Jodi B, MD
Gibson, Jennifer Diane, MD
Gill, Thomas W, MD
Helesta, Shasta Brewer, MD
Hollinger, Shawn M, MD
Jaishankar, Gayatri Bala, MD
Justice, Nathaniel A, MD
Klugewicz, Susan Lyasko, MD
Kumar, Pallikathu Lucy, MD
Kumar, Varun, MD
Ledes, Christopher R, MD
Lowry, April Dawn, MD
Macariola, Demetrio Rebarbo, MD
McGill, Richard Scott, DO
Mills, Debra Q, MD
Pearson, James M, MD
Popescu, Marcelia Ionela, MD
Prudhomme, Bryan James, DO
Pugh, Barbara Elaine, MD
Puhr, Dianna Cooley, MD
Schebben, Karen E, MD
Schlitzer, John William, MD
Shah, Darshan Surendrabhai, MD
Snyder, Melissa Carol, MD
Trosin, Laurie Elizabeth, MD
Tuell, Daren S, MD
Wakefield, Brian S, MD
Williams, Jackson H, MD
Wilt, Andrew S, MD
Witteman, Jill W, MD
Wood, David L, MD

Physician Assistant
Adams, Lisa M, PA
Anderson, Diana M, PA C
Ashby, Shannon B, PA C
Baines, Michael P, PA
Bateson, Natalie C, PA
Bell, Shelly R, PA
Bonnater, Gordon Scott, PA
Box, Austin C, PA
Burke, Jordan W, PA
Burleson, Blakeley E, PA
Casey, James Joseph, Jr, PA C
Coburn, Heather Lee, PA C
Cook, Hannah R, PA
Cook, Samuel William, III, PA
Crabtree, William Andrew, PA C
Darnell, Derek R, PA C
Davies, Pamela Brook, PA
DeBord, Harold L, PA C
Douglas, Erin N, PA C
Esteban, Granwel Genio, Jr, PA C
Evans, David M, PA C
Farthing, Charlene M, PA
Foster, Kelley S, PA
Gaudu, Tracy Lynn, PA
Goforth, Paige M, PA
Haire, James B, PA C
Hancer, Whitney S, PA
Harrison, Melanie Renee, PA
Heut, Andrew Williams, PA C
Johnson, Michael Darrell, PAC
Justice, Heather R, PA C
Knechtel, David Andrew, PA C
Landry, Alicia B, PA C
Landry, Paul Bernard, III, PA
Lee, Paul Andrew, PA C
Little, Harold C, PA C
Lloyd, Gary Lynn, PA C
Matteson, Kathleen R, PA
Maupin, Richard Christopher, PA C
McCrae, Sandra D, PA C
McLaughlin, Steven John, PA C
Melvin, William Stacy, PA C
Milloz, Samantha Lee, PA
Mizelle, Justin O, PA C
Morris, Kyle J, PA C
Murphy, Alvin L, PA
Myers, James Lee, PA
Nabers, Jennifer O, PA C
Oddell, Isaac N, PA C
Partin, Joshua G, PA C
Perry, Wesley E, PA C
Pierson, Ashley D, PA C
Plant, Brian H, PA C
Powell, John R, PA
Qualls, Bailey E, PA C
Quiring, Kimberly A, PA C
Reed, Elizabeth Anne, PA C
Rhoton, Derek Charles, PA
Singh, Michael K, PA C
Smith, Raymond S, PA
Steffey, Stephen C, PA
Sround, Chris Frederick, PA
Sutterlin, Shaw Allen, PA
Taylor, Melissa Kay, PA C
Taylor, Rachel E, PA C
Truman, Thomas A, PA
Walls, Jason Kendall, PA

Physician Assistant - PCCP
Church, Heather R, PA
Crook, Sarah S, PA C
Echevarria, Katherine E, PA C
Ellis, Meg Williams, PA
Flint, Amy Christina, PA
Gibson, Curtis W, PA C
Meyer, Melinda R, PA C
Montag, James William, Jr, PA
Moore, Deron Yaw, PA C
Reid, Joseph Kellauver, II, PA
Seale, Ashley Pierce, PA C
Seaton, Ashley K, PA

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Bell, Shelly R, PA
Box, Austin C, PA
Burleson, Blakeley E, PA
Casey, James Joseph, Jr, PA C
Cook, Samuel William, Ill, PA
Cook, Timothy P, PA C
Crabtree, William Andrew, PA C
Douglas, Erin N, PA C
Esteban, Granwel Genio, Jr, PA C
Evans, David M, PA C
Gaudu, Tracy Lynn, PA
Haire, James B, PA C
Johnson, Michael Darrell, PAC
Landry, Alicia B, PA C
Landry, Paul Bernard, III, PA
Maupin, Richard Christopher, PA C
## Washington County (VA)

### Internal Medicine (Continued)

- Dixon, Jonathan J, DO
- Drummer, Alexis Keith, MD
- Hanor, Steven R, MD
- Molony, Patrick A, MD
- Nida, Maurice Eugene, DO
- Seng, Louis L, MD
- Sheppard, Ronald D, Jr, DO
- Squires, Anne-Charlotte, MD
- Sutherland, Clinton H, MD
- Thompson, David Eugene, MD
- Yost, Kristen Nicole, DO

### Internal Medicine - Diag Test Interpretation

- Dixon, Jonathan J, DO
- Hanor, Steven R, MD

### Interventional Cardiology

- Salamat, Judd T, DO

### Medical Oncology

- Blow, Alton J, Jr, MD
- Morgan, Vickie G, MD
- Musgrave, Tamara L, MD
- Prill, Sue J, MD

### Nurse Practitioner

- Mayden, Kelley Duncan, NP C
- Smith, Kim K, NP
- Wallace, April A, NP C

### Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health

- Bowman, Robin Elaine, NP C
- Freeman, Rachel L, ANP BC

### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

- Abel, Jared C, NP
- Baker, Tonya D, FNP BC
- Battel, Charles P, NP
- Begley, Jesse Berry, FNP BC
- Blackburn, Sallly L, NP
- Bowles, Courtney L, NP
- Bristo, Melanie F, NP
- Compton, Michael M, FNP
- Conklin, Courtney D, NP
- Cox, Jennifer L, NP
- Crabtree, Emily B, NP C
- Dargan, Suzanne C, NP
- Duffield, Deana J, NP C
- Dunn, Julia P, FNP
- Fig, Ralph E, Jr, FNP
- Fleming, Guillian Michelle, APRN BC
- Fox, Theodore D, NP
- Friend, Brenda Kaye, NP C
- Fritz, Letitia B, NP C
- Garnard, Robin D, NP C
- Hagaman, Mistie G, NP C
- Hammonds, Christina K, FNP BC
- Hayes, Mary E, NP
- Hess, Eleanor E, FNP BC
- Holtbrook, Helene Marie, NP
- Jessse, Brenda T, FNP
- Johnson, Sarah E, FNP BC
- Jones, Thomas A, NP
- Joyce, Kayla J, NP C
- Keen, Carol S, NP
- Keton, Heather N, NP C
- Lane, Pamela K, NP

### Obstetrics & Gynecology

- Dentl, Matthew J, DO
- Hudson, Kerry A, MD
- Leight, Melanie A, MD
- Long, Nicole A, DO
- McQuerry, Jeffrey A, MD
- Moore, James D, Jr, MD
- Stokes, Mitchell A, MD
- Sullivan, Alison M, DO

### Occupational Medicine

- Kakkar, Sanjeev, MD

### Ophthalmology

- Cummings, Howard L, MD
- Kleinman, Mark E, MD
- Larzo, Cristoforo Raymond, MD

### Pediatric Cardiology

- Madhok, Ashish B, MD
- Mehos, Ashok V, MD
- Walkup, Jody D, MD

### Pediatrics

- Bates, Gaylen Carter, MD
- Combs, Stephen P, MD
- Potter, James T, Jr, MD

### Physician Assistant

- Burke, Jordan W, PA
- Justice, Heather R, PA C
- McCrary, Sandra D, PA C
- McCuiston, Alvin, PA

### Physician Assistant - PCP

- Crook, Sarah S, PA C
- Dechervaria, Katherine E, PA C
- Sluss, Nicholas J, PA

### Podiatry (DPM)

- Allen, John C, DPM
- Mason, Renee P, DPM
- Mazzel, Brian J, DPM
- Saavedra, Patrick Martin, DPM

### Pulmonary Disease

- Abassi, Adel Mohammad, MD
- Emery, Mark W, MD
- Grover, Bruce S, MD
- Hosske, Girendra Venkatesh, MD
- McSharry, Roger J, MD
- Miller, Lucinda H, MD
- Zaetta, Gabriel A, MD

### Urgent Care Physicians

- Billips, Polly O, MD
- Blackwell, Kellie Miranda, DO
- Burt, Jacqueline C, FNP
- Dunn, Anna L, DO
- Puckett, Terry Lee, MD

### Wayne County

### Emergency Medicine

- Armetta, Nancy A, MD
- Magas, David Mandresia, MD

### Family Medicine

- Armetta, Nancy A, MD
- Barth, Belinda Kaye, MD
- Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
- Foster, Christine M, DO
- Hall, Joe I, MD
- Johnson, Scott Richard, MD
- Magas, David Mandresia, MD
- Polk, Donald Howard, DO
- Powers, Richard Reams, Jr, MD
- Triple, Ionel A, MD
- Veeramachaneni, Harish, MD

### Gastroenterology

- McClure, Robert W, MD

### General Practice

- Turner, David Mitchell, MD

### Internal Medicine

- Herrera, Ersmesario Diaz, MD

### Nurse Practitioner

- Britnen, Kelly, FNP
- Burgess, Melissa D, NP
- Caperton, April N, NP
- Hawthin, Paula C, FNP BC
- Kilbarger, Amy K, NP
- LaHatte, Tonya S, NP
- Mashburn, Steven Neal, APRN BC
- Micheaux, Nakeshia L, NP
- Ring, Katherine E, FNP
- Taylor, Halley R, NP

### Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health

- Lowe, Janet P, ANP
- Owens, Gianna Laura, MD

### Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

- Abbott, Andrea S, NP
- Adams, Christina J, NP C
- Allen, Diane M, FNP BC
- Augustin, Michele Lee, NP C
- Baker, Laura L, NP C
- Bartholomew, Tanya R, FNP BC
- Bass, Kelley R, FNP
- Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
- Bevis, Stanley Mark, APRN BC
- Billings, Tammy B, NP C
- Bolin, Judith Mariath, FNP BC
- Bolling, Stephanie T, NP C
- Bosuah, Kwadwooo A, NP
- Brantley, Daysha Annette, NP
- Blewett, Connie Lou, NP
- Brown, Barry Michael, NP C
- Brown, Kyong-A, B, NP C
- Byrer, Christine F, FNP BC
- Card, Elizabeth, NP
- Carter, Isabella Amelia, FNP BC
- Carter, Tracy L, NP
- Casteel, Donna J, NP
- Castelow, Patricia Diane, NP C
- Coffey, Scott B, NP
- Cole, Paula A, FNP
- Combs, Jana M, FNP BC
- Cunningham, Jason L, NP

### Physicians

- Daigerfield, Karen D, NP
- Dauwalder, Susan Elaine, FNP BC
- Davis, Lori G, NP
- Davis, Kristin L, FNP BC
- Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
- Dillehay, Diana M, NP
- Dougherty, Christy, FNP
- Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
- Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
- England, Tyler, NP C
- Flowers, William T, NP C
- Frey, Chelsea Jade, NP
- Fullwood, Rose A, FNP
- Garrett, Maria P, NP C
- Graham Doaks, Tamea De acheris, NP C
- Grantham, Stacie Kirk, FNP BC
- Gurley, Selena M, NP C
- Hall, Valerie Ann, NP
- Hamilton, Elisa M, NP C
- Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
- Hamilton, James Wesley, Jr, NP C
- Hamilton, Rebecca Ann, NP
- Hao, Yal, NP
- Hare, Carolyn, FNP
- Harris, Christy S, NP C
- Hart, Brittany D, FNP
- Hart, Meghan, NP
- Hawkins, Trever M, NP C
- Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
- Hill, Katie R, FNP
- Hoadley, Ashley Barker, FNP
- Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
- Hull, Mary H, FNP
- Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
- Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
- Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
- Jones, Sandra Sue, FNP BC
- Jones, William L, FNP BC
- Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
- Kelley, Misty M, NP C
- Kimbrough, Courtney B, NP
- Koon, Rilla Carol, FNP BC
- Lacy, Melissa B, FNP BC
- Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
- Larks, Heather, FNP
- Legens, Erin, FNP
- Lewis, Patricia Ann, FNP BC
- Little, Natalie, NP
- Loftin, Natasha Mae, NP C
- Long, Lori E, FNP BC
- Lovingood, Kenzie R, FNP BC
- Luke, Stephanie A, FNP
- Mabry, Jennifer L, FNP
- Majors, Kevin M, NP
- Mart, Dana Kay, FNP BC
- Mcfadden, Karen D, FNP BC
- McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
- McDaniell, Crystal Gail, NP C
- McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
- Milroyay, Jessica, FNP
- Moore, Cara E, FNP BC
- Moore, Wanda G, NP
- Nebbott, Shelley L, APRN
- Niswander, Ryan M, NP C
- Pallas, Lea Jan, NP C
- Perry-Craig, Diane C, NP C
- Pitarman, Austin K, FNP
- Prater Holt, Kendra R, NP
- Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
- Redlean, Kimberly G, FNP BC
- Redker, James Christopher, FNP BC
- Reeves, Robert Carl, NP C
- Riley, Jennifer Wainright, NP C
- Robinet, Emily C, NP C
- Ross, Dana L, NP
- Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
- Schweitz, Lisa C, FNP BC
- Scullark, Janelle M, NP
- Seagrove, Joni C, NP C
- Sexton, Jessica Lee, NP C
- Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
- Shelton, Timothy W, NP C

---

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Wayne County (Continued)

**Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice (Continued)**
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Smith, Morgan Craft, FNP
Sprague, Johnna M, FNP
Sallings, Cristy A, NP C
Stephens, Nicolle, FNP BC
Story, Jane Lynn, APRN BC
Surgeon, Madison L, NP
Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
Tayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
Trail, Carla J, NP C
Tucker, Deandra Renea, NP
Wade, Jessica, APRN
Warman, Gregory S, NP C
Warren, Angela Dawn, FNP BC
Wason-Fawmer, Stacy A, FNP BC
Whitwell, Samantha Ann, FNP BC
Williams, Mamie G, NP
Womac Bolding, Amanda Lee, FNP BC
Womble, Deanna Blackburn, NP
Wong, Melinda M, FNP
Zerpa, Michelle M, FNP BC

**Occupational Medicine**
Rogers, Jennifer T, OT

**Physician Assistant**
Corner, Steven M, PA
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C

**Physician Assistant - PCP**
Bennett, Sarah E, PA C
Blaine, Clinton Jed, PA
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantrell, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Aleisha M, PA C
Contessa, Benjamina, PA C
Cook, Deserete, PA C
Free, Christina Sue, PA C
Fridy, Kristen G, PA
Hareslon, William Wayne, PA
Hart, James Steven, PA C
Henderson, Christia N, PA
Hoffmeyer, Ronald Allen, PA C
Imman, Keri Lynn, PA C
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Laux, Cynthia H, PA C
Little, Stephanie R, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Moulding, Lana, PA C
Nejad, Agrin, PA
Semis, Allison Jessica, PA
Sherrod, Hannah M, PA
Wallace, William J, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

**Radiology**
Langley, Hubert E, MD

**Therapeutic Optometry**
Sands, Wesley Jay, OD

Wayne County (KY)

**Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice**
Albright, Rebecca S, APRN
Claunch, Alison R, MSN

**Nurse Practitioner, Women Hlth House**
Juanita B, WHNP
Trimble, Sarah J, WHNP

**Obstetrics & Gynecology**
Briner, John S, MD
Crosslin, Kevin J, MD
Rutledge, Dale E, MD

**Cardiovascular Disease**
Agbetoyn, Adekeyina Adebayo, MD
Alqaqa, Ashraf Y, MD
Baker, John W, MD
Cherry, Christopher J, MD
Crenshaw, James H, Jr, MD
Ded, Maria S, MD
Green, Kelly Daniel, MD
Nwokolo, Chibuzo Ernest, MD
Okolo, Joseph Maduaburochukwu, MD
Osayamen, Michael O, MD
Rasid, Abdul, MD
Robinson, Antwan Dawnye, MD
Shah, Shahzad, MD

**Chiropractor**
Elliott, Phillip O, DC
Hicks, Amie R, Jr, DC
Sykes, Brian Matthew, DC

**Emergency Medicine**
Kollar, Rebekah C, MD
Summok, Daniel D, Jr, MD

**Family Medicine**
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Bratberry, Samuel Wade, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD
Burgart, Jennifer E, MD
Cart, Kenneth W, MD
Colotta, Terry A, MD
Edwards Davidson, Lesa Karen, MD
Fletcher, Walter F, MD
Foster, Christine M, DO
Hampton, Toby Andrew, MD
Lowry, Susan S, MD
Patel, Kaushal I, MD
Vernon, Farrah R, DO

**Gastroenterology**
Patel, Nikhil R, MD

**General Practice**
Shore, James W, MD

**Hospital Medicine**
DeStefano, Joseph Anthony, MD
Diaz Valdes, Sergio Alfonso, MD
Ferdous, Chowdhury S, MD
Holt, Jacob Eric, MD
Ialamov Tountcheva, Dimka M, MD
Jurdj, Makram Adel, MD
Likens, Dwayne, DO
Paris, Claire D, MD
Theraethrum, Pitchar, MD

**Internal Medicine**
Aguirre, Rene V, MD
Brewer, Jonathan S, MD
Hanks, Karen Delanie, MD
Hinds, Michael W, MD
Hopla, Anna K, MD
Thota, Suresh, MD
Yogesh, Kumar Patel, MD

**Midwife**
Maddock, Jamil, CNM

**Nephrology**
Hopla, Anna K, MD

**Nurse Practitioner**
Ary, Leslie Ann, NP
Lahatte, Tonya S, NP
Roberts, Elizabeth W, FNP
Stocksberry, Amiee Foley, FNP BC

**Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice**
Abbott, Andrea S, NP
Arnold, Tanya Lynn, FNP BC
Baker, Laura L, NP C
Baltz, John F, FNP
Barnes, Kelly S, FNP BC
Bass, Kelley R, FNP
Beal, Elizabeth J, NP C
Booth, Khawghido A, NP
Bridgemel, Melka A, FNP BC
Cannon, Debra Sue, FNP BC
Carroll, Frankie J, FNP
Carter, Betty Amelia, FNP BC
Carter, Tracy L, NP
Coffee, Scott B, NP
Cursey, Angela B, FNP
Deal, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Deal, Mary B, FNP BC
Dougherty, Christy, FNP
Dunlap, Alexis Nicole, FNP BC
Eaker Davis, Donna Kay, FNP
Flowers, William T, NP C
Hamilton, Ginger D, FNP
Hao, Yali, NP
Hare, Carolyn, FNP
Hart, Meghan, NP
Hibbs, Frances Elaine, FNP BC
Huffstetter, Sarah E, NP
Huggins, Sandra C, FNP BC
Javallana, Tammy L, NP
Jennings, Jennifer R, FNP
Johnson, Nathan J, FNP C
Jones, Judy L, FNP BC
Jones, Laura Beth, FNP BC
Jones, William B, FNP BC
Judkins, Lauren B, NP C
Kimbrough, Courtney B, FNP
Koon, Rita Carol, FNP BC
Lacy, Melissa B, FNP BC
Lambert, Tonya L, FNP BC
Larkins, Heather, FNP
Legens, Erin, FNP
Luke, Stephanie A, FNP
Malby, Jennifer L, FNP
Majors, Kevin M, FNP
Martin, Dana Kay, FNP BC
McClellan, Karen D, FNP
McCurdy, Ashley V, NP
McDonald, Aspen A, FNP
McMackin, Melissa, NP C
Miller, Jacintia Y, NP C
Millarney, Jessica, FNP
Moore, Wanda G, NP
Nale, Deborah Sue, NP C
Nebelt, Shelby L, APRN
Owen, Erin L, NP
Pallas, Lea Jan, NP C
Pate, Brandon H, MD
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
Pritchett, Molly E, FNP
Redfearm, Kimberly G, FNP BC
Reeves, Melissa Marie, FNP BC
Riley, Jennifer Wainright, FNP
Rose, Brandi N, NP
Sanders, Kimberly D, NP
Scullark, Janelle M, NP
Sheffield, Anna Armour, FNP
Shelton, Timothy W, NP C
Sherman, Kristine L, NP
Sprague, Johnna M, FNP
Stallings, Cristy A, NP C
Steel, Melissa A, FNP
Steinly, Courtney N, FNP BC
Stephens, Nicolette, FNP BC
Stone, Morgan Sutton, FNP BC
Tankersley, Mark Allen, FNP BC
Tayman, Amber Miner, FNP BC
Tharp, Kimberly Kaye, NP C
Tucker, Deandra Renisa, NP
Wade, Jessica, FNP
Williams, Mamie G, NP
Womac Boling, Amanda Lee, FNP BC

**Purpose**
Womble, Deanna Blackburn, NP
Wright, Sheryl L, MSN
Yeomans, Susan Elizabeth, FNP BC
Zerpa, Michelle M, FNP BC

**Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health**
Hughes, David B, GNP

**Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics**
Page, Sharon P, CPNP

**Obstetrics & Gynecology**
Cook, Deserete, PA C

**Orthopaedic Surgery**
Gulis, Eugene F, MD

**Pediatric Sports Medicine**
Gregory, Andrew J, MD

**Pediatrics**
Brewer, Susan C, MD

**Physician Assistant**
Barker, Linda Ann, PA
Riddle, Danielle A, PA C

**Physician Assistant - PCP**
Burgess, Jodi A, PA C
Cantrell, Julie D, PA
Carr, Scott H, PA C
Clayton, Aleisha M, PA C
Cook, Deserete, PA C
Dierske, Susan P, PA
Fridy, Kristen G, PA
Gilson, Alycia D, PA
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Kirk, Larry C, PA
Lindsay, Charles Ronald, PA
Locke, Caitlin M, PA
Nejad, Agrin, PA
Rains, Jessica Reveille, PA
Robles, Bertha Izaura, PA
Scales, Michael Trent, PA
Sherrod, Hannah M, PA
Taylor, Kelly E, PA
Thompson, Joseph H, PA
Vaughn, Keely E, PA
Weeks, Robert Bruce, PA C
Wilbert, David Jeffrey, PA C
Young, Matthew, PA
Zimmerman, Erica S, PA

**Podiatry (DPM)**
Khalimo, Bhekuzumi M, DPM

**Pulmonary Disease**
Yogesh, Kumar Patel, MD

**Radiology**
Perkins, Charles L, II, MD

**Surgery**
Gooch, Allen Christopher, MD
Osborne, John, DO
Rebeiro, Egbert Francis, MD

**Therapeutic Optometry**
Anderson, Edwin Gwin, OD
Bukevich, A Peter, Jr, OD
Bynum, Frances D, OD
Donaldson, Daniel W, II, OD
Dix, Donald W, OD

Physicians

Check our Web site @ bcbsb.com for current listing.
Physicians

Whitfield County (GA)

(Continued)

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice

Greenwood, Austin T, APN
Hamby, Brittany T, NP
Hayes, Teri Shannon, NP C
Hedrick, Caroline Margaret, FNP BC
Holcomb, Sarah, NP C
Jorge, Emily Alexandra, FNP BC
Kinsey, Christy T, NP C
Marrs, Carol B, NP
Melton, Linda E, NP
Michaef, Natasha N, NP
Moore, Megan E, FNP BC
Raphael, Lyndsey Renee, FNP
Ryder, Brittany Lee, FNP BC
Schoennmann, Chad J, NP C
Thompson, Amanda L, NP C
Thurman, Ashley Phillips, NP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health

Shumway, Gna H, AGACNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Neonatal

Roberts, Stefanie A, NP

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Gonzales, Stephen K, DO
Nelson, Ceci H, MD

Ophthalmology

DeCroos, Francis C, MD
Ghodasra, Devlin H, MD
Kim, John S, MD
Lindquist, Thomas P, MD
Shah, Rohan J, MD

Otolaryngology and Facial Plastic Surgery

Little, Stewart C, MD

Pain Medicine

Hare, Joshua L, DO

Pediatric Cardiology

Davis, Wesley L, MD

Pediatric Endocrinology

Thrasher, Brady J, DO

Pediatric Gastroenterology

Tolosa, Drago, MD
Windemuller, Farrell W, MD

Pediatrics

Alani, Omara, MD
Arnold, Lemuel M, MD
Azzouz, Rami, MD
Dewees, Kristen P, DO
Hatler, Matthew C, MD
Martin, Alexandra M, MD

Physician Assistant

Bailard, Joseph D, PA
Finley, Mark Alan, Jr, PA C
Gallaher, Jacqueline Hollie, PA
Martin, Patrick E, PA
Miller, Ashley Marie, PA
Obranovich, Kristie C, PA
Ricks, Natalie A, PA
Tawzer, Kevin, PA
Viar, Brittny C, PA
White, Denise R, PA

Podiatry (DPM)

Anderson, David Q, DPM
Kraus, Ira Henri, DPM
Lund, John J, IV, DPM
Solomon, Aaron D, DPM

Whitney County (KY)

Allergy and Immunology

Corbell, Mark L, MD

Cardiovascular Disease

Adkisson, Douglas Wayne, MD
Clair, Walter K, MD
Crenshaw, Marshall H, MD
Crossley, George H, III, MD
Estrada, Juan Carlos, MD
Fahrig, Stephen A, MD
Fleet, William F, III, MD
Franklin, Jerry M, MD
Friesinger, Gottlieb Christian, III, MD
Hughes, Sean G, MD
Humphrey, Steven Scott, MD
Johnston, Thomas S, MD
Kemp, Wilson E, Jr, MD
Kodok, John A, III, MD
Naff, Allen J, MD
Phares, Joel Michael, MD
Piana, Robert Noel, MD
Prudovik, Adam James, MD
Rankin, Kevin M, MD
Richardson, Thomas Ramsey, MD
Saavedra, Pablo J, MD
Slosky, David Alan, MD
Thompson, Thomas Allan, MD
Zerber, Mark A, MD

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)

Chapman, Melissa Ann, CRNA
Hillis, Randy Alan, CRNA OD

Chiropractor

Arad, Justin Kyle, DC
Arman, Devan S, DC
Baker, Elizabeth A, DC
Barry, Timothy K, DC
Bennett, Michele, DC
Bett, Gray, Jennifer Lynn, DC
Boles, Christopher Michael, DC
Canete, Christian B, DC
Cauthy, Ethan T, DC
Crist, Jason S, DC
Cutsinger, Rick L, DC
Elson, Jonathan L, DC
Evans, Hunter Allen, DC
Ewart, Greg A, DC
Foster, Sterling, DC
Grindstaff, Brian K, DC
Guin, Gillian Brooke, DC
Harris, Matthew S, DC
Hinz, Peter J, DC
Hodgson, Donald C, DC
Hull, Janelle Farris, DC
Judon, Christina Joy, DC
Kay, Saira J, DC
Kent, Gil P, DC
Key, Robert A, DC
Kim, Steve C, DC
Leist, Derek A, DC
Lictus, Lindsey A, DC
Manghella, Frank A, DC
Mason, David R, DC
McGilvra, Todd Allen, DC
McGrath, Carolyn Loreen, DC
Morgan, Travis M, DC
Pence, Dave S, DC
Quin, Jordan Scott, DC
Reinarts, Jason Thomas, DC
Richards, Nicole A, DC
Scheel, Jenny R, DC
Schroeder, Jay K, DC
Smith, Todd Carter, DC
Stucki, James D, DC
Sweeney, Ben M, DC
Tharpe, Jason P, DC
Twohey, Wendy Lynn, DC
Yates, Jeffrey Thomas, DC

Dermatologist

Binglman, John Q, MD
Brousseau, Karen C, MD
Byers, Jeffrey D, MD
Caudill, Leslie J, MD
Davis, Kathleen E, MD
Franklin, Shelley Fleet, MD
Gelbard, Christine M, MD
McConnell, Charity Foster, MD
McDaniel, William Robert, MD
Monahan, Sally Harvey, MD
Mulkey, Taylor B, MD
Parker, Eva Rawlings, MD
Pena, Julie M, MD

Diagnostic Radiology

Ahmed, Aasma, MD
Alarcon, John Joseph, MD
Albin, Matthias M, MD
Andreatti, Rochelle F, MD
Andrissien, Ronald C, MD
Bacon, William Russell, MD
Bveneniste, Joel S, MD
Bodor, Daniel, MD
Bradshaw, Marques Levar, MD
Carroll, Colin Michael, MD
Carroll, John Francis, MD
Cochran, Edward Roberdeau, MD
Decker, David B, MD
Eyler, Benjamin A, MD
Fisher, Stephen, MD
Fleming, Richard Michael, MD
Goodin, Ellis Lien, MD
Hall, Gregory, MD
Hogan, Michael Emerson, MD
Hugggett, Jeffrey M, MD
Hurt, Christopher Jason, MD
Jones, Christopher S, MD
Kennedy, Keiron T, MD
Kjellin, Ingrid Bettina, MD
Klimkowski, Sergio, MD
Massey, James M, MD
Mckay, John Wesley, MD
Millard, Giovanni G, MD
Patel Lipkorn, Krupa K, MD
Pierre, Ketsia Bersy, MD
Poe, Larry Bernard, MD
Powers, Thomas A, MD
Prater, Matthew Ryan, MD
Quinn, Stephen F, MD
Roach, Brent Allen, MD
Sava, Melinda Rixey, MD
Savoie, Brent V, MD
Sneary, William N, MD
Stewart, Laidendra Maple, MD
Thorstad, Brett Lee, MD
Tyler, Ira M, MD
Walton, William Janiam, MD

Emergency Medicine

Abouad, Asad, MD
Heymann, Emily L, PA
Kahn, Stephen A, MD
Low, Janet P, ANP
Nardin, Gary S, PA
Rubino, Jason M, DO

Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Metabolism

Hendrix, Julie Ann, MD
Pappagianis, Ioannis G, MD
Zaied, Saida Saida, MD

Family Medicine

Balley, Jaime Rena, MD
Bart, Belinda Kaye, MD
Bert-Belieu, Christine E, MD
Bhatt, Vivak S, MD
Bishop, Robert G, MD
Boone, John McNamara, Jr, MD
Brewer, Ashley Scott, MD

Physicians Check our Web site @ bcbs.com for current listing.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physicians</th>
<th>Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Neurology</td>
<td>Anderson, Willie T, III, MD  Ess, Kevin C, MD  Fu, Cary, MD  Olsens, Barbara Jean, MD  Pina Garza, Jesus E, MD  Shelton, Althea Angelica, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Ophthalmology</td>
<td>Benegas, Nancy Mayer, MD  Estes, Robert L, MD  Johns, Karla J, MD  Morrison, David G, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Orthopedics</td>
<td>Martus, Jeffrey Edward, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Otolaryngology</td>
<td>Eavey, Roland D, MD  Penn, Edward Benjamin, Jr, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Plastic Surgery</td>
<td>Braun, Stephanie Alain, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Pulmonology</td>
<td>Austin, Eric Douglas, MD  Brown, Rebekah Flowers, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Sports Medicine</td>
<td>Diamond, Alex Benjamin, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Urology</td>
<td>Adams, Mark C, MD  Brock, John W, III, MD  Clayton, Douglass Brooks, MD  Pege, John C, MD  Tanaka, Stacy Tricia, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Albertson, Norman L, MD  Anderson, James C, MD  Bailey, Elizabeth West, MD  Beecher, Linda M, MD  Bennie, Kelly S, MD  Bondurant, Jennifer E, MD  Breau, Lori A, MD  Brooks, A Scott, MD  Brown, Deanna B, MD  Brunner, Alexander Jeffrey, MD  Callahan, S Todd, MD  Carr, Thomas J, Jr, MD  Chambers, John W, Jr, MD  Collins, David Reid, MD  Collins, Juliet S, MD  Collins, Merri S, MD  Coaden, Allison C, MD  Crewe, Candice Sally, MD  Dodd, Christopher Herbert, MD  Dykstra, Elizabeth D, MD  Fiscus, Michelle D, MD  Forbes, Jili Andrea, MD  Frigon, K Frances, MD  Gandhi, Amy Dinesh, MD  Gibson, Lisa Dawn, MD  Guice, Rachel G, MD  Hawkins, Anne B, MD  Heerman, William John, MD  Hood, Molly R, MD  Hughes, Mark David, MD  Huts, Andrew Michael, MD  John, Susan Oommen, MD  Karlekar, Kavita Singh, MD  Ketchum, Jennifer Michelle, MD  Knapple, Leilaitha M, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Mark A, MD  Leeper, H Brian, MD  Lohnse, Christine Marie, MD  McElroy, Julie Anne, MD  McFarlin, Elizabeth Louise, MD  Morel, Gabriela T, MD  Moss, Charles A, III, MD  Myers, Jennifer B, MD  O'Brien, Lee Anne F, MD  Peabody, Allen Monroe, MD  Pinsky, Brandy L, MD  Rennu, Hannah M, MD  Ryan, Abigail L, MD  Schacher, Abigail E, MD  Schofield, Mary Walker, MD  Seethaler, Neil E, MD  Smith, Carnella Monique, MD  Spanier, Jonathan Michael, MD  Sparks, Holly, DO  Smpson, Sarah-Jo, MD  Stors, Lisa K, MD  Thomas, Susan E, MD  Townsend, Phyllis L, MD  Vehe, Amy E, MD  Wargo, Lindsey A, MD  Williams, Patricia S, MD  Woodward, Megan K, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery</td>
<td>Hagdon, Kent Kihyet, MD  Winoucor, Julian Simon, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Surgery</td>
<td>Fleming, Phillip E, MD  Martin, David S, MD  Summit, John B, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podiatry (DPM)</td>
<td>Benac, Christopher S, DPM  Cockrell, Gary W, DPM  Deeter, Kirby Hudson, DPM  Gannon, Caroline L, DPM  Hall, Samantha A, DPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation Oncology</td>
<td>Atlia, Albert, MD  Ayala Peacock, Diandra N, MD  Chakravarthy, Anuradha M, MD  Chang, Han Chih, MD  Cmleak, Anthony J, MD  Hadziathanietov, Mersha, MD  Johnson, Corbin R, MD  Kachnic, Lisa A, MD  Kirschnier, Austin N, MD  Niermann, Kenneth J, MD  Osmondson, Evan C, MD  Shinohara, Eric Tsatsu, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology</td>
<td>Abramson, Richard Glenn, MD  Ashton, Brandon Marsden, MD  Barad, Udayakmal H, MD  Barker, Brett Eric, MD  Blount, Steven Michael, MD  Braxton, Vaughn Gamble, MD  Carpenter, Elizabeth Lee, MD  Carr, John Jeffrey, MD  Craig, Elizabeth Vera, MD  Creasy, Jeffrey Lee, MD  DePriest, Charles Vernon, MD  Desai, Aditi A, MD  GrzeszczaK, Ewa Faustyna, MD  Harty, James P, MD  Kinney, Erin W, MD  Landman, Jeffrey Allen, MD  Langdon, Neal Weston, MD  Lio, Elizabeth Susan, MD  Massie, James D, Jr, MD  Mayo, Jackiel R, MD  Murphy, Patrick J, MD  Nichols, Michael B, MD  Shah, ChiRaayu, MD  Shankman, Jason Lee, MD  Smith, Breton C, MD  Spalluto, Lucy B, MD  Starnes, Daniel L, MD  Tabor, David Spencer, MD  Thompson, Afua Yesi, MD  Tomblinson, Courtney Miles, MD  Wunder, Daniel Jay, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive Endocrinology</td>
<td>Montville, Christopher P, MD  Session, Donna R, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatology</td>
<td>Douglas, Glenn C, MD  Gore, James E, MD  Reddy, Sujana Karra, MD  Steigelfest, Eli, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Medicine</td>
<td>Malow, Beth A, MD  Noah, William H, MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wilson County (Continued)

Hospital Medicine (Continued)
Mushlaq, Asim, MD
Moktouq, Tunnab, MD
Pawer-Mullan, Nicole Anne, MD
Paris, Claire D, MD
Priyadarshi, Shigridha Shrivastava, MD
Ryder, Kelly Walker, DO
Shah, Viren Jashvantlal, MD
Shaw-KaKai, Joanna Ethel, MD
Sheikh, Shawfey T, MD
Tabi, Ayuk Eric, MD
Theathorn, Pitchar, MD
Uzi, Idowu O, MD
Vizel, Elliott J, MD

Internal Medicine
Anderson, Kenneth W, MD
Badru, Alexander O, MD
Banks, Seth Benjamin, MD
Breitling, Melissa Amelia, MD
Bremer, Jonathan S, MD
Choweby, Vanessa L, MD
Dodson, Molly J, MD
Efobi, Anthony Udokwu, MD
Fort, Robert L, MD
Hughes, Brian W, MD
Hunt, Karen Lynnette, MD
Khan, Haroon Nasir, MD
Littman, William J, MD
Mehta, Ashok Kumar, MD
Mitchell, Charles Austin, MD
Nelson, Michael Percy, MD
Onhare, Brendan B, MD
Reichert, Paige Huber, MD
Robertson, George W, II, MD
Schaefeer, Sarah Louise, MD
Seng, Louis L, MD
Shah, Viren Jashvantlal, MD
Sorrels, Hardie V, III, MD

Internal Medicine -Diag Test Interpretation
Anderson, Kenneth W, MD

Midwifery
Potts, Heather L, NMW

Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine
Asna, Muhammad Sami, MD

Nephrology
Anand, Vinita, MD
Khan, Saadia Adeel, MD
Putatunda, Bhabendra N, MD
Wigger, Mark Allen, MD

Neurological Surgery
Dawkins, Ross Locke, MD
Lebow, Richard Lindsey, MD
Logan, Chine S, DO
Schooler, William R, MD
Silis, Allen Kent, Jr, MD
Yu, Hong, MD

Neurology
Efobi, Deka A, MD
Falejuji, Waisam M, MD
Reddick, Darian E, MD

Neurology with Special Qualifications in Child Neurology
Pina Garza, Jesus E, MD

Nurse Practitioner
Adreon, Pamela, FNP BC
Beard, Cynthia A, NP
Blaney, Kristi M, MD
Boshers, Jessica E, FNP BC
Botts, Dana W, FNP
Burton, Leislle A, FNP BC
Byun, Daechul, FNP
Davis, Jamie T, FNP
Flynn, Charles D, NP
Hale, Rachel L, NP
Hinds, Ashley D, NP C
Hirsch, Lora C, WHNP BC
James, Catherine A, NP C
LeFave, Christopher R, Martin, APRN BC
Livingston, Amanda Sheree, NP C
Marks, Heather L, NP
McDonald, Heather N, NP
Noblitt, Jeannie H, FNP
Padilla, Vanna H, NP
Phillips, Emily C, NP
Pitts, Gayle Susan, FNP
Simpson, Julie A, NP
Smith, Samantha L, NP CC
Vernon, Elizabeth, NP
Wakefield, Gail B, FNP
Watkins, Morgan T, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Acute Care
Beatle, Anne Marie, APRN BC
Beatty, Priscilla, ACNP BC
Dennis, Edward Keels, ACNP BC
Glass, William F, I, APRN BC
Harmon, Donnaalita B, APRN BC
Lord, Ashley J, APRN BC
Wadsen, Cynthia M, NP
Woods, Jeffrey S, FNP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Adult Health
Bender, Joy Lachelle, ANP BC
Groo, Justin L, NP
Johnson, Luanne Joan, NP C
McFarlin, Brenda Manning, APRN BC
Ramos, Tiffany A, ANP BC

Nurse Practitioner, Family Practice
Abdi, Hodan, NP
Abdulhadi, Dilmon N, APRN
Agee, Christina M, APRN
Alexander, Candance Autumn, FNP
Allen, Leslie L, NP C
Alvarado, Maria J, FNP BC
Anderson, Rachel A, NP
Biggs, Dona M, APN
Black, Jason L, FNP
Blakemore, Larina Novelle, FNP
Blanton, Donna Kay, FNP BC
Borden, Kelly, NP C
Bowers, Patricia A, NP C
Bridges, Tancy M, FNP BC
Brister, Elizabeth K, NP
Carver, Kimberly R, FNP
Cassidy, Beau Michael, NP
Cheeks, Jimmy W, Jr, NP
Churchman, Britton James, NP
Clark, Shanequita S, NP
Clay, Amanda L, FNP
Crowder, Dorothy A, FNP
Dee, Anna Lynne, FNP BC
Desalvarrieta, Danielle Rae, FNP BC
Donohue, Julie A, NP
Dygulski, Erik Anthony, NP C
Elam, Carrie A, FNP
Farmer, Danielle Mcbryar, FNP
Fisher-Thorne, Helen D, APN
Fitzgerald, Tally Sam, FNP
Gabure, Osman F, NP C
Galluzzi, Christine A, FNP
Gluck, Dina F, MD
Goode, Shannon D, NP C
Gravens, Lori Ballard, NP C
Green, Bethany M, NP
Green, Jennifer Robbin, FNP
Grissim, Alexandra, FNP
Groo, Justin L, NP
Hale, Rachel L, FNP

Nurse Practitioner, Gerontology & Adult Health
Brewer, Lauren N, AGPCNP BC
Cline, Holly A, AGPCNP BC
Hughes, David B, GNP
Ibrahim, Abisola, AGPCNP
Lee, Adeline K, AGPCNP BC
Morrish, Shannon, AGPCNP
Webb, Megan R, AGPCNP

Nurse Practitioner, Pediatrics
Anglin, Alexia R, CPNP
Carlson, Perry A, NP

Oncology
Peyton, James D, MD

Ophthalmology
Brantley, Mimi Allison, MD
Brehm, Daniel A, MD
Cherney, Edward F, MD
Evans, Randolph R, MD
Kammer, Jeffrey A, MD
Kim, Stephen Jae, MD
Law, Janice C, MD
Longmuir, Reid A, MD
Matther, Jessica L, MD
Rust, Christine Ann, MD
Schenk, William D, MD
Stemberg, Paul, Jr, MD

Orthopaedic Sports Medicine
Mountain, Shawn P, DO
Nord, Keith D, MD

Orthopedic Surgery
Anderson, Christian N, MD
Burton, Lucas John, MD
Cook, Christopher J, MD
Cornelius, Jonathan Philip, MD
Crosby, Colin G, MD
Dube, Walter S, MD
Elayli, Tarek G, MD
Gallagher, Bethany, MD
George, Martha P, MD
Groves, Stacey L, PA
Kasl, Charles R, Jr, MD
Ladouceur, Michael S, MD
Maryniv, Erik M, MD
Milew, Michael A, MD
Novak, Jessica L, MD
Omnis, Vincent Paul, MD
Passmore, Roger N, MD
Patel, Mitul K, MD
Pett, Damon Hayes, MD
Price, Chad Thomas, MD
Richie, Lucas B, MD
Rubright, James Hardman, MD
Terry, Roy C, MD
Thompson, Andrew B, MD
Tullo, John D, MD

Otolaryngology
Bryant, Grady L, Jr, MD
Fortune, David S, MD
Frank, Robert W, MD
Johnson, Justin E, MD
O'Quinn, Bancroft, Jr, MD

Pathology
Carlson, Brian R, MD

Pediatric Allergy & Immunology
Khan, Yasmin W, MD

Pediatric Emergency Medicine
Shah, Malee Vinod, MD

Pediatric Endocrinology
Mathew, Punupharcak Mathen, MD

Pediatric Infectious Disease
Howard, Leigh Meredith, MD

Pediatric Radiology
Hernanz Schulman, Marta, MD

Physicians Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Wilson County

Pediatric Sports Medicine
Diamond, Alex Benjamin, DO

Pediatrics
Ahrens, Andrew R, MD
Anderson, James C, MD
Bartok, Mary Kathryn, MD
Casillo, Tabitha A, MD
Edson, Stephanie H, MD
Farber, Susan L, MD
Gibson, Lisa Dawn, MD
Hitch, Wendy L, MD
Jennings, Abigail L, MD
John, Susan Oomman, MD
Johnston, Margreete G, MD
Jordan, Charles Andrew, MD
Joseph, Asha, MD
Kidd, Rebecca S, MD
Kirshner, Neil E, MD
Krappe, Laleisha M, MD
LaLonde, Danielle Leigh, MD
Lavin, Viviana Alvarado, MD
Le, Donna W, MD
Mehrotra, Deepak, MD
Moore, Elizabeth J, MD
Nuessle, Donald W, MD
Orr, Samuel R, MD
Pierson, Monica, MD
Sandler, Matthew, MD
Shepherd-Wilson, Carla L, MD
Shepherd, Kimbel D, MD
Smith, Carla Linda Monique, MD
Sparks, Holly, DO
Stover, Carolyn, DO
Wells, Karie A, MD
Wiggonett, Catherine Oelschig, MD

Physician Assistant
Boggs, Jamie M, PA
Bucher, Kristie Robinson, PA
Burkhardt, Karen A, PA
Cassidy, Charles C, PA
Duffield, Kristi D, PA
Frazar, Ronald L, PA
Garman, Jennifer Lynn, PA
Glover, William G, PA
Grove, Tracey L, PA
Hedman, Emily L, PA
Hutchcock, David Chad, PA
Johnson, Malinda Ann, PA
Johnson, Mary Ann, PA
Kern, Trudy J, PA
Kerns, Kayla M, PA
Lindahl, Joseph E, PA
Nardin, Gary S, PA
O'Leary, Allison Bridget, PA
Otter, Elizabeth A, PAC
Owens, Angela Marie, PA
Shukla, Milind, PA
Wampler, Tammy C, PA
Webb, Megwynn A, PA
West, Kristina C, PA

Physician Assistant - PCP
Crisp, Erin M, PA C
Dicken, Sara M, PA C
Gardner, Ariel C, PA C
Hare, William Wayne, PA
Kirkpatrick, Heath F, PA
Locke, Anna Kirby, PA C
Malkowski, Julie Angela, PA C
Qualls, Brent K, PA
Stoffey, Warren Joseph, PA
Stroud, Tracey A, PA
Trimble, Michael J, PA
Trombley, Joseph A, PA C

Physician Assistant at Surgery
Carden, Blake John, PA

Plastic Surgery
Le, Earl Dwayne, MD

Podiatry (DPM)
Benac, Christopher S, DPM
Bushman, Tod R, DPM
Hall, Samantha A, DPM
Hawkins, Francis Aloysius, DPM
Hill, Kristin A, DPM
Kumar, Peninnah R, DPM
Neuhara, Mathew D, DPM
Parolé, Natalia B, DPM
Suh, Yong S, DPM

Preventive Medicine
Frazier, Todd, MD

Pulmonary Disease
Coller, Zachary Vincent, MD
Hagaman, David D, MD
Kellinige, Modupe, MD
Sukhija, Vijay, MD

Radiology
Blount, Steven Michael, MD
Wunder, Daniel Jay, MD

Rheumatology
Harwell, Susan O, MD

Sleep Medicine
Gibson, Russell Eugene, MD

Sports Medicine
Cox, Charles Leonard, III, MD
Liddle, David Gordon, MD

Surgery
Barrett, Nancy Reuter, MD
Kent, Mark G, MD
Matthews, Jeffrey A, MD
Robertson, George W, MD
Warren, Larime C, MD
Williams, Robin, MD

Therapeutic Optometry
Altman, Andrew, OD
Anders, Michelle F, OD
Bahrami, Mathew, OD
Baker, Mark H, OD
Beaumont, Adam M, OD
Beckman, Kathryn A, OD
Bentley, Joseph L, OD
Bruno, Cassandra M, OD
Bunch, Ryan M, OD
Butts, Jeffrey K, OD
Butz, Stacey A, OD
Chamberland, Scott Phillip, OD
Chamberlin, Wesley, OD
Chandrasekaran, Deepa, OD
Darr, Bradford Walter, OD
Davis, Fred Donald, Jr, OD
Davis, Kevin M, OD
Davis, Michael K, OD
Davis, Pele M, OD
Ditto, Jessica Ann, OD
Ducklo, James, OD
Durocher, Richard D, OD
Emmons, Monique Alisha, OD
Evans, Emily J, OD
Farmer, Ralph L, OD
Fletcher, Larry Cook, OD
Franklin, Jon G, OD
Fritsch, Ryan Paul, OD
Gainous, Brian Brice, OD
Gallagher, John R, OD
Hamill, Kristen A, OD
Heam, Keegan Maurice, OD
Hohn, Robert L, OD
Howard, James G, OD

Urgent Care Physicians
Struble, Thomas Gene, MD

Urology
Belsamte, Michael J, MD

Vascular Surgery
Edwards, William H Jr, MD
Keyser, John E III, MD
Kim, Billy John, MD
Lee, Allen P, MD

Woodford County (KY)

Internal Medicine
Seng, Louis L, MD
Medical Services Suppliers

Providers found in this section:

• Dialysis Centers
• Durable Medical Equipment
• Specialty Durable Medical Equipment (DME)
• Home Health Agencies
• Home Infusion Therapy
• Hospices
• Prosthetics and Orthotics
• Independent Laboratories

For medical supplies, see Durable Medical Equipment.

The Specialty DME section lists non-motorized equipment only. This includes canes, walkers, crutches and other similar items.

Remember

Medical service suppliers may change at any time. This list is as correct as possible at the time of printing. Providers listed in this directory are verifiable only up to the time the directory was printed.

To make sure a doctor or facility is in Blue Network S:

• Call us at 1-800-558-6213.

• Go to bcbst.com/members/TN_state. Log in to BlueAccess with your username and password. Select Find Care, then click Find a Doctor. Enter your starting location and then search for your provider by specialty, name or procedure through the search bar or browse through our explore options.

• Download the myBlue TN℠ app on your smartphone from the Apple® App Store or Google Play®, then enter the information from your BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Member ID card.
### Adams County (CO)

- **Independent Laboratory**
  - Rocky Mountain Tox LLC
    - Aurora, CO 80011
    - (303) 749-0443

### Alamance County (NC)

- **Independent Laboratory**
  - Laboratory Corp of America Holdings
    - Burlington, NC 27215
    - (800) 744-2944
  - Laboratory Corporation of America
    - Burlington, NC 27215
    - (303) 792-2600

### Alcorn County (MS)

- **Durable Medical Equipment**
  - Home Medical Products Inc
    - Corinth, MS 38834
    - (662) 396-9996

### Anderson County

- **Dialysis Centers**
  - Clinch River Dialysis
    - Clinton, TN 37716
    - (865) 457-3114
  - FMC Dialysis Services Oak Ridge
    - Oak Ridge, TN 37830
    - (865) 558-3050

- **Durable Medical Equipment**
  - Hoskins Drug Store
    - Clinton, TN 37716
    - (865) 457-3140
  - United Medical
    - Oak Ridge, TN 37830
    - (865) 463-3300

- **Home Health Agency**
  - Amedisys Home Health Care
    - Oak Ridge, TN 37830
    - (865) 463-3434
  - Clinch River Home Health
    - Clinton, TN 37716222
    - (865) 457-2683

### Arapahoe County (CO)

- **Prosthetics and Orthotics**
  - Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics East Inc
    - Oak Ridge, TN 37830
    - (865) 462-9633
  - Arapahoe County (CO)

### Avery County (NC)

- **Durable Medical Equipment**
  - Medical Services of America Inc
    - Newland, NC 28657
    - (828) 733-3663

### Bedford County

- **Dialysis Centers**
  - Dialysis Clinic Inc
    - Shelbyville, TN 37160
    - (931) 684-3040

### Blount County

- **Dialysis Centers**
  - Blount Dialysis
    - Maryville, TN 37804
    - (865) 379-1070
  - Dialysis Clinic Inc Maryville
    - Maryville, TN 37804
    - (865) 983-2212

- **Durable Medical Equipment**
  - Bradley Medical Equipment
    - Cleveland, TN 37311
    - (423) 472-4300
  - Cherokee Medical Supply
    - Cleveland, TN 37311
    - (423) 559-3010
  - Lincare Inc
    - Cleveland, TN 37323
    - (423) 614-8816
Cheatham County

Medical Services Suppliers

**Bradley County (Continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment (Continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>McFarland Medical Inc dba Aerocare</strong>&lt;br&gt;Cleveland, TN 37311&lt;br&gt;(423) 614-0297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical Center Compounding Pharmacy and Health Center</strong>&lt;br&gt;Cleveland, TN 37311&lt;br&gt;(423) 476-5548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PPS Orthotic and Prosthetic Services</strong>&lt;br&gt;Cleveland, TN 37311&lt;br&gt;(423) 559-0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tri State Respiratory Service Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;Cleveland, TN 37311&lt;br&gt;(423) 476-5548</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Callaway County (KY)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rotech of Western Kentucky</strong>&lt;br&gt;Murray, KY 42071&lt;br&gt;(270) 753-1465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Campbell County**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialysis Centers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fresenius Medical Care Lafollette</strong>&lt;br&gt;Lafollette, TN 37766&lt;br&gt;(423) 562-2084</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cannon County**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action DME LLC</strong>&lt;br&gt;Woodbury, TN 371901439&lt;br&gt;(615) 933-3331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Carroll County**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lincare Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;Huntingdon, TN 38344&lt;br&gt;(731) 986-5502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cheatham County**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prosthetics and Orthotics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PPS Orthotic and Prosthetic Services</strong>&lt;br&gt;Huntingdon, TN 38344&lt;br&gt;(731) 986-3220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cheatham County**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home Health Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baptist Memorial Home Care and Hospice</strong>&lt;br&gt;Huntingdon, TN 38344&lt;br&gt;(731) 986-3220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jackson Home Care Services LLC</strong>&lt;br&gt;Huntingdon, TN 38344&lt;br&gt;(731) 986-3432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cure County**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialysis Centers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kidney Center of North Georgia</strong>&lt;br&gt;Ringgold, GA 30736&lt;br&gt;(706) 820-6605</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Durable Medical Equipment**

| **American Home Patient Inc**<br>Fort Oglethorpe, TN 30742<br>(706) 861-0903 |
| **Eddie Tests Home Medical Equipment**<br>Ringgold, GA 30736<br>(706) 965-8378 |

**Home Health Agency**

| **Guardian Home Care LLC**<br>Cleveland, TN 37312<br>(423) 473-9898 |
| **Home Health Care of East Tennessee Inc**<br>Cleveland, TN 37312<br>(423) 476-4581 |
| **Tennova Home Health Cleveland**<br>Cleveland, TN 37311<br>(423) 559-7002 |

**Home Infusion Therapy**

| **Medical Center Pharmacy**<br>Cleveland, TN 37311<br>(423) 476-5848 |

**Hospice**

| **Avalon Hospice**<br>Cleveland, TN 37312<br>(423) 745-1730 |
| **Home Health Care of East Tennessee Inc**<br>Cleveland, TN 37312<br>(423) 479-4581 |
| **Tennova Hospice Cleveland**<br>Cleveland, TN 37311<br>(423) 559-7002 |
| **TNMO Healthcare LLC**<br>Cleveland, TN 373127700<br>(423) 745-1730 |

**Independent Laboratory**

| **Laboratory Corp of America Holdings**<br>North Charleston, SC 29405<br>(843) 308-0558 |

**Laboratory**

| **Lab Corp of America**<br>Mount Pleasant, SC 29464<br>(843) 308-0558 |

**Medical Services Suppliers**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cherokee County (NC)</th>
<th>Clay County</th>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelleys Home Health Services</td>
<td>Advanced Pharmaceutical Services Inc</td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, NC 28906</td>
<td>Tullahoma, TN 37388 (931) 455-1423</td>
<td>Crossville, TN 38555 (931) 484-8076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(828) 837-9536</td>
<td>LifeAid Medical Equipment LLC</td>
<td>TLC Medical Oxygen and Hospital Equipment Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tullahoma, TN 37388 (931) 455-0111</td>
<td>Crossville, TN 38555 (931) 210-5620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester County</td>
<td>Cobb County (GA)</td>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
<td>Byram Healthcare Centers Inc</td>
<td>Respiratory at Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee Quality Homecare SW</td>
<td>Newport, GA 30144 (770) 422-5516</td>
<td>Manchester, TN 37355 (888) 572-2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, TN 38340 (731) 983-5663</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian County (KY)</td>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td>Rotech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tazewell, TN 37879 (423) 526-0670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentiva Health Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopkinsville, KY 42240 (270) 885-7887</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocke County</td>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td>hospice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td>FMC Dialysis Newport</td>
<td>Suncrest Hospice Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newport, TN 378212930 (423) 613-9000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincare Inc</td>
<td>Tennova Home Health Shelbyville</td>
<td>Tullahoma, TN 37388 (931) 563-5673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newport, TN 378213414 (423) 623-3230</td>
<td>(931) 623-6540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Newport, TN 378219032 (423) 623-6540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee County</td>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td>Lincare Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newport, TN 378213414 (423) 623-3230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumberland County</td>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td>DSI Manchester Dialysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manchester, TN 37355 (931) 728-7733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCG Tullahoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tullahoma, TN 37388 (931) 461-9010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga County (OH)</td>
<td>Independent Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Laboratory</td>
<td>Cleveland Heartlab LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(666) 358-9828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas County (TX)</td>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durale Medical Equipment</td>
<td>Fifty 50 Medical LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carrollton, TX 75006 (972) 243-2727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor Laboratories</td>
<td>Laboratory Corporation of America</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dallas, TX 75230 (972) 566-7500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chester County

Home Health Agency
Tennessee Quality Homecare SW
Henderson, TN 38340
(731) 983-5663

Christian County (KY)

Home Health Agency
Gentiva Health Services
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 885-7887

Claiborne County

Dialysis Centers
Appalachian Dialysis
New Tazewell, TN 37825
(423) 626-1242

Durable Medical Equipment
Emalines Home Medical Equipment
Tazewell, TN 37879
(423) 626-3315

Rotech
Tazewell, TN 37879
(423) 526-0670

Home Health Agency
Amedisys Home Health Care
Harrogate, TN 37752
(423) 869-3977

Amedisys Home Health of Tennessee
Tazewell, TN 37879
(423) 626-2405

Durable Medical Equipment
Advanced Pharmaceutical Services Inc
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-1423

LifeAid Medical Equipment LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-0111

Oxygen Plus Corp
Manchester, TN 37355
(931) 728-4010

Respiratory at Home
Manchester, TN 37355
(888) 572-2005

Iredip USA Healthcare Services
Manchester, TN 37355
(931) 728-7714

SunCrest Home Health
Manchester, TN 37355
(931) 728-2453

Tennova Home Health Shelbyville
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 563-5673

Advanced Pharmaceutical Services Inc
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-1423

Community Hospices of America Tennessee LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-9118

TNMO Healthcare LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 563-7784

Suncrest Hospice Inc
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-1423

Prosthetics and Orthotics
Community Hospices of America Tennessee LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-9118

TNMO Healthcare LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 563-7784

John Smith Professional Pharmacy Inc
Crossville, TN 38555
(931) 484-1434

Restorative Health Services Inc
Crossville, TN 38555
(931) 707-1254

Community Hospices of America Tennessee LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-9118

TNMO Healthcare LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 563-7784

Advanced Pharmaceutical Services Inc
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-1423

Community Hospices of America Tennessee LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-9118

TNMO Healthcare LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 563-7784

Advanced Pharmaceutical Services Inc
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-1423

Community Hospices of America Tennessee LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 455-9118

TNMO Healthcare LLC
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(931) 563-7784

John Smith Professional Pharmacy Inc
Crossville, TN 38555
(931) 484-1434

Restorative Health Services Inc
Crossville, TN 38555
(931) 707-1254

Cuyahoga County (OH)

Independent Laboratory
Cleveland Heartlab LLC
Cleveland, OH 44103
(666) 358-9828

Dallas County (TX)

Durable Medical Equipment
Fifty 50 Medical LLC
Carrollton, TX 75006
(972) 243-2727

Independent Laboratory
Laboratory Corporation of America
Dallas, TX 75230
(972) 566-7500

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
### Davidson County (Continued)

#### Independent Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aegis Sciences Corporation</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37220</td>
<td>(615) 255-2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Clinic Inc</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37204</td>
<td>(615) 255-5227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic Assays Inc</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37220</td>
<td>(615) 333-3362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetics Associates</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37203</td>
<td>(629) 255-3468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeoGenomics Laboratories Inc</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37211</td>
<td>(866) 776-5907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PathGroup Labs LLC</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37211</td>
<td>(615) 221-4400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quest Diagnostics Clinical Lab Inc</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37228</td>
<td>(615) 687-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37203</td>
<td>(866) 697-8378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Prosthetics and Orthotics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Step Ahead Orthotics and Prosthetics Inc</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37204</td>
<td>(615) 383-0048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulow Orthotic and Prosthetic Solutions</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37203</td>
<td>(615) 327-9343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Spine Joint and Neuromuscular Rehabilitation</td>
<td>Hermitage, TN 37076</td>
<td>(615) 872-4966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanger Prosthetics &amp; Orthotics Inc</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37203104</td>
<td>(615) 340-0068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowry Medical Supply Inc DBA DME Care</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37211</td>
<td>(615) 331-0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nopco of Tennessee Inc</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 37203</td>
<td>(615) 327-2882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Ocular Prosthetics</td>
<td>Nashville, TN 372042709</td>
<td>(615) 361-0930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pretty in Pink Boutique

- **Address**: Nashville, TN 37204
- **Phone**: (615) 777-7465

### Davidson County (PA)

#### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animas Diabetes Care LLC</td>
<td>Wayne, PA 19087</td>
<td>(877) 937-7867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denton County (TX)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US BioServices Corp</td>
<td>Frisco, TX 75034</td>
<td>(888) 518-7246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DeSoto County (MS)

#### Home Health Agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alliance Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Olive Branch, MS 38654</td>
<td>(662) 429-2175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrepid USA Healthcare Services</td>
<td>Southaven, MS 38671433</td>
<td>(662) 393-0109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunCrest Healthcare of West Tennessee LLC</td>
<td>Hernando, MS 38632</td>
<td>(662) 449-4955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Home Infusion Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vital Care of North MS</td>
<td>Horn Lake, MS 386371404</td>
<td>(662) 280-3535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital Care of Dickson</td>
<td>Dickson, TN 37055</td>
<td>(615) 446-9999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dickson County

#### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Home Patient Inc</td>
<td>Dickson, TN 37055</td>
<td>(615) 446-1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DME Tennessee LLC</td>
<td>Dickson, TN 37055</td>
<td>(615) 446-7444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dunklin County (MO)

#### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heartland Home Health Care</td>
<td>Kennett, MO 63857</td>
<td>(573) 888-4514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dupage County (IL)

#### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byram Healthcare Centers Inc</td>
<td>Downers Grove, IL 60515</td>
<td>(877) 902-9726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>Independent Laboratory</td>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durham County (NC)</td>
<td>Integralabs Inc Research Triangle P, NC 27709 (919) 313-9671</td>
<td>NXKC Memphis LLC Lawrence, MA 01843 (901) 290-9075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (MA)</td>
<td>Fairfax County (VA) Integralabs Inc Research Triangle P, NC 27709 (919) 313-9671</td>
<td>NKC Memphis LLC Lawrence, MA 01843 (901) 290-9075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin County</td>
<td>Middle Tennessee Respiratory Depohr, TN 37324 (931) 962-0234</td>
<td>Professional Health Service LLC Winchester, TN 37398 (931) 967-7991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson County</td>
<td>DCI Humboldt Humboldt, TN 38343 (731) 784-4384</td>
<td>Humboldt Dialysis Humboldt, TN 383433044 (731) 824-2742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyer County</td>
<td>Dialysis Centers Dyersburg Dialysis Dyersburg, TN 38024 (731) 286-5184</td>
<td>Somerville Dialysis Somerville, TN 38068 (901) 466-1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayette County</td>
<td>Somerville Dialysis Somerville, TN 38068 (901) 466-1919</td>
<td>Somerville Dialysis Somerville, TN 38068 (901) 466-1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayette County</td>
<td>Somerville Dialysis Somerville, TN 38068 (901) 466-1919</td>
<td>Somerville Dialysis Somerville, TN 38068 (901) 466-1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fentress County</td>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment ConvaCare Services Inc Kenton, TN 38389 (888) 287-9797</td>
<td>ConvaCare Services Inc Kenton, TN 38389 (888) 287-9797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fentress County</td>
<td>ConvaCare Services Inc Kenton, TN 38389 (888) 287-9797</td>
<td>ConvaCare Services Inc Kenton, TN 38389 (888) 287-9797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresno County (CA)</td>
<td>Independent Laboratory Laboratory Corporation of America Holdings Dublin, OH 43016 (800) 262-7300</td>
<td>Neogenomics Laboratories Inc Fresno, CA 937201359 (866) 776-5957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Medical Services Suppliers** Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
## Giles County

### Home Health Agency (Continued)

- **NHC HomeCare**
  - Pulaski, TN 38478
  - (931) 363-0703

### Graves County (KY)

### Home Health Agency

- **Regional Home Care Purchase**
  - Parkway
  - Mayfield, KY 42066
  - (270) 247-3155

## Greene County

### Dialysis Centers

- **Greeneville Dialysis**
  - Greeneville, TN 37743
  - (423) 639-2110

### Durable Medical Equipment

- **Lincare Inc**
  - Greeneville, TN 37745
  - (423) 787-7735
- **McFarland Medical**
  - Greeneville, TN 37745
  - (423) 638-1919
- **MedTec LLC**
  - Greeneville, TN 37743
  - (865) 405-9660
- **Oxycare Home Medical Equipment LLC**
  - Greeneville, TN 37745
  - (423) 798-8021

### Prosthetics and Orthotics

- **Bristol Orthotics and Prosthetics**
  - Greeneville, TN 37745
  - (423) 638-2670

## Guilford County (NC)

### Independent Laboratory

- **Ameritox Ltd**
  - Greensboro, NC 27409
  - (336) 587-7900
- **Dominion Diagnostics**
  - Greensboro, NC 27408
  - (877) 734-9600
- **Solstas Lab Partners Group LLC**
  - Greensboro, NC 27410
  - (336) 664-6100

## Gwinnett County (GA)

### Durable Medical Equipment

- **Access Durable Medical Equipment**
  - Chattanooga, TN 37415
  - (423) 877-3568
- **Advanced Respiratory Inc**
  - Chattanooga, TN 37421
  - (800) 426-4224
- **Advantage Healthcare**
  - Chattanooga, TN 37404
  - (423) 698-4594
- **American Home Patient Inc**
  - Chattanooga, TN 37404
  - (423) 622-9100
- **Amerita Inc**
  - Chattanooga, TN 37421
  - (423) 893-9335
- **Apria Healthcare Inc**
  - Chattanooga, TN 37421
  - (423) 499-0212
Hawkins County

**Medical Services Suppliers**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.

---

### Hamilton County

**Durable Medical Equipment (Continued)**

- **Henley Medical**
  Chattanooga, TN 37404
  (423) 698-4200

- **Lincare Inc**
  Chattanooga, TN 37416
  (423) 894-5051

- **Lookout Medical Services Inc**
  Chattanooga, TN 37421
  (423) 490-0055

- **Medical Necessities and Services LLC**
  Chattanooga, TN 37421
  (423) 648-9856

- **NuMotion**
  Chattanooga, TN 37416
  (423) 468-4872

- **PPS Orthotic and Prosthetic Services**
  Chattanooga, TN 37411
  (423) 697-0057

- **Professional Respiratory Services**
  Chattanooga, TN 37421
  (423) 954-8901

- **Pulmonaire Service Inc**
  Chattanooga, TN 37403
  (423) 756-7050

- **Scenic City Medical Equipment**
  Chattanooga, TN 37416
  (423) 847-1202

- **Specialized Oxygen Services LLC**
  Hixson, TN 37343
  (423) 847-0031

- **Superior Medical Supply Inc**
  Chattanooga, TN 374212966
  (931) 551-9333

---

**Hospice**

- **Amerita Inc**
  Chattanooga, TN 37421
  (423) 893-9335

---

### Hancock County

**Home Health Agency**

- **Amedisys Home Health Care**
  Sneedville, TN 37869
  (423) 733-2441

- **Hancock Medical Equipment**
  Sneedville, TN 37869
  (423) 733-9200

---

### Harris County (TX)

**Home Health Agency**

- **Amedisys Home Health Care**
  Sneedville, TN 37869
  (731) 926-2371

- **Elk Valley Health Services Inc**
  Savanna, TN 38372
  (731) 925-6626

---

### Hawkins County

**Dialysis Centers**

- **Bolivar Dialysis**
  Bolivar, TN 38008
  (731) 658-3828

- **Mission Healthcare Services Inc**
  Bolivar, TN 38008
  (731) 658-7590

---

**Medical Services Suppliers**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hawkins County (Continued)</th>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Laboratory</strong></td>
<td><strong>Solstas Lab Partners Group LLC</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rogersville, TN 37857&lt;br&gt;(423) 921-7268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Haywood County</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dialysis Centers</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Brownsville Dialysis</strong>&lt;br&gt;Brownsville, TN 380123232&lt;br&gt;(731) 772-2479&lt;br&gt;<strong>Dialysis Clinic Inc Brownsville</strong>&lt;br&gt;Brownsville, TN 38012&lt;br&gt;(731) 772-2151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Haywood County (NC)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Durable Medical Equipment</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Kelleys Home Health Services</strong>&lt;br&gt;Waynesville, NC 28785&lt;br&gt;(828) 456-8782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Henderson County</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dialysis Centers</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Dialysis Clinic Inc Paris</strong>&lt;br&gt;Paris, TN 38242&lt;br&gt;(731) 644-0763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home Health Agency</strong></td>
<td><strong>Amedisys Home Health Care</strong>&lt;br&gt;Paris, TN 38242&lt;br&gt;(731) 644-0723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Henry County (MN)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Durable Medical Equipment</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Hi Tech Prosthetics and Orthotics Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;Paris, TN 38242&lt;br&gt;(731) 642-9964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hickman County</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dialysis Centers</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Fresenius Medical Care of Centerville</strong>&lt;br&gt;Centerville, TN 37033&lt;br&gt;(931) 729-9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Humphreys County</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dialysis Centers</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Fresenius Medical Care New Market</strong>&lt;br&gt;New Market, TN 37820&lt;br&gt;(865) 475-7524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Johnson County</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dialysis Centers</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Fresenius Medical Care of Jefferson City</strong>&lt;br&gt;Jefferson City, TN 37709&lt;br&gt;(423) 727-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jefferson County (AL)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Durable Medical Equipment</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Stratus Orthopedic Supply Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;Birmingham, AL 35216&lt;br&gt;(205) 592-2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jefferson County (KY)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Independent Laboratory</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Atherotech Diagnostic Laboratories</strong>&lt;br&gt;Birmingham, KY 40229&lt;br&gt;(502) 246-4700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jefferson County (TX)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Durable Medical Equipment</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>BMA of Mountain City</strong>&lt;br&gt;Mountain City, TX 76855&lt;br&gt;(423) 727-6576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jefferson County</strong></td>
<td><strong>Home Health Agency</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Amedisys Home Health Care</strong>&lt;br&gt;Jefferson City, TN 37709&lt;br&gt;(865) 475-6400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Home Patient Inc</td>
<td>(865) 777-2802</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apria Healthcare LLC</td>
<td>(865) 588-5396</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37915900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Rehab Inc</td>
<td>(865) 546-2386</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East TN Childrens Hospital Home Health</td>
<td>(865) 675-8119</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox Home Medical</td>
<td>(865) 983-0444</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamberts Health Care</td>
<td>(865) 686-3700</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamberts Healthcare</td>
<td>(865) 686-7670</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincare Inc</td>
<td>(865) 291-2559</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediserve Medical Equipment Inc</td>
<td>(865) 330-2424</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen and Sleep Associates Inc</td>
<td>(865) 671-8119</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty Oxygen Services Inc</td>
<td>(865) 531-0281</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver Mobility</td>
<td>(888) 899-8881</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37919</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Home Health Agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Care Plus Inc</td>
<td>(865) 531-0016</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amedisys Home Health Care</td>
<td>(865) 686-7500</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camellia Home Health of East Tennessee LLC</td>
<td>(865) 584-4001</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 379216635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CareAll Home Care Services</td>
<td>(865) 531-9508</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childrens Hospital Home Health Care</td>
<td>(865) 675-8181</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hospice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amedisys Hospice an Adventa Company</td>
<td>(865) 689-7123</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarisHealthCare LP Knoxville</td>
<td>(865) 694-4988</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covenant Hospice</td>
<td>(865) 374-0600</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennova Healthcare Hospice</td>
<td>(865) 925-5500</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Home Infusion Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ContinuumRx Inc</td>
<td>(865) 525-4886</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coram Alternate Site Services Inc</td>
<td>(865) 450-2380</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East TN Childrens Hospital Home Health</td>
<td>(865) 675-8181</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Sanders Regional Infusion Services</td>
<td>(865) 331-1860</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knoxvill Home Therapies LLC</td>
<td>(865) 602-7857</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 Compounding Pharmacy</td>
<td>(865) 769-5180</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital Care of Knoxville</td>
<td>(865) 909-9713</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37922</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Prosthetics and Orthotics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appalachian Orthotic and Prosthetic Service</td>
<td>(865) 524-2285</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be Fitting You Mastectomy Boutique Thompson</td>
<td>(865) 541-1452</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be Fitting You Mastectomy Boutique UT</td>
<td>(865) 305-6468</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Medical Inc</td>
<td>(865) 588-1643</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lady Specialty Shop for Women</td>
<td>(865) 859-7010</td>
<td>Powell, TN 37849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics East Inc</td>
<td>(865) 584-9309</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amedisys Hospice an Adventa Company</td>
<td>(865) 689-7123</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennova Healthcare Hospice</td>
<td>(865) 925-5500</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Specialty DME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Plus Inc</td>
<td>(865) 671-4430</td>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knox County (Continued)</td>
<td>Lawrence County</td>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supplies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pouch Place Inc</td>
<td>Fresenius Medical Care Lawrenceburg (931) 762-7194</td>
<td>Tennessee Quality Homecare SW Hohenwald, TN 38462 (931) 796-5789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knoxville, TN 37923</td>
<td>(865) 531-1285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(865) 623-4333</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lake County</th>
<th>Dialysis Centers</th>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
<th>Prosthetics and Orthotics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supplies</strong></td>
<td>FMC Loudon</td>
<td>Lincare Inc</td>
<td>Cinderella Wig Breast Prosthetics Tiptonville, TN 38079 (731) 623-4333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(931) 796-5789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(865) 531-1285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(931) 762-1984</td>
<td>(731) 623-4333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prosthetics and Orthotics</th>
<th>Lake County (IL)</th>
<th>Home Health Agency</th>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medline Industries Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td>HNC HomeCare</td>
<td>Lincare Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mundelein, IL 60060</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lawrenceburg, TN 38464 (931) 762-6510</td>
<td>Lawrenceburg, TN 38464 (865) 531-1285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(800) 678-7852</td>
<td></td>
<td>(931) 762-6510</td>
<td>(865) 531-1285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(931) 762-6590</td>
<td>(865) 531-1285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lauderdale County</th>
<th>Home Infusion Therapy</th>
<th>Hospice</th>
<th>Home Health Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td>Medi Quip Inc</td>
<td>TNMO Healthcare LLC</td>
<td>FMC Elk River Dialysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripley Dialysis Center</td>
<td>Lawrenceburg, TN 38464 (931) 762-6112</td>
<td>Lawrenceburg, TN 38464 (931) 244-8961</td>
<td>Fayetteville, TN 37334 (931) 438-2399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(731) 221-1883</td>
<td>(931) 762-6112</td>
<td>(931) 433-9719</td>
<td>(931) 438-3307</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lauderdale County (AL)</th>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
<th>Hospice</th>
<th>Home Health Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prosthetics and Orthotics</td>
<td>Be Fitting You Mastectomy Boutique Lenoir City</td>
<td>Shoals Orthotics and Prosthetics Inc</td>
<td>Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln Medical Home Health and Hospice</td>
<td>Lenoir City (TN 37771)</td>
<td>Lafayette, TN 37083</td>
<td>Florence, AL 35630 (256) 766-0810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(931) 438-9595</td>
<td>(865) 988-8034</td>
<td>(615) 666-7387</td>
<td>(256) 766-0810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lee County (FL)</th>
<th>Independent Laboratory</th>
<th>Hospice</th>
<th>Home Health Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td>NeoGenomics Laboratories Inc</td>
<td>Western Home Health and Hospice</td>
<td>Lincoln Medical Home Health and Hospice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripley Dialysis Center</td>
<td>Fort Myers, FL 33913 (866) 776-5907</td>
<td>Lafayette, TN 37083 (615) 666-7387</td>
<td>Lafayette, TN 37083 (615) 666-7387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hohenwald, TN 38462</td>
<td>(931) 295-3251</td>
<td>(866) 769-3305</td>
<td>(866) 776-5907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lee County</th>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
<th>Hospice</th>
<th>Home Health Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prosthetics and Orthotics</td>
<td>Be Fitting You Mastectomy Boutique Lenoir City</td>
<td>Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics Inc</td>
<td>Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee Brace And Medical Service</td>
<td>Lenoir City (TN 37771)</td>
<td>Lafayette, TN 37083</td>
<td>Florence, AL 35630 (256) 766-0810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(931) 438-2777</td>
<td>(865) 988-8034</td>
<td>(615) 666-7387</td>
<td>(256) 766-0810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Los Angeles County (CA)</th>
<th>Independent Laboratory</th>
<th>Hospice</th>
<th>Home Health Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td>Cornerstone Health Systems LLC</td>
<td>Western Home Health and Hospice</td>
<td>Lincoln Medical Home Health and Hospice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Center</td>
<td>Hohenwald, TN 38462 (931) 796-7100</td>
<td>Lafayette, TN 37083 (615) 666-7387</td>
<td>Lafayette, TN 37083 (615) 666-7387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hohenwald, TN 38462</td>
<td>(866) 776-5907</td>
<td>(866) 769-3305</td>
<td>(866) 776-5907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loudon County</th>
<th>Dialysis Centers</th>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
<th>Prosthetics and Orthotics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMC Loudon</td>
<td>FMC Elk River Dialysis</td>
<td>Lincare Inc</td>
<td>Cinderella Wig Breast Prosthetics Tiptonville, TN 38079 (731) 623-4333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenor City, TN 37772</td>
<td>Fayetteville, TN 37334 (931) 438-2399</td>
<td>Lawrenceburg, TN 38464 (865) 531-1285</td>
<td>(731) 623-4333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(865) 986-5257</td>
<td>(931) 433-9719</td>
<td>(865) 531-1285</td>
<td>(731) 623-4333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home Health Agency</th>
<th>Dialysis Centers</th>
<th>Durable Medical Equipment</th>
<th>Prosthetics and Orthotics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee Quality Homecare SW</td>
<td>FMC Loudon</td>
<td>Lincare Inc</td>
<td>Cinderella Wig Breast Prosthetics Tiptonville, TN 38079 (731) 623-4333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hohenwald, TN 38462</td>
<td>Lenor City, TN 37772</td>
<td>Lawrenceburg, TN 38464 (865) 531-1285</td>
<td>(731) 623-4333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(931) 796-5789</td>
<td>(865) 986-5257</td>
<td>(931) 762-1984</td>
<td>(731) 623-4333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>180 Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Madison County (Continued)

#### Durable Medical Equipment

- **Advanced Medical Solutions Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 668-8802
- **Alpha Med Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-0060
- **American Home Patient Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 423-3646
- **Apria Healthcare LLC**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 668-7611
- **Great South Medical**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 664-8716
- **Handicap of Jackson LLC**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 664-8716
- **Home Medical Products Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-6116
- **Jackson Medical Supply**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 664-8716
- **Human Technology Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-3340
- **Wolfchase Limb and Brace**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-5900

#### Home Health Agency

- **Amedisys Home Health Care**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 664-2264
- **Intrepid USA Healthcare Services**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 668-9400
- **Jackson Home Care Services LLC**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 736-3700
- **Maxim Healthcare Services Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 668-0033
- **Tennessee Quality Homecare SW**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 410-2260
- **Volunteer Home Care Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-6122

### Home Infusion Therapy

- **Medical Center Infusion Services**  
  Jackson, TN 38301  
  (731) 660-6954

### Hospice

- **AseraCare Hospice**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 426-5140
- **Hospice of West Tennessee**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 664-4220
- **Tennessee Quality Hospice**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 410-2250
- **TNMO Healthcare LLC**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 736-2046

### Prosthetics and Orthotics

- **Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38301  
  (731) 422-5925
- **Human Technology Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-3340
- **Wolfchase Limb and Brace**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-5900

### Independent Laboratory

- **Medical Center Lab**  
  Jackson, TN 38301  
  (731) 541-7300

### Prosthetics and Orthotics

- **Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38301  
  (731) 422-5928
- **Human Technology Inc**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-3340
- **Wolfchase Limb and Brace**  
  Jackson, TN 38305  
  (731) 660-5900

### Home Health Agency

- **Amedisys Hospice an Adventa Company**  
  Kimball, TN 37347  
  (423) 837-3636
- **Home Health Care of Middle Tennessee**  
  Columbia, TN 38401  
  (931) 381-1603
- **Maury Regional Hospital**  
  Columbia, TN 38401  
  (931) 490-4600
- **NHC HomeCare**  
  Lewisburg, TN 37091  
  (931) 359-5300
- **NHC HomeCare**  
  Columbia, TN 38401  
  (931) 381-1234
- **Quality First Home Care**  
  Columbia, TN 38401  
  (931) 540-0062

### Durable Medical Equipment

- **Medi Quip Inc**  
  Lewisburg, TN 37091  
  (931) 359-9777
- **Liberator Medical Supply Inc**  
  Stuart, FL 34997  
  (800) 536-2390
- **Liberator Medical Supply Inc**  
  Columbia, TN 38401  
  (931) 840-8694
- **Fresenius Kidney Care Columbia TN**  
  Columbia, TN 38401  
  (931) 380-9099
- **Fresenius Kidney Care Columbia TN**  
  Columbia, TN 38401  
  (931) 381-4455
### Maury County (Continued)

#### Hospice
- Caris HealthCare LP Columbia
  - Columbia, TN 38401
  - (931) 388-1615

#### Prosthetics and Orthotics
- A Step Ahead Orthotics and Prosthetics Inc
  - Columbia, TN 38401
  - (615) 383-0048

### McNairy County

#### Dialysis Centers
- Selmer Dialysis
  - Selmer, TN 38375
  - (731) 632-9620
- Harvey Durham Health Inc
  - Adamsville, TN 38310
  - (731) 632-9620
- Lincare Inc
  - Selmer, TN 38375
  - (731) 645-4402
- MediTrust Medical Equipment and Supply LLC
  - Adamsville, TN 38310
  - (731) 632-2166

#### Home Health Agency
- Home Health Care of East Tennessee Inc
  - Tellico Plains, TN 37385
  - (800) 790-0461
- Intrepid USA Healthcare Services
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (423) 337-6342
- Sweetwater Hospital Home Health Agency
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (865) 213-8200

#### Hospice
- AseraCare Hospice
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (877) 619-8921
- Tennessee Quality Hospice
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 538-6400
- Tennova Hospice Clarksville
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 552-9551
- TNMO Healthcare LLC
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 203-2036
- Quest Diagnostics Clinical Lab Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 552-7308
- A Step Ahead Orthotics and Prosthetics Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37042
  - (615) 383-0048

### McMinn County

#### Dialysis Centers
- Etowah Dialysis
  - Etowah, TN 37331
  - (423) 263-3666
- FMC Athens
  - Athens, TN 37303
  - (423) 507-9712

#### Durable Medical Equipment
- Anderson Drugs
  - Etowah, TN 37331
  - (423) 263-7824
- Lincare Inc
  - Athens, TN 37303
  - (423) 744-8835
- Heartland Home Health Care
  - Blytheville, AR 72315
  - (501) 432-1311
- Apria Healthcare Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 648-9889
- Home Medical Products Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 652-3086
- Lincare Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 648-2331

### McNairy County

#### Dialysis Centers
- Selmer Dialysis
  - Selmer, TN 38375
  - (731) 645-9694
- Clarksville North Dialysis
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 552-0644
- Dialysis Clinic Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 645-1236
- First Care Health PLLC
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (423) 337-5812

#### Home Health Agency
- Home Health Care of East Tennessee Inc
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (423) 745-3722
- TNMO Healthcare LLC
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (423) 337-7809
- Home Health Care of East Tennessee Inc
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (423) 552-0878
- Intrepid USA Healthcare Services
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (423) 337-6342
- Tenova Home Health
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 673-3395
- Intrepid USA Healthcare Services
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (423) 337-7809
- Tennessee Quality Hospice
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 221-4890
- TNMO Healthcare LLC
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 203-2036

#### Hospice
- Amedisys Hospice an Adventa Company
  - Athens, TN 37303
  - (423) 507-9715
- Caris HealthCare LP Athens
  - Athens, TN 37303
  - (423) 507-0289
- A Step Ahead Orthotics and Prosthetics Inc
  - Columbia, TN 38401
  - (615) 383-0048

### Monroe County (PA)

#### Durable Medical Equipment
- First Care Health PLLC
  - Sweetwater, TN 37874
  - (423) 337-5812
- Active Medical & Mobility
  - Adamsville, TN 38310
  - (731) 632-9620
- Lincare Inc
  - Selmer, TN 38375
  - (731) 645-4402
- MediTrust Medical Equipment and Supply LLC
  - Adamsville, TN 38310
  - (731) 632-2166
- Eik Valley Health Services Inc
  - Sevierville, TN 37876
  - (865) 429-3700

### Mississippi County (AR)

#### Durable Medical Equipment
- Heartland Home Health Care
  - Blytheville, AR 72315
  - (870) 762-1151

### Montgomery County

#### Dialysis Centers
- Clarksville Dialysis
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 645-9694
- Clarksville North Dialysis
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 552-0644
- Dialysis Clinic Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 645-1236

### Monroe County (PA)

#### Durable Medical Equipment
- Apria Healthcare Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 648-9889
- Home Medical Products Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 652-3086
- Lincare Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 648-2331

### SunCrest Home Health of Nashville Inc
- Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 552-2860

### Tennessee Quality Hospice NW
- Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 221-4890

### Tennova Home Health
- Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 673-3395

### Dixie Infusion Pharmacy LLC
- Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 241-5655

### MaxiCare Home Health Services
- Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 552-0878

### Tennesse Quality Homecare NW
- Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 221-4890

### Tennessee Quality Hospice
- Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 538-6400

### TNMO Healthcare LLC
- Clarksville, TN 37040
  - (931) 552-9551

### Tennova Home Health
- Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 647-3335

### Independent Laboratory
- Quest Diagnostics Clinical Lab Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37043
  - (931) 552-7308

### Prosthetics and Orthotics
- A Step Ahead Orthotics and Prosthetics Inc
  - Clarksville, TN 37042
  - (615) 383-0048

### Medical Services Suppliers

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
### Montgomery County

#### (Continued)

##### Prosthetics and Orthotics (Continued)

- Bulow Biotech Prosthetics LLC  
  Clarksville, TN 37040  
  (931) 645-5741
- Clarksville Limb and Brace and Rehab Inc  
  Clarksville, TN 37040  
  (931) 648-2155
- Restorative Health Services Inc  
  Clarksville, TN 37043  
  (931) 552-2922

### Montgomery County (PA)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Drugscan Inc  
    Horsham, PA 19044  
    (267) 960-3486

### Morgan County

- Home Health Agency
  - All Care Plus Inc  
    Wartburg, TN 37887  
    (423) 346-3302

### Morris County (NJ)

- Durable Medical Equipment
  - EBI LP  
    Parsippany, NJ 07054  
    (800) 526-2579

### New York County (NY)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Esoterix Genetic Laboratories LLC  
    New York, NY 10019  
    (212) 698-0300
  - Therapath Partners LLC  
    New York, NY 10038  
    (800) 681-4338

### Obion County

- Dialysis Centers
  - Renal Care Group Union City  
    Union City, TN 38261  
    (731) 884-0314

### Overton County

- Dialysis Centers
  - Cookeville Dialysis  
    Cookeville, TN 38501  
    (931) 520-7763
- Intrepid Drive Dialysis  
  Cookeville, TN 38501-5933  
  (931) 372-8853

### Pulaski County (KY)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Lumen Medical Inc  
    Somerset, KY 42503  
    (866) 677-9797

### Putnam County

- Home Health Agency
  - Amedisys Home Health Care  
    Union City, TN 38261  
    (731) 884-0284

### Pima County (AZ)

- Independent Laboratory
  - MyLab Solutions  
    Chandler, AZ 85224  
    (480) 759-6868

### Pocatello (ID)

- Independent Laboratory
  - NovaPath  
    Pocatello, ID 83201  
    (208) 234-8866

### Pocahontas County (AR)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Pathcare of Hope  
    West Memphis, AR 72301  
    (870) 724-3886

### Monroe County (ID)

- Independent Laboratory
  - St. Luke's Lab  
    Emmett, ID 83617  
    (208) 734-3121

### Montgomery County

- Home Health Agency
  - Amedisys Home Health Care  
    Clarksville, TN 37040  
    (731) 884-0284

### Montgomery County (PA)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Drugscan Inc  
    Horsham, PA 19044  
    (267) 960-3486

### Morgan County

- Home Health Agency
  - All Care Plus Inc  
    Wartburg, TN 37887  
    (423) 346-3302

### Morris County (NJ)

- Durable Medical Equipment
  - EBI LP  
    Parsippany, NJ 07054  
    (800) 526-2579

### New York County (NY)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Esoterix Genetic Laboratories LLC  
    New York, NY 10019  
    (212) 698-0300
  - Therapath Partners LLC  
    New York, NY 10038  
    (800) 681-4338

### Obion County

- Dialysis Centers
  - Renal Care Group Union City  
    Union City, TN 38261  
    (731) 884-0314

### Overton County

- Dialysis Centers
  - Cookeville Dialysis  
    Cookeville, TN 38501  
    (931) 520-7763
- Intrepid Drive Dialysis  
  Cookeville, TN 38501-5933  
  (931) 372-8853

### Pulaski County (KY)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Lumen Medical Inc  
    Somerset, KY 42503  
    (866) 677-9797

### Putnam County

- Home Health Agency
  - Amedisys Home Health Care  
    Union City, TN 38261  
    (731) 884-0284

### Pima County (AZ)

- Independent Laboratory
  - MyLab Solutions  
    Chandler, AZ 85224  
    (480) 759-6868

### Pocatello (ID)

- Independent Laboratory
  - NovaPath  
    Pocatello, ID 83201  
    (208) 234-8866

### Pocahontas County (AR)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Pathcare of Hope  
    West Memphis, AR 72301  
    (870) 724-3886

### Monroe County (ID)

- Independent Laboratory
  - St. Luke's Lab  
    Emmett, ID 83617  
    (208) 734-3121

### Montgomery County

- Home Health Agency
  - Amedisys Home Health Care  
    Clarksville, TN 37040  
    (731) 884-0284

### Montgomery County (PA)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Drugscan Inc  
    Horsham, PA 19044  
    (267) 960-3486

### Morgan County

- Home Health Agency
  - All Care Plus Inc  
    Wartburg, TN 37887  
    (423) 346-3302

### Morris County (NJ)

- Durable Medical Equipment
  - EBI LP  
    Parsippany, NJ 07054  
    (800) 526-2579

### New York County (NY)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Esoterix Genetic Laboratories LLC  
    New York, NY 10019  
    (212) 698-0300
  - Therapath Partners LLC  
    New York, NY 10038  
    (800) 681-4338

### Obion County

- Dialysis Centers
  - Renal Care Group Union City  
    Union City, TN 38261  
    (731) 884-0314

### Overton County

- Dialysis Centers
  - Cookeville Dialysis  
    Cookeville, TN 38501  
    (931) 520-7763
- Intrepid Drive Dialysis  
  Cookeville, TN 38501-5933  
  (931) 372-8853

### Pulaski County (KY)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Lumen Medical Inc  
    Somerset, KY 42503  
    (866) 677-9797

### Putnam County

- Home Health Agency
  - Amedisys Home Health Care  
    Union City, TN 38261  
    (731) 884-0284

### Pima County (AZ)

- Independent Laboratory
  - MyLab Solutions  
    Chandler, AZ 85224  
    (480) 759-6868

### Pocatello (ID)

- Independent Laboratory
  - NovaPath  
    Pocatello, ID 83201  
    (208) 234-8866

### Pocahontas County (AR)

- Independent Laboratory
  - Pathcare of Hope  
    West Memphis, AR 72301  
    (870) 724-3886

### Monroe County (ID)

- Independent Laboratory
  - St. Luke's Lab  
    Emmett, ID 83617  
    (208) 734-3121
### Putnam County

#### Home Health Agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NHC HomeCare</td>
<td>Cookeville, TN 38501</td>
<td>(931) 528-2722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Hospice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suncrest Healthcare of East Tennessee LLC</td>
<td>Cookeville, TN 385013402</td>
<td>(931) 525-3511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rhea County

#### Dialysis Centers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Clinic Inc Dayton</td>
<td>Dayton, TN 373215200</td>
<td>(423) 775-3386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Home Patient Inc</td>
<td>Dayton, TN 37321</td>
<td>(423) 775-3619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Riverside County (CA)

#### Hospice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caris HealthCare LP</td>
<td>Cookeville, CA 929590</td>
<td>(800) 323-6832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Roane County

#### Dialysis Centers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMC Dialysis Services Roane County</td>
<td>Harriman, TN 37748</td>
<td>(865) 717-1032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky Home Care</td>
<td>Harriman, TN 37748</td>
<td>(865) 376-6207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rutherford County

#### Dialysis Centers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Associates of Murfreesboro Home Training</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37130</td>
<td>(615) 907-1476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Hospice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amedisys Home Care</td>
<td>Smyrna, TN 37167</td>
<td>(615) 459-9945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Robertson County

#### Dialysis Centers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Associates of Springfield</td>
<td>Springfield, TN 37112</td>
<td>(615) 384-9155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ramsey County (MN)

#### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Affiliates Inc</td>
<td>Springfield, TN 37172</td>
<td>(615) 384-9155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Hospice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amedisys Home Health Care</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 893-0214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Russell County (KY)

#### Independent Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lumino Medical Laboratories</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 956-7436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rutherford County

#### Durable Medical Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NuMotion</td>
<td>La Vergne, TN 30766</td>
<td>(615) 895-5224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SunCrest Home Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caris HealthCare LP</td>
<td>Smyrna, KY 426424510</td>
<td>(707) 866-6854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Inogen Inc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NuMotion</td>
<td>La Vergne, TN 30766</td>
<td>(615) 895-5224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Preferred Medical Equipment Co

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caris HealthCare LP</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 896-5304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Intrepid USA Healthcare Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindred at Home</td>
<td>Smyrna, TN 37167</td>
<td>(615) 220-6183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Home Infusion Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caris HealthCare LP</td>
<td>Springfield, TN 37122</td>
<td>(615) 384-3833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Home Health Agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NHC HomeCare</td>
<td>Cookeville, TN 38501</td>
<td>(931) 528-2722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Independent Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEDTOX Laboratories Inc</td>
<td>Saint Paul, MN 55126</td>
<td>(612) 426-4224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

184 Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing. Medical Services Suppliers
### Rutherford County (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent Laboratory</td>
<td>Quest Diagnostics Clinical Lab Inc</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 552-3888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Personal Touch Garment Corporation</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 534-2454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Prosthetic &amp; Orthotic Center Inc of Tennessee</td>
<td>Smyrna, TN 37167</td>
<td>(615) 872-9966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Spine Joint and Neuromuscular Rehabilitation</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 3712990</td>
<td>(615) 872-9966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics Inc</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 896-1485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphys Orthopedics and Foot Care</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 896-5652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretty in Pink Boutique</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 866-4555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies</td>
<td>Reeves Sain Medical Supply</td>
<td>Murfreesboro, TN 37129</td>
<td>(615) 896-5731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td>DJO LLC</td>
<td>Vista, CA 92081</td>
<td>(800) 328-2536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sevier County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td>Dialysis Clinic Inc Sevierville</td>
<td>Sevierville, TN 37862</td>
<td>(865) 453-4068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosthetics and Orthotics</td>
<td>Breg Inc</td>
<td>Carlsbad, CA 92010</td>
<td>(877) 878-0706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
<td>Monogram Biosciences Inc</td>
<td>South San Francisco, CA 94080</td>
<td>(800) 777-0177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospice</td>
<td>AseraCare Hospice New Horizons</td>
<td>Fort Smith, AR 729199008</td>
<td>(479) 201-2936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
<td>CareAll Home Care Services</td>
<td>Duntap, TN 37327</td>
<td>(423) 949-6638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Shelby County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td>Fresenius Medical Care of Sevierville</td>
<td>Sevierville, TN 37862</td>
<td>(865) 365-2900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td>BMA Graceland</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38116</td>
<td>(901) 396-1163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospice</td>
<td>Caris HealthCare LP Sevierville</td>
<td>Sevierville, TN 37862</td>
<td>(865) 428-2510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
<td>Tennessee General Hospital</td>
<td>Sevierville, TN 37862</td>
<td>(865) 365-0321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosthetics and Orthotics</td>
<td>Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics</td>
<td>Sevierville, TN 37862</td>
<td>(865) 754-6542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
<td>BMA East Memphis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38115</td>
<td>(901) 367-1001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Medical Services Suppliers**

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Shelby County

Dialysis Centers (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galleria Dialysis</td>
<td>Lakeland, TN 38024766</td>
<td>(901) 380-1511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galleria Home Training Dialysis</td>
<td>Lakeland, TN 38028394</td>
<td>(901) 213-2955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis Central Dialysis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38126</td>
<td>(901) 525-1719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis Downtown Dialysis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td>(901) 725-1169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis East Dialysis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38120</td>
<td>(901) 747-2316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis Graceland Renal Center</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38128</td>
<td>(615) 467-0134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis Kidney and Dialysis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38116</td>
<td>(901) 396-0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehaven</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38117</td>
<td>(901) 278-5400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal Care of Central Memphis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td>(901) 725-0482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal Care of Memphis North</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38128</td>
<td>(901) 397-0650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal Care of Midtown Memphis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td>(901) 259-5960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite Dialysis of Pace Road</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38116</td>
<td>(901) 345-8649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite Dialysis of Poplar Avenue</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td>(901) 725-0482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite Healthcare Chickasaw Gardens LLC</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38113527</td>
<td>(901) 531-8850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite Healthcare South Germantown</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 381198211</td>
<td>(901) 259-3423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Line Dialysis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38116</td>
<td>(901) 348-1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellbound of Memphis LLC</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 381175321</td>
<td>(901) 259-3960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehaven Renal Center</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38116</td>
<td>(901) 396-3794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf River</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td>(901) 722-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf River</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38116</td>
<td>(901) 751-3120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Medical Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38134</td>
<td>(901) 729-6742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and A Home Health Equipment Inc</td>
<td>Bartlett, TN 38134</td>
<td>(877) 383-4669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Medical Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38119</td>
<td>(901) 384-0176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IV LLC</td>
<td>Millington, TN 38053</td>
<td>(901) 873-3302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKDS Fresenius Medical Care of Memphis Midtown</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td>(901) 725-7586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKDS Fresenius Medical Care of North Memphis</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38128</td>
<td>(901) 389-1749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCG Memphis East LLC</td>
<td>Germantown, TN 38138</td>
<td>(861) 902-9724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Medical Supplies LLC</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38125</td>
<td>(901) 737-5069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusion Partners LLC</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38134</td>
<td>(901) 383-7077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity Home Medical</td>
<td>Germantown, TN 38138</td>
<td>(901) 759-1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isokinetiks LLC</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38133</td>
<td>(870) 386-2144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincare Inc</td>
<td>Bartlett, TN 38133</td>
<td>(901) 377-3010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med Plus Medical Solutions LLC</td>
<td>Germantown, TN 38138</td>
<td>(901) 922-5446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Alternatives</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38133</td>
<td>(901) 377-9055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodist Alliance Home Medical Equipment</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38134</td>
<td>(901) 516-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid South Medical and Mobility</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38122</td>
<td>(901) 752-5080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilicare Medical Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38134</td>
<td>(901) 526-0202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Seating and Mobility Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38118</td>
<td>(901) 362-9880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuMotion</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38134</td>
<td>(901) 379-0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred Medical Equipment Company</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38132</td>
<td>(901) 800-4979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Management Resources LLC</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38133</td>
<td>(901) 586-5211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prism Medical Products</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38118</td>
<td>(866) 244-6421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity Medical Solutions</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38116</td>
<td>(901) 396-0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Medical</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38112</td>
<td>(901) 323-0494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victory Medical Equipment and Supplies Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38115</td>
<td>(901) 794-8885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shelby County (Continued)

Medical Services Suppliers

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.

Home Health Agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alliance Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38134</td>
<td>(901) 516-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amedisys Home Care</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 381258873</td>
<td>(901) 748-9121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amedisys Home Health</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38119</td>
<td>(901) 685-7231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amedisys Home Health Care</td>
<td>Cordova, TN 38016</td>
<td>(901) 388-3335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americare Home Health Agency Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38118</td>
<td>(901) 795-5949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Nurses Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38115</td>
<td>(901) 797-9111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Home Health Agency Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td>(901) 946-9992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Independence Home Care Inc</td>
<td>Cordova, TN 38018</td>
<td>(901) 363-6046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Care of West Tennessee</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 381338963</td>
<td>(901) 266-5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrepid USA Healthcare Services</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38134</td>
<td>(901) 213-9265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxim Healthcare Services Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38119</td>
<td>(901) 818-3853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meritan Inc</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 381031913</td>
<td>(901) 766-0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Place Like Home Inc</td>
<td>Collierville, TN 38017</td>
<td>(901) 853-3999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optum Womens and Childrens Health LLC</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38115</td>
<td>(644) 301-4992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunCrest Healthcare of West Tennessee LLC</td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38132</td>
<td>(901) 346-1070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Home Infusion Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An IV LLC</td>
<td>Millington, TN 38053</td>
<td>(901) 872-2648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>Service Type</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan</td>
<td>Dialysis Centers</td>
<td>BMA of West Kingsport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FMC Bristol Home Therapies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FMC Dialysis of Kingsport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fresenius Medical Care Bristol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Integralabs MDG Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laboratory Corporation of America Holdings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tennessee Quality Homecare NW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amedisys Hospice Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kindred at Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smoky Mountain Home Health &amp; Hospice Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resp I Care Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respiratory Home Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Home Care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sullivan County

Independent Laboratory

Solstas Lab Partners Group LLC
Bristol, TN 37620
(423) 288-8599
Kingsport, TN 37660
(423) 378-5790

Prosthetics and Orthotics

Appalachian Prosthetic and Orthotic Services Inc
Bristol, TN 37620
(423) 968-4442
Kingsport, TN 37660
(423) 246-3324

Breast Prostheses and Orthotics Inc
Bristol, TN 37620
(423) 573-8500
Kingsport, TN 37660
(423) 246-3324

Bristol Orthotics and Prosthetic
Bristol, TN 37620
(423) 968-4442
Kingsport, TN 37660
(423) 246-3324

Bristol Orthotics and Prosthetics Inc
Kingsport, TN 37660
(423) 246-3324

Durable Medical Equipment

Ed Medical Inc
Gallatin, TN 37066
(615) 575-5080

ED Medical Inc
HENDERSONVILLE, TN 37075
(615) 543-3333
Hendersonville, TN 37075
(615) 622-9888

MiniMed Distribution Corporation
Hendersonville, TN 37075
(901) 990-9859

Tricare Medical Supplies Inc
Gallatin, TN 37066
(615) 230-3000

Home Health Agency

CareAll Home Care Services
Westmoreland, TN 37186
(615) 644-4972

NHC Homecare Hendersonville
Hendersonville, TN 37075
(615) 822-9444

SunCrest Home Health of Middle TN LLC
Gallatin, TN 37066
(615) 230-0009
Westmoreland, TN 371863245
(615) 666-7250

Willobrook Home Health Care Inc
Hendersonville, TN 37075
(615) 824-4931

Home Infusion Therapy

First Choice Home Infusion LLC
Hendersonville, TN 37075
(615) 562-3244

Hospice

TNMO Healthcare LLC
Hendersonville, TN 37075
(615) 264-6244

Prosthetics and Orthotics

First Step Prosthetics LLC
Gallatin, TN 37063102
(615) 461-9557

Tipton County

Dialysis Centers

BMA of Tipton County
Covington, TN 38019
(901) 475-1555

Dialysis Care Center Tipton County LLC
Covington, TN 38019
(901) 313-9030

Tipton County Dialysis
Covington, TN 38019
(901) 475-0410

Durable Medical Equipment

Lincare Inc
Brighton, TN 38011
(901) 840-4239

Home Health Agency

Amedisys Home Health
Covington, TN 38019
(901) 476-0491

Intrepid USA Healthcare Services
Mc Minnville, TN 37110
(931) 473-9561

NHC HomeCare
Mc Minnville, TN 37110
(931) 473-3872

Hanger Prosthetics and Orthotics Inc
Hendersonville, TN 37075
(615) 868-7626

Tennessee Valley Dialysis Center
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 926-1200

TN Smokie Mountain Dialysis
Johnson City, TN 376042520
(423) 232-1969

Durable Medical Equipment

RCC of Johnson City
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 929-7181

Tennessee Valley Dialysis Center
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 926-2576

TN Smokie Mountain Dialysis
Johnson City, TN 376042520
(423) 232-1969

Durable Medical Equipment

Aeroflow Healthcare Inc
Johnson City, TN 37604
(888) 345-1780

Coles Medical Services
Johnson City, TN 37601
(423) 929-3232

Lincare Inc
Johnson City, TN 37601
(423) 928-0202

Max Medical Specialties Inc
Jonesborough, TN 37659
(423) 913-0220

Hospice

TNMO Healthcare LLC
Mc Minnville, TN 37110
(931) 474-8015

Prosthetics and Orthotics

Restorative Health Services Inc
Mc Minnville, TN 37110
(931) 507-9900

Washington County

Dialysis Centers

Mid South Respicare Inc
Mc Minnville, TN 371101667
(931) 473-5477

Home Health Agency

CareAll Home Care Services
Mc Minnville, TN 37110
(931) 473-9561

Intrepid USA Healthcare Services
Mc Minnville, TN 37110
(931) 473-9561

NHC HomeCare
Mc Minnville, TN 37110
(931) 473-3872

Durable Medical Equipment

RCC of Johnson City
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 929-7181

Tennessee Valley Dialysis Center
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 926-2576

TN Smokie Mountain Dialysis
Johnson City, TN 376042520
(423) 232-1969

Durable Medical Equipment

Aeroflow Healthcare Inc
Johnson City, TN 37604
(888) 345-1780

Coles Medical Services
Johnson City, TN 37601
(423) 929-3232

Lincare Inc
Johnson City, TN 37601
(423) 928-0202

Max Medical Specialties Inc
Jonesborough, TN 37659
(423) 913-0220

Medical Modalities

Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 610-0202
Washington County (Continued)

Durable Medical Equipment (Continued)

Medical Necessities Services LLC
Johnson City, TN 37615
(877) 849-0775

Medicine Shoppe of Jonesborough
Jonesborough, TN 37659
(423) 753-2441

Mediserve Medical Equipment Inc
Gray, TN 37615
(423) 477-9806

Mooney's Home Medical Equipment
Johnson City, TN 37601
(423) 926-3337

Tri County Medical and Ostomy Supplies Inc
Johnson City, TN 376048300
(423) 282-6933

US Respiratory LLC
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 979-8473

Home Health Agency

Amedisys Home Health
Johnson City, TN 37615
(423) 952-2440

Maxim Healthcare Services Inc
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 202-9597

Medical Center Homecare Services
Johnson City, TN 376044006
(423) 431-6146

Medical Center HomeCare Services of Kingsport
Johnson City, TN 376042277
(423) 431-6146

NHC HomeCare
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 434-0163

ProCare Home Health and Private Duty Services
Johnson City, TN 37601
(423) 434-5130

Home Infusion Therapy

Val U Pharmacy
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 928-8004

Hospice

Caris HealthCare LP
Johnson City, TN 37604
(423) 729-2044

Wayne County

Home Health Agency

Elk Valley Health Services Inc
Waynesboro, TN 38485
(931) 722-3624

Tennessee Quality Homecare SW
Waynesboro, TN 38485
(931) 722-6094

Hospice

Tennessee Quality Hospice
Waynesboro, TN 38485
(931) 722-2785

Volunteer Hospice Inc
Waynesboro, TN 38485
(931) 722-9601

Weakley County

Dialysis Centers

RCG Martin
Martin, TN 38237
(731) 587-3390

Tennessee Quality Homecare NW
Martin, TN 38237
(877) 587-0072

Durable Medical Equipment

Medical Rentals Inc
Martin, TN 38237
(731) 587-5876

Hospice

Tennessee Quality Hospice
Martin, TN 38237
(731) 587-0067

Westchester County (NY)

Durable Medical Equipment

Byram Healthcare Centers Inc
White Plains, NY 10605
(877) 902-9726

White County

Dialysis Centers

Sparta Dialysis
Sparta, TN 38583
(931) 739-3550

Pro Air Respiratory Services
Sparta, TN 38583
(931) 738-4432

Durable Medical Equipment

Hospice

Tennessee Quality Hospice
Sparta, TN 38583
(931) 722-9601

Williamson County

Dialysis Centers

Fresenius Kidney Care Franklin
Franklin, TN 37067
(615) 599-9810

RAI Main St Lebanon
Franklin, TN 37067
(615) 449-5651

Williamson County Dialysis
Franklin, TN 37067
(615) 794-4423

Durable Medical Equipment

O2 Sleep
Brentwood, TN 37027
(615) 377-9892

Rural Physician Partners DME
Franklin, TN 37067
(615) 266-0875

Medical Services Suppliers
Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.

189
### Williamson County

**Durable Medical Equipment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLC Medical Oxygen and Hospital Equipment Inc</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37067, (615) 591-1988, (615) 778-9191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verus Healthcare LLC</td>
<td>Brentwood, TN 37027, (800) 487-9569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Home Health Agency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guardian Home Care of Nashville LLC</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37067, (615) 771-2080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHC Homecare Franklin</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37067, (615) 771-5310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunCrest Home Health of Middle TN LLC</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37067, (615) 591-8089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willowbrook Home Health Care Inc</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37064, (615) 790-3707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wilson County**

**Dialysis Centers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCI Summit Dialysis Clinic Inc</td>
<td>Mount Juliet, TN 371223316, (615) 889-3444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Clinic Lebanon</td>
<td>Lebanon, TN 37087, (615) 444-7955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt Juliet Dialysis</td>
<td>Mount Juliet, TN 371226338, (615) 758-1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Independent Laboratory**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accupath Diagnostic Laboratories Inc</td>
<td>Brentwood, TN 37027, (800) 874-8532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allermetrix Inc</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37064, (615) 599-4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quest Diagnostics Clinical Lab Inc</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37067, (866) 697-8378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prosthetics and Orthotics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center for Spine Joint and Neuromuscular Rehabilitation</td>
<td>Brentwood, TN 37027, (615) 872-9966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DuraTech Medical Inc</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37067, (615) 599-7600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretty In Pink Boutique</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37064, (615) 791-8767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restorative Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Franklin, TN 37064, (615) 435-3031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hospice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNMO Healthcare LLC</td>
<td>Lebanon, TN 37087, (615) 965-8777</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Independent Laboratory**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Esoterix Genetic Laboratories LLC</td>
<td>Westborough, MA 01581, (508) 898-9001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secon of New England LLC</td>
<td>Worcester, MA 01608, (508) 587-3930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Worcester County (MA)**

**Dialysis Centers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electromed Inc</td>
<td>Lebanon, TN 37087, (800) 462-1045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hometown Respiratory Consultants Inc</td>
<td>Lebanon, TN 37087, (615) 444-9898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manor Healthcare Supply</td>
<td>Mount Juliet, TN 37122, (615) 773-1596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Necessities and Services LLC</td>
<td>Mount Juliet, TN 37122, (615) 987-0861</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Independent Laboratory**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Services Suppliers</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindred at Home</td>
<td>Lebanon, TN 37087, (615) 449-0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suncrest Healthcare of East Tennessee LLC</td>
<td>Lebanon, TN 370873284, (615) 449-9482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restorative Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Lebanon, TN 37087, (615) 449-9482</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Immunizing Pharmacists

You have two network options for obtaining covered immunizations and vaccines:

• BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee
• CVS Caremark

BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee

BlueCross’ Immunizing Pharmacists network includes pharmacists certified to give shots. These pharmacists will give the shot and send us the bill for the service.

To find an up-to-date listing of immunizing pharmacists in Blue Network S:

• Call us at 1-800-558-6213.
• Go to bcbst.com/members/TN_state. Log in to BlueAccess with your username and password. Select Find Care, then click Find a Doctor. Enter your starting location and then search for your provider by specialty, name or procedure through the search bar or browse through our explore options.
• Download the myBlue TN℠ app on your smartphone from the Apple® App Store or Google Play®, then enter the information from your BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Member ID card.

CVS Caremark

Visit a participating vaccine network pharmacy and present your Caremark prescription card. A complete vaccine network pharmacy list is available once you log in at info.caremark.com/stateoftn (look on the right side under the heading Network Lists). Or call 1-877-522-8679 and speak to a CVS Caremark representative who can direct you to a vaccine network pharmacy. Please note, this pharmacy list is different from the 30- and 90-day networks. Not all pharmacies participate in the vaccine network.

Remember

You can also visit your regular doctor or convenience clinic and present your medical card. Call us at 1-800-558-6213 to find a participating doctor or clinic. There’s no copay.

Both options give you and your covered dependents covered vaccinations for free.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anderson County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currie, Tara Gordon, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insell, Dennis Jay, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McBride, Jimmy Neil, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes, Andrew T, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snyder, David C, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stapf, Kevin M, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedford County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntire, McKenzie L, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweeney, John V, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blount County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Michael David, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Maria Alicia, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brock, Misty Dawn, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr, Kristen B, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Aaron Christopher, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miser, Samuel Justin, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Deborah Anne, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forshee, David Terry, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Cynthia Jackson, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harville, Robert Mark, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phipps, Jerry Robert, Jr, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoltz, Christopher Reuben, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker, Timothy L, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheatham County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claud, Cynthia K, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentry, Marvin G, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzzall, Jeremy Paul, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Gary W, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNatt, Charles D, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langford, Emily H, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcom, Thomas H, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noe, Leigh Ann, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph, Richard Neal, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumberland County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stahly, John Roger, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argo, Vance J, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atchley, Daniel R, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aud, Patricia M, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beard, Alyssa Danielle, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bess, Jana W, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boritzki, Debra, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chick, Katherine Nicks, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobb, Cynthia, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creman, Rochelle Duen, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cric, Wendy Thompson, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowder, Kim Denise, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crum, Jarred J, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutch, Johnnie Price, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danley, Katherine L, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Michael E, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedmon, Carrie B, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del Gando, Alfred A, Jr, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans, John Douglas, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George, Rashni, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson, Mara L, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handchek, Dustin Winfield, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khurram, Mohammed Wahabuddin, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kincaid, Molly L, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krishnaraju, Obuliraja, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone, Thomas W, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muraleeithar, Pradeep, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musharrafie, Roxanne E, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas, Patrick J W, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olorunowo, Opeloye Olayemi, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panhalkar, Ujwalkumar Babu, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish, Charde B, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pruitt, Shawn D, Sr, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadler, Laura H, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakkhan, Nizar, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon, David Mark, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer, Michael H, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakelbeck, Tracy, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroher, Mary Jane, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strohmeier, Anne E, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Deborah G, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Kristy Leigh, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd, Sherri S, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggan, Campbell, Maria M, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Joseph Michael, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decatur County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Tara Oman, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt, Hayley Vise, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohannon, Julie C, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Wet, Susanne L, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McWilliams, Keith J, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Phillip Jason, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardin County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Catherine McCutchen, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher, Cynthia B, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrard, Alison L, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higginbottom, Robert E, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Angela J, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seddlemeier, Jennifer S, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begley, James K, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, James Robertson, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weatherly, Adam R, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickman County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mays, Christy Hulan, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins, Teneal Faye, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knox County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barker, Denise Ellis, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass, Carol Robertson, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beets, Jennifer Huffstetter, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolin, James M, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone, Claire McClanahan, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookshire, Christie C, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Deanna Lynn, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch, Heather Lynn, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgan, John Todd, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forshee, Joe B, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granger, Edward S, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haney, Stuart C, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycutt, Christopher Morgan, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howe, Alexandra Simone, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson, Kristie Riner, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Ralph Steven, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnston, Mallory A, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilgore, Kimberlee Elizabeth, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiselaukas, Sara Miranda, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Littmann, Peggy Anne, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loomis, Carol Ann, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manor, Mitchell A, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGrew, Vera L, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newby, Laurie T, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel, Prat A, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick, Tamara Leigh, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, James Robertson, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pegg, Christopher R, PharmD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
Knox County (continued)
Pih, Martin, PharmD
Raines, James P, Jr, DPh
Trusley, Jana B, DPh
Wallace, David Lawrence, Jr, DPh
White, John Wesley, DPh
Wilson, Jessica Nicole, PharmD
Wotring, Matthew Willis, DPh
Wright, Bryan Kenneth, DPh

Lawrence County
Mink, Julie Ann, PharmD

Lincoln County
Brown, Amanda L, PharmD
Damron, Jimmy David, PharmD
Smith, John Cordell, PharmD

Madison County
Brown, Robert B, PharmD
Cawthon, Amanda Cooley, DPh
Fisher, Cynthia B, DPh
Ford, Dwight D, PharmD
Gomez, Whitney Danielle, PharmD
Harville, Robert Mark, DPh
Mallette, Jonathan, PharmD
Seddelmeyer, Jennifer S, PharmD
Stoltz, Christopher Reuben, PharmD

Marshall County
Jean, Randall Wayne, PharmD
Matzkiw, Mark A, DPh

Maury County
Fiete, Daniel Lee, PharmD
Glass, Jeremiah D, PharmD
Hickerson, Katie L, PharmD
Naddy, Sami B, PharmD
Smith, Tyler C, PharmD

McMinn County
Truelove, Elizabeth Wilson, DPh

McNairy County
Brown, Catherine McCutchen, DPh
Prather, Catherine J, PharmD
Roberts, Angela J, DPh

Monroe County
Saffles, Joseph S, DPh

Montgomery County
Battles, Donald R, II, PharmD
Cole, Terry M, DPh
De Gando, Alfred A, Jr, PharmD
Loden, Kelly L, PharmD
Majano, Jaqueline P, PharmD
Meeks, Catherine S, PharmD
Ramalingam, Ashokkumar, PharmD
Zaver, Bharat Steve, DPh

Obion County
Hoford, Richard Earl, II, DPh
Kizer, Jason Smith, DPh

Overton County
Melton, Jonathan Clint, PharmD

Polk County
Campbell, Linda M, DPh
Patterson, Christopher Alvin, PharmD
Smith, Chad Aaron, PharmD

Putnam County
France, Daniel A, PharmD
Parker, Brandy Nicole, PharmD

Roane County
Bell, James L, PharmD
Miller, Matthew K, PharmD
Rhodes, Andrew T, PharmD

Robertson County
Bibb, Kimberly B, DPh
Hagan, John S, DPh
Hollingsworth, Anna Ruth, RD PharmD
Marchetti, Merrill Lynn, PharmD
Prentice, Carl Douglas, PharmD
Sloan, Drew Norman, DPh
Wayman, Traci, PharmD
Williamson, Misty Ann, DPh

Rutherford County
Ali, Suzan G, PharmD
Barnwell, John P, PharmD
Carpenter, Neil Wayne, DPh
Cvengos, Ashley, PharmD
Davis, Angela Renee, PharmD
Duvnjak, Alma, PharmD
Gebhardt, Michael B, PharmD
Ghobious, Beshoy A, PharmD
Greene, Jason Matthew, PharmD
Hart, Tracey Robinson, PharmD
Lile, Monica R, PharmD
Mead, George A, PharmD
Nichols, Whitney Danielle, PharmD
Paxton, Jane Megan, PharmD
Rigsby, Anastasia Dawn, PharmD
Shawver, Andrew James, PharmD
Whitehead, Jordan E, PharmD

Sevier County
Barrett, Alan H, Jr, DPh
Clark, Ivy Gale, PharmD
Newman, Hannah Gail, DPh
Richardson, Kimberly R, PharmD
Williams, Corlis H, DPh

Shelby County
Chewing, Allison Fay, PharmD
Cooper, Jennifer, PharmD
Ellis, Joseph R, DPh
Fisher, Cynthia B, DPh
Henson, Lindsey D, PharmD
Jimerson Rucker, Cassandra B, PharmD
Lingerfelt, Angela Jean, PharmD
Lingerfelt, Mark M, PharmD
McCarroll, Mary A, PharmD
Newton, Alan D, Jr, PharmD
Parkhurst, Tiffany C, PharmD
Puryear, Elisha P, PharmD
Seddelmeyer, Jennifer S, PharmD
Springfield, Jeffrey L, PharmD
Woodall, Donna J, PharmD

Smith County
Bush, April L, PharmD

Sullivan County
Rowe, Timothy E, PharmD
Walton, Barry J, DPh

Sumner County
Breakfield, Jason Kyle, PharmD
Cherry, Keeley LeaAnn, PharmD
Finney, Andrew Langford, PharmD
Herron Werner, Rebecca Ann, PharmD
McGee, Shannon Lee, PharmD
Peter, Jeobu, PharmD
Pradeep, Seena, PharmD
Reed, Walter B, PharmD

Tipton County
Clark, Sammie L, III, PharmD
Fisher, Cynthia B, DPh
Seddelmeyer, Jennifer S, PharmD

Trousdale County
Broyles, Amy F, PharmD
Broyles, Thomas P, PharmD

Unicoi County
Roller, Kendra N, PharmD
Roller, Terry L, PharmD

Van Buren County
Maynard, Rhonda Ann, PharmD

Washington County
Cloyd, Joshua N, PharmD
Craven, Matthew Ryan, PharmD
Harrison, Joshua A, PharmD
Paulson, Carmen Morley, PharmD
Walker, Michael Kent, DPh
Whitaker, Wallace L, PharmD

Washington County (VA)
DeBusk, Ashley Leigh Ann, PharmD

Wayne County
Barnes, Rachel LaRae, PharmD
Duren, Jerry M, DPh

Williamson County
Chapa, Elizabeth Ann, PharmD
Fields, Holly Frey, PharmD
Foster, Constance H, PharmD
Gibson, Heather R, PharmD
Ladd Brown, Amanda Lorelle, PharmD
Lippman, Alexa T, PharmD
Neely, Kimberly, PharmD
Rogers, Kelly Jernigan, PharmD
Scharre, Annette Savage, PharmD
Thornton, Joey Charles, PharmD

Pharmacist Check our Web site @ bcbst.com for current listing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wilson County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byrd, Andrew J, PHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gipson, Patricia Jane, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell, Kristi Lynne, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell, Cameron Wayne, PharmD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirtle, Byron M, DPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, John A, PharmD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Check our Web site @ www.bcbst.com for current listing.
Pitman, Austin K, FNP
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BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee (BlueCross) complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex. BlueCross does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex.

BlueCross:

- Provides free aids and services to people with disabilities to communicate effectively with us, such as: (1) qualified interpreters and (2) written information in other formats, such as large print, audio and accessible electronic formats.
- Provides free language services to people whose primary language is not English, such as: (1) qualified interpreters and (2) written information in other languages.

If you need these services, contact a consumer advisor at the number on the back of your Member ID card, 1-800-558-6213 or call (TTY: 1-800-848-0298 or 711).

If you believe that BlueCross has failed to provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex, you can file a grievance ("Nondiscrimination Grievance"). For help with preparing and submitting your Nondiscrimination Grievance, contact a consumer advisor at the number on the back of your Member ID card or call 1-800-565-9140 (TTY: 1-800-848-0298 or 711). They can provide you with the appropriate form to use in submitting a Nondiscrimination Grievance. You can file a Nondiscrimination Grievance in person or by mail, fax or email. Address your Nondiscrimination Grievance to: Nondiscrimination Compliance Coordinator; c/o Manager, Operations, Member Benefits Administration; 1 Cameron Hill Circle, Suite 0019, Chattanooga, TN 37402-0019; (423) 591-9208 (fax); Nondiscrimination_OfficeGM@bcbs.com (email).


BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee, Inc. is an Independent Licensee of the BlueCross BlueShield Association.

iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. Android is a trademark of Google, Inc.

The PhysicianNow program operates subject to state regulation and may not be available in certain states. PhysicianNow phone consultations are available 24/7 while video consultations are available during the hours of 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. seven days a week or by scheduled availability. MDLive is an independent internet based service that allows consumers to select and interact with independent physicians and other health care providers. For complete terms of use, visit: welcome.mdlive.com/terms-of-use.
Your health plan at your fingertips.

Use your State member pages and BlueAccess anytime at bcbst.com/members/TN_state

- Review your claims and explanation of benefits.
- Order replacement or additional identification cards.
- Tell us how you’d like us to contact you.